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ABSTRACT 
This study is concerned with the problems of low-income 
housing in Seoul, the capital of the Republic of Korea. In 
considering Korean housing policy it focusses on the role of 
the public sector and the attempts that are currently being 
made to supply state-developed housing for urban low-income 
groups in Seoul. The overall aim is to highlight the major 
factors governing the formulation of a housing policy for 
the achievement of a high level of public satisfaction, socio- 
economic fulfilment and environmental quality. 
With the over-concentration of wealth and emplovment 
opportunities in the capital in recent years, the housing 
shortage has grown increasingly acute. A massive growth in 
illegal housing and squatter settlements has been the pre- 
dictable result. The consequence of limited public invest- 
ment in the housing sector is that it is practically impossi- 
ble to allocate sufficient resources for the housing needs of 
the urban low-income group. On the other hand, state- developed housing has generally been too expensive for the 
low-income group, and without a clear understanding of the 
needs of the recipient population. Paradoxically, it was 
found that state-developed housing in Seoul tended to aid the. 
middle or upper income groups. These groups often consume a 
vastly disproportionate share of housing resources. whatever 
funds and resources are available should in effect be rationed 
to meet the most urgent needs for shelter. 
In order to achieve the objectives of this study and to 
widen the range of information available to establisý a firm 
basis for the analysis of the current housing situation, it 
was necessary to collect data about existing state-developed 
housing, both in terms of the machinery of provision and the 
dwellings constructed. General information was collected about 
housing institutions, about finance, and about laws and requ- 
lations affecting state-developed housing. Information about 
particular housing Danchis(estates) of varying types was col- 
lected in Seoul to form the starting point for a household 
survey designed to build up a more detailed picture of the 
physical character of dwellings, dwelling control, environ- 
mental locus, relative locus, housing mobility and the burden 
of financing. The resulting analysis, and discussions based 
on the field survey and investigations, made possible an ex- 
amination of a wide range of information which is closely 
related to the residential and social functions of housing 
development. 
The thesis concludes with recommendations, and with an 
alternative policy strategy drawn from the various strands of 
the research, which might be used as a basis for a rational, 
equitable housing policy both in the medium and long term. 
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GLOSSARY 
BOCHUNGBU-WOLSEI - is a type of tenure in the rental sector. 
At beginning of the contract period, the tenant makes 
a deposit which is refunded at the end of the contract, 
but he pays a monthly rent. 
BOK-DEOK-BANG - means a real estate agent. 
CHONSEI - is a type of tenure in the rental sector. Under the 
Chonsei arrangement, a renter makes a lump sum deposit 
of key money at the beginning of occupancy which is - 
fully refunded at the end of the contract period. The 
landlord usually invests this fund and interest earnings 
represent the imputed rent. 
DANCHI - means an estate which normally refers to a housing 
estate in Korea. Danchi housing in Korea implies a new 
form of urban public housing undertaken by the Korea 
National Housing Corporation and the local authorities. 
GYE - means financing clubs, a kind of mutal credit system. 
ONDOL - meaning floor-heating system in Korea, refers to a 
system of flues under the floor, through which the hot 
gases from the coal briquettes burning in the kitchen 
pass to the chimney. 
PANJAJIB - means a single substandard house or dwelling unit; 
and "PANJACHON" indicates a substandard settlement formed 
by numerous PANJAJIB in a certain area. The original 
meaning of Panjajib is a temporary house constructed by 
a board framed structure. In addition, MUHEOGA PANJAJIB 
means a squatter house built without authorized permi- 
ssion. 
PYONG -1 pyong is equivalent to 3.306 n? or 35.58 fe. 
SAK-WOLSEI - is a type of tenure in the rental sector. The 
tenant makes a on6-time deposit from which a given amount 
is deducted. Hence the total amount of rent is, the de- 
ducted amount plus interest earning of the remaining 
deposit. 
WON - is the Korean currency unit. In June, 1984, U. S. $1 was 
equivalent to 798 Won and k1 was equivalent to 1153-Won. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 
The housing situation in most developing countries is 
characterised by serious problems. Differences among nations 
in the structure of their economic, political, and social systems 
preclude a universal definition of those problems. However, 
some are of very wide occurrence. These include severe shor- 
tages, bad conditions, a wide gap between prices and what people 
can afford, a lack of productive capacity, a poorly organised 
building industry, and a mismatch between housing need and 
government response. 
The specific housing problems faced in the cities"of devel- 
oping countries vary, depending on such factors as the geýerai 
economic conditions of the country, the distribution of income, 
the rate of population growth, the size of cities, and the avail- 
able housing stock. A variety of policies has been formulated 
over the years, each representing a different decision-making 
process, in which different Participants - with different re- 
sources and objectives - take part at different stages. 
During the past quarter century, the developing countries 
have experienced a population explosion, together with unpre- 
cedented urbanisation! Korea is no exception to this pattern 
(In this thesis, the term 'Korea! refers to the Republic of Korea, 
otherwise known as 'South Korea'). Korean cities today share 
with those of most other developing countries the problems of 
increasing urbanisation. The influx of poor people from rural 
areas into big cities means that urban housing becomes scarce, 
expensive, and inadequate. 
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. Housing is in many countries one of the most stringently 
regulated sectors of the economy, and much housing is built 
and owned by the state. In Korea, direct controls on housing 
are, less stringent than in many countries? The most widespread 
response of government, in the face of worsening urban housing 
conditions has been the deliberate design and financing of hou- 
sing programmes for low-income households. These programmes'have 
been supplemented by such measures'as the "modification" of pre- 
vailing planning and building standards, the extension of credit 
facilities, and the subsidisation of state housing. There is 
ample evidence of the insufficiency of such programmes. 
Economic analysts frequently use such adjectives as "re- 
markable"j, "extraordinary", and "spectacular" to describe Korea's 
economic performance during the 1960s and early 1970s. One 
reason for this effusiveness is that the Korean economy has 
consistently, achieved, and often surpassed, the ambitious targets 
for economic growth and development set by planners. Another 
is that Korea. achieved her outstanding performance despite 
considerable, odds? The country has no significant reserves of, 
natural resources, the population density is among the highest 
in the world, and most of the physical, infrastructure was des- 
troyed during the Korean War; but gross national product(GNP) 
grew over the period 1960-- 75 at an average rate of more than 
10, per cent a year, and per capita income tripled in real terms! 
But though Korea has a success story in terms of economic 
development, public housing investment by the state as a per- 
centage of, the GNP from 1962. to, 1976 was only 4 Der cent, re- 
latively low compared with the 6 or 7 per cent level shown in 
many countries. The result of this limited public investment 
is that it is practically impossible to allocate sufficient re- 
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sources for the housing needs of the urban low-income group. 
moreover, public housing institutions have built at too high an 
architectural standard for the low-income group and without a 
clear understanding of the needs of the recipient population. 
State-developed housing has generally been too expensive, parti- 
cularly in the Seoul area. 
In urban Korea, middle and upper income groups consume a 
vastly disproportionate share of housing resources. They have 
privileged access to sources of credit, and developers in the 
Drivate sector naturally respond to this. This is not to say 
that a housing strategy should attempt to distribute resources 
equally between all households. Providing higher standards for 
those who are prepared to pay for them is desirable, but they 
should I not be so high that others are deprived. The aim must 
be to ensure a moderately equitable distribution of available 
resources for housing between different income groups. 
However, it is first necessary to clarify the meaning of 
the term "state-developed housing'19 which will recur constantly. 
Traditionally, "state housing" has meant housing that was built, 
owned, and managed by national or local governments(or by a 
nonprofit housing association). In this study the scope of 
state developed housing is somewhat different, and can be divi-' 
ded into two categories: housing owned and managed by the Korea 
National Housing Corporation or local governments; and housing 
built by the corporation or local government for sale. 
In this thesis, the term 'state' comprises all those govern- 
ment institutions which are responsible for planning, policy- 
making and implementation in the field of housing. In Koreal 
the relevant institutions are: the Ministry of Construction, 
the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of Finance, the 
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Economic Planning Board, all local and municipal authoritiesq 
the Korea National Housing Corporation(KNHC), the Korea Housing 
Bank(KHB), and the Korea Land Development Corporation(KLDC). 
The KNHC, KHB, and'KLDC are treated as quasi-state institutions 
in Korea. 
Essentially, state developed housing should be allocated 
to those households who are known to be in most immediate need, 
those for whom the political system assumes some responsibility. 
The criteria of individual needs, however, are in theory modi- 
fied to take into consideration community-wide objectives re- 
lating to maintaining "equity" among different social groups. 
-, I According to classical economic theory, a free market re- 
gulated by the price mechanism would provide all'housing that 
was needed. Private builders supported this cOncept, *'arguing 
that the less the government! S involvement the greater the oppor- 
tunity for freedom of choice; but laissez faire meant more pro- 
fit. Free market theory economists continue to assert thaý 
purchase price and rent as regulatory devices maximise produc- 
tion and are conducive to a greater distributive justice than 
arbitrary decisions affecting the market-made by deliberative 
bodie s. 
However, housing has a number of distinctive characteris- 
tics, which means that the market does not work in the smooth 
functioning way that is claimed for other goods, and so would 
produce neither an optimal level of output nor an equitable 
distribution of that output. 
An important reason for the gap between incomes and housing 
prices is the inequality in the distribution of income. In most 
developing countries the gap-between incomes and housing prices 
is very wide. Some factors contributing to inequality of income 
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include: the persistence of the traditional social structure 
which assures the elite class most of the wealth and power; 
low levels of education. and training for a large proportion 
of the population, leading to. low-Paying jobs, underemployment 
or unemployment; and unstable political systems resulting in 
economic conditions of great uncertainty and instability? 
The persistence of the problem of the relationship between 
income levels and housing prices leads eventually to slum con- 
ditions; dilapidated structures continue to be used, old houses 
are divided up and rented, and*squatting and overcrowding become 
more wide spread. 
A free market could not provide housing of socially-accept- 
able level to those with low incomes because they'have insuffi- 
cient voting power. The distribution of market-expressed pre- 
ferences depends upon the existing distribution 
. 
of income. 
The basic problem here is the presence of a number of mar- 
ket imperfections and the inequality in'the distribution of 
income. The rationale for government intervention in housing- 
has in many capitalist countries generated a lengthy deba te, on 
the relationships between economic and political structures and 
the established housing systemý The Korean government has taken 
the view that housing is, up-to a point, a social responsibility 
and should not be left entirely to free market forces. 
Government policies(national and local) have been ineffec- 
tive in Providing adequate housingr paeticularly for the. urban 
low-income group. The main reason is that these policies have 
been based on a poor understanding of the nature of the problem. 
- Clearly, a better understanding should make it possible to de- 
vise more effective housing policies. Below a brief outline 
is given of the nature and extent of Korea's housing problems. 
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1. One of the crucial problems of'housing is the absolute 
housing shortage. Since 1960 there has been a, growing 
shortage of housing, felt particularly in Seoul and 
other big cities. 
2. The current policy target of one-household-one-dwelliný 
is a very ambitious one and could lead to an under-es- 
timation of the need-for proper-sized dwellings, putting 
unduly high priority on the absolute number of dwellings. 
3. Since the early 1960s housing has not been the priority 
sector: the focus of the economic plan has been op 
general economic growth based on exports and heavy in- 
dustries. Thus, the public sector's, share in produc- 
tion and public housing investment has been, and still 
remains, at a low-level. 
4. The cost of housing for urban low-income households is 
very heavy. As far as the middle income groups are con- 
cerned income seems to have increased much less rapidly 
than the price of housing. One of the reasons is that 
the rate of inflation in the housing sector is extreme- 
ly high compared with that of other sectors. 
5. The fundamental problemr especially in urban, areas, is 
the skewed distribution of housing in favour of high 
priced dwellings and owner-occupancy. Under such cir- 
cumstances, low-income and tenant households find them- 
selves in a situation where suitable housing is more and 
more difficult to afford. They are likely to be condemned 
to the quasi-permanent position of a tenant with all the 
social stigma attached to that in Korea. 
6. The state and public institutions produce houses for both 
sale and renting to low-income groups. But particularly 
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in Seoul, the housing authorities have concentrated on the 
policy of state-developed housing for sale to encourage ur- 
ban households' homeownership. 
7. The role of municipal government in housing has been signi- 
ficantly weakened. This is mainly because housing policy, 
its foirnation and implementation, have been overcentralised 
and overcontrolled by the national government. 
8. A poorly developed financial sector which has failed to pro- 
vide better investment alternatives than land and real es- 
tate, and government policies that have restricted the flow 
of capital into the housing sector; historically, govern- 
ment policies have favoured the industrial sectors and dis- 
couraged the development of an active mortgage system. 
9. Government policies have restricted the conversion of agri- 
cultural and other land to residential uses. An irrational 
land-use policy has created an unstable housing market. 
These considerations lead to the three main questions raised 
in this study: 
i) How has the Korean government reacted to the problems of 
low-income housing, and have governments acted in the 
interests of the urban low-income group with appropriate 
housing and welfare measures? 
What are the principal characteristics of state- 
developed housing in terms of housing conditions? 
iii) What social groups occupy state-developed housing and 
who benefits from the state-developed housing projects 
in Seoul? 
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1.2 THE SCOPE AND ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY 
One of the common responses of government to the apparent 
inability of the private market to produce housing for all, in 
sufficient quantity, quality and at reasonable prices, is to 
intercede directly by constructing "state" housing. 
The government housing policy of Korea was in effect in- 
augurated in 1962 with the creation of the, Korea National Housing 
Corporation, as a part of the first 5-year economic plan(1962- 
1966). The thrust of the first 5-year plan period's policy has 
produced low-income housing for ownership and tenancy, and pro- 
moted the private sector's participation in low-income housing 
through financial as well as technical assistance. 
In considering Korean housing policy, thi; study focusses 
on the role of the Public sector and the attempts that are cur- 
rently being made to supply state-developed housing for urban 
low-income households in Seoul. It goes on to explore, mainly, 
the development and allocation process of state-developed housing 
in the capital. 
Since the state-developed housing programmes of Seoul are 
closely related to national socio-economic developments and ur- 
banisation trends, the study also analyses the aims of national 
government, and the administration, financing processes and re- 
gulations involved in formulating a housing policy. 
The main purpose of the study is to establish a logical 
framework for the development of realistic policy objectives and 
alternatives for housing the urban low-income group. 
To help to fulfill these objectives, and to obtain the'in- 
formation needed to establish a firm basis for the analysis of 
the current housing situation, it was necessary to coll. ect data 
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about existing state-developed housing, both with regard to 
machinery of-provision and the actual construction of-dwellings. 
General information was collected about housing institutions, 
finance, and the laws and regulations affecting, state-developed 
housing. Information about particular housing Danchi(estates) 
of varying characteristics, standards and locations was col- 
lected to form the starting point for a household survey in Seoul, 
designed to elicit detailed kancurlcdge about the physical cha- , 
racter of the dwellings, dwelling control, environmental locus, 
relative locus, housing mobility and the burden of financing. 
The thesis is organised as follows: 
The first chapter serves as a general introduction. As 
well as outlining the-background and scope of the problem, it 
contains a brief introduction to Korea's history, physical geo- 
graphy, and politics. Special attention is given to the capi- 
tal, Seoul. 
Chapter Two deals with the social background to the pro- 
blems of rapid urbanisation in Korea. It considers demographic 
change and the altering structure of the urban household. The 
question of population is examined in terms of size, composi- 
tion and distribution. The structure of the urban household is 
considered in terms of the number of persons as well as the 
number of generations. 
Chapter Three examines housing conditions'-in-urban Korea 
in the 1970s. The housing condition of Seoul is viewed both 
in relation to that of the nation as a whole, and to that of 
other cities. 
ChaDter Four deals with substandard urban settlements. 
The following factors are examined: concepts and definitions 
of low-incomer-types of substandard settlements in Seoul, views 
on shanty housing, and Korean evidence on shanty towns. The 
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following chapter(Chapter Five) examines low-income housing pro- 
grammes in Seoul which have been carried out by the government 
since 1960s. 
Chapter Six explores state-developed housing from the 
point of view of the development process. The development pro- 
cess is examined in terms of: i) the state as developer; ii) 
housing finance; iii) land and, infrastructure; and iv) the house- 
bul lding industry and contract sy-4-m. T ap" Sc- n, the j- In Ch.,. = Scuc %. 
issue of state-developed housing allocation will be examined: 
i) allocation criteria; ii) allocation process; 'iii) the price 
of state-developed h, ousing; and (iv) social outcomes of alloca- 
tion. 
Chapter Eight examines the specific situation, of state- 
developed housing in Seoul. Various characteristics of the 
stock of dwellings are discussed.. To provide concrete evidence 
and'a clear understýnding, - the result of a field survey in 5- 
developed housing areas is given. 
Chapter Nine uses data drawn from'the field survey to ex. - 
plore'the financial pre I dicate and 
. 
constraints in state-developed 
housing. In this chapter, the impact of state-developed housing 
sales and the issues of rental housing are also examined. 
The last two chapters (Chapter Ten and-Eleven) contain the 
conclusions, and an alternative policy strategy. In Chapter 
Ten, conclusions are drawn from'the observations analysed -in 
the previous Chapters. Chapter Eleven presents a comprehensive 
set of housing policy alternatives for'the formulation of future 
housing policy and-its implementation in urban Korea, and es- 
pecially in Seoul. 
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1.3 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY', HISTORY AND POLITICS OF KOREA 
To obtain a clear picture of Korea's housing problem and 
its housing policy, It is important to know something of the 
. physical geography, history and politics of Korea. ' Accordingly, 
this section attempts to provide a brief outline of these topics. 
A. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
Korea(South and North Korea) is located in the heart of 
the Far East, and the country's geographical location has al- 
ways been a major factor in its history. To the southeast, only 
120 miles distant, lies Honshu, the principal islandýof Japan. 
To the west, at about the same distance, lies the Shantung peni- 
nsula of China. Manchuria, the northeastern province of China, 
shares most of North Korea's northern boundary. Finally, in the 
northeast, for eleven miles along the Tumen River, lies the Soviet 
Union(Figure-1-1 map of Korea). 
The Korean peninsula is not large; with its adjacent islands 
it comprises 85,285 square miles, an area somewhat less than-that 
of Great Britain. The Korean peninsula is now divided between 
North and South Korea. South Korea has an area of 38,169 square 
miles, or 44.6 per cent of the total areO These figures exclude 
the southern part of the Demilitarised Zone(D. M. Z. ) which is-not 
under the jurisdiction of the Republic. 
Geographically, the Korean peninsula is-very diverse, with 
the contrast between plains and motintains a basic factor. Only 
one-fifth of Korea can be cultivated, largely because of diffi- 
culties imposed by terrain. Northern Korea is more mountainous 
and has less extensive plains than southern Korea; within these 
two divisions there is even more diversity in relief. 
Although all of Korea(South and North Korea) has a humidt 
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Figurel-T. Map of Korea 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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mid-latitude, monsoonal climate, there are marked geographic 
diversities, particularly in the length of the cold winter season. 
The'mountainous northern interior has bitterly cold winters, the 
southern coast has mild temperatures' with monthly averages above 
Ireezing. 
The domination of the'Korean peninsula by other Far Eastern 
t)owers seems to have been its peculiar fate. For most of its 
history Korea had a special relationshi Ip with China under the 
Confucian scheme of international relations'. During the period 
of Japanese military power, however,, great pressure was exerted 
upon Korea from the other direction. * At'the end of, the nineteenth 
century, Japan gotýits first"'foothold on the continent of Asia 
by taking over Korea. Some-of the-battles of the Sino-Japanese 
War of 1894-95 were fought on. the plains of Korea. Ten years 
later Japan came into conflict with Russia, and again the, Korean 
peninsula was the scene of battle between its aggressive neigh- 
bours? After a short protect6rate,,, Japan annexed Korea outright 
in 1910, and for the next thirty-five years Korea was a Japanese 
possession. 
In June, 1950 the importance of Korea's geographical loca- 
tion became, a matter of. world interest. Following the defeat of 
Japan in 1945, the "international frontier" between the Communist 
world and the capitalist world had been, sharply drawn, at the .. 
thirty-eight parallel in mid-Korea. Bart-; ý speaks of modern Korea 
as a "frontier": 
"Since the end of the Second World War, -South Korea has been 
aligned militarily and economically with the United States; 
North Korea, in differing degrees at different times, with 
the people's Republic of China and the Soviet Union*- For 
this reason, the country has frequently been described as 
a zone of confrontation, a 'political frontier'. But the 
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concept of South Korea as a 'frontier' also has relevance 
in its physical geography and current economic development"'. 
0 
: In its'physical'g"eography Korea'iso, ' in many respects,, '-a tran- 
sitional zone between the continental landmass'of 
and, the'island arcs rimming the western Pacific. 
it, is, for the'most part, an extremity ofthe anc 
northern Asia, but in the'south-eastern provinces 
is, s. t, cceeded-by'--ecent, sedim, ent-o related to those 
north-east Asia 
Geologically 
ient bedrock of 
this pediment 
of nearby Japan. 
Korea today is a "frontier" in still another sense*' Tradi- 
tionally agricultural, itýis industrialising and urbanising'at 
a rapid rate. In the 1960sýand71970s, Korean GNP'increased at 
a rate of about 10 per cent per year, one of the most'rapid growth 
rates experienced anywhere in the world. 
B. HISTORY 
,.,, I,. 
I 
The earliest written records begin with the establishment 
of the Silla Kingdom in the south in 57 B. C., the Koguryo Kingdom 
in the north twenty years later, and the Paikje Kingdom in the 
southeast in 18 B. C.. This period is known in Korean history as 
the "Era of the Three Kingdoms". Struggles among these three 
powers for supremacy continued for more than six centuries. Fi- 
nally, Silla, in 'alliance with China, crushed Paikje in 600*A. D., 
and then Koguryo in A. D. 668. The entire Korean peninsula, uni- 
fied under the rule of Silla, enjoyed almost three hundred years 
of peace and prosperity. During this Period Korean culture rea- 
ched one of its highest points. 
This era felt the impact of two great influences from the 
outside world: Buddhism, with its pageantry, and Chinese classi- 
cal literature, based on Confuc I ianismil The two were deadly ri- 
vals, and it was not until about 1392 that the pro-Chinese ele- 
ment became dominant over the Budýhist hierachy insofar as Poli- 
tical influence was concerned. 
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In, 1392 Yi Sung-Kei,, leader of the army, and a confuciano, 
founded the third dynasty since Korea's unification as a single 
nation. Yi and his immediate successors ushered in a flourishing 
and creative era, which lasted until. 1910, when the Japanese 
annexed Korea, exploited its resources, and determined its in- 
ternal progress, for the next forty years. 
Through the dynasties of Silla, Koryo and Yi, the Korean 
people advAnced remarkably. The development of their political 
and social systems, their culture and prosperity was outstanding 
among Asian nations. one of the great inventions in the Koryo 
Dynasty, movable metal printing type, was, greatly improved, and 
scientific instruments, such as the water clock, were invented 
, while Korea was still the "Hermit Kingdom"_and the West was going 
its own way., The most valuable development was the fifteenth 
century invention of a phonetic alphabet, which served to bring 
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education within the reach of', everyone in the Kingdom. 
Of particular significance is the fact that the Korean. people 
have never committed an act. of aggression against their neighbours, 
and even when attacked their military, action has always been limi- 
ted to defence. 
Korea suffered invasions by its Mongol, Japanese, Chinese, 
and-Manchu neighbours, but continuously maintained its national 
independence until its annexation by the Japanese, who ruled 
Korea until the end ofthe Second World War. Modern Korea has 
become a stage whereon the interests of major world powers conflict. 
In the final one hundred year. of the Yi Dynasty, Korea, had failed 
to accomplish two major, tasks: its transformation from an isolated 
feudal society into a, modern, strongly centralised nation-state, 
and the construction of an industrial base for its economy 
13 
Korean 
leaders were not aware that modernisation and political reform 
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were necessary for security, and economic and social progress. 
Industrial and military modernisation were in fact the only means 
by which Korea could defend itself against the threat of invasion. 
Following the Cairo Conference of 1943, the heads of State 
of the U. S., Great Britain, and China announced their intention" 
that 'in due course Korea shall become free and independent'. 
Undoubtedly, the Allies were concerned about a power vacuum in 
Korea afLer the defeat of the Japanese. It is possible that the 
decision to divide the Peninsula between the Anglo-American and 
Soviet forces was reached at the Yalta Conference of 1945. By 10 
August 1945, most of North Korea was in Soviet Union's hands. 
American troops landed in South Korea on 8 September 1945, and 
the United States propo 
- 
sed a demarcation line at the 38th Par alle 1.14 
On the other hand, at the Moscow Conference in December 1945 the 
Foreign Ministers decided, (Without consulting the Koreans), that 
Korea should be held by the occupying powers as a joint trustee- 
ship for five years. 
A Joi I nt U. S. 
I 
-U. S. S. R. Coimnission to find a mean 
.s 
of unifyinj 
the country ended in stalemate, and the U. S. then took the ques- 
tion to the United Nations, where it was resolved, in September 
1947, to hold general elections under U. N. supervision. This 
resolution was rejected by North Korea, and as a result the elec- 
tions were held only in the South. The Republic of Korea was 
officially proclaimed on 15 August 1948, three years to the day 
after the Japanese surrender. 
Through Korea was still divided at the 38th parallel, a 
Korean government was launched, with Syngman Rhee as first pre- 
sident. Progress toward an economically improved democratic 
state in South Korea was well on its way when it was interrupted 
by the Korean War on June 25,195o. 
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After more than three years of fighting, a military armi- 
stice was signed on July 27,1953. The agreed truce line ran 
generally somewhat above the 38th parallel. In the meantime, 
the Korean. people remain under the de facto control of. two regimes, 
and economic rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country are 
hampered by its illegal division. 
C. POLITICS 
J 
The years following the debut of the Republic could hardly 
be described as good ones. Resources were mismanaged and corrup- -_ 
tion was widespread. Continued political instability culminated 
in the April Revolution(19 April, 1960), which forced Syngman 
Rhee to retire. Fortunately, the April revolution was carried 
out with a minimum of bloodshed and destruction. The glory be- 
longs chiefly to the Korean students, in the-vanguard of freedom, ' 
who behave'd magnificently both in fighting and in maintaining 
law and order. 
The twelve-year period. between 1948 to 1960 under. President 
Syngman Rhee can be characterised by two closely related pheno- 
mena: the supremacy of state power over the rest of society, and 
Rhee's personal dictatorship, supported by, the national policeI5 
By contrast, the new rulers showed excessive timidity,. and 
the government of Myun Chang collapsed soon after, it was born. - 
Finally, in the spring of 1961, a reform-minded military group 
led by Chung-Hee Park reestablished firm control overthe country, 
making sweeping reforms, establishing a new progressive tax system# 
and encouraging business activities.. Park and the military govern- 
ment also created the Economic Planning Board and launched the 
first 5-year Economic Development Plan in., 1962. Park resigned 
from the army and was inaugurated into. the office of president. 
in 1963. During the next decade, President Park promoted a "new 
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deal" of successive five year economic plans that brou4ht rapid 9 
industrial and social progress. He was assassinated by the head 
of the Korean CIA on October 26,1979. The present government, 
under the leadership of President Doo-Hwan Chun, is faced with 
the challenge of bringing the level of political development up 
to that of the economy and society at large. 
Political development in Korea has, in many respects, not 
moved toward the "institutions, values, and structures" of West- 
ern society. Despite the existence of certain trappings of de- 
mocracy, the Syngman Rhee regime was indubitably authoritarian. 
However, it was a personal authoritarianism based on an astute 
manipulation of political factions(as well as suppression of 
outright opposition) in contrast with the latei authoritarianism 
of President Park, who built up and governed with a highly devel- 
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oped bureaucracy Although Rhee and Park had n'o hesitation'in 
declaring martial law and'using -ýhe-'army'to-lýut-'do, ý, m'-regiona1 
revolts, they did not regard the armed'forces as'an integral, 
part of government 
17 Rhee was inflexible, unwilling to accept 
criticism, and obsessed with his own infallibility. ' The Park 
regime was even more'iientialise'd but has'shown itself to be high- 
ly flexiblet at least with respe ct to economic policy. 
The form taken by - authoritarian government'in Korea has, 
however, been powerfully shaped by local'circumstances. - The in- 
vasion from the'North in-1950 and'the possibility of'renewed 
invasion is considered sufficient justification for maintaining 
the sixth largest sýtanding'army in the world. 
The other re'spect'in which authoritarian government-in Korea 
differs from that -in most less-ýdeveloped countries is in the 
heavy emphasis placed on economic'growth as a national objective. 
Not only has'the increase in national income since 1963 been 
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remarkable, but all elements of the population, have shared 
this prosperity though not in the same measure. 
Party politics was introduced into the country in August 
1945. Before that date there was no. organised, legal party 
appealing to p opular sentiments. Since then the party system 
has been characterised by: the predominance of conservative 
parties, and the weakness of left-wing. parties;. the overwhelming 
importance of personalities rather than issues as-the focus of 
party activities; the high rate of partisan, realignment under 
i 
different labels; and the absence of grass-roo. ts support and 
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organisation. 
As in the past, Korea today has a strongly centralised 
system of government. No office below., the national level is 
elective. From provincial government, to rural, Myon(or Eup) chief 
and city mayor to Dong head, officials are, appointed, not-elected. 
The counties(Gun) are further subdivided into Eup and Myon. 
Eup are areas with 20,000-50,000 people, and although such areas 
will usually include a sizeable. township, it is not correct, to* 
think of them as towns, because the bulk of the territory in- 
cluded is rural. Myon are areas still more rural, with popula- 
tions of less than 20,000 people, usually with no outstanding 
population centre, and-the-Myon, office sits in the middle of 
farm lands. The Dong in a Korean city is the smallest admini-; - 
strative unit., The provinces and four special cities, Seoul, 
Pusan, Daegu, and Inchon, also receive about 60 per cent'of their 
budget from the, central-government. 
The State Council, ' the-principal policy-forming body, is 
composed of the President, the Premier(also known as the Prime 
Minister), and a selection--of from ten to twenty cabinet mini- 
sters. The Premier is'appointed by the President, and appoint- 
ment of Council members is-made by the President on'the Premier's 
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recommendation. 
The special cities and the provinces, are, at-the, sam6 level 
of administration, that directly beneath the national level. 
Here the Korean system begins to differ_fromýthat commonly or- 
ganised in the-Western World. At this'level, the Republic is 
divided into thirteen administrative regions which themselves-, 
are composed of nine provinces, and four special cities'. 
The four 'special cities' are singled out because, of their 
large populations, and have theýsame hierarchical rank as pro- 
vinces. Their'administration is separate from the provinces in 
which they are situated. 
In summary, it is clear that, if modernisation means an 
approach, toward-the institutions, values, and structures of the 
West, political developments in Korea have not moved in this - 
direction. Nor'have-the administrative and authoritative struc- 
tures of-government been closely, related to the democratic poli- 
tical aspirations that continue to exist in Korea. Certainly 
government in Korea is one of the most centralised'in the non- 
Communist world. 
1.4 SEOUL CITY IN PERSPECTIVE 
In 1394 the Yi Dynasty established Seoul as the, capital of 
a strongly centralised. feudal state. It, has remained a capital 
city ever since. 
Residential location in the very, early period was deter- 
mened by a person's social and political position. Atributary 
of the Han River divided the central area of the city into two , 
sections, a north side and a south side. Most palaces. and, pri- 
vate mansions'of the ruling class were constructed on the north 
side, while most middle-and low class residences were located on 
the south side of the city. Such residential patterns, with 
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their characteristic housinq,. roof styles, and surrounding en- 
vironments, were, observed when the first westerners visited the 
city late in the 19th century 
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As in other walled cities in East Asia, the city wall was 
for internal Protection. In the mountain area to the north an 
exterior wall was constructed in the late 17th century to protect 
the city from foreign invaders. The exterior wall, the so called 
Puhan-sansong, eventually connected the city and the fortress so 
that in case of invasion from the south the king could flee to 
Puhan-sansong along the north side of the wall. As the city wall 
had a dual structure, so the governing territory of the city 
mayor was divided into two distinct areas the walled city and. 
the area surrounding the walled city. 
The population grew very slowly, because of the limited ca- 
pacity of the walled city. According to, the oldest population 
records, there were 103,328 persons, including those outside the 
city wall, in Seoul in 1428 
ýO 
During the late 19c and early 20c the capital awoke to, 
western culture and opened its door to foreign influences. West- 
ern innovations, especially communication, urban transportation, 
and housing construction methods, had, an great impact on the in- 
ternal and external expansion of the city. The impact of change 
was rapid and nationwide. Populati on grew rapidly, and internal 
migration from country to city was accelerated, not only because 
of the convenience of transportation facilites, but also because 
of the decline of the feudal system. For the first time in Korean 
history a mass of free yeomen emerged. Many of them moved to the 
cities to find jobs in factories and the constructionindustry. 
Under Japanese control(1910 - 1945), the capital grew rapid- 
ly not only in Population but also in extent, as its residential 
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areas expanded. In 1942-for the first time in its, history, the, 
population reached a million. During the Korean'War(1950- 
1953) however over 60 per cent of the city's population fled. - 
After the war, large numbers of dispossessed, refugees settled 
there. The increase in Seoul's population between 1955-and 1975 
was due mainly, however, to net migration, which accounted 
for over 70 per cent of the increase. Seoul's share of Koreals. 
population has steadily grown. The proportion grew from 7.3 
per cent in 1955 to 22.3 per cent in 1980. 
From the early 1960s the excessive concentration of popula- 
tion in Seoul was recognised as a serious problem. ' Seoul's 
share in national employment and in manufacturing firms for 
the period 1960 - 1970 was 55 per-cent and, 20 per cent respec- 
tively. The fast-growing economy generated rapid expansion of 
employment, particularly in the labour-intensive manufacturing 
sector, and this in turn accelerated employment in the service 
sector. 
The nation's economic activities have been spatially-polar- 
ised around the capital, where tremendous locational advantages 
exist. The fact that it is the seat'of government has rein- 
forced the Process. Overconcentration of Population and'econo- 
mic activities around the primate city resulted in regional 
disparity in employment and income, and as a result, inter-regional 
tension began to build up. At the same'time, the city, itself 
came to suffer from various urban ills resulting from over- 
development and overcrowding, such as pollution and congest- 
ion. Another serious problem concerns national security. More 
than 8 million people reside within 30-minutes distance of the 
DMZ; Seoul is located within the firing range of northern arti- 
llerv. This is serious indeed from the standpoint of military 
strategy. 
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Seoul has always been a Mecca for those who live outside it. 
It is the centre for political ambition, for educational attain- 
ment, and for personal prestige. Even today, in every village 
in the provinces around the city, one hears the constant plaint 
that "all our young people are moving to Seoul". From among 
those who have. converged on Seoul to seek their fortune have' 
come the chief actors in the drama of the last five and half cen- 
turies. Kings and prophets, generals and poets they are--the 
men and women who have woven the rich tapestry of Korea's and 
Seoul's history ?lI 
As the capital of a newly industrialised nation, Seoul has 
taken on a boomtown atmosphere. In 1980, circulating approximate- 
ly 20 per cent of the nation's currency, the city boasts about 
45 per cent of Korea's motor vehicles, and about, 60 per cent of 
its hosDitals. Well over a half of the university students in. 
the country are concentrated in the capital. 
Seoul, the centre of government, education, culture, indust- 
ry and entertainment, is truly the heart of Korea. Crowded with 
almost eight-and half million people one of the world's largest 
metropoli, it has discovered thatýbecoming a modern city brings 
modern problems. The ever-increasing number of people 
I and 
" 
in- 
dustries has created a serious housing problem. The acute hou- 
sing shortage can no longer be ignored, and today the government 
is encouraging the creation of new industrial centres in rural 
areas and is even considering the possibility of moving the po- 
litical caoital. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
URBANISATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE IN KOREA 
The housing situation in a developing country is close- 
ly bound up with the effects of urbanisation, and with de- 
mographic factors. High rates of population growth and 
internal migration to urban areas, accompanied by scanty 
rates of housing production, typically result in the, 
overcrowding of existing dwellings and in squatting. The 
extent of such problems may vary from one urban area to an- 
other but the results are'fundamentally the same:. high den- 
sities, sanitation problems, unsafe living conditions, and 
insecurity'of tenure among others. 
In order to gain a wider perspective, we look first at 
some aspects of the overall trend of urbanisation and demo- 
graphic change i, ri Korea. In'this chapter, I try to examine 
these issues under four headings: 
Urbanisation and migration 
(ii) Size and composition of the population 
(iii) Distribution of the population of Seoul 
(iv) Household structure 
2.1 URBANISATION AND MIGRATION 
The term lurbanisation' refers both'to the constitution 
of specific spatial forms of human societies characterised 
by the significant concentration of activities and popula- 
tion in a limited space, and to the existence and diffusion 
of a particular cultural system, the urban culture! 
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The growing number of people who live in cities is one 
I. e of the most important features of the modern world. At tlýtl 
beqinninq of the last century, the world was perhaps 3 per 
cent urban. At its end, the concentration of population in 
cities was said to have been "the most remarkable social phe- 
nomenon" of the century', even though, by then, 'fewer than 15 
per cent of the world's population were urban. The world is 
now almost two-fifths urban and by the year 2,000 the world 
may be fully one-half urbaný An international urbanisation 
survey indicates that: 
The growing interest in urbanisation stems from the 
convergence of a number of strands of thought and 
concern, some, of which are specific to the developing 
countries, and others which are more global. The con- 
centration of population in urban settlements during 
the decade of the sixties is on scale alone, unprece- 
dented in human history. At the same time, there has 
been a convergence of the familiar sectoral interests 
that bear on the process of urban development, with a 
burgeoning flow of requests for assistance for infra- 
structure-'and housin-g'devel'opment. '-'This has led-to-a 
sharpened perception of the increased need for urban 
assistance and of the mounting pressures on existing 
u, rban faciiitiesý 
Urbanisation is-a very recent phenomenon'in Korea. The 
uprooting effects of the Korean War and the influx of refugees 
accelerated the urbanisation process during the 1950s; which 
saw the urban share of the't6tal-popuiat'i on4ri , se fr om about 
18 per cent'in 1950-to about 28 per cent in 1960. 'The- 1960s 
and early"1970s we're characýerisedl'by very rapid urbanisation. 
It is surprising that betýqeen'1965 and 1970 the-uiban popula- 
tion increased about"13 points', ' as-showý in Table'2-1. The 
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larqest increase shown is for the most recent two decades, 
1960-1980. In 1980, the urban share of the totalýpopulation 
reached 60 per cent. 
Table 2-1. Growth of Urban Population in Korea, 1915-1980 
Year Total Urban Population(1000) PopulationM 
1915 -16 ; 278 3.1 
1920 17,289 3.3 
1925 19,020 3.5 
1930 20,438 4.5 
1935 22,208 7.4 
1940 23,547 
-11. 
ý ,, 
1945 19,369 14.5 
1950 20,167 18.4 
1955 21,502 24.4 
1960 24,954 '28.3 
1965 28,327 33.9, 
1970 31,435 47.1 
1975 34,707 50.9 
1980 '38,124 '60.0 
Notes: 1) Until 1940, figures refer to total population 
of the whole of Korea and thereafter to South 
Korea only. 
Sources: E Mills and-, B-N Song, Urbanisation and Urban 
Problems, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 
1979, p. 8. and Economic Planning, Board, Korea 
Statistical Yearbook, 1963,1976 and 1983. 
The developing countries as a whole have, then, urban- 
ised rapidly-during the period under consideration. But the 
process has been specially rapid, in-Korea. Table 2-2 shows 
some comparisons, between Korea and-developing and developed 
countries, -In 1940, the-portion of Korea's population 
livinq in urban areas was similar to that of other less 
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developed countries. In 1970, it was more than double that 
of other less developed countries and about the same as that 
of the more developed countries in 1960; by 1975, Korea was 
about as urbanised as the average developed countries in 
1970. Thus Korea urbanised very rapidly in the 1960s and 
1970s. This confirms Mills and Song's prediction that the 
pace of urbanisation will continue to be brisk in Korea 
during coming years, but. will slacken somewhat, as in devel- 
4 
oped countries. 
Most Korean demographers and economists agree that Korea 
started its demographic transition and modernisation during 
the colonial era. But the Japanese occupied most important 
social positions in Korea and it was they, rather than the 
Koreans, who benefitted by those services. Faced with limi- 
ted opportunities and growing populati on pressure at home, 
many Koreans migrated to the cities of Japan and Manchuria. 
Prior to 1920, the onlY'-significant outflow from the 
peninsula was from the most northern province of Korea into 
Manchuria. From 1925 on, h- owever, out-migration from the 
southern provinces predominated, and Japan emerged as the, 
principal destination. From the early 1930s, Korean migra- 
tion into Manchuria under Japanese encouragement rapidly in- 
creased and reached 57 per cent of total net migration during 
1935-1940? 
The role of Japanese colonial policy was decisive in 
stimulating, these population movements. Between 1926 and 
1934, the Japanese attempted to increase rice production in 
Korea for exDort to Japan. Loans were given at highly favour- 
able interest rates to those Japanese who invested in culti- 
'30 
Table 2-2. Urban Population -Percentage in Korea, Developing and Developed Countries, 1940-1975 
-1940 . 
1950 1960 1970 1975 
WORLD TOTAL 18.8 21.2 25.4 28.2 29.7 
MORE DEVELOPED MAJOR 
AREAS 36.7 39.9 45.6 49.9 52.1 
Europe ý9.5 40.7 44.2 47.1 48.2 
Northern America 46.2 50.8 58.0 62.6 65.4 
Soviet Union 24.1 27.8 36.4 42.7 46.4. 
Oceania 40.9 -45.7 52.9 57.9 57.1 
LESS DEVELOPED MAJOR 
'AREAS 10.4 13.2 17.3 20.4 22.2 
East Asia 11.6 13.8 18.5 21.7 23.7 
South Asia 8.3 -11A 13.7 16.0 17.4 
Latin America 19.6 25.1 32.8 37.8 40.5 
Africa 7.1 9.7 13.4 16.5 18.1 
MORE DEVELOPED 
- I REGIONS* 37.0 40.0 46.0 50.5 52.8 
LESS DEVELOPED 
REGIONS+ 8.6 11.4 15.4 18.5 20.3 
KOREA 10.9 18.4 28.3 47.1 50-9 
*More developed regions refers to Europe, Northern America, Soviet 
Union, Japan, temperate So uth America, Australia and New Zealand. 
'ýLess developed regions ref ers to East Asia without Japan, South 
Asia. Latin America without temperate South. America, Africa and 
Oceania without Australia and New Zealand. 
Source: B Roberts. Cities o f Peasants, London, Edward Arnold, 
19789 P. 7 Table 1.1 and the Korean data obtained from 
EPB,. Korea Statistical Yearbo6k 1965,1976 and 1983 
-vation in'Korea. As a result, more and more. Korean small- 
holders were turned into tenants. This process, coupled with 
desr)erate rural poverty deepened by a decline in I the price of 
'6 rice, was the principal factor behind the Korean exodus. Other 
factors may have played a part. Wages received by Korean la- 
bourers in the domestic urban sector appear to have declined 
during the veriod, while real wages received by Koreans in 
7 Japan seem to have risen. In addition, at the end of the 1930s, 
Janan encouraged movement to Manchuria in order to expedite 
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industrialisation in-,. those areas while attempting, with limited 
success, to discourage movement to Japan. By 1930, Koreans 
residing in Japan totalled about 400,000 and the number in- 
creased to more than 1.2 million by 1940. The Korean popula- 
tionin Manchuria also increased from about 0.6 million in 
1930 to about 1.45 million in 1940ý 
After Independence, the influx of returning emigrants and 
refugees contributed greatly to the growth of the urban popu- 
lation in Korea. Repatriates from Japan, the largest compo- 
nent of the influx, settled principally in the three southern 
Provinces(North and South Kyongsang provinces and Jeju,, Island) 
which had been the principal areas sending migrants to Japan 
in the colonial Deriod. A substantial fraction of repatriates 
from Manchuria and other foreign countriessettled in, Seoul, 
with the remainder more or less evenly distributed among other 
regions? 
Another dramatic movement of Korean population occurred 
during the Korean War. The Warýyears brought. a new influx of 
refugees from the north, estimated by Tai Hwan Kwonlo to have 
totalled 646,000 persons, and resulted, in South Korea, in 
the temporary displacement of several million persons and the 
death or disappearance of approximately 1.9 mil lion more(Table 
2-3). North Korean-refugees who had settled in urban areas 
were concentrated-in Pusan, Seoul and Inchon. Theseýthree 
cities accounted for more than 80 per cent of the urban refugees. 
Since 1960, as in many other developing, countries, 'people 
in Korea have been migrating-from-backward rural to advanced 
urbanýareas. As a result,,. there is a concentration of rural 
migrants in the large cities. The major centres of, in-migration 
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Table 2-3. Estimated Population Changes due to the 
Korean War, 1950-1953 
(1,000s) 
_ , Male Female . -Total. 
a) Refugees from North Korea 354 292 646 
b) Migrants to North Korea 264 22 286 
c) Extra deaths due to war 837 802 1,639 
d) Total loss due to war 
-747 
532 1 279 (b+c-a) , 
Source: Tai Hwan Kwon, Demography of Korea, Seoul, 
Seoul National University, 1977, p. 204. 
in Korea are the densely-populated and highly industrialised 
areas of the country, such as Seoul, Pusan, Daegu, Daejeon, 
Kwangju and Inchon(Figure 2-1). 
The trend of migrationsince 1960 is summarised in 
e Tables 2-4 and 2-5, which include urban, and rural net migra- 
tion and net annual migration rates. Net in-migration to 
the urban sector during, 1960-1966 averaged 2.2 per cent - 
or 169,000, persons - per year exclusive of infants. Seoul 
alone absorbed 71 per cent of this, - experiencing an average 
annual net in-migration of 4.3 per cent. ' 
In the late 1960s, accelerating economic growth brought 
an enormous influx of population into the cities. Total net 
in-migration rose to an average of 578,000 persons and a 
rate of 5.5 per cent per year. Seoul remained the-centre of 
this movement, accounting for 60 per, cent of the, total, with 
a net in-migration rate of 8.1 per cent per annum. 
In contrast with earlier periods, 'auring_, 1'97ý-1975 the 
net in-migration rate to Seoul was-be-low the national, cýverage 
and Seoul accounted for only 36 per cent of total net urban 
in-migration. The satellite cities in Kyonggi province expe- 
rienced very rapid growth, however, achieving a net annual 
33 
Figure 2-1 Administrative Boundaries 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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in-migration rate of 5.9 -per cent and absorbing 
22 per cent 
of all urban in-migration. It is likely that the absorp- 
tion of 26 per cent of all in-migration by Pusan and the 
cities of South Kyongsang province was mainly due to the' 
promotion of regional development. The urban areas of the 
southwest, central, andmountainous northeast regions con- 
tinued to grow, but much more slowly, while the rural areas 
surrounding them experienced the most vigorous rates of net 
out-migration. 
After the enormous rise in rural out-migration in the 
late 1960s, net rural-to-urban migration declined during 
1970-1975 to an average annual rate 2 Per cent. Kim and 
Sloboda have Pointed out the reasons: high food-grain su- 
pport prices; development efforts under the New Community 
Movement; slower non-agricultural employment expansion in 
the wake of the first OPEC price rises; and the suburbani- 
sation of housing and industry into the rural areas of the 
metropolitan regions 
11 
-1 Torado views rural-toý-urban migration in a developing 
country as a two-stage phenomenon. In the first stage the 
unskilled rural worker who migrates to an urban area, some- 
times without even securing an urban job, initially"'spends 
a certain period of time in the traditional urban sector. 
The second stage'is reached with the eventual aI ttainment of 
a more permanent type of job in the'modern sector 
12- 
It is likely that a number of factors have had a con- 
siderable influence on the pace of rural out-migration during 
1960-1975 in Korea. Seyeul Kim examined the demographic 
0.7 
Figure 2-2 Educational Attainment of Urban Irunigrants 
in 1966-75 by sex and all Koreans in 1970 
All Koreans in 1970 
70 ------ Male 
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Source EPB, 1970 and 1975 Population and Housing Census 
and socio-economic characteristics of the rural-urban migrants: 
1) there was evidence of a direct relationship between the 
migrant's education and his propensity to migrate to an urban, 
sector. It appears that the earnings and employment potential 
outside of a rural area is greater for better educated migrants; 
2) the majority of migrants were either poor marginal farmers 
or hired farm labourers and either the lack or shortage of farm 
land was a strong motive for quitting rural areas; 3) most of 
the miarants had no special job training prior to or even after 
13 
migration. 
During 1961- 1975, a high degree of mobility is shown 
30, 
in the young age groups of 10-19 and 20-29. The age group of 
10-19 is the most mobile one in the rural-to-urban migration 
14 
stream, followed by the next most mobile group of 20-29. 
One interpretation is that a young labour force yet to be 
trained moves from rural areas in an attempt to find jobs and/ 
or educational opportunities in either big cities or booming 
industrialising cities. 
Educational selectivity is another predominant feature in 
the migration stream. As seen in Figure 2-2, a high degree of 
mobility is shown among people of high eduCational attainment. 
More than 70 per cent of the urban inmigrants had reviewed 
only primary school education or no education at all, while 
college-educated immigrants were about"S per cýnt in, 1970. -On 
the other hand, migration studies more often than not indicate 
that the more educated, the more mobile-. The Korean experience 
is no exception. Both men and women show a significant asso- 
ciation between mobility and educational attainment of high 
school and over. The urban orientation of college-educated 
migrants is higher in the urban-to-urban flO-W(23.2 per cent) 
compared with rural-to-urban flow(7.9 per cent), rural-to-- 
rural flow(7.3 per"'cent) and urban-toý-rural'flow(16 per I cent) 
15 in 1970-1975 
It is noteworthy that there is a high percentage of college- 
educated migrants in urban-to-rural flows. At first glancer 
this seems*inconsistent with the usual pattern of migration 
among the highly-educated.. But there are 2, reasons for it: 
first, - college graduates may be moving to suburban areas with- 
in metropolitan regions, of which some parts are still classi- 
fied for administrative purposes as rural areas. Second, 
39 
skilled people with college degrees may voluntarily or at the_, 
request of multiplant companies move to newly emerging indus- 
trial complexes located in remote areas. Bureaucrats and tea- 
chers who move into rural areas may also belong to the latter 
category 
16 
After arrival in the urban sector, the job distribution 
of the migrants changes-significantly., There is some indica-, 
tion of a "two stage phenomenon" in the, changing job distri-, 
tution pattern of the-rural-to-urban migrants. Migrantp*first 
move from traditional rural sector jobs(farmer or farm, labourer) 
into traditional urban sector jobs(day-labourer, small retailer 
or Deddler) and then. finally into the modern sector jobs( a 
permanent type. of employment after a period of. living experi- 
ence in urban areas). Thus upon entering the urban labour 
market, rural migrants tend either to become totally unemployed 
or seek temporary, casual employment in-the urban traditional 
sector until they, settle down to what they hope will be per- 
manent jobs. 
It is likely. that the economic determinants for the mi-, 
gration of the farm population to the urban areas is an unbal- 
anced growth rate between agricultural and non-agricultural 
sectors and the large income-gap between rural and urban areas 
in Korea. 
2.2 THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION 
Demographic change has been a conspicuous factor in thý6 
modernisation of Korea. Large migratory movements have permitted 
the rapid structural'transformation of the economy, while rapid 
changes in the-pattern of fertility and mortality have greatly 
4c 
influenced housing needs and the labour supply. The inter- 
action of demographic and socio-economic changes is one of 
the most significant aspects of Korea's development. 
Any study of population is concerned with three rather 
commonplace and readily observable human phenomena: (a) change 
in population size(growth or decline), (b) the composition 
of the population, and (c) the geographical distribution of 
the population. In this section, the size of Korea's popu- 
lation and its composition are examined; some aspects of popu- 
lation distribution will be examined in the following section, 
together with the population growth of Seoul. 
One of the most important single demographic facts about 
a population is its rate of growth. The rate at which a popu- 
lation is changing affects not only its size*and numerical 
increase, but also its composition. 
The country's Population rose from 21.5 million in 1955 
to 29.1 million in 1966 and 37.4 million in 1980. As a result 
of modernisation and a vigorous family planning programme, 
Korea was able to-reduce its. annual-rate of population growth 
from approximately 3 per cent in 1955-1960 to about 1.8 per 
cent in 1975 and.,, to, 1.6 per cent in 1980. With a population 
density of 385 persons per square kilometre in 1980, Korea 
has become one of the most densely settled countries in Asia 
(Table 2-6 and Figure 2-3). 
Population, growth is a balance between forces of incre- 
ment and forces of decrement. Continously the population is 
being increased by the birth of infants, but it is simultan- 
ously being diminished by the death of persons of all ages. 
Bogue argues that population growth is not'a simple unitary 
A1 
'Table 2-6 Population of Korea, 1911-1980 
(1000 p ersons) - 
. 
Census Midyear-Po_pulation Annual Population density Population both Male Female ýate of per sq. km 
., sexes, increase (person) ' 
1911 - 13,832 7,272 6,56o 62.6 
1920 17,264 - 78.1 
1930 20,438 10,399 10,039 1.4 92.5 
1940 23,547 11', 839 11,708 1.2 lo6.6 
1949 20,167 10,188 9,979 - 205.1 
1955 21,502 16.753'- 
. 10,749 1.0" 218.1' 
1900 24,954 12,525- 12,429 3-0- -253.5 
1966 29,160 14,684 14,476 2.1 296.1 
1970 31,435 15,779 15,656 1.8 319.2 
1975 34,679 17,445 17,234 '351.0 
1980 37,419 38,124 -18,746 18,673 1.6 -385-1 
Notes: 1) Prior to 1949, including populationof North Koreaý, '- 
Sources:, Economic_Planning Board, Korea Statistical Handbook. 1981; 
and Vored Statistical yearbook 1960,1970 and 1980. 
Figure 2- 3- Population - Trend 'of Korea, - 
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phenomenon, but is composed of four major components: ferti- 
17 lity, mortality, inmigration, and out-migration. 
Fertility_rose sharply in the years after the Korean War. 
The birth rate remained high until the early 1960s and then 
declined rapidly. Between 1960-65 and 1970-75. the crude birth. 
rate - the annual number of live births per thousand popula- 
tion - fell from 42 to 30(Table 2-7). This decline has been 
analvsed in order to determine the relative importance of 
such contributory factors as the age-sex structure the pro- 
portion of women married, and marital fertility for rural and 
urban areas. In all cases the decline in marital fertility 
the average number of chil-dren born to a married woman - was 
found to be the most significant factor. It accounted for 60 
per cent of the decline in the crude birth rate; changes in 
the age structure and the age at marriage accounted for 40 
18 
per cen 
Trends-in age-specific fertility rates and the total fer- 
tility rate offer more information about changing fertility 
patterns over extended periods(Table 2-8). The age-specific 
fertility rate for a given year is the annual number of births 
Der thousand women in a five-year age group. The total fer- 
tility rate is the average number of children a woman would 
have if she survived the reproductive years and bore children 
according to a given set of age-specific fertility rates. In 
Korea the total fertility rate has fallen from about 6,3 in 
1955-60 to 4.2 in 1970-75. The*reduced fertility rates for 
younger age groups are in Part attributable to the postpone- 
ment of marriage. In 1940 the average age at first marriage 
42 
Table 2-7 Vital Rates and Expectation of Life at Birth, 
Estimates for 1950-75 
Period 
Crude Crude 
Birth rate Death rate 
(per thousand) (per thousand) 
Expectation of life 
at birth(years) 
Male Female Total 
1950-55 4o 33 46. o 49. o 47.5 
1955-60 45 16 51.1 54.2 52.6 
1960-65 42 15 53.6 56.9 55.2 
1965-70 32 13 56.0 59.4' 57.7 
1970-75 30 19 58.8 62.5 6o. 6 
Sources: Kwon, Population of Korea; United Nations Population, 
Division, Selected World Demographic Indicators by 
Countries, 1950-2000, New York, 1975, Medium Variant. 
i Table 2-8 Age-Specific Fertility Rates, 1950-75 
_(Children 
per thousand women) 
Age group 1950-55 1955-60 196o 65 1965-70 1970-75 
15-19 ' 45 38 20 12 10 
20-24 289 '308 '255 180'' 146 
25-29, 287 335 351 3091- 301 
30-34 233 270 274 223 220 
35-39 168 194 189 134 88 
4o-ý-44 83 96 92 59 19 
45-49 15 18 17 10 T 
Total fertility rate. 
(per woman) 5.60 6.29 5.99 4.64 4.20 
Source: T. H. Kwon(et, al), The Pýppulation of Korea, Seoul National 
University, a. The total fertility rate is the sum of 
the age-specific fertility rates multiplied by the five- 
year interval. 
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was 21.8 for males and 17.8 for females; by 1970 the compara- 
ble figures were 27ý2 for males and 23.3'for females! 
9 
,- 
With respect to the effect of urbanisation, on fertility-, 
evidence from several more developed countries has shown that 
an inverse relationship between social and economic status 
and fertility in their urban areas can be attributed to the 
relatively high fertility of couples with rural backgrounds 
and their disproportionate representation in the lower status 
urban qroups. However, Sang-Tae Park argued that this expla- 
nation did not hold good in'Korea, -at least during 1960sý 
According to his research, fertility differentials by social 
and economic characteristics were found notionly among urban 
couples with rural backgrounds but also among urban couples 
with urban backgrounds 
? O. z - -1C 
Korea's mortality transition is thought to'have begun 
in 1955, when mortality began a sharp decline because of-the 
widespread use-of antibiotics, the improvement in sanitation 
and the extension of medical services. As Table'2-7 shows, -, 
between 1950-55 and 1970-75, the crude'death rate - the annual 
number of deaths per thousandýpopulation - fell from an esti- 
mated 33 to about 9, and life expectancy at-birthýrose from 
about 48 years-to about 61 years. The-infant mortality-rate 
the annual number of deaths-of children under one year per 
thousand live births - is estimated by the Ministry of Hpalth 
and SocialýService to have-been about 35 in 1976? 
1 Maternal 
mortality continues to be high, particularly in-rural areas. 
Although it is presumed to be declining, the large number of 
unattended deliveries makes it difficult-to determine with 
accuracy the extent of maternal mortality. In addition to the 
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desirability of reducing infant mortality as-a goal in itself, 
it can be argued that improvements in the survival rates of 
infants and young children would reduce fertility once parents 
realised they would need fewer births in order to assure the 
survival of their preferred number of children. 
I now turn to the composition of population in Korea. 
Population composition can_be viewed as determining or condi- 
tioning population growth. It is likely that the present 
age-sex composition of the population is greatly influenced 
by. the growth trends of the past and is in part a residue of 
past demographic processes. In considering the population 
comvosition of Korea, I therefore concentrate on the age-sex 
variables. 
The age structure of a population is sometimes illust- 
rated by a population Pyramid which is,, constructed by comput- 
ing the percqntage distribýition of a population cross-classi- 
fied by sex and age. Comparing the population pyramids between 
1930 and 1980(Figure 2-4), it can, be seen, that the age struc- 
ture of the population changed during this period. In 1930, 
the pyramid tended to taper smoothly from abroad base of - 
children aged 0 to. 4 years to a slender apex of the-aged, 
although there were slight differences, particularly in the 
young adult age group, mainly due to emigration. In 1980, 
however, the shape of the pyramid changed significantly, be- 
ing affected by a rapid fall in fertility. It had a broad 
base at ages under 19 years but the age group with the great- 
est proportion of the population shifted to ages 15-19 years 
from the 0-9 age group in the previous census. 
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Fiqure 2-4 Popula. tion Pyramid of Korea 
Source : EPB, Korea Statistical Handbook, 1981, p. 10. 
The proportions of the population by broad age groups, 
(under 15 years, 15-to 64years and 65 years 
over) in the various census years from 1955 to 1980 aýe given 
in Table 2-9. In 1955, after the social confusion due to the 
Korean War and IndeDendence, 41.2 per cent of the'total popu- 
lation was in the child age group; 55.5 per cent in the work- 
ing age group; and 3.3 per cent in the older age group. Be- 
tween 1955 and 1970, the proportions-in the under 15 and in 
the productive ages 15 to 64 years recorded fluctuations, while 
those of aqed persons remained more or less-constant. But 
since 1970, the younger age group comprised a smaller propor- 
tion, while the proportion in the 15-64 age group had been 
growing continuously. In additioh, 'the old-age group, 65 and' 
over, remained stable. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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Table 2-9 Selected Measures of Changes in Age Composition, 
1955-1980 
(percent) 
! 4-ýasure 1955 1960 1966 1970 198o 1975 
Persons under 15 years 41.2 42.8 43-5 42.1 38.1 33.9 
Persons 15-64 years 55.4 53.9 53.2 54.6 58.4 62.3 
Persons over 64 years 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 , 
3.5 3.8 
Age dependency ratio a 80.4 85-5_ 87.9 83.3 71.2 6o. 5 
Median age(years) 18.9 . 
18.7 17.5 18.0 - 
Sources: EPB, -1975 Census Report, earlier reports of the census, and Korea Statistical Handbook 1981 and Korea Statisti- 
cal Yearbook 1983 . 
Notes : a. The ratio of children under 15 years and persons 
over 64 years to the population of working age 
(15-64 years). 
2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF SEOUL' 
The distribution of population is, for a multitude of 
reasons, never static. Research in this field is facilitated 
if we divide population into spatial areas such as regions, 
22 
states, socio-economic areas and urban-rural residence. ac- 
I 
cordingly, in this section I intend to examine some aspects 
of population distribution-in -terms of administrative areas 
(provinces) and the population growth of the capital city, 
Seoul. 
As noted in the introductory chapterl Korea is diVided 
into 13 major administrative units, that is, 9 provinces and 
4 special cities which have been made, independent of the pro- 
vinces. Needless to say, the population of Korea is not uniý 
formly distributed over its landý'surface. For various reasons, 
some administrative areas have more than others. In 1980, -, ' 
except for the-island province of Jeju,, all the provinces had 
4P 
a population of over one million. ' The capital'cityp Seoul, 
however, had the largest-population - about 8. tý millioii, - over 
18 times that of Jeju province and 22.3 per cent of the total 
populatio'n of Korea(Table 2-40). 
In 1980, 'the number of persons who resided-in Korea's 
three largest'cities, Seoul, Pusan and Daegu, was'13.1 million 
61.3 per cent of all city dwellers. ý-- , -, -1 
Table 2-10 Census Population by Province(l,; November 1980)., - 
Population'l) Grovth Composition 
rate over ratio ,- 1975M M 
Density 
, per sq. km 
Whole Country 37,448,836 7.91 100.0 378.4 
Seoul -. 8,366,756- 21.45 22.3 13,777.5 
Pusan --3,16o, 276- 28.83- 8.4 -7,310.1 
Kyonggi Province 4,935,200 
'22.19 
13.2 44 7.5 
Kangwon Province 1,791,687 -3-76 4.8 io6.1 
N. Chungchon Provirice"1,424,243 '-6.44 3.8 ý191.6 
S. Chungchon Province 2.955,999 0.01 7.9 336.6 
N. Cholla Province 
__2,287,912 -6.88 
6.1 
'283.3 
S. Cholla Province 3,779,475 -5.14 10.1 310.8 
N. Kyongsang Province 4,962,375- 2.14- 13.3 249.7 
S. Kyongsang Province 3,322,558 l-30, 8.9 28o. 5 
Jeju Island 462,755 12.4 1.2' 253.6 
Notes: 1) 1980 Census Population(Including Foreigners) 
2) Two cities, Daegu and Inchon. were appr oved as 
special cities respectively i n'1981. 
source: Economic Planning. Boardl* Korea Statistic al Hand-, 
book 1081, pp. 11-12. 
As Table 2-10 indicates during the period 1975-1980 the. 
provinces of Kyonggi and Kyo ngsang which include Seoul and 
Pusan, showed a substantial increase in population due to the 
spillover of growth from the two metro'politan areas. But the 
-traditional rural areas, Kangwonp Chungchong and Cholla province, 
4"1 
registered a negative growth rate over 1975, and their p6pu- 
lation density is still low compared with that of the whole 
country. 
Since 1955, population growth has been considered the most 
important demographic problem in Korea, but spatial distribu- 
tion and environmental quality have recently become impb'rtant 
issues. Trends in Korea's urban and rural population growth 
since 1955 are summarised in Table 2-41 and Table*2-12. During 
the 1960-66 intercensal periodthe urban population grew at an 
average annual rate of 5.8 per cent, and 18 per cent of the 
increase was accounted for by the reclassification of settle- 
ments or by annexations to existing cities. The urban, popula- 
tion grew even faster during the 1966-70 period, averaging 13.5 
per cent. By contrast, the annual growth of rural population 
declined steadily since 1966 and the rate of decline showed 
from -1.2 to -0.6 during the 1966-1970 and 1970-1975 respec- 
tively. 
Urban growth may occur in a'number of ways: through boun- 
dary changes which result from the reclassification of local- 
ities, through administrative annexation, through natural in- 
crease, and through net, migration. 
Table 2-12 indicates the-relative contributions of the 
components of urban growth in Seoul city and Korea, 1960-1975. 
During the period 1966-1970, with no expansion in urban boun- 
daries, net migration accounted for an astonishing 73 per cent 
of this increment, and in Seoul the share rose to 82 per cent. 
Between 1970 and 1975 net migration accounted for 55 per cent 
of the gain to the urban sector, and slightly over half the 
gain in Seoul. 
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As the population of Seoul pushed past 4 million in the 
late 1960s concern heightened-over its excessive population 
growth and its commanding share of incremental modern-sector 
growth. Although there was reluctance to tamper with what some 
saw as the capitalls'driving role in Korea's rapid"economic 
advance, it was th6ught desirable to strengthen., the secondary 
node of urban-industrial development centered around Pusan. 
The reasons included fear of-burgeoning social and environmen- 
tal problems in an overcrowded Seoul, the need to locate heavy 
and strategic industries away from the Demilitarized Zone, the 
requirement of deep-water ports by industries'heavily, depen- 
dent on bulk imports'of raw materials, and amelioration of grow- 
ing inter-regional income aftd development differentials. 
To complement the promotion of growth'in"the southeast, ý' 
plans were also'implemented to create satellite'cities in the 
Seoul Metropolitan Region. The aim was to divert*growth-away 
from the capital, and to accommodate, persons displaced in the- 
cle , ar'ing of squatter settlements. 'During 1970-759-the sa- 
tellite cities in the Seoul Metropolitan Region experienced 
very rapid'growth, absorbing 22 per cent of, all urban in-migra- 
tion. In addition Pusan'and the cities''of Sout1f Kyongsang 
province (Pusan metropolitan satellite cities)-also continued 
to grow rapidly. it is', likely that these haveýabsorbed'large 
numbers of rural migrants from other provinces. 
Much of the increase, in urban population has been concen- 
trated in a few large metropolitan areas. 'The rapid growth and, 
enormous concentration of population in a few cities, especially 
Seoul, have'given rise to several undesirable side effects, 
including an unbalanced utilisation of national land, housing 
5? 
shortages, congestion, pollution and other urban problems. -- 
Moreover, given Korea's geopolitical'situationt the excessive 
concentration of population in Seoul is hazardous to national 
security. ý_ I 
The central government and the municipal administration 
ýof Seoul-have taken a number of measures since the early 1970s 
to tackle this problem. 
In 1972, the Ministry of-Construction designated a green 
-belt around Seoul'and other met ropolitan areas to control.,, dis- 
orderly'urban sprawl and, to prevent-theýfurther, outward expan- 
sion of residential areas. In addition, the municipal autho- 
rities-of Seoul restricted the development of semi-industrial 
zones and the expansion of industrial establishments within 
Seoul, through amendment of the_Construction Law and the. en- 
actment of, a Pollution Control Law. - The residents of Seoul 
and Pusan-were forced to pay local: taxes heavier than in other 
cities,. including a special residence tax. Furthermore, the 
Ministry of Education and Seoul Municipal Government attempted 
administratively to, restrict school transfers, in order to 
; limit, the influx of young-migrants and their families into 
Seoul for educational reasons, In 1970, the Ministry of Com- 
merce and Industry. sought to create employment and economic 
opportunities in, outlying areas through tax exemptions, and 
other government benefits(Regional industrial Development Law 
, 1970). Despite these government, efforts, the population of 
Seoul continued togrow, although at. a slower, pace. As the 
shortcomings of the, existing policies became clear, the govern- 
ment established a special planning and, coordinating unit, for 
Seoul! s population dispersal. 
1, 
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In 1977, the government (the First Ministry without Port- 
folio) announced the basic directions of a comprehensive plan 
to redistribute population. The plan is composed of three 
categories of. policy measurý`s: (1) ordinances intended to res- 
trict in-migration to Seoul; (2) incentives designed to faci- 
litate or induce out-migration from the capital; and (3) mea- 
sures designed to enable regional centres to accommodate the 
potential rural out-migrants from neighbouring areas and the 
newly dispersed population from the capital. The plan also sets 
forth the legislative and organisational steps required to 
implement the government programmes and ordinances. 
The programmes and measures included in'the government's 
plan Ia re not all new. Rather, they consist primarily of im- 
provements'and modifications of existing institutions and le- 
gislation 
?3 On the basis of current urbanisation' and population 
trends, the population of Seoul is expected to continue growing. 
In February 1977, the government of Korea disclosed a plan 
of major Importance: to construct a new capital city. It also 
announced that the location of the new capital would be in the 
middle-of Kore ,a and the function of'the new city would be admini- 
strative, implying that Seoul, the existing capital, was to be 
kept as the economic and cultural cefitre 
?4 
Though the site of the new capital and details of'the 
programme have not yet been disclosed, it is clear that serious 
questions"will have to be raised about its cost, ' and about'its 
effectiveness in`achievin4 dev'elopmental, demographic, and 
national securityýgoals. 
The problem of metropolitan concentration and population 
redistribution 11 have become a. s important in-ýKorea'as the P. roblem 
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of population growth. The government's approach to popula- 
tion issues has radically broadened, although some of-the 
separate elements of the new programme had earlier beginnings. 
The past government policies that have directly influenced 
demographic processes were formulated without explicit demo- 
graphic goals. Thus, these policies can be regarded as im- 
plicit. or latent population policies closely coordinated with 
other social and economic development policies. 
2.4 THE HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 
Housing affords shelter and protection. It provides the 
setting for many of the basic biological and social processes 
necessary to sustain life. It symbolizes the status of the 
family both in the eyes of the wider community and of the fa- 
mily itself. To understand housing problems in terms of cultu- 
ral norms, the housing behaviour of families must be*examined. 
Families are subunits of larger social systems, communities,. 
which in turn are part of an even larger system, the society. * 
Clearly the most important factor to consider is the number 
of households that require housing, and their characteristics. 
The population of households at any given point in time is the 
'needs' equivalent of the 'conditions" information provided 
by the housing stock. In this section, I examine Korea's 
family system and the pattern of its households. 
The two terms "family" and "household" require definition. 
The family is a social group based on marriage and united by 
the ties of kinship, with a common culture and a common house- 
hold. It is a small unit at the base of the social structure, 
but it is the most widesprpad of social groups. The house- 
hold, on the other hand, is not necessarily a family, for it 
5 rl. 
merely means a group of people living, together 
?5 Families' 
and, households may be analysed in a wide variety of ways! 
but it is important to distinguish between them, the former 
being essentially of biologicalland-the latter of economic 
significance. 
(A) FAMILY SYSTEM 
From the beginning,, the basic unit of Korean society was 
the family, not the individual; and the family unit was struc- 
tured around the kinship or clan system, which had its nucleus 
in the conjugal and extended family 
The clan group consisted of all men and women related to 
one another through'the males of the family. The head of the 
clan was the KA33UJANG(father), who had unchallanged authority 
and whose word was law. Since the clan was essentially an 
organisation for economic and social co-operation, the members 
of the clan usually lived close to each other in the'village. ' 
The individual's position in society was largely determined 
by his position within his family system. 
The modern Korean family system derives mainly from the 
e 
system that prevailed for about 500 years, during the Yi dynasty. 
The changes in the traditional family system which took place 
during this p'eriod were largely due to the influence of Co'nfu- 
cian ideology and ethics. 
Familism in Korea was either consciously'or unconsciously 
rooted in the five cardinal Confucian virtues of human rela- 
tI ionshi pI namely, the relationships'l between"father and son, 
between husband'and wife, b'etween'the older person and his 
junior, between friends, 'and between lord and'subje ct? 
6 
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The most important function of the family was the perpe- 
tuation of family lines. Thus, early marriage and many child- 
ren were ideals for which most-families strove, regardless of 
economic consequences. Since only males carried the family 
line, primary value was placed on them: females were regarded 
merely as a means for procreating male members, and the female's 
role in the family was traditionally a subordinate one. During 
the Yi dynasty polygamy was a fairly common practice. The 
urgent need for producing a male-heir was perhaps the prime 
reason, for when the first wife proved sterile the concubine 
who had a child, especially a son, was formally recognised as 
being the legal wife. 
Over the years, however, vast changes haVe. taken place, in 
the structure of the Korean family system. Today, the tradi- 
tional extended family is increasingly being replaced, as the 
basic dwelling and economic. entity, by the conjugal family. 
Several factors have united to produce these changes. First, 
the influence of Western civilisation, and particularly of 
Christanity, which altered and-weakened the traditional fa-, 
mily system; the missionary influence was particularly sig--. -. - 
nificant in the case of females-whose conversion, to dhristani- 
ty enabled them toýescape from their, seclusion and participate 
actively in religious and social affairs. Secondly, -, the ex-, 
pansion of educational opportunities for both males and fe- 
males, resulting in'some degree of economic, independence. 
Finally, the introduction of compulsory co-education at the 
elementary level, the importation of, books and periodicals 
dealing'with the-outside world; the toleration of private 
ownership of property, and changes in the legal system trans- 
5p 
ferring responsibility from'the oldest male head of the extended 
fami ly to the male parent of the conjugal famiiý. ' 
Many Korean scholars have analysed the modern Korean fa- 
27 
mily, and enquired into its values. The Korean family shows 
the following basic features: 
A patriarch'still exists. The patriarch is one'who 
succeeds to the work left'by his ancestors, who assumes 
the whole r6sponsibility"for maintaining and developing 
the home, and is the representative of the home in 
dealings with the external world. 
The division of labour by sex is Clear,, the roles of 
men distinguishable from those of women; but urban 
families show that the number of womenworking outside 
the home'is'gradually growing. 
(iii) The status of worhen in-families is low compared with 
that of men. The woman's role in the family is a 
subordinate one. 
(iv) The size of the family is very large, explained by 
the'fact that the eldest son introduces his wife and 
children into the household, especially in rural areas. 
Those who are retired often live with their children 
in an extended family household.. 
(v) The. preference for a. son-still exists in modern. Korean 
society. It is. common for parents without sons to 
continue to have children in the hope of. getting. a. boy. 
It seems that a family needs a son both in order,,, to, 
carry on the,, family line and to provide-security for 
the parents in their old age. 
99 
A cross-sectional perspective of, urban, family structure is 
generally characterised by considerable freedom of, family life. 
Since the later years of the last century, traditional kinship 
rules have gradually become, blurred, and the majority, of urban 
families enjoy considerable freedom from such restraints.. They 
are nuclear families, free vis-a7Vis any larger kin groups, not 
subsidiary units of traditional, extended, families. 
It would be. unrealistic to. imagine that changes in tradi- 
tional patterns come, about without strains and difficulties. 
There is, strong evidence of continous challenge to the autho- 
rity of. the father as a linear head and to the traditional . 
relationships between husband and h6usewife, father-and son., 
There are also growing signs, of difficulty, in, the. complex pro-, 
blems of care. of the elderlý?, particularly, among urban. families 
in large cities., 
, -Most significant of all 
is the-emergence of, the small and- 
single economic unit of the nuclear family with, its decreasing 
obligations with respect to the older generation and the ex- 
tended family. 
(B) PATTERNS OF HOUSEHOLDS e 
The comparability of available data over time has to a 
certa in extent been affected by changes in the definition of 
the term "household" in some of the censuses. 
The 1960 census made a distinction between "private house- 
hold" which more or less corresponded to the "ordinary house- 
holds" used in earlier censuses and "collective household" 
corresponding to the earlier "quasi-household". An ordinary 
household was defined either as a single person living by him- 
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self occupying a dwelling unit, or as a group of related or 
unrelated persons sharing living quarters and expenditure. 
For the purposes of the 1970 census, the household was de- 
fined as a group of persons who make common provision for food 
and other essentials of living. The census recognised two types 
of household:. The "ordinary household", referring to a group of 
persons who have relationship to the head of the household, and 
the "institutional household" referring to a group of persons 
living together but not related to each other.. Thus, the 1970, 
census definition of household did not include single m ember 
households. 
With a view to effecting comparability in the time series 
data, the concept of household adopted for the purposes of this 
section includes (a) the "ordinary household" corresponding to 
the 1966 definition of ordinary household and the 1960 definition 
of private household, and (b) the "quasi-household" which encom- 
passes the concept of the 1960 collective household and of the 
1970 institutional household. The data for the various census 
years have been adjusted accordingly. 
The number of households by type in the various census 
years since 1955 is shown in Table 2-13. It will be observed 
that the total number of households in Korea increased from 
3,807,000 in 1955 to 6,761,000 in 1975, or by about 78 per cent 
in 20 years. In all census years the ordinary households formed 
approximately 98 to 99 per cent of all households in the country. 
Thus the growth in the number of households has largely been in- 
fluenced by the growth in the number of ordinary households. For 
these reasons, analysis of size and structure of households in 
the subsequent sections will relate only to the ordinary house- 
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Table 2-13, Number of Households and Average Size 
of Households, 1955-1980 
Year 
No. of 
Households 
1000) 
Average 
Household 
Size 
1955 3,807 5.45 
1960 4,378 5.56 
1966 5,133 5.49' 
1970 5,856 5.25 
1975 6,761 5.03 
1980 7,993 4.60 
Source United Nations, Population of the Republic of 
Korea, Bangkok, Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and Pacific, 1975, p . 114, and EPB, 
Korea Statistical Year Book, 1976 and 1982. 
holds. 
The average size of households(that is, the average number 
of household members per ordinary household for the various cen- 
sus years from 1955 to 1980) are given in Table 2-13. The aver- 
age household size increased from 5.45 in 1955, to a high of 
5.56 in 1960, thereafter declining to 4.60 in 1980. 
The proportionate distribution of households-, by,, number of 
household, members for, 1930-1980 is given in Table 2-14. It will 
be. seen that in 1930, the four-person household formed the, high- 
est proportion,, the second highest being the, five-person house- 
hold. Futhermore, nearly 62 per cent ofýall households, had -- 
average membership. ranging from three to six persons per. -house- 
hold. In 1960, the five-member households constituted the high- 
est proportion, while the six-member households were the second 
highest, but only about 58 per cent of all, households had an 
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T'able 2-14. Percentage distribution . 'of ordinary households 
by number of household members,, 1930,1960, 
1966,1970,1975 and 1980. 
Number of 1930 a) 1960 '1966 1970 '1975 1980 Household member 
All households 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 person 2.6 2.3 2.8 3.7 4.2 4.8 
2 persons' 8'. '7 7.1 7.7 9.3 8.3 '"10.5 
3, persons 14.1 11.8 11.6 12.8 12.3 14.5 
4 persons 17.2 14.7.14.0 15.0 16.1 20.3 
5 persons 17.1 15.9 15.4 17.0 18.3 20.0 
6 persons 14.0' 15.3 15.6 '16.3 18.1 14.7 
7 persons 9.9 12.7 13.2 12.2 11.7- 9.7ý 
8 persons 6.5 8.9 9.2 7.3 7.7 3. o 
9 persons 4.1 5.3 5.9 3.6 2.5 1.5 
10 persons 2-07 3.0,2.3 1.7 1.3 0.6 
11 persons or more 3.3 ý1.5 2.3., 0.9 0.9 0.4 
Source 1930 Korean Population Census Report, Whole Korea, 
Vol. 1, p. 377; 1960 Population and Housing Census 
of Korea, Vol. 1,11-1, p. 52; 1966 Population 
Census Report of Korea, 12-1, p. 457; and 1970 
Population and Housing Census Report, Vol. 1,12- 
1, pp. 312-313; 1975 and 1980 Population and hou- 
sing Census Report. Vol. 1,12-1. 
a) The data-is in respect of the entire Korean Peninsula. 
verage membership of three tolsix members., The, patterns'pre_-. 
vailing in 1970 and 1975 were the same as in 1960, but the 
proportion of three to six member households increased about 
61 and 6_4 per cent. respectively. It is also interesting to 
note that between 1960 and 1980, while the proportionate share 
of the small and medium sized households increased, that of. 
large sized households decreased. Surprisingly, the propor7 
, 
tion of one-person households, has increased since'1960, when 
only 2.3 per cent were one-person households, compared to 
6) 
nearly 5 per cent in 1980. On the other hand, the large sized 
households with, for example, 8 persons or more, have decreased 
significantly, from 16.6 per cent in 1960 to 5.5 per cent in 
1980. This may partly be explained by the emergence of the small 
and-single economic unit of the nuclear family, with its decreas- 
ing obligations with respect to the older generations and the 
extended family. 
In the Korean population censuses since 1960s, the ordinary 
households were classified by the number of generations. The 
one-generation households were those which. consisted of the 
married couple, aloneor the married couple, their brothers or 
sisters or other same generation relatives. The, two-generation 
households consisted of a married couple (or any one of the - 
parents) and children, with or without brothers and sisters or 
parent, or parents with married children but without grand- 
children. The three-generation households included parents 
(or parent) with married children and grandchildren or other 
three generation relatives. 
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As shown in Table 2-15, the two-generation households, the 
largest proportion, formed over 65 per cent of all householdst 
the proportion gradually increasing from 65.4 in 1960 to 71.9 
in 1975. But in 1980, the*proportion of two generation house- 
holds decreased slightly. The three-generation households, 
though constituting the second largest proportion, recorded 
a decline in their relative share from 27.6 per cent in-1960 
to 16.9 per cent in 1980. On the other hand, the proportion 
of one generation households showed a increased from 5.3 per 
cent to 8.3 per cent during this period. So it is clear that, 
while two-generation households are very heavily represented 
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in Korea, one-generation households are on the increase. 
SUMMARY 
Urbanisation in Korea has progressed rapidly, particularly 
since the 1960s when the economy gained momentum as a result 
of the successful implementation of five-year economic develop- 
ment plans. In the pattern of Korea's urbanisation, the fol-. 
lowing points are of major importance: First the population 
growth rate in urban areas has increased greatly both in ab- 
solute and relative terms. Since 1955, the urban population 
has grown at more than 5 per cent per annum, and the disparity 
between rural and urban population growth rates has been in- 
creasing. 
Secondly, the growth rate of larger cities(including'Seoul) 
has been higher relative to smaller ones for most of the periods, 
and so their share of the total population has been increasing. 
Thirdly, the most recent, 1980 census revealed two inter- 
esting facts about the spatial distribution of population. 
One was the rapid growth of urban areas which since the 1960s 
had received relatively heavy investment for industrial estate 
development, and the other was the extent of the"spill-over 
growth of small cities and counties adjacent to the larger 
cities. Except those surrounding the three largest-cities, 
(Seoul, Pusan, and Daegu), almost all counties showed a popu- 
lation loss in the last census. The rapid increase of popu- 
lation in the fringe areas of Seoul and its satellite led to 
new phenomenon, the metropolitanisation of Seoul. 
With respect to the trend of migration, during the 1960s 
accelerating economic growth brought an enormous influx of 
6 
population into the cities. After the vigorous rates of rural 
out-migration in the late 1960s, net rural-to-urban migration 
declined during the 1970s. A significant feature of rural- 
to-urban migration in Korea is a high degree of mobility in 
the young age group(10-29) and in people of high educational 
attainment. 
The country's population has grown steadily from about 
19 million in 1945 to 38.3 million in 1980. As a result of 
modernisation and a vigorops family planning programme, Korea 
has been ab le to reduce its annual rate of population growth; 
the age structure of Korea's population has changed significant- 
ly affected by a rapid fall in fertility. Since 1970, the 
younger age group has comprised a, smaller proportion. -while 
the proportion in the 15 - 64 age group has been growing con- 
tinuously. 
In Korea, the traditional extended family, is increasing- 
ly being replaced, as the basic dwelling and economic entity, 
by the conjugal family. In urban areas, the most significant 
change is the emergence of the small and single economic unit 
of the nuclear family. 
The rapid urbanisation of big cities has brought a series 
of environmental problems, one of them almost invariably, 
being that of poor or insufficient housing. The following 
chapter deals with housing conditions in urban Korea. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
HOUSING CONDITIONS IN URBAN KOREA 
3.1 Introduction 
The urban housing problem is probablyýthe, most visible 
aspect of the difficulties that developing 6ountries face in 
their process of transition from rural to urbanised economies 
and from traditional to modern 'societies. Sprawling shanty- 
towns, slums, or squatter-ar'e*ag'ý, "dilapidate'd'shelter structures 
patched toqether from scraps of cardboard, corrugated iron, 
wood and sometimes bricks, -'an appalling lack of basic services 
such as safe water supply,; sanitation, and drainage: all these 
problems ar Ie glaringly I ob I vious to anyone 1. iv . ing in or'vi'siting' 
the cities of developing countries. Korea is no exception to 
this phenomenon. ' Quite clearly a drastic need for improvement 
exists, but how has the Korean government reacted to the low- 
income'housing problems . and what is an appropriate way to appro- 
ach the urban'hoUsing"probiem in Korea? Before'these questions 
can be answered, however, the'h6usifig condition itself must be 
examined, 
Accordingly, 'this chapter presents an overview'of'the 
urban housing condition by discussing the growth of'dwell . ing 
stock, housing tenure anýd the major aspects of housing 
poverty. On the basis of this analysis, one of the most inter- 
esting attempts to relate housing poverty in developing countries 
was that of Merrett who put forward a predicative approach 
which attempted--to describ6 dwellings and the,. use of households 
make-of them. -Merrett states that: -1 
consumption standards,,, whether, actual or targeted minima, 
must be stated, by means of four predicates, or setP Of 
7fl 
attributes, which describe dwellings and the use house- 
holds make of them. These predicates, which together 
define the use-value of the house, are those of physical 
character, control, environmental locus and relative 
locus. The first two are relevant to the house as an 
activity centre. The last two are relevant to the house 
as a base from which one moves into the wider world! 
The predicative approach would be more useful in a technical 
and a social sense than those narrow-minded appraisals in terms 
of the volume of physical units needed to compensate for some 
'imbalance' between the total number of households and the total 
number of dwellings in Korea. 
It should be noted here that the main constraint is lack of 
available data and information on housing poverty in Korea. Un- 
fortunately, the published information on those of user control, 
environmental locus and relative locus is extremely sparse. 
This chapter, therefore, will be limited to the issue of physical 
character of the dwelling among the four predicates. But I 
shall try to examine the last three predicates in later chapters: 
Chapter 4(housing poverty in the substandard urban settlements) 
and Chapter 8(State-developed Danchi housing). 
On the other hand, it is necessary to examine the changing 
mix of housing tenure in Korea in order to understand housing 
conditions in-the existing stock. 
3.2 The growth of the Dwelling Stock 
The salient characteristic of housing in Korea is its acute 
shortage, a shortage which has its root in wartime destruction, 
in, in-migration from-rural areas, and in inadequate production 
of new structures. In a rapidly developing and urbanising coun- 
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try like Korea, concern focuses on housing in urban areas. 
It would be useful, first, to compare the growth of dwelling 
stock with the growth of Population and households. During 
the 20 year period from 1960 to 1980 the Korean population, 
increased about 2.5 per cent annually. During the same periods, 
the annual increase of households was about 4.1 per cent, while 
dwelling stock grew from 3,464,000-to 5,319,000 an annual growth 
of about 2.7 per cent. Thus, the growth of the dwelling stock 
was much slower than the increase in the number of households. 
As a result, the ratio of dwellinqs to households decreased from 
0.79 in 1960 to 0.67 in 1980(Table 3-1). The principal con- 
culsions stemming from Table 3-1 is that the growth of dwelling 
stock was inadequate to cope with the'increasing population 
and the intensifying housing need. 
In order to understand the overall picture of the growth 
of the housing stock it will be useful to. present the public 
sector's participation in housing. 
The Korean War resulted in nearly 600,000 houses being 
totally destroyed, another 320,000 being severely damaged and 
rendered unfit for habitation? This estimate relateslonly to 
houses lost through the effects of war; it does not take-account 
of old and dilapidated houses in need of replacement. As a 
result-priority was given to the_repair_of seriously dilapi- 
dated houses and especially in the first few years, to the 
erection of makeshift or temporary accommodation for the war 
refugees as a part of the relief programme subsidised by AID 
and UNKRA funds. 
Between 1953 and 1956 a total of 399,706 houses were built, 
about 40 per cent of them with the government and international 
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Table 3-1 Population, Households and Dwelling Stock, 
19ýO and 1980 
Variables 1960 1980 Increase Per 
year(%) 
l. Pouulation(1000) 24,989 37,436 2.49 
2. Households(1000) 4,378 7,969 4.10 
3. Dwelling Stock 3,464 5019 2.68 (1000) 
4. Dwelling Stock/ 0.79 0 67 Household . 
1960-1980 
5. Absolute increase 
in number of house- 3,591 
holds('000) 
6. Absolute increase 
in dwelling stock 1,855 
(1000) 
7 New dwelling 2,488 
, Construction(1000) 
8. (6)/(5) 0.52 
9. (7)/(5) 0.69 
Source: EPB, Korea Statistical Yearbook, 1962,1977 
and 1983; and KNHCj Collection of Housing 
Statistics, 1981. 
agencies' assistance. In the 1950s, loans for house building 
were limited and, sporadic, and great difficulties were already 
experienced owing tolthe lack of a c, OMprehensive, housing deve- 
lopment programme and of, administrative know-how. Many local 
authorities-demonstrated, stupidity and negligence in their 
handling of the housing problem. 
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In 1962 , the central gover nment's Econom . ic Planning Board 
launched the fi rst 5-year Economic Development'Plan, on which 
the national housing programme of the Construction Ministry 
was based. The same year saw the Public Housing Act, by which 
the Korea National Housing Corporation was born, but govern- 
ment housing policy faced extreme difficulties in implementing 
the programme largely because of the shortage of housing funds, 
foreign aid reduction and rising housebuilding costs. Until 
the late sixties, the government reluctantly'had to throw the 
main weight on private house building. 
The thrust of the first'5-year plan was to produce*low- 
income housing for ownership and tenancy, and promote the pri- 
vate sectorls'participation, in low-'income housing through 
financial as well as technical assistance. 
However, housing was far from being the Priority sector, 
and the focus of the 5-year plan was on general economic growth. 
As a result, as shown in Table 3-2,, the public. sector was 
responsible for no more than 12 per'cent of 320,000 dwellings 
units produced, during,, the period. and, 9"per cent of construction 
funds used. 
The second 5-year, economic_plan did not pay any greater 
attention to housing than the first 5-year plan. 
_The, 
chief. 
concern of. the, second 5-year plan was still economic growth 
and rationalisation of the industrial_structure of, the eco- 
nomy. 
Since 1972, the third and fourth 5-year plans paid_much 
greater attention to housing, although economic growth based 
on exports and heavy industries remained a predominant, concern. 
7,1 
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The, achievement was quite, impressive., The. public sector's 
share in production increased to about 30 Der cent in the 
third 5-year plan as against 13 per cent in the previous 5- 
year plan period. Total production during the fourth 5-year 
plan was 11116,026 uniýs; and as'for' the public sector's 
share in financing, it re'ached about 32 per cent as against 
9 per cent for the first 5-year plan. Thus, the public 
Table 3-2. Dwelling Construction by Sources-of Funds 
During the Successive 5-year Plans 1962-1981,, 
Sources 1962-66 1967-71 1972-76 1977-1981 
1. Dwelling Units 
Total(Units) 325,935 540,338 760,591 -1,116,026 
'Government M 12.0', 12.9 30ý, l 44.6. 
Private(%) 88.0 87.1 69.9 55.4-, 
Funds 
Total (M I W) 
Government M 
Private M 
52f-231 277P1842 1-f-'495,225 9,314,217 
. 9.0 12.9 24 . 7. 31.9 
91.0 87.1 75.3 68.1 
Source: KN*HCr Collection of Housing Statistics#, 1983, and.. 
KHB, Statistical Yea ook, 1ga2, p. 367*. 
sector's role in housing, which began ina small way ýn the 
early 1960s, gained momentum during, the third 5-year, economic 
plan(1972-1976). Iýý I-- -, ! -,,, -, .. I- 
Korea's housing-policies range-, from centrally-planned 
models to strictly laissez-faire, approaches based on, the 
private, market. In terms of housing investment, Korea has 
been heavily dependent on, the private sector. As Table 3-2 
shows, the private sector has provided nearly. 80 per cent 
of total housing investment since 1962. But one thing is 
7r 
apparent that housing investment in the public sector has 
increased. The Table makes this clear. -- 
3.3. Housing Tenure 
The nature of Korea's tenure system and its future devel- 
opment has become an increasingly important aspect of housing 
policy. This is mainly because of the increasing attention 
given to the question of equity in housing. In Korea, a deep 
social significance is attached to owning one's own house. 
However, a renter in Korea suffers many inconveniences because 
of the absence of well-defined laws and regulations dealing 
with the landlord-tenant relationship. 
Korea has an unusual tenure system, consisting of several 
types of tenure: Owner-oc'cupancy, Chonsei, Bochungbu-Wolsei 
Sak-Wolsei, monthly rent and others. Under the Chonsei arrange- 
ment, a renter makes a lump sum deposit of key money at the 
beginning of occupancy which is fully refunded at the'end of 
the contract period. The landlord usually 
I invests. this fund 
and interest earnings represent the imputed rent. The 
Bochungbu-Wolsei(the security deposit with monthly rent) is, 
a Mixture of Chonsei and monthly rent. At the beginning of 
the contract period, the tenant makes a deposit which is're- 
funded at the end'of the contract, but he pays a monthly rent. 
In case of non-payment the rent is deducted from the deposit. 
Under the Sak-Wolsei(the declining Chonsei), the tenant makes 
a one-time deposit from which a given amount is deducted*_ 
Hence the total amount of rent is the deducted amount plus 
interest earning of the remaining deposit. Finally, the monthly 
rent system is the ordinary system found in most countries. 
7n 
Table. 3-3 gives detailed information of tenure types. 
According to a survey by-the KNHC in 1977, the proportion'of 
owner occupancy in large cities and industrial cities was lower 
than in other areas. The Chonsei is the most frequent in large 
cities, while the Sak-WOlsei is'more frequent in smaller cities' 
and industrial cities. The Bochungbu-Wolsei is found in large 
cities. All in all, owner-occupation is the most common tenure 
form in all areas, but a substantial role for rental-types exists 
outside farm areas. As to rented accommodation in cities, the 
Chonsei is the most common type of tenure. 
Table 3-3. Housing Tenure by. Area, 1977 
(%) 
Tenure Type 
Area 
Owner 
occupied 
Chonsei 
Sak- 
Wolsei 
Bochungbu-, 
Wolsei 
Others Total 
Large cities 65.8 22.3 4.9 5.9 1.0 100 
(3,962) 
Small & Medium 74.0 6.5 2.6 1.1 100 
Sized Cities (4,099) 
Industrial 64.4 '13.1 11.1 -1.6 9.8 100 
Cities (11088) 
Farm Area 94.4 1.0 3.0 0.1 1.0 100 
(994) 
Total 71.8 16.6 6.0 3.5 2.0 100 
(10,143) 
Source: KHC, Samp le Survey of Effective Housing Demand, 
Dec., 1977, p. 82. 
Table 3-4 indicates the income level of different house- 
holds. The largest proportion fall in the 50,000-100.0.00 won 
range (41.7 per cent), followed by the 100,000-150,000 won 
-qroup(21.2 per cent). Homeowners earn relatively higher income 
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Table 3.4 Housing Tenure by Income Level, 1977 
Income('000 won) 
Tenure Less 30- 50- 100- 150- 200- 300- 500 or 
Total 
type than- 50 100 150 200 300 500. more 
30 
Owner- 8.9 12.6 38.3 22.8 8.5 6.2 1.9 0.8 100 
occupied 
Chonsei 6.7 15.3 52.3 18.5 4.4, 2.0 0.6 0.2 100 
Sak-Wolsei 12.9 29.9 49.3 7.0 0.3 0.7 0 0 100 
Bochungbu- 4.7 17.9 52.5 19.2 4.2 1.1 0.3 0.3 100 
Wolsei 
Others 5.5 13.4 36.3 28.4 10.4 4.5 1.0 0.5 100 
Total 8.6 14.3 41.7' 21.1 '7.2 4.9'' A. 1 0.6 100 
Source: KHC, Sample Surv ey of Effective Housinq Demand, Dec., 
1977, p. 87- 
Notes: Based on 10,143 observation 
than the rest of the tenure groups. The proportion of house- 
holds earning 100,000 won(per month) or more is: owner- 
Occupants(40 per cent), Chonsei(26 per cent), Bochungbu-Wolsei 
(25 per cent) and Sak-Wolsei(8 per cent). The lowest income 
households, earning less than 30,000 won, are found with the 
Sak-Wolsei arrangement. A substantial number of owner-occupant s 
(8-9 per cent) are also found with the lowest income group, 
earning less than 30,000 won. It is partly because many 
owner-occupied households'in farm areas are relatively low- 
income, compared with those of large"cities. 
3 According to a recent survey by KRIHS, Chonsei households 
in large cities are relatively better-off, earning income higher 
than the average income for th6 country as a whole. The survey 
found that almost 60 per cent of the Chonsei households in 
larqe cities are capable bf purchasing housing units of ade- 
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quate size and quality. The question is, what prevents them' 
from immediate home purchasing? This issue will be explored in 
chapter eight and nine in depth based on data from the author's 
field survey. I-11.1 11 
Owner-occupancy is the-traditional form of housing. tenure - 
in Korea. The proportion of owner occupancy in the country 
as a. whole has declined from . 79 per cent 
in 1960 to 59 per cent 
in 1980. This decline was mainly limited to urban areas where 
it fell. from, 62 per cent in 1960 to 43 per cent in 1980(Table 3-5). 
One reason for the drop in owner-occupancy was urbanisation. 
As we have seen in Chapter Two, although developing countries 
have urbanised rapidly during týe last-quarter centu'ry, -Kor. ea 
has urbanised much more rapidly. In a rapidly developing and 
urbanising country'like. Korea,, concern focusses on housing 
in urban areas., The influx of people, especially the Poor, 
to cities means that-urban housing becomes scarce$ expensive 
and inadequate. 
It is likely that financing problems have. been an addi- Iý 
tional cause of decreased owner-occupancy. Mortgages on owner- 
OccuPied homes are almost unheard-of in Korea. As land values 
have skyrocketed, savings and'other sources of finance for 
owner-occupied homes have become less adequate. 
Table 3-5 Ownership of dwell'ingsi 1960-1980 
Area 1960 1970 1975 1980 
Whole country 79.1., 69.0 63.6 58.6 
Urban areas 62.0 48.4 44.8 42.9 
Rural areas 86.0 84.3 82.5 80.7 
Seoul- 56'. 5 48.1 46.1 44.5 
Sources: EPB-P Population and Housing Census, '1960, 
1970, M5 an 198o 
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3.4. Dwelling Type 
The analysis of housing conditions in Korea is based 
mainly on the housing statistics collected in the Population 
and Housing Censuses. These censuses adopted the concept of 
"living quarter", which embraceý; "housing units" and I'livinq 
quarters other than housing units"! A'dis'tinction is'' 
thus made between. "housing units" that isq separate and 
independent places of abode intended or improvised for habi- 
tation by one household, and "living quarters other than 
housing units" which comprise structurally separate and in- 
dependent places of abode intended for habitation by large 
groups of individuals orseveral households such as hotels, 
rooming houses-, other lodging houses, hospitals and boarding 
schools. Living quarters'not otherwise easily classified 
for example tents, boats, makeshift huts, etc, also belong 
to the category of "living quarters other than housing units". 
Coventional dwelling unit 
-Detached housing 
-Flat 
--Housing units -Row, house.. 
LDwellinq unit, in building 
Living quarters not 
intended for human 
habitation 
L Living quarters other than housing'units 
The desire of Koreans to own a single family house 
remains very strong, although this has been to some degree 
weakened because of the emergence of condominium type flats. 
Accordiny to a survey conducted by the KNHC in 1977ý among 
interviewed renters, 85 per cent preferred detached dwellings; 
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9 per cent, condominium flats; 3 per cent, rental flats. Thus 
the overwhelming majority indicated a preference for single- 
family houses. This can be explained, in part by the status 
that home-ownership brings and also by the protection against 
inflation which this, type of dwelling offers. 
Table 3-6 indicates the recent trend of dwelling types. 
In 1980, in the country as a whole more than 87 per cent of 
the stock was detached dwellings, ýas against 3 per cent for 
row houses and 7 per cent for flats. One thing clear from the 
Table 3-6-is that single family dwelling remains very popular 
indeed. However, there has been some sign of its declining 
popularity., Thus, in 1975, the'proportion of detached dwell- 
ings was about 93 per cent as compared to 87 per cent five year 
later. The proportion of flats was 1.9 per cent in 1975 and 
rose 7 per cent in 1980. The proportion of flats incteased 
substantially compared with other type of dwellings. This 
trend becomes more apparent in Seoul. Suprisingly, the pro- 
Portion of flats was 7.8 per cent in 1975 and grew to 19 per 
cent in 1980. 
In the developed world, especially North America and 
Western Europe, this century (the postwar period in parti- 
cular) has seen an increase in single-unit structure, especia- 
11y the detached single-unit. There was also a boom during 
the 1960s in flats(notably in high-rise buildings). In the 
U. K., almost all high-rise flats were built by local autho- 
rities as public-rental housing, but they never exceeded 20 
per cent of all housing starts. On the other hand, in many 
continental European countries, the percentage of new high- 
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Table 3-6 Dwelling Stock by Dwelling Type and Area, 
1975 and 1980 
(1000), 
No. of-Dwelling 
Area 
Detached 
dwelling 
Row 
house Flat' Others Total 
whole 4,652 162 374 131 5,319 
country' 87.5 3.0 7.0 . 2.5- (100) 
% (92.6) 3.5) 1 . 9) (2.1) 
Urban b- 1,882 _. 
1 35 
. 
355 96 2,468 
areas . 
76.3 I 5.5. 14.4 3.9 (100) 
% (85.5) (6.0) (4.6) (3.9) 
Rural 
areas 
2,771 27 18 35 
97.2 0.9 0.6 1.2 
(97.1) (1.9) (0.2) (1.0) 
2,851 
(100) 
Seoul 684 69 184 31 . 968 
% 70.6 7.1 19.0 3.2 (100) 
(83.1) (5.4) (7.8) (3.7) 
Source: EPB Popýilation and Housing Census, 1975 and 1980, 
Vol. 1,12-1. 
Notes: a) Number in bracket represents the 1975 distribu- 
tion 
b) Including housing units of Seoul 
rise structures has been somewhat higher. In both the U. S. 
and Canada, high-rise, multi-family housing construction 
peaked in the late 1960s and has declined steadily in abso- 
6 lute and relative terms since then. 
Before the 1970s, major proportions of the newly const- 
ructed housing in'Korea, -either by private or public sector, were 
single family detached units. A new trend then became evident 
a dramatic increase in the construction of multi-family units 
in the 1970s. This tendency is most apparent among the housing 
developed by the public sector. 
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More than half of the units constructed by the public 
sector in recent years, except a few detached-dwellings pro- 
vided for miners and soldiers, are multi-family dwellings. 
Also, flats comprise-large proportions of privately'developed 
housing. Particularly, - since the--latter half of the 1970s, 
the big construction firms are providing almost entirely multi- 
family dwellings. Thus, construction of single-family units 
and row houses are completely dependent upon small fitms and 
individuals whose activities are still largely unorganised. 
Table 3-7 shows the tenure distribution of different 
types of dwellings. The highest proportion of Chonsei and 
monthly rented households in single-family dwellings was found 
in Seoul. The most interesting thing is, that the proportion of 
Chonsei and monthly rent tenants in single-family dwellings 
is much higher than that of owner-occupied households. This 
situation is quite unusual when compared to other countries. 
In Britain, for example, there are only about 6 per cent of 
privately rented households live in detached houses in 19717 
A substantial percentage of owner-occupied households in flat 
was found, as compared with the proportion of other type of 
tenures in flat. Few monthly rent tenants live in flats, and 
a considerable proportion live in store-dwellings. 
These observations lead to an interesting question raised 
as to the suitability of single-family dwellings, for, rentall' 
purpose. A large number of, single-family house owners are 
subletting a, room or two to Chonsei or monthly renters-with 
sharing kitchen, toilet, and even bath. Moreover, this type 
of dwelling- is not often equipped with separate entrance, fOr 
tenants. So the privacy of the tenant would be a real problem 
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for those who rent a part of the house. 
Table 3-7 Distribution of Tenure by-Dwelling Type in 
Seoul, 1980. 
Tenure 
Dwelling Type 
Owner- Chonsei Monthly Others 
occupied rent 
Single-family dwellinq 74.4 '034 .5 84.4 '50.0 
Flat 17.6 7.3 0.1 11.4 
Row-house 6.7 4.5 2.0 5.0 
Store-dwellinq 1.8 3.7 11.5 32.6 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Source: EPB, Population and Housing Census, 1980 
3.5 The Physical Character of. the Dwelling 
At the present'-time, there is no general ly-agreed-upon 
definition of housing qualityg nor is there a standard way 
of measuring it in terms of the physical character of -the 
dwelling in developing countries. Howeverg I would argue 
that any services 'appraisal should describe:, the'dwelling's 
Size, the number of rooms and the total plot Or floor area; 
the composition and quality of its materials; the potential 
to maintain comfortable body temperature; the internal faci- 
lities available. 
The siz6 of dwellings can be measured'with reference to 
the number of rooms per dwelling and actual floor area per 
dwelling. The number of rooms. per'dwelling in_the_country 
as a whole increased gradually from 3. '0 in 1970 to-3.3 in 
1980. The ratio in Seoul is, s6mewhat above that of the nation- 
al average(Table 3-8). 
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Table 3-8'. "" SelectIve Indicators 101f Avera I ge I 'Dw6lli'ng Size, 
1970,1975 and 1980'. 
,, 1,1ý 
Housing Quality- 
Whole 
1970 
Country 
1975 1980 
Seoul 
1980 
1. No of Household 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.9 
per Dwelling 
2. No. of 
, 
Persons 7.0 -7.1 6.7 -8.3 per Dwelling 
3. No., of Rooms '0 3. 3.1 4. '3 3.5" 
per Dwelling 
4. No. of Persons 5.2 5.1 4.6 4.5 
per Household 
5. No. of Persons 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.4 
r)er Room 
6. m 2 per. Person 6.6 7.7, 7.5 
a 
Notes: a) r? per person in 1975 
Sources: EPB, Population and Housing Census, 1970,1975 
'and, 1980, and J. H. Chung,, Housing and-Residential 
Land in Korea, KRIHS Working Paper 8001,1980. 
ýý F-. 2-0. 
Table 3'9. Number of Dwellings, by'Siz-ep 1975 and. 1980'"" 
Dwelling Size ý1970 % . 
1980 % (floor space) (1000) (1000) 
Below 1,424 32.7 586 10 pyong , 
10 - 20 20,230 51.1 2,697 50.5 
20 - 30 526 12.1 1,377 25.8 
30 - 40 115 2.6 - 369 6.9 
40 pyong or more 65 1.5 ý3 11-, - 5.8- 
Total 4f360 100 5,340 100 
Average Size 13.8 19 3 (pyong) . 
Source: EPB,, Population and Housing ýCensus, -1980, . and J. H. Chung, Housing Crisis in Korea': Analy sis 
and Policy orientation, KRIHS Working Paper 
-- No. 8301, 1983, ý. l l. Table 5. 
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It is important-to note that the improvement in space 
per dwelling is derived from expansion of existing, units as. 
well as through new construction. Table 3-9 shows the size 
distribution of units in 1970 and. 1980. - The average size 
of dwelling increased-substantially from 13.8 pyong in 1970 
, to 19.3 pyong in 1980. Nationally about 33 per cent of the 
1970 stock was below 10 pyong. dwellings, compared with only 
about 11 per cent of the 1980, stock. The smallest, dwellings 
. -with-below 10 pyong-decreased substantiallyý By contrast, 
the larger size dwellings, -for., examole 
the floor area. with 
40 pyong or more,. increased more-rapidly than any other, size 
dwellings. 
it can be-argued that large dwellings areýnecessary for 
large households. In facto accordingýto Table 3-8, rthe number 
of households Der-dwelling increased-gradually. But, the 
number of persons-ver-dwelling and the number of persýns per 
household has , decreased since 1970. ý Also, the numberý 
of ; )ersons perýroom decreased from 2.3 inl970 to 2*0 in 1980. 
At this stage, I would like to', raise an important quest- 
ion about the relationship between-housing shortage and hou-- 
sing size in the country; *how do we'interpret the trend, of 
increasing dwelling size? -- One explanation of the worsening 
housing shortage is the trend of increasing dwelling size,, 
especially the larger size dwellings with 40 pyong and more. 
The rapid increase in larger sizeýdwellings-could lead, to an 
under estimation of the need of proper size of dwellings, 
putting unduely high priority to the-'absolute number of the 
larger size dwellings. - The basic. reason-of the rising housing 
shortage is not much the lack of resources-allocated to bous- 
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ing as the skewed distribution of the resources allocation in 
favour of larger size'dwellings for-the middle or upper'income 
group. Even though the proportion of resources allocated'to 
housing increases, the rate'of, -housing shortage would not'' 
decrease necessarily, unless"the size distribution of new 
dwellings is more even thin it is now. 
In fact, the number of households and the number of per-' 
sons per dwelling increase with the"dwelling size. For example, 
the number of persons per dwelling in 1980 was 5. '2 for'dwelli*ngs 
of less 10 pyong as against'8.8 for dwellings'of 40'pyong or 
more. But, theýper capita'-floor area increases even more ra- 
pidly than the number of persons per dwelling; in the smaller 
dwellingg with less than--10 pyong,, ' each person'consumes 1.3 
pyong, while in the larger-dwellings with 40 pyong or more, 
each consumes more than 6'pyong? -'In other word, the con . sump- 
tion of housing resources has been increasingly concentrated 
in large and expensive dwellings*. This means tha 
.i 
less housing 
resources have been available for smallerý'dwellings. Ufider 
such circumstances,, ' a rising-housing shortage has been inevi- 
table. This also m6ans that wealth has been more and more 
concentrated at the hand of the upper income group's. "It"-is 
clear that the rising housing shortage has been accompanied by' 
the increasing size of dwellings'for'the'middle or upper income 
group in the 1970s. 
Let me now look at-the sele'ctive indicators of housing 
quality in detail. Household and dwelling ratio Table 3-8 
gives an idea-of the growth of overcrowding. The average number. 
of households per'dwelling in theýcountry as a whole increased 
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from 1.3 in 1970 to 1.5 in 1980. A high degree of sharing is 
found in urban-areas# especially in Seoul. In 1980, the ratio was 
1.9 in-Seoql as against 1.5 in the whole country.., The ratio 
of 1.9 households per occupied dwelling is very high when com- 
pared with those of. the developed countries-where the ratio is 
less than one to one. This ratio is higher than even-those of 
Hong Kong and Singapore which have 1.3 and 1.2 households per 
dwelling unit respectively? ' The number of persons per dwelling 
decreased slightly in 1980. As expected, it is higher in Seoul 
than the country as, 'a whole. The-average number of persons 
per dwelling was 6. -7 in 19ý80r which is similar to those of other 
developing countries. T 
The nulhber of-persons per room - perhaps, one of the best 
measure of overall housi ng. welfare - was 2 in the country as 
a whole and 2.4 in Seoul in 1980. This ratio 
United Nation's acceptable limit'of 3 persons 
minimum provision of privacy in developing"col 
the ratio is very high compared with those of 
countries (0.56 in U. S. A., 0.58 in U. K.. ' 0.68 
1971) 
I is lower 'than the 
per room for a 
antries. However, 
the developed 
in Sweden in 
As we have seen above, the size of dwelling increased in 
terms of floor area(pyong). Moreover', the number of rooms per 
dwelling increased from 3.0 in 1970 to 3'. 3 in 1980. The ratio 
in Seoul is higher than that of the whole country. ' On the 
other hand, the improvement of dwelling size can be measured 
by ml per person. In 1970, m, per Person was 6.6 while the 
ratio increased substantially'as 7.7 in 1975. One interesting 
thing is that although the averagd size of dwelling in Seoul 
is larger than that'of the country as a whole, m' per person 
is lower than that of the Whole country. 
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However, the use of these indicators in, comparing-over- 
crowding have several drawbacks in developing, countries., 
In certain cultural and climatic conditions, a large-number 
of persons per room is quite acceptable or even desirable, 
especially if the dwelling is used only at night by all the- 
members of the household andparticularly in extremely, cold 
wintek. Unlike advanced western countries, a great number of 
Korean households are still. comprised of-the traditional extended 
family of three or more generations- for example, a married-cou- f 
pie with children who lives with their parents. iThis situation 
is explained not necessarily by housing or income problems 
but rather tradition or consumer'preferences. - On-. the other 
hand, Korea has a severe cold winter which lasts usually 3-4 
months through the year. 
The leve-1 of services and the*-internal. facilities'are 
another standard indicator of a_dwelling's-physical character. 
These include measurement'of the availability. of piped water 
supply and kitcheny. toilet and, 
.,, 
bath faciliti 
- 
es. 
1 <" 
SI uch 
basic facilities are required to maintain public, health standards 
and reasonable comfort. The prpportion.,, _of 
housing units with 
various amenities in 1980 is given in Table 3-, 10., 
Water supply - in 1980: only about. 51 per-cent of the 
country's housing units had piped water facilities., Nearly 
a half of households in the country had to depend on wells, or 
tanks for their water supply. -.. 
The,: water supply system in 
rural areas was very poor# with about 77 per cent of, households 
depending on sources other than pipes for the supply of water. _ 
In seoul, over 91 per cent of housing units are equipped by piped 
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water facilities. The United-Nations,, however, defines a 
dwelling as having adequate water supply if there is piped 
water supply inside, or-if'outside, within 100-metres dis- 
tance. If the above definition in used, over 83 per cent 
of households in urban Korea can be considered to have ade- 
quate water supply. 
Kitchen facilities - thoughhearly 50-per cent of all 
housing units in Seoul are equipped with modern kitchen faci- 
litiesq"the-'figure is muc. h lower"in rural'-areasg where in 1980 
only about 3.7 per cent of housing units had modern kitchen. 
Moreover, a half of housing units in Seoul are still equipped 
by the conventional kitchen which often lacks cooking and 
dishwashing facilities. 
Toilet and bath facilities - in 1980, only 18.4 per cent of 
housing units in the country had internal flush toilets. The 
conventional, facilities, such as a private pit latrine, 
appear to be the commonest alternative in both urban and rural 
areas. About 2 per-cent of housing units in urban areas had 
no private toilet inside the dwelling_units., They were only 
provided with communal toilets in-the separate place*. It is 
a common thing for squatters'not to havella 
- 
toilet inside the 
dwelling, and only a traditional pit latrine serving a group 
of people. On the'other hand, bath facilities with hot water 
are not popular yet in Korea. Only 10 per cent of housing 
units in the country as a whole are equipped by a bath with hot 
and cold water. In Seoul, about 47 per cent of housing units 
had no bath facilities at all. It is interesting to note here 
that there are a lot of public baths in Korea. Although many. 
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Table 3-10. Proportion of Housing Units with Various 
Types of Amenities in 1980 - 
M 
Amenities 
Whole Urban Rural Seoul Country Areas Areas 
Piped Water 
Equipped 51.2 83.1 23.5 91.2 
None 48.8 16.9 76.5 8.8 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Kitchen Facilities 
Conventional 81.8 65.2 96.3 50.8 
Moderna. 18.2 34.8 3.7 49.2 
Total 100 100. 100 100 
Toilet Facilities - 
Conventiahalb 80.0 61.0 96.5 43.2 
Flush 18.4 -35.9 2.3 5 5ý. l' 
None 1o6 2.1 1o2 1.7 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Bath Facilities 
Hot and Cold 10.0 20.0 1.3 31.9 
Water 
Cold Water only 12.1 21.6 3.8 21.5 
None 77.9 58.4 94.8 46.6 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Notes: a) Modern kitchen refers to the space which is 
equipped with cooking and dishwashing facili- 
ties of western style. 
b) Conventional toilet which is not an install- 
ation connected to piped-water into which 
humans discharge their wastes and from which 
the waste are not flushed by water. 
Sources: EPB, Population and Housing Census, 1980,, Vol. 1, 
12-1, p. 556. 
Korean people have a bath in their own houses, they tend to 
use a public bath, especially in winter. It costs-less 
than a private bath in terms of*fuel expenses. 
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Finally, one, of predicates in the. physical, character of 
the dwelling is the composition and quality of its materials. 
In rural Korea, virtually Oll houses are built using, local 
resources and utilizing traditional techniques. The large, 
organised building enterprises are heavily concentrated in 
the major cities, especially in Seoul,., and here the trend has 
been towards utilizing imported, technology and modern build- 
ing materials much as cement. -aluminium and steel. 
With newly constructed housing in Seoul, in 1980, const- 
ruction materials'used-for outer-wallscomposed 47 per cent 
bricks or stone, 32 per*cenýE-ferrogoncrete and 20 per cent 
cement bricks and others 
12.. In terms of, construction materials 
used for-rooves, Seoul's housing,, 'is built idith matekials using 
roofing tile(52.2 per cent)? slab(42.3,, per cent), and slate 
and others(S. 5 per. cent) 
13 However, most new housing in urban 
areas were built with modern materials which 
have ability to 
maintain comfortable body temperatures, and to exclude noise 
and precipitation. But most old housing built, especially 
be- 
fore 1950, were. constructred-with traditional materials using 
wood and clay or clay bricks. 
Summary 
Housing shortages are particularly severe in cities 
because of rapid urbanisation and a result of a-tremendous 
variety of demographic factors. During the 1960s and 1970s, 
the growth of dwelling stock was inadequate to cope with the 
increasing population and the intensifying housing need. 
The proportion of owner-occupancy in the country has de- 
clined, and the decline was mainly limited to urban areas, 
n2 
especially*in Seoul. As to rented accommodation, Chonsei 
is the mo. st popular type of tenure in urban areas. Even 
though the desire of Koreans to own a single-family house 
remain very strong, the proportion of this type of dwelling 
has decreased substantially. By contrast, the proportion 
of flats has increased very rapidly, particularly in Seoul. 
With respect to the physical character of the dwelling 
in Korea, selective indicators of housing quality demon- 
strates the growth of overcrowding. The size of dwelling 
(the floor area) increased substantially, but the number of 
persons per room is still high when compared with those of 
the developed countries. Moreover, many dwellings still 
lack basic services and - internal facilities. Most newly- 
constructed housing in urban areas is built using modern 
building materials. 
When we look at the housing conditions in urban areas, 
it would be extremely important to examine housing poverty 
of the substandard housing. Therefore, the substandard urban 
settlements is the subject of discussion in the next chapter 
in terms of controversies about shanty housing and Korean 
evidence on shanty towns. 
'-) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SUBSTANDARD URBAN SETTLEMENTS 
In Chapters 2 and 3, I. have examined the social background 
to the problems of rapid, urbanisation, and have considered urban 
housing conditions., I nowexplore the substandard-urban settle-7 
ments. in Korea, _especially 
in Seoul. 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold: first, to examine 
some characteristics of, substandard urban settlements; second, 
to look at Korean evidence on shanty towns in view of housing 
poverty; and third, to examine views on shanty, housing and some. 
of the alternative government responses for dealing, with these 
problems. 
4.1 THE CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF LOW-INCOME 
Before illustrating some aspects of government policy with 
regard to substandard urban settlements, and expioring-housing' 
Poverty, I ought first to consider who are the urban poor, and 
especially, what is the low-income group. 
Attempts to formulate a definition of poverty usually start 
with an analysis of household income and, often, expenditures. 
The concept of poverty is inevitably both arbitrary and relative. 
It is arbitrary because the line dividing poor from nonpoor could 
equally reasonably be drawn somewhat higher or somewhat lower. 
And it is relative in the sense that what is viewed as. poverty 
varies from place to place and over time. Many of those who 
would be classed as urban poor in, for example, the United Statest 
have a standard of living that would place them in the middle 
classes in most aeveloping countries. 
In the developing nations, however, analysis of urban 
cý 
poverty is all too often stymied at the_start by, lack_of data 
on household income distribution. and associated characteristics. 
A number of citywide surveys. of income and employment do offer 
information on wages, occupations, -and skill-levels of 
ýamples 
of individual workers. But urban poverty is best understood 
in terms of households rather than individual workers. The same 
earnings may represent, comfort or misery, depending on the number 
of, dependents a worker supports., Moreover, much of the data 
available even for individual workers is too crude to be very 
helpful in constructing a. profile of urban poverty. 
The problem of gathering accurate information on the incomes 
of individual households is, compounded by the difficulty of de- 
stgning a survey that represents all income strata fairly, in 
the absence of established income-distribution profiles. The 
tendency generally is to. underrepresent the poor. Sometimes 
official bias plays. a part, as when government statistical agen- 
cies undersample or ignore low-income districtsp particularly 
in squatter areas, for, political'or legalistic reasons in many 
developing countries. 
-In 
Korea, for example, the Korean Economic 
Planning Board conducts a detailed and systematic annual survey 
of family incomes and expenditures in urban areas. However, the 
survey excludes all households in squatter areas, presumably 
because such areas are illegal.,, In the case of Seoul in the 
early 1970s, this meant that between one-fifth and one-quarter 
of the city's people, most of whom were poor, were simply not 
sampled? 
Unfortunately, there. are no-accurate data on household in- 
come in squatter areas. Generally, squatter income is taken up 
entirely by food expenses. A field survey on squatter areas in 
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Seoul indicates'that total family income'f6rall households: 
surveyed showed a mean level of 20,166 won per'month in 1970. 
But the average monthly income for the salary and'wage'earner's 
households in cities stood at 31,770 won for 1970, signifi- 
cantly higher? 
The concept of 'low-income', like that of 'pove-rty", - is 
a relative one, and must be-defined at the outs'etý. However, ^ 
whereas 'poverty''refers to a state of relative depriva .t- ion 
of certain items vis-a-vis a-wider population, low-income re- 
lates specifically to a-'dimension of the income structure of 
that population. In industrialised capitalist nations income 
is distributed 'normally' with the majority falling into the 
middle-income categories, (though wealth itself is heavily Iske- 
wed' in favour of the upper-income levels). In contrast, most 
Third World countries demonstrate a heavily skewed distribution, 
with the majority of the population in the lower income group. 
A variety of statistical measures can be used to present 
income distributioii'data in a form that makes possible compari- 
sons from place to place and over time. The two that will be 
used here are the percentage income shares of various propor- 
tions of the Population(top 20%, bottom 40%', and so on), and 
the Gini coefficient. In 1971, the top 20 per cent of urban'' 
population in Korea took more than 42 per cent of the total in- 
II come distributed, whereas the bottom 40 per cent earned about 
20 Der cent of the income. The urban household Gini estimates 
showed 0.37 in 19711 
Table 4-1 shows Korea's income distribdtion with comparable 
-P data from other selected countries. The poorest quintLýle of 
households received as little as about 2 per cent of total house- 
1)7 
hold income in Peru and about 6 per cent in Korea, compared to 
the top decile of households, which received from 28 per cent 
of total household income in Korea to about 51'per cent in Brazil. 
Many economists point out that Korea's income distribution has 
not had a greater degree of inequality than that of other devel- 
oping countries where these kind of statistical measures have 
5 been applied. But, it should be noted here again that most data 
of income in Korea excluded all households in squatter areas. 
In Korea there is no clear line to be drawn between the 
high-income, the middle income and the low-income group. Basi- 
cally, in the Korean context, the high-income household includes 
the people who can provide sufficient economic support to their 
family, have no difficulty in educating their children, possess 
houses with modern facilities, and enjoy various other luxuries. 
On the other hand, the middle-income household may range 
from those who, with a careful allocation of family budget, po- 
ssess much of what the high-income household has, to those who 
have serious difficulty in providing college education for their 
children. The distinction between the middle-income and the 
low-income household is not clear. But one useful criterion is 
that lower income households are usually exempt from income tax. 
In 1982, for example, those who earned less than 111,000 won per 
month, paid no income tax. 
Let me consider monthly income and expenditures by income 
group of salary and wage earner's households in cities. For 1 
and 2 classes in Table 4-2, which comprise 13.1 per cent of 
the total households, their monthly expenditures always exceed 
by far their earnings. This group of people belong to the ab- 
solute poverty category. As there is no official definition of 
IS 
Table 4-1 Household distribution -of Income'in'ý Selected Countries 
Country Year 
Percentage'share 
household group 
Lowest 
20 per cent 
of household' 
Lowest 
40 per cent 
income by 
Top, 
10 per cent 
India 1964-5 6.7 17.2 35.2'' 
Sri Lanka 1969-70 7.5 19.2 28.2- 
Honduras 1967 2.3 7.3 50.0 
Philippines 1970-1 3.7 11.9, NA 
Peru ' 1972 1.9 7.0 42.9 
Malaysia 1970 3.3 10.6 39.6 
Korea, Republic 1976 5.7 16.9 27.5 
Turkey 1973 3.4 11.4 40.7 
Mexico 1977 2.9 9.9 40.6 
Taiwan 1971 8.7 21.9 24.7 
Chile 1968 4.4 13.4 34.8 
Costa Rica 1971 3.3 12.0 39.5 
Brazil 1972 2.0 7.0 50.6 
Argentina 1970 4.4 14.1 35.2 
Venezuela 1970 3.0 10.3 35.7 
Average of Third 4.2 12.7 35.0 
World Countries 
Italy 1969 5.1 15.6 30.9, 
United Kingdom 1973 6.3 18.9 23.5 
Japan 1969 7.9 21.0 27.2 
France 1970 4.3 14.1 30.4 
United States 1972 4.5 15.2 26.6 
Sweden 1972 6.6 19.7 21.3 
Average of 12 6.0 17.8'- 26.3 
Industrialized 
Countries 
NA Not available 
Averages are unweighted 
Source: Alan Gilbert and Josef Gugler, Cities, Poverty, and Develop- 
ment, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1982, Table 1.3,. p. 10. 
poverty in Korea, the size of the urban poor varies widely de-' 
pending on the estimation method. Using only household income 
as a criterion for poverty, Korea Development Institute esti- 
mates the incidence of urban absolute poverty at 10.4 per cent 
of households for 1980. Absolute poverty is defined at 100,295 
won(monthly household income) in urban areas for the standard 
of five persons. For this group of households, therefore, 
various public subsidy programmes are necessary from the social 
welfare point of view. 
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Table 4-2 Monthly Income and Expenditures by Income Group of 
Salary and Wage Earner's Households in, Cities, 1982 
Monthly Percent of Average Average Income- 
Income Income Total Monthly - Monthly Expenditures Class Bracket Households Income Expenditure's (Won) 
(1000 Won)-, (Won) (won) 
-1 
Less than 4.5(4. '5) - -67,177 110,563 -43,386 100 
2 100-150 8.6(13.1)'' 121,944 13T, 350 -'--15,406 
3ýý 150-200 13.6(26-T) 1T1,422 168, lT2 3,250 
4 200-250ý 16.5(43.2) 218, TT2 190,502 28,220 
5 250-300 14.3(5T. 5) 268,6o6 219,459 49; 14T 
6' 300-350' 11.4(68.9) 318,898 261,228 5T, 6TO 
T 35074oo- T-6(T6-5Y 3TO, 300 288,5T6 81, T24- 
8 4oo-459 5.9(82.4) 4209334_ 325,169 95,165 
9 450-500 4.1(86-5) 4T1,120 351,891 119,229 
10 500-550 3.0(89-5) 518,888- 390,556 128,332 
11 55o-6oo. - -2.3(91. '8) 5T1,836 
W6,432 165,4o4 
12 6oo-TOO 3.1(94.9) 641,2T5 458,181 183,094 
13 TOO-800 1.9(96.8) 744,185 524,275 _ 219,910 
14 800-900 1'. 1(97-9) 84o, 382 583,235 25T, 14T 
15 900 and over 2. l(l00.0). l, l9Z70 758,195 438,175 
Average 317,052 255,416 61,636 
Notes: 1) Number of sample households are 3,427 in cities. 
2) The following types of households are excluded: i)'fa=ers' 
households ii) fishermen's households, *iii) single'person 
households, iv) households whose income and expenditures 
are difficult to calculate; a) hoiiseholds which manage an 
eating plac e, inn or boarding house and find-it difficult 
to separate ordinary household income and expenditures from 
business in come and expenditures; b) households with 2 or 
more busine ss employees living with the household and v) 
foreigner's households. 
Source: EPB, Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure Survey, 
Seoul, EPB, 1982, pp. 80-81. 
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On the other hand,., the households in income class 3 and 
4 are earning a. little bit over what they havý-_ to spend. 
In case of the-class 3 households in, Table 4-2,. their monthly 
income is about equal to the amount of monthly expenditures. 
It is no exaggeration -to say that -this group of, households can- 
not afford to even rent-a proper size dwelling from their lower 
income. This group of households could, beregarded as in the 
stage which is just over the urban absolute poverty line. Through- 
out this study, the term "low-income" is applied, to the house-' 
holds in income class 1,2,3, andA in Table 4-2, where, monthly 
income is around 250fOOO-won a month or less. Thus, low-income 
households comprise about. 43 per cent of salary and wage earn- 
er's household in cities in 1982(Table 4-2). The households in' 
class 1 and 2, they earned less than 150,000 won per month. This 
is, in fact, the poverty line,, and to those living below it I, 
shall apply the term "very low-income". This category includes 
most of the squatters in Seoul. 
4.2 TYPES OF SUBSTANDARD URBAN SETTLEMENTS 
Housing conditions and. housing problems in the Third World 
are quantitatively and qualitatively different from those in the 
developed Western world. The most-glaring expression. of the 
population explosion and the housing deficit is in the so-called. 
"squatter" settlements which are, a prominent feature, of many of 
the cities in the Third World. These settlementsv which, Turner 
6 
and. others prefer to call "autonomous urban settlements",, but 
are more commonly known as barrios, favellas, bidonvilles, or 
simply shanty towns, have generally sprung up without, or -in 
de- 
fiance of, government approval. 
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There are no universally applicable criteria in deciding 
a unit's habitability or decency since these concepts vary wide- 
ly-according to the climate, cultural background as well as 
economic conditions of each country. Korea. -has not classified 
substandard housing involving many related aspects such as phy- 
sical character of dwelling, user control, environmental locus 
and relative locus. However, the measuring criteria for sub- 
standard housing are primarily physical quality and legality. 
It is clearly exhibited in the, following substandard housing 
classification standards, set by the Ministry of Construction; 
i) dwelling floor, area is less than 7 pyong(23.1 m2),; 
ii) unauthorised buildings on, public. land; 
iii) housing built without due permission; 
iv) housing with poorly built structures such as tents, 
ý communal huts, barracks, and shanties using inadequate 
building materials; 
v). housing lacking basic services and-facilitids such - 
, as water supply, electricity and sewerage. 
, In Korea there are two, basic types of substandard urban 
settlements. They can be characterised as "squatter-settlements" 
and "unplanned housing". 
Squatter settlements. The terms "squatter settlement" or 
"shanty. town" are used in reference to uncontrolled. urban housing. 
Squatters are those who settle down on new or unsettled land 
without proper land title, or-right. The term "shanty town" is 
often used to denote an uncontrolled, ýsubstandard residential 
area with a group of shacks, or hovels., 
Squatter settlements are the most familiar type of non- 
conventional housing constructed by the urban poor largely be- 
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cause they tend to be a visible element in the. urban landscape 
of Korea. Urban squatting in Seoul has a long history though 
in its early stages its scale was not extensive. Largescale' 
construction of one sort of urban squatter house, the so%called 
"PANJAJIB" or "MUHEOGA,, 
7 housing in Korea, came just after the 
end of the Japanese colonial control in 1945. 'An unexpectedly 
large group of returneesýand refugees from neighbouring countries 
and from North Korea settled in Seoul. Some of them were able 
to take-over accommodation-vacated by-Japanese, residents re-' 
turning to Japan, but thousands, more simply-settled-in open 
spaces, such as military reservation areas, widely distributed 
hillside park areas, and public, open spaces near railroads. 
Among such large-scale concentrations of, returnees-, and refugees, 
Haebangcheon in Yongsan 8 was typical. Here squatters constructed 
their own houses without the consent of the city government.. 
All housing materials were of-low quality and development, was 
totally unplanned. 
ýMany such settlements sprung, up during this period. Al- 
though quite different in origin they have many characteristics 
in common with present day urban shanty towns. Mass, spontaneous 
urban-squatter settlements began just after the end of the 
Korean War in 1953. -Over a million persons returned1rom-the 
long journey to war, but there were-no sound residential, houses 
available for them. The returnees built temporary houses using 
wooden boards, (the so-called panjajibs) throughout the-ruined 
city - in the central area and in previous, residential areas. 
Rapid economic development in Korea during the 1960s and 
early 1970s, which was largely Seoul-centred,, was accompanied 
by an enormous wave of migration from rural areas, to the metro- 
1 ol 
Polis. Accurate statistics are not available, but in each of 
the two, peak years of 1969 and 1970, following severe droughts 
in the south-west, probably as many as 400,000 people moved to 
the capital. As we have seen in Chapter 2, durinig'ý"the-'perio'd 
1966-1970 the city of Seoul had an annual growth rate ofýbetween 
8 and 9 per cent, of which about 80 per cent was due, to migra- 
tion. The influx of population from outside the citypreated 
an acute housing shortage, and prices soared beyond the reach 
of the average citizen. The rapid,, growth of new substandard 
housing in a variety of forms. was. an attempt to bridge the gap 
between supply and demand. "Squatter settlements", -caused by 
social and economic factors togetherr areq by definition, 
settlements neitherproperly controlled nor'serviced, by,, the 
municipal authority, giving rise to problems of both-physical 
-structure, _user 
control, environmental. locusg and land title. 
Unplanned Housing. Apart from the shanty,, towns or squatter 
settlements, there exists yet another variety of substandard 
urban housing. In order to secure a foothold in the urban, area, 
thousands of urban inmigrants to the large citi6s, -who-have 
not come directly from rural areas, have acquired legitimate 
rights in land. Whatever forms of urban settlement they create, 
this housing can hardly be called "squatter" or "uncontrolled", 
because it does not violate any law on land ownership, although 
it consists of simple makeshift dwellings as minimal family 
shelters. The heads of households living in such accommodation 
are either skilled or semi-skilled workers, or office workers. 
Their financial resources are strictly limited, and although 
they can afford a piece of urban land and a minimal shelter, 
they cannot afford a proper-house that meets stringent planning 
lU 
and building-regulation requirements. 
Brandt spoke of this unplanned housing in Seoul, -as "the 
progressively evolving shanty town". He. noted that: 
Most of the, residents in these relatively stable--and, tran- 
quil areas had been there for many years. They made con- 
tinuous, gradual improvements to theirýshacks- ' untilr- 
they were eventually transformed into small masonry houses, 
usually with tiled roofs and glass window. Some of the more 
recently settled areas as well, although the houses were 
still flimsy, quickly acquired a settled, stable atmosphere. 
In addition to migrants-there were usually also low-paid 
white collar workers, skilled labourers, and downwardlyg 
mobile members of the middle class living in such areas. 
This pattern of housing developnent has occurred on un- 
planned land in traditional residential areas, on hillsides near 
the urban fringe, and in the suburbs where cheap land is avail- 
able at a reasonable price for immigrant families. 
The municipalities have found it increasingly difficult 
to exercise control over the development of such areas. The 
major difference between this type of settlement and the squatter 
settlement is that shelters are erected on pieces of land by 
groups of migrants with proper title and rights of land owner-* 
ship, but without building permits. Thus, they violate planning 
and building regulations, even though the municipalities set 
only the minimal housing standards. 
4.3 KOREAN EVIDENCE ON SUBSTANDARD HOUSING: HOUSING POVERTY 
Urban housing, needs are especially acute for the low-income 
group. Official housing standards are often unrealistically 
high, pushing approved housing beyond the financial possibilities 
of the low-income group. Adequate financial mechanisms, 
-to, 
fi- 
nance housing for these groups are often,, lacking., Furthermore, 
the supply of housing is'often lim. ited,, by outmoded building , 
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codes and imperfect factor market(including the land market) 
causing high housing costs. The poor household has choice 
but to resort to squatting, or adding to existing, housing den- 
sities in approved dwellings. Thus, squatter settlements and 
slums are alike in that they generally house a substantial pro- 
portion of the urban, poor. 
At this stage, it should be noted that accurate statistics 
on the extent of urban squatting are difficult to obtain; in 
addition, confusing administrative terms. and classifications 
have made interpretation of the figures difficult in Korea. 
An, initial problem lies in the term "squatter" itself. 
In general, this has referred to any unlicensed building and 
has been, by implication, linked with illegality. In fqct, 
there is an, important difference between a building which is 
illegal in that it violates a specific law or municipal code, 
while the owner legitimately owns or rents the land on which 
it is, built, and one which is a true squatter building, one 
that is built on land owned by someone else. However, govern- 
ment figures make no differentiation between the two types, 
simply calling, all such building "illegal". 
,,, 
Squatting and slum-dwelling. are features of almost all 
major, cities in the developing world. In around 1970, the 
percentage of the urban population. living in slums-and squatter 
settlements, varied widely from city to-cityt, but, figures-of 20 
per cent to 50 per cent were common, while figures of even 80 
10 per cent have been reported. 
In Korea, squatting is most prevalent in Seoul; in other I 
urban areas the Phenomenon seems to be of much less importance.. 
During the prosperous 1970s, the number of illegalhouses seems 
to have decreased. A government estimate is that there were 
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320,000 illegal--households in 1976.11 Not all these households 
are squatter: some hold title to the land, but live in houses 
that do not meet the government's minimum standards. More than 
65 per cent of the illegal households were in Seoul. The same 
source estimates that the 320,000 illegal households represented 
about 4 per cent of the country's population, about 8 per cent 
of the urban population and 6 per cent of the total dwelling 
stock. 
A rather more detailed picture of illegal urban housing 
is presented in Table 4-3. During the,, 1970s, the number of il- 
legal urban houses seems to have decreased, especially between 
1971 and 1976. But the number of illegal houses still represents 
over 10 per cent of the citys' housing units. The most important 
point is that illegal housing is most prevalent-in the capital, 
Seoul. Since 1970, Seoul's illegal houses have represented over 
15 per cent'of the dwelling stock. 
-Little is known for certain about illegal'or squatter hou- 
sing'. 'Most authorities undoubtedly underestimate the size of 
their squatter populations, either by ignoring communities out- 
side the official city limits, 'or because of the enumeration 
difficulties posed by the morphological*irregularities of many 
squatter settlements in Korea. Many of the issues raised here 
will be dealt with in more depth later on in terms ofýgovern- 
ment responses and views'on substandard urban settlements'. 
Let me now examine Korean evidence on substandard housing 
in view'of housing poverty. As I have mentioned in the'intro- 
duction of Chapter Three, one of the most useful methodologies 
to describe housing poverty was that'of Merrett who put'for- 
ward a predicative approach, which defines the use-value of 
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Table 4-3 Status of Illegal Housing in Urban Areas, 
19.71,1976 and 1980 
Year All Cities Seoul 
Housing Units(A) 1,506,700 625,400 
1971 Illegal Housing(B) 260,400 -168,300 
% B/A 17.3 26.9 
Housing Units(A) 1,963,9oo 813,000 
1976 Illegal Housing(B) 203,500 134,900 
% B/A 10.4 16.6 
Housing Units(A) 2,555,724 993,661 
1980 Illegal Housing(B) 289,095 154,047 
% B/A 11.3 15.5 
Source: Ministry of Home Affairs, Municipal Yearbook of 
Korea, 1972,1977 and 1981. 
the house, on the basis of physical character, ' control, 
environmental locus and relative locus. 
A. The Physical Character of the Dwelling 
Let me begin by looking at the first Predicate, and here 
I shall concentrate mainly on size, -materials'and facilities. 
Dwelling size is'conventionally defined in terms of'number of 
rooms and floor space standards, 'and Table'4-4 provides such 
indicators. - The average number of rooms'per substandard dwell- 
ing in 1978 at 2.5 was much smaller than in the Seoul city as 
a whole in 1980. - Average floor space-per dwelling in sub- 
standard areas was 14.9 pyong, and this was also smaller than 
that of the city average. Moreover, the number of house-ý-- 
holds per dwelling, a useful index of involuntary'sharing,, '- 
was also markedly higher in the substandard housing. areas'with 
the very high value of Z. O. Meanwhile, the number of persons 
per room was 3.2 in substandard residential areas which'is 
1 OC. 
Table 4-4 Selective Indicators of Dwelling Size in the 
substandard Housing Areas and Seoul, 1978 and 1980 
Indicator Substan ar 
a 
Seoulý1980) Housing Areas(1978) 
No. of Rooms 2.5 3.5 
per Dwelling 
No. of Households 
Z. 0 1.9 per Dwelling 
No. of Persons 3.2 2.4 
per Room 
No. of Persons 5.4 4.5 
per household 
Floor Space of 14.9 19.8 c 
Dwelling(Pyong) 
Notes: a) based on 1,460 households in Seoul in 1978. -- 
b) Data from Population and Housing Census in 1980. 
c) Floor space represents the 1975 distribtuion. 
Source: EPB, Population and Housing Census, 1975 and 1980; 
and, Seoul City, A Study on Houslong and Problem of 
Garbage Disposal in seoul(unpublished), 1979, pp. 126-; -127. 
extremely high when compared withthat of the, country ap, a 
whole where the ratio was 2.0 in 1980(Table 3-8). The hou- 
sina units in substandard areas are far below the level which 
would insure comfortableness in terms of habitability. 
The composition and quality of building materials are 
another standard indicator ofa dwelling's physical,, character. 
The construction materials used for external walls, for ex- 
ample, were 86 per cent cement brick or cement block and 14 
per cent wood, clay or clay bricks. With respect to rooves, 
the substandard housing was constructed with materials using 
roofing tile 2 per cent, slab 26 per cent, slate 56 per cent,, 
tinplate 10 per cent and tent and others 6 per cent 
12 All in 
_, 
all, the materials used in most substandard housing are not of 
very inferior quality compared with other low-income housing. 
lor) 
Table 4-5 Proportion of Substandard Dwellings with 
Various Types of Amenities in 1978 
Amenities % 
Piped Water 
Equipped 34.7 
None 65.3 
Total 100 
Kitchen Facilities a 
Conventional 91.9 
Modern 8.1 
Total 100 
Toilet Facilities 
Conventional(Private) 29.9 
Conventional(Communal) 59.5 
None 7.2 
Others 3.4 
Total 100 
Notes: a) Data represents the 1982 distribtuion 
Sources: The Seoul City, A Study on Housing and 
Problems of Gar bage Disposal in Seoul 
Tu-n-p-uEllished), 1979, pp. 112-113, and KNHC, 
Housing Policy Development Research(Unpubli"- 
shed), 1983, p. 467. 
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The physical character of substandard dwelling i s. described 
by an appalling lack of basic services and internal facilities 
rather than the quality of building materials. This aspect 
is measured by the range of internal amenities, including piped 
water supply, kitchen and toilet. The proportion of housing units 
with various amenities is given in Table 4-5. In 1978, the ma- 
jority of dwellings(65 per cent) in substandard housing areas 
had no piped ývater supply, and they had to depend on wells or 
tanks for their water supply. With respect to kitchen facilities, 
only about 8 per cent of substandard housing units had mo- 
dern kitchens, while nearly a half of all housing units. in Seoul' 
had a modern kitchen(Table 3-10 and Table 4-5)0''06 th(ý'6t'ýee handq 
toilet facilities are the worst condition of basic - service of 
substandard housing units. The majority of housing units(67 per 
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cent) had no private toilet inside the dwelling units.. They 
only had communal toilets with conventional facilities, such 
as a pit latrine. Surprisingly, about 7 per cent of housing 
units had neither private toilet nor even a communal toilet. 
B. Dwellinq Control 
This predicate relates to the control exercised by the 
household-over-its use of the accommodation. On this set of 
attributes, for the substandard housing areas as a whole no re- 
search data has been collected or published as far as I am aware. 
I shall therefore focus on only the degree of security against 
eviction or displacement the household enjoys in its possession. 
Squatter housing is often demolished by the government 
using bulldozers, wrecking crews and policemen. They have no 
right to stay because their houses are substandard or illegally 
built on public or private-land. In 1982 about 57 per cent of 
the units in substandard residential areas were illegally built 
on Dublic land and the remaining 42 per cent are deteriorated 
units on privately owned land 
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In the early 1960s, the city of Seoul strived to clear 
squatter dwellings located on the public land designated as 
parks and roads, and relocated the residents on the Outskirts 
of the city by providing small housing lots(mostly 8-10 pyong). 
This relocation policy was primarily concerned with 'city 
beautification', and paid no real serious attention in providing 
nublic facilities. Squatters were only relocated from the inner 
city to the suburbs. Since the early 1970s, the government's 
housing policy toward, shanty towns more or less has been changed 
so that programmes adopted a more positive approach, so called 
legalisation or rehabilitationý But most programmes were not 
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successful mainly due to the lack of legal basis and financial 
problems to back up the residents' renovation activity. 
The poor households in this area never get the degree of 
security against eviction or displacement. It follows that 
their settlements are uncontrolled, that public infrastructural 
facilities are not usually extended to them, and that, for fear 
of eviction, there is little incentive to build sound and last- 
Ing housing. Between 1970 and 1978, for example, about 100,000 
illegal housing units in Seoul were demolished by the municipal 
government. Many of the Issues about government responses toward 
illegal housing will be dealt with in more'depth in Chapter Five. 
C., Environmental Locus 
This predicates relates to the neighbourhood of the dwelling, 
the area within a short walking distance. The willingness to 
live in a house can reflect a number of qualities in the neigh- 
bourhood. The published information on this matter in shanty 
towns is sparse. Here I discuss the issues of housing stock 
quality and environmental pollutiong and the availability of, 
local services. 
In Seoul, squatters usually settled in open spaces such 
as military reservation areas, widely distributed hillside park 
areas, river banks and public open spaces near railroads. In 
most squatter neighbourhoods, particularly those up high on a 
hillside(mountainside by western Europe and the United_States 
standards) or far from the centre of-the city, 
I 
there is no 
well-organised system_, of removinggarbage and'human waste 
I . -For 
solid garbage and trash, most of which consists of the YONTAN 
(coal briquettes), municipal removal systems are sometimes 
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available, but more often garbage is privately disposed of, or 
dumped in a communal area or any public area, such as a stream 
or ditch. ýAbsence of a system for removing gar bage-and trash 
from living areas continually exposes the healthy to the contami- 
nated wastes of-the ilIand the disease carrier. 
Now -let me consider air pollution, a major metropolitan 
problem. A principal source is the domestic heating and cooking 
system used by the Koreans known as londoll. 'Ondol', meaning 
floor-heating system in Korea, refers to a system of fuels under 
the floor, through which the hot gases from the goal briquettes 
burning in the kitchen pass to the-chimney. In Seoul about 30 
per cent of harmful gas emissions originate in the house itself, 
virtually entirely, from these burning. fuels for heatin g and 
cooking. Coal briquettes are the most popular domestic fuel in 
urban Korea. These arrangements discharge large quantities of. 
air nollutants 
14 
However, most newly-built flats and modern, 
detached houses in Seoul now use gas or electricity instead of 
coal briquettes. By contrast, about 97-per cent of households 
in substandard residential areas in 1982 used coal briquettes, 
whilst only 2.5 per centused oil orgas, forheating, 
ý5 They predo- 
minantly relied on the coal briquettes. Furthermore, it is in 
fact difficult to demonstrate the situation of pollution in 
detail in substandard residential areas, however this area has 
much more pollutants than other residential areas within the- 
city. 
With respect to the availability of neighbourhood services 
such as schools, clinics, local shopping and recreational faci- 
lities, only simple generalisations are possible. in the sub- 
standard residential areas, local services are often lacking, 
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especially clinics and schools. The substandard settlements 
has usually neither been accorded corresponding attention nor 
priority in development planning and policy in Seoul. Public 
infrastructural facilities are-not usually extended to them. 
Residents therefore were constantly, trying to cope with extreme- 
ly irritating and recalcitrant problems of everyday life. 
D. Relative Locus 
This predicate refers to the availability of alternative 
transport modes to points 'in space beyond the neighbourhood, 
and to the costs in time and money of such journeys. 
Korean urban commuting modes are based on' the public transit 
system. in 1973 about 60 per cent of workers in Seoul travelled 
by bus 16 In 1978, a survey in substandard residential areas, 
for example, indicated that more than 80 per cent of household 
heads were travelling by bus. Moreover, walking is clearly the 
cheapest travel mode compared with any other means. In squatter 
housing areas, more than 10 per cent of household heads travelled 
on foot 
17 
On the other hand, Seoul's first underground railway began 
operation in mid-1974. The system-has grown since then and will 
continue to develop provided the government permits a continued 
exoansion in the size of the city. In 1978; only about 1 per- 
cent of household heads in substandard housing areas travelled 
to work by underground. It should be noted'here that at this 
time, the underground system had not developed and linked to 
many parts of the low-income residential areas. 
There is no systematic survey of the dispersion'pattern of 
the substandard housing in Seoul. It is therefore"hard to'de- 
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monstrate the relationship between the residential area and the 
journey-to-worktime or travel costs. In general, high density 
substandard residential areas are geographically distributed 
in the area surrounding the, central city. One group, of*high peak 
density areas appears in the 5 kilometre range from the centre, 
of the city, and the second group of high. peak density areas 
comes in the 9 kilometre range from the centre! 
8 
It appears 
that the poor tend to settle at relatively central locations 
in order to save travel costs and journey-to-work time. 
What is actually needed by the poor is access to, employ- 
ment opportunities and services.. Access can be obtained either 
by residing close to employment or services, which requir6s 
little travel, or residing further away, which requires, more 
travel. In the first case, what is saved in transport costs. is 
usually lost in higher rents, and the reverse is true in the 
second case. 
An improved urban transport system is not the only means to 
improve access to employment and services for the. poor; providing 
cheap land close to employment opportunities(or vice versa) may 
be just as important, in fact, for the poorest groups,. who 
usually can only afford to walk. 
Improved transport access for neighbourhoods where the poor 
predominantly rent and the land is largely owned by rich indi- 
viduals will involve some leakage of benefitsto the rich. In 
contrast, transport improvements in some areas where the squatter 
are effectively in possession., of the land- even if they 4o, not 
legally own it - will channel many of the benefits directly to 
the poor. Indeed, the former case is more common than, the latter 
in Seoul. The distribution of landownership is thus an import- 
ant aspect in determining týe incidence of benefits from trans- 
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port projects. 
4.4 GOVERNMENT RESPONSE AND VIEWS ON SHANTY TOWNS-,, 
Why, one asks, have the traditional approaches to the pro- 
biems of urban settlement in Seoul failed to provide public hou- 
sing for the low-income household? And why is the housing shor- 
tage in the capital still increasing in spite of government 
effort? It is because public housing policies have been on the 
following unrealistic assumptions. 
Firstlv, that any squatter or unplanned housing area should 
in principle be cleared, and the people occupying the land re- 
located in newly planned housing, built to government standards. 
As will be seen in the next chapter, this is the so called "clear- 
ance and relocation scheme" under which governments are empowered 
to remove squatters, using bulldozers and policemen. 
Secondly, the government regards squatter and unplanned 
settlements as "cancerous growth". The most drastic measures 
have been justified by reference to the substandard level of 
living conditions in these areas. Thus, policy has centered on 
the physical characteristics and conditions of shanty towns, not 
on the actual needs, aspirations, and overall lifestyle of squa- 
tters as human beings. 
Thirdly, the government maintains that the individual housing 
unit, with its building costs subsidised by the housing author- 
ity to reduce its economic rent, should remain as the basic 
variable in solving the housing problem. The target has been 
one-household-one-dwelling. 
Finally, little emphasis has given to direct govern- 
ment intervention in public housing programmes for 10wer*in- 
come housing. Housing has not been a major government issue; 
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the focus of the economic development plans during the 1960s 
and 1970s was rather on general economic growth and the ration- 
alisation of the industrial structure of theýeconomy. 
The government's attitude toward substandard settlements 
immediately raised questions in my mind. First, what is-the 
case for substandard settlements in Seoul? And should the poor 
people be relocated or rehoused? For it is my conviction that 
squatter and unplanned urban'settlement far from being the 
"blight on the urban landscape" that past government response 
and prevailinq opinion have made it out to be, is an inevitable 
and, indeed, potentially positive fact in Korean society. And. 
second, what role, ideally, should the government play, -in the 
substandard urban settlement. process? Before these, issues. can 
be examined, however, it is worthwhile to examine-first atti- 
tudinal change toward substandard urban settlements* 
It has been customary to assume that substandard settle- 
ments present a major housing problem in developingýcountries. 
Writers who have examined such'settlements in a'bid to identify 
the nature of the problem have followed two main streams of 
analysis. one stream is represented by a dysfunctional-system 
of substandard housing. They focus on three-problems, which- - 
they assume are posed by thý substandard housing system. First 
of all, a filthy and decaying environment usually provides an 
appropriate breeding ground for a variety of infectious and - 
contagious diseases! 
9 Second, squatter and slum housing have also 
been viewed as a generator of a host of deviant behaviours such 
as criminality, prostitution, and juvenile delinquency? O-The 
theoretical foundation for this view may be traced, back to the 
works of the Chicago School of Social Ecologists in the 1920s. 
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Third, substandard housing has been, viewed as a breeding ground 
of. political unrest and anomie., This view stems from the basic 
assumption that, squatters' experiences of poor living. conditions 
and. a variety, of socio-economic hardships would-in time, generate 
feelings, of frustration and discontent. Such feelings,. would 
eventually lead to an eruption of political radicalism and vio- 
21 lence. '4 
A. group of writers, in, opposition, to-,,, a, dysfunctional, view 
of substandard housing, emerged in the late 1960s with a holi- 
stic philosophy which has, in the main,. a pragmatic solution-to 
the mounting problem of housing, shortage: substandard housing 
ought to be preserved and improved rather than eradicated., 
, During the 1950s and earlyJ960s it was not fashionable to 
see squatters as positive. elements within the-general framework-, 
of urban development., Over the 1970s, the attitude towards the 
dysfunctional,, nature of substandard, housing have given way to 
move Positive assessments in-which. the work of, William Mangin 
and John Turner has figured prominently. Substandard settlements 
were shown not to be-centres of political radicalism and vio- 
lence, 22 disease and generation of deviant behaviour 
?3 Bqt. instead 
this type of settlement was recognised as making major'contri- 
butions to the city as, a whole - adding to its. labour resourcest, 
consuming some of its production, whilst at the same, time housing 
themselves at little direct cost to the city government. Thus, 
several writers 
24 have observed that substandard housing, usually 
offersa wide range of employment as well as investment opportu- 
nities for, low-income groups. Futhermore, squatter settlements 
were seen to contain an enormous. reserve of, individual enterprise 
which had given rise to a myriad of small-, commercial and industri- 
al units. 
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The urban substandard settlement has generally neither 
been accorded corresponding attention nor-priority in develop- 
ment planning and policy in many developing countries. It means 
that the population living in substandard housing-areas is common- 
ly referred to as 'marginal population'. The work of writers 
such as Charles Stokes 
25 
and Oscar Lewis 
26 is linked to their 
development of theories which suggest that many of the urban 
poor are locked into a cycle of poverty from which they cannot 
escape. 
The concept of marginality has been subject to increasing 
scrutiny. Perlman states that 'squatters are not economically 
marginal but exploited, not socially marginal but rejected, not 
culturally marginal but stigmatizede and not politically margi- 
nal but manipulated, and repressed 
?7 In addition,, Alterman points 
out that the population in squatter areas-is referred to as 
'marginal population, a, term which is apt to be misinterpreted. 
In his opinion, squatters are usually to be found at the out- 
skirts of cities, hence at the geographical 'margin' of cities, 
and the squatter population is underprivileged in economic, 
social, legal and-political terms and with almost no influence - 
to improve its position. Hence, these are people living at the 
'margin' of a, society endowed with rights, advantages and suffi- 
cient access to corresponding-facilities. As opposed to these 
two definitions of 'marginality' a third one is incorrect, name-. 
ly that of-marginality in terms of importance. The significance 
of urban squatter-population-strata must not be underestimated. 
First, the squatter population outnumbers the non-squatter, popu- 
lation of many cities in developing nations(averages 30-60 per 
cent of urban population). Second, the economic potential of 
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squatter population groups is commonly underestimated due to 
the fact that'many of their activities are considered informal, 
thus difficult to comprehend and quantify. Third, squatter 
inhabitants are prone to develop an outstanding degree and in- 
tensity of interpersonal relations owing to the difficulties 
and pressure they are collectively-facing. Fourth, and this is- 
to be consi , dered a consequence'of the'above-mentioned aspects, 
squatters are developing increasing political sensitivity and 
consciousness the more acute their unsatisfied needs-become and 
the more their aspirations are not met by governments and local 
authorities., From this it follows that the term lmarginalýpo- 
pulation' should be used very cautiously and be reserved for 
very specific applications 
?8 
On the academic front the picture of slum apathy and'vio-- 
lence was countered by descriptions of vitality, achievement 
and petit bourgeois conservatism, given by social anthropolo- 
gists who lived among the poor. 'In particular an alliance, be- 
tween Mangin and Turner, who advocated the development of self- 
help policies in Peruvian squatter settlements, both reflected 
and reinforced a change of policy in Peru which extended through- 
out Latin America and beyond. 
John Turner has been particularly predominant in the develop- 
ment of typologies of squatter settlements, based on the 
premiss that the market value of the squatter houseýis less, 
important than its use to the consumer., The typologies-of Turner 
include the assumption that the 'informal sector', is marginal' 
to, and in transition towards, the modern capitalist economy 
on which urban development and prosperity ultimately depend. 
Turner's argument is that individual households will assess 
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their economic and social status and will either move to a settle- 
ment which satisfies their particular priorities or will remain 
in a settlement which is changing. in line with th6s6'priorities. 
He developed a threefold classification of individuals into 
bridgeheader, consolidator and status-seeker. This taxonomy 
assumes that as economic security is'attained therels a. revalu- 
ation of 'vital needs, which is, reflected in, housing 'preferences. 
The policy implications of this argument are thaý'the poor's 
needs are usually I badly understood by governments and the kinds 
of housing provided'by them'ar6'therefore inadequate. In Turner's 
view, much better is to give the poor flex ibili ty to design and 
construct their'own' housing. ' It is not-a"'recommendation''for 
every family to build its own house, but for some kind of in- 
termidiate position between'the somewhat au66crýrýicý dictates of 
large-scale enterprises, es pecially gov I ernme In-t, and the anarchy 
of letting every family build its own home? 
9 'Give-individual" 
families greater-choice over'their housing design and location 
and the match with their needs will be closer. 
Self-help programmes have'been taken up vigorously by 
numbers of governments and by the World Bank. Although self- 
help strategies-are one of the most important ways of provid- 
ing shelter in the developing countries, 'they are subsumed under 
the general and far-reaching goal of autonomy in building en- 
vironments. 'This is a concept which'14s'become closely identi- 
fied with the work of John Turner and extends our perception 
to include the whole dwelling environment and the way in which 
society - the resident and decision-maker - interacts with it 
and with each'other. ' -1 . 
Several commentators hav-e'criticise'd'on theoretical grounds 
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the advocacy of housing, autonomy for the urban poor and self-, 
help as the major way of improving the long-term housing situ- 
ation. Perhaps the best summary of the recent discussions and 
policy implications of self-help is the identification of five 
main points by Hans Harms. 
1) Self-help housing provides possibilities; a) to lower the 
level of circulation of canital in housing, b) to, increase 
the amount of unpaid labour in society, c) to devalorize 
labour power and to lower pressure for wage increases by 
excluding housing costs from wages. 
2) It reduces the need for public subsidies to housing,, since 
the rei)roduction of labour is done by the efforts-and 
costs of labour itself. 
3) It is economically expansionary for consumption demands. 
4) Ideologically it incorporates people into the mentality 
of the petty bourgeoisie to own and speculate with housing. 
5) It isolates people from each other; it can. individualize 
discontent and preempt collective actions and solidarity 
ýO 
on the other hand, Burgess argues that self-help is doomed 
to failure because it cannot accommodate self-help housing as 
a commodity in a system in which the capitalist mode of produc- 
tion is dominant. He states that "Turner's policy recommendation 
must be understood as an attempt'to stimulate the growth and 
the expansion of petty-commodity housing, given the failure of 
industrial housing to satisfy the needs of progressively larger 
sectors of the population" 
ý1 
In order that self-help strategies are to be effective in 
spontaneous settlements it is necessary to investigate the me- 
chanics of how individuals-consolidate their position. A crucial 
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question can be raised here that who are the successful squatter 
consolidators, and what factors inhibit successful consolidation 
by others? Ward found through a case study of Mexico City that 
not all squatters are successful condolidators and squatting 
by itself is not a vehicle for-upward mobility and for success- 
ful consolidation to take place other-factors need to be present. 
The level of success depends on the wider economic environment- 
wage levels, rate of inflation and the stateýof the economy 
ý2 
However, it would be wrong to use theoretical critics on 
self-help strategy, in order to deny the urban poor the-opportu- 
nity to improve their own living conditions by their own efforts. 
But there is an important issue still remaining: what are the ideo- 
logical implications of self-help in terms of the achievement 
of greater equity or social justice-in developing countries? 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Urbanisation, in the modern period, has-'entailed a process 
of profound social and economic transformation. Urbanisation 
is a necessary, if not essential, means of absorbing population 
overspill from the rural sector, making'possible increased capi- 
talisation of agriculture, while providing a concentrated and 
localised base for industrial development. In developing coun- 
tries such as Korea, where it is enormously important to derive 
maximum return on capital investment, it is necessary that eco- 
nomies of scale develop on a centralised basisl thereby minimi- 
zing the problem of linkages, controlling costs, and increasing 
benefits. Because these developing societies possess limited 
capital and resources, and fast population growth, development 
potentials must be exploited to the full. Here, urban centres 
play an important role in raising standards of work and of edu- 
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cation and in helping society to adapt to increasingly complex 
technologies. 
Though substandard urban settlements are an almost inevi- 
table by-product of the high speed urbanisation that occurs in 
Korea, they are usually seen as a detriment to modernisation. 
Because they represent a failure on the part. of-utban housing, 
welfare, and infrastructure system# they are met by a thou- 
sand vociferous. calls for "city beautification", or the 
"elimination of unproductive social elements". The case of a 
group of writers in the 1950s and 1960s rests on the glaring 
short-comings of uncontrolled settlements. 
Goverment policy, toward substandard settlements in Seoul 
has usually been based on the. assumption that they are "can- 
cerous growth". Indeed, to develop that metaphor, traditional 
housing problems-have-involved surgery(wholesale removal) in- 
stead of preventative-medicine. The most drastic measures have 
been justified by pointing to the substandard living cohditions 
in such areas. And indeed, many physical and urban planners 
failýto grasp the problems that-exist in these areas. They 
attempt hastily to-push through settlement schemes, which are 
based on misconceptions and spurious assumptions(This issue will 
be examined in detail-in the following chapter). They are often 
misled by Western European or-North American housing and plan- 
ning-concepts irrelevantýto the-needs of urban Korea. - 
,I would maintain that urbanisation and substandard urban 
settlements are positive contributions to the social, economic, 
and political life of a modernising society. Admittedly, they 
give rise to the probleins which a group of writers have pointed 
out, but given the desire for industrialisation, there is pro- 
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bably no alternative. In view of Korean situation, my positive 
reaction is based on the following points. 
First, in terms of social mobility in substandard residen- 
tial areas, most squatters tended to be upwardly mobile. Accord- 
ing to a survey on the conditions of squatters in'Seoul', they 
had a dramatic improvement in terms of living standard, physical 
comforts, and morale'during the 1970s 
ý3 
One wonders if this improvement in squatter's living stand- 
ards was caused by wise governmental actions, or was merely 
the-result of the energy of poor people taking advantage of edo- 
nomic opportunities as they became'available? Certainly, Public, 
welfare policy during the 1960s ahd'1970s was minimal,, there' 
was no significant restructuring of the'economic or political 
system towards a more egalitarian distribution, of wealth, or 
towards greater popular, participation in'governmental decision 
making. Nevertheless, things got better; in fact, they got 
much better for the vast majority of the urban poor throughout 
the remainder of the 1970s. 
However, standards of public health and safety are not 
enforced'in these communities, and squatter housing is there- 
fore overcrowded and substandard. -*''But'the up-grading of exist- 
ing shelters, the gradual'reduction in multi-occupation, andý' 
the improvement of utilities and services would bring them up 
to the standards of many municipal housing projects, if only 
the municipal government would make-available the necessary 
money and a more egalitarian distribution of wealth and techni- 
cal skills. 
Second, possession of a house, however,,.. affo. rds the poor 
considerable economic security. Besides offering sheltert 
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(which in itself is no small thing), a house offers proximity 
to employmentr education, and culture, and can provide extra 
income in the form of rent, or form a, base for cottage industry. 
Third, substandard housing areas are usually highly stable 
communities, composed of kinship and*peer group systems ori-. 
ginating from common village or provincial backgrounds. Kin- 
ship ties, especially among the in-migrants, play a strong role 
in the lives of squatters,, -both-in terms of their initial choice 
of settlement and in terms of the communal organisation that 
develops within those settlements. Squatters are rarely iso- 
lated individuals; in fact, most migrant squatters, from the 
poorer provinces at least, migrated to Seoul in family groups. 
These findings refute the common assumption that squatters'are 
socially and morally adrift 
?4 
It is necessary to explore the government's reactionary 
attitude towards the substandard urban settlements in more 
depth. The following questions are still raised here: what 
role has the government played in the substandard settlement 
process? -What kinds of low-income housing programmes have- 
been put into effect in Seoul? To what extent'is the idea of 
self-help strategies the most important ways of providing shel- 
ter in Korea? These'issues are the-, subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
LOW-INCOME HOUSING PROGRAMMES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Some developed countries have found housing and more 
generally urban development difficult to organise efficient- 
ly and equitably, even though they have not'had to deal with 
the same explosive city growth as developing countries. It is 
therefore not suprising that, most developing countries, with 
low incomes and limited resourcest, find housing an almost in- 
tractable policy area. 
Several developed and some developing countries have been 
able, however, to provide the'bulk of their. populations. with 
housing that is economic and yet meets reasonable welfare re- 
quirements. In many low-income countries, sites and services 
and squatter-upgrading, programmes are often the best way to 
provide housing and services the poor can afford. 
In the early sixties, comprehensive. housing development 
planning was instituted in Korea to determine the extent to 
which national, resources should be allocated to public housing 
development for the urban poor*. Until recently, howeverg many 
administrators and-planners have thought that public housing- 
expenditure should not have high. priority until the country- 
was better able to afford it. 
The Korean government hasl, however, made some attempt to 
tackle the urban housing problems of the low-income group. 
But in spite of efforts by the national and local governments, 
they have never been, solved.. The present situation is worse 
than ever beforeq and it promises to be even more complicated 
in the future. 
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It is now necessary to explore low-income housing pro- 
grammes that have been put. into effect in Seoul. They can be 
put into four categories:. (I) the clearance programme for squa 
tter settlements, (2) the legalisation and self-help development 
programme, (3) the relocation and site-and-service programme, 
and (4) the Citizen's flat and high density Danchi housing pro- 
gramme. 
5.2 THE CLEARANCE PROGRAMME FOR SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS 
This is a squatter clearance scheme devised for use in 
uncontrolled housing areas, the so called "Panjajib clearance_ 
scheme" under which governments are empowered to remove squatters, 
using bulldozers, wrecking crews and policemen. This is essen- 
tially a police action, where detection of newly-built units 
leads to physical removal and tenant eviction. It relies on 
formal and informal systems of reporting and surveillance, in- 
cluding on-site inspectionsg aerial mapping, and reporting from 
local administrators. and--co"m-, mýu-, n, i*ty--dwellers themselves. The 
clearance programme for squatter settlements was dominant in 
the late 1950s and the early 1960s. 
The procedure begins with the notification of relocation 
withi na one year period. If the households receive the noti- 
fication to move within the required periodg they are eligible 
for both a priority ticket for state-developed housing and 
financial-assistance in moving. The amount of financial assi- 
stance for moving was 100,000 won per household in 1973 and 
500,000 won in 1979v for example. Otherwise, all families in 
the area will be removed by force. In practice2 lorries would 
come early in the morning to take families to their new location. 
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The old units were then bulldozed to keep them from being re- 
occupied. It is not unusual to see newspaper accounts dealing' 
with trouble between the evicting policemen and squatters re- 
sisting their compulsory removal from some squatter housing area. 
Unfortunatelyg there is no clear data about demolition of 
illegal housing in Seoul before 1970. However, between 1970 
and 1978, about 100,000 illegal and substandard housing units 
werechmolished by the authority. Table 5-1 shows that since 
1975 government action has 
increased, and more than 14 per cent 
of illegal housing has been demolished every year. Much of the 
demolition was carried out following the sponsoring of a number 
of, large-scale low-income flat projects by the city... government 
and the Korea National Housing Corporation in the 1970se 
Since'. the enactment of Urban Renewal Act of 1976, the 
cve 
households within the renewal districts jk eligible to borrow 
some fraction of the cost in building new units from the National 
Housing Fund. The maximum amount of loan for flats was 3 milli- 
on won and 2 million won for detacti6d houses in 1982. Accord- 
ing to a recent survey, the amount of loan and assistance fund 
for moving falls far below the. necessary level for new units. 
Consequentlyq more than two thirds of the original residents 
of the renewal districts continue to move out of their neigh- 
bourhood basically due to their financial inabilities! 
The illegal housing clearance programme immediately raises 
a crucial question. What is the government's justification 
for removing substandard and illegal houses by police action? 
Their case could be stated as follows: firstlyq that the ille- 
gal nature of the housing in squatter settlements encourages 
disrespect for law-and'disturbs public order. 
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Secondly, that in most squatter neighbourhoods, particu- 
lary those up high on a hillside or far from the centre of the 
city, there is often no electricity, piped water, or well or- 
ganised system of removing garbage and human waste. Residents 
therefore are consistently trying to cope with extremely irri- 
tating and recalcitrant problems of every day life. The autho- 
rity maintains that a filthy and decaying environment is a health 
hazard, a breeding ground for 'a variety of infectious and con- 
tagious diseases such as cholera, dysentery and tuberculosis. 
Table 5-1 Illegal Housing and Demolition in Seoul, 1970-78 
Year 
Number of illegal 
housing units 
Number of 
demolished 
housing units 
Demolition 
ratio 
1970 1737998 13,556 7.8% 
1971 166,957 79014 412 
1972 1649417 27540 1.5 
1973 1607085 4,332 2.7 
1974 1549501 5,584 3; 6 
1975 1349462 209039 14.9 
1976 1159634 189828 16.2 
1977 1007715 14,919 14.8 
1978 87,723 129992 15.0 
Total 99983*1 
Sources: Derived from Unpublished Document of Seoul Municipal 
Government, 1979 and KRIHS9 (f6ll 
- 
ection of Housing 
Statisticsq 19809 Table IX-47, p. 960. 
Note: No post-1978 data has yet been published. 
Thirdly, uncontrolled settlements are seen as the breed- 
ing grounds of social evils such as criminality, prostitution, 
and juvenile delinquency. 
Fourthly, such areas a: re seen as obstacles to modernisa- 
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tion and city beautification, and are looked down upon as being 
ugly, deteriorating areas of the capital city. The municipality 
has received firm instructions to reshape the urban landscape. 
Let me now analyse the government's unrealistic assumptions 
in regard to squatter settlements. In urban Korea, especially 
in Seoul, coping with problems arising from squatter and unplanned 
settlements is hampered by the fact the legal system has not 
kept pace with the rapid rate of urbanisation. Slum and squatter 
areas are denied basic urban services because they have no status 
in law. A strict adherence to the concept of private property 
tends to make the legal system a punitive instrument rather 
than a means for the ordering of human relationships and behavi- 
our to achieve the development potentials inherent in all seg- 
ments of the urban community. Conventional legal concepts for- 
mulated under conditions of low levels of. urbanisation may be 
rendered obsolete by current urban conditions. Thus, there is 
a need to redefine the legal system and to analy. se it anew in 
terms of the prevailing conditions... In this endeavour, the 
spirit rather than letter of the law should be upheld. 
Korean government has formulated definitions of Isubstan- 
dard' housing. These standards have been prepared by the MOC 
and are used by the city government of Seoul, as mentioned 
already in the previous chapter. The criteria are defined on 
the gro unds of legal status -as welý as on physical grounds. But 
these criteria are often entirely irrelevant to what should be 
the most pressing. task: improving living conditions for the 
largest possible percentage of, the population. Infrastructure 
and service standards are not related to actual needs and local 
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resources. The criteria of Seoul municipal government make the 
construction of legal buildings more expensive and more difficult 
than is necessary to meet basic health and safety standards. 
On the other hand, in Seoul where people living in squatter 
settlements have been tolerated and lived undisturbed for a 
number of years, the houses are to all intents and purposes in- 
distinguishable from much of the rest of the city's traditional 
houses. Meanwhile, criteria based on physical quality of a unit 
and those on legal status are intermingled, and units which are 
legal but poor in quality are sometimes exempted f rom clearance 
schemep wheres the units in good quality but lack necessary au- 
thorisation become the target of demolition. 
The rate of illegality becomes much higher-when the classi 
fication is made in terms of whether or not the units meet the 
criteria such as minimum lot sizes( 27 pyong) and minimum floor 
space( 12 pyong) as set forth in the building code. According 
to a recent survey9 more than 70 per cent of the housing stock 
in the renewal districts in Seoul are illegal structures. 
2 
High standards which put lawful housing beyond many people's 
means will merely encourage'lawbreaking. On the other hand, an 
unregulated market can encourage quite needless kinds of extor- 
tion by landlords and landowners, It also allows people to 
build cheap housing. in ways which will not prove adaptable (to. 
improvement later, ideally) as cheap housing should be. One 
unfortunate comprise has been to set high planning and housing 
standards but apply them to a few respectable residential 
districts only. That enforces social segregation, confines the 
best urban services to richer residents and may also help them 
to monopolize advantages like secure land tenure, mortgage fin- 
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ance, and insurance. 
Experts in low-income housing have repeatedly attempted 
to set minimum standards in the interest of the occupants. 
Residential standards involve three related aspects. They 
3 
are: (a) house sizes; (b) density; and (c) roads and services. 
It is surprising that those dealing with low-income housing do 
not establish sta ndards from first principles, i. e. healthq sa-, 
fety and what the occupants can afford to pay. If the govern- 
ment is seriously attempting to cater for the urban poorg it 
must discard its preconceived middle-class assumptions and 
Western European and North American housing and environmental 
standards. We recall that standards for shelter should be com- 
patible with local resourcest be evolutionaryq realistic and 
sufficiently adaptable to local culture and conditions.,, 
With respect to deviant behaviour of dwellers in substan- 
dard housing areas, Clinard and Abbot have noted a significant 4 
degree of correlation between uncontrolled housing and-deviant 
behaviour. But they go on to point out thatq notwithstanding 
such correlation, the available evidence fails, to a large extent, 
to support the popular assumption that conditions in squatter 
and slum settlements cause such behaviour. 
4 In Korea deviant 
behaviour is not generated by squatter housing itself, but is, 
in fact, a manifestation or generic trait of the 'culture of, 
poverty' to which such a system of housing provides the, support- 
ive environment. 
5 For a more accurate evaluation of uncontrolled 
housing in Seoul as a generator of social problems we need to 
shift and expand our focus to the wider social context of the 
society of which slum communities form, an, integral part. 
Finally, from the establishment's point of view, squatters 
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have no right to stay because legally they have no right to 
.. 
occupy the land. This should not be considered a legal issue.. 
It is an issue of social justice. The authority must be pre- 
pared to give priority to the urban poor and not the landlords. 
Land first and foremost must be treated as a commodity belong- 
ing to the whole community and be utilised in the interest of 
all, especially the underprivileged. 
The clearance scheme for uncontrolled housing areas in 
Seoul obviously worsens sqiýattersl problems. It destroys their 
abodes and their only assets, and forces them into worse acco- 
modation. Frequently, they squat in another corn, er-of the city, 
or even in the same places after an interval of time.. 
5.3 LEGALISATION AND SELF-HELP DEVELOPMENT 
In many developing countriesq in the last ten yearsp slum 
and squatter upgrading programmes have generally replaced slum 
6 demolition and squatter $resettlement' . In the Philippines, 
for example, since 1975 public authorities have given more sup- 
port to slum and squatter upgrading projects which minimise 
the need to relocate families. Another example is Indonesia, 
where the Kampung Improvement-Programme has successfully improved 
conditions in some of Jakartats poorest living quarters; the 
7 
programme has been extended to other major cities, 
In Seoul, the selective legalisation and self-help develop- 
ment scheme was initiated in 1968, with the object of improving 
living conditions in squatter and unplanned housing areasp and 
to help low-income households. This programme involves site 
by site unit improvement and confers legal status. In *19729 it 
was incorporated into the SAEMAUL-UNDONG( a new community move 
ment sponsored by the central government) and is being conti- 
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-nued as the primary method of providing housing for low-income 
urban households. So far however-it has not been comprehensive 
in scope. 
In the initial stages, it was pursued on a random basis, 
site by site. After 19729 it was more rigorously structured, 
having become the sole alternative to previous squatter pro- 
grammes. 
Criteria were drawn up to decide which areas would be eli- 
gible for legalisation and which would not. The criteria for 
legalisation were: 
1. Those areas not included in urban development plans. 
2. Those areas not included in city beautification plans. 
3. Those areas not in violation of the government cons- 
truction laws or the Comprehensive Planning Law. 
4. Those areas meeting the following physical requirements: 
a. All areas to be legalised must contain a minimum of 
thirty houses. 
b. No areas must exceed a height limitation of 100 
metres above sea level. 
c. All areas must have7 or construct, access roads of 
minimum specified width. 
d. All areas must have adequate storm drainage and 
sewer facilities. 
e. Each house must stand on a lot 27 pyong(89.3rrý) 
minimum, with a house of minimum 12 pyong(39.7rrý) 
dimensions, covering not more than 60 per cent of 
the total area. 
The programme begins with the government's determination 
of areas eligible for legalisation. Through the mass mediag 
the qualifications for legalisation, and the proceduresp are 
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publicized. Eligible areas are encouraged to request assistý- 
ance from the government in-drawing up community development 
plans and estimating cost, which are then submitted to qity Hall 
for approval. The construction of community facilities prior 
to legalisation is to be carried out through the joint action 
of the city and residents. The government provides a portion 
of the costs(estimated at an average of 35%), ý-to improve the 
areas. This would come in the form of construction materials,, 
such as pipes and cement, as well'as technical assistance. 'The 
residents would be expected to finance the remainder? with those 
economically unable contributing labour in lieu of cash. Parti- 
cipating households share-the costs*- The actual work is carried 
out by private firms, with contracts awarded through competi-' 
tive bidding, under the management of the local administrative 
office. Once the necessary infrastructure is complete, and phy- 
sical requirements have been met by all households, residents 
are allowed to buy their land from the government. Prices-are 
based on prior appraisal. -determined from market. values before. 
development. No credit or other material assistance is given,. 
though, the city government does expedite applications for local 
house registration. 
The households in-those areas not eligible for legalisation 
are to be relocated to peripheral areas in the city, on lots 
that will have been serviced with water and sewer systems. 
Families relocated to those areas will be able to purchase their 
lots at subsidized prices, with payments extended over five to 
ten years. The government intends to finance such areas through 
the sale of lots adjacent to the areas, which are expected to 
bring inflated prices once the programme area locations have 
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been made public. I will examine the relocation programme in 
detail in the next section. 
Both the legalisation of eligible settlements and the 
eradication of ineligible areas are to be regarded as long term 
objectives, correlated to, the gradual increase in economic ca- 
pacity among squatter residents. Those areas that meet criteria 
for legalisation can proceed as rapidly as possible7 while settle- 
ments which must eventually be removed will be left alone and 
removed later, unless they interfere with specific major public. 
works projects. 
Even though this approach is more attractive, it, has many 
weaknesses. There are aspects of the legallsation criteria 
which are, unfortunately, unreasonable. First of a119 require- 
ments that areas to be legalized should'have more than, thirty 
houses and that all areas must not exceed the 100 metres height 
limitation above sea level are both arbitrary and unreasonable. 
A survey of squatter. settlements in Seoul showed that roughly 
30 to-40 per cent, of the, population, live. in, squatter clusters 
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of less than thirty houses. Thus about 35 per cent of squatters 
are excluded from the legalisation scheme. Actually, most of 
the smaller areas were better developed than the bigger areas, 
and it might, thereforej, be easier for the authority initially 
to set about improving some of the smaller areas. 
In addition, the 100 metre height limitation also appears 
unreasonable. It would disqualify most of*the hillside areas. 
The reason given for the imposition of this standard was that 
the low pressure water to high elevation is difficult. I But 
positive technical support'from the government can, in conjunc- 
tion with indigenous man power and ingenuity, solve mo. st of 
the problems involved in hillside or mountainside community 
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improvementý Hillside, -and mountainside areas account for 57 
per cent of total'squatter population; at least half of these 
exceed the high limitation. Moreover, hillside areas'show higher 
levels of development, and to-decimate them goes totally against 
the logic of squatter settlements in Seoul. 
Another major criticismýof the criteria concerns the land 
and house requirements. The requirements of a minimum-lot size 
of 27 pyong and a house size of '12'pyong in the Building Code 
are too high. Table 5-2 gives us information on lot and dwell- 
ing sizes-in the squatter housing-in Seoul, more than 76 per 
cent of the-housing has less than, 20 pyong of lot size, -and the 
average lot'size is 18.5 pyong. In terms of dwelling sizep 50 
per cent of squatter housing has less than 10 pyong, which is 
two pyong less than the minimum standard of 12 pyong(Table 5-2. ). 
Table 5- 12 Sizes of I Lot' IaI nd Dwelling in Squatter Settlements 
in Seoul, 1980, in Percentage 
less-ýhan 10-15 15-20 more than total average 
10 pyong pyong pyong 20 pyong pyong 
lot sizes 37.3 17.6 21.5 23.6 100 '18.5 
dwelling sizes 50.3 22.4 18.3 9.0 100 15.0 
Source: Graduate School of Environmental Studiesq Seoul National 
University, A Studv of Housinq Conditions of Squatters 
and the Children's Problem In Seoul, 1980. 
Moreover, households in emergency resettlement areas were 
given a land allotment of six and eight pyong, which implies 
that all these are ineligible for legalisation. The require- 
ment that lot size must be 27 pyong or greater excludes vir- 
tually all but middle and upper income housing developmentss 
and in fact excludes many of these as well. 
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An alternative, urged by government, for achieving the 
minimum lot and dwelling size requirements9 is for two or more 
households to combine their lots and share a new house consi- 
derably expanded. In other cases, households could simply sell 
their lot to neighbours and move on. In any case, some kind of 
general re-allocation of lots would be necessary, both to pro- 
vide for the criteria requirements and to make room for the 
required community facilities and infrastructure. But the net. 
result would be to force a total re-organisation of life upon 
the community. While there has been some doubling up in squatter 
communities, it has occurred only seldom and d1ways on a purely 
voluntary basis. Imposition of collective living would cause, 
strong conflicts of interest, especially between the more wealthy 
and pI oorer members. Thus enforcement of this criterion would, 
by undermining community cqnsensus - which itself is so essen- 
tial to community development - paralyse the process of legali- 
sation from the very beginning. 
Another major weakness of the legalisation programme is 
its cost to the individual resident. The major costs. of the 
programme involveg first, organisationg implementation, and 
planning for community improvement. Second, the costs of pur- 
chasing the land. Third, the costs of individual house and lot 
-improvement. According to the governmentg households earning, 
roughly 20,000 won per month should be able to afford partici- 
pation. However,, no clear data about squatter's average income 
per month are available, but a field survey 
9 in squatter areas 
indicates that roughly half of the . households earned less than 
20,000 won in 1970. The effect of the legalisation criteria 
discussed above has been to prevent grassroots', community deve- 
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lopment and to dictate the eventual removal and dislocation of 
squatter settlements bý the government. 
Table 5-3'shows that 10,161 housing units have been legalized 
during the six years. ' It indicates that only 6 per cent of 
housing in squatter and slum areas was legalised by the govern- 
ment. There are no available data on how many squatter houses 
have been legalised since 1975, and the authority has concen- 
trated on other low-income'housing programmes, such as the re- 
location scheme and the high-rise and high density programme. 
Table 5-3 The Achievements of Legalisation and the Slum 
Upgrading Programme in Seoulg, -1968-1973,, 
No. of Noe- of Public Land Private Land 
areas housing units 
(pyong) (pyong) 
Legalisation 49 -10916*1 2359901 64t486 
Upgrading 55 102,125 347t688 60,725 
Total '104 20,286 5839589 - 1251,191 
Source: KRIHS Collection of Housing Statistics, 1981, Table 
IX-50: p. 9b2. 
It should be noted that the legalization programme was 
incorporated into the, SAEMAUL-UNDONG. The Saemaul Undong was 
started under the leadership of the late President Park with its 
identifying slogan of 'let's improve our livelihood'. The 
programme was characterised by three basic principles: (1) dili-7 
gence, (2) self-help, and (3) cooperation. And it was meant 
to be the cornerstone in the modernisation of Korea, reforming 
and revitalizing the spiritual as well as the material orien- 
tation of the nation and of its people. 
The Saemaul movement was started in the rural sectorp then 
moved to the town, and the metropolitan cities. It emphasized. 
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environmental improvement, increase in personal income, and 
reform of national values. In rural areas, the Saemaul move- 
ment helped the farmers to recognise that the modernisation of 
agriculture demanded cooperation between farmers; and, indeed, 
the agricultural sector has made fast growth since the Saemaul 
Undong began. But perfiaps more important has been its impact 
on the morale of the people. The movement has had far-reaching 
positive effects throughout the Korean countryside. ' Whether 
willingly and harmoniously or notp farmers have worked together 
to improve local roads, bridges, and facilities of dwellingOO 
In the urban areas, howeverl the Saemaul Undong showed 
little success in improving housing conditions in slum and squ- 
atter settlements. The urban Saemaul Undong has been tried to 
change the urban citizen's way of thinking, especially encourag- 
ing self-support and voluntary participation in the movement, 
and has not concentrated on slum and squatter'upgrading. In the 
initial stage, the movement embarked upon various. projects in 
four different places: jobsite, local district, home and school, 
with the mottol. ldiligencel- frugality, neighbourhood association 
and cooperation'. On the other handq in its, later stage,, the 
movement has tried to help not only to establish a sound sense 
of value based on citizen's morality and public good, but also. 
to build up a philosophy of life on the basis of principles - 
and public morals. various actions were taken to establish an 
orderly, pure and dignified urban environment. For example, 
there were efforts to persuade people to obey traffic rulesq to. 
pick up waste paperg to use refined language, and to observe 
good manners. 
In residential areas, especially in slums, the Saemaul 
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movement, however, made-some practical improvements, in such 
areas as environmental improvementy road pavement, tree-planting 
and clean-up of'sewagep etc. - But the, main problems that impede 
the urban Saemaul movement in its efforts to upgrade settlements 
by means of self-help are four. First, it is difficult to in- 
duce residents to cooperate with each other, or to control'them, 
because of the characteristics of urban society. Second, pro- 
gress is slow because of the complex interests of be citizens, 
and because they foresee no quick'-returns in terms of. dollars 
and cents. Third, the urban Saemaul movement has less experience 
to go on than tie rural Saemaul movement. Fourthq there is no 
single governmen t department which is responsible for'Urban 
low-income housing problems, especially slum and squatter up- 
grading. 
5.4 RELOCATION AND SITE AND SERVICE PROGRAMME 
I 
In the late sixties, the government has recognised that a 
sites and services programme was an important approach to the 
housing problem of low-income groupsv particularly the urban 
migrants. Sites and services can take two forms in many devel- 
oping countries: first, the upgrading of housing areas which 
have already been settled; and secondq the development of new 
land to facilitate construction of individual housesj2 In Seoul, 
the authority_has tried mainly the latter form of programme. 
In the late sixties and the early seventies, the building 
of a new town or the extended development of a central city was 
undertaken by the municipalities to help divert squatter settle- 
ment from its central areas. I would think that it is worth des- 
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cribing an unfortunate'experience'of an urban settlement pro- 
gramme related to the problem of site and service schemes in Seoul. 
Twenty kilometres south-east from the centre of Seoul, 
land for a new estate was designated. It was called the Gwang- 
Ju Danchi. Designated to encompass an area of approximately 
3.5 million pyong( about 91900,000 rbl the original plan called 
for the allocation of 600,000 pyong for roads, 2609000 pyong for 
profit-generating commercial facilities, and the remaining 
land for housing and industrial facilities 
13 It was intended 
that eventually the estate would house 60,000 households, at 
the rate of 20 pyong per household; in factq when the programme 
came to an abrupt halt in summer of 1971, roughly 279000 house.;.. 
holds had been relocated in the area. 
Large scale removals from Seoul began in 1968, with each 
resident receiving an allotment card on his removal from his 
former house, to be used to claim 20 pyong of land in Gwang-Ju. - 
The land was distributed by open lottery; the price was 60,000. 
won, repayable at 20,000 won per year over a three year period, 
following a two year grace period. This last feature was de- 
signed - to allow residents time'to build their houses before having 
to assume monthly payments; until such time as the resident 
completed payments, however, the government legally owned the 
land. If land rights were sold to a second party, the transac- 
tion was considered invalid unless the new owner immediately 
built on the land. If he did sog the land would be renegotiated 
with the government later, at the current market value. 
The development of Gwang-Ju Danchi underwent two phases: 
that encompassing the period from 1968 to 1970, and the period 
of Mayor Yang's Seoul administration which immediately followed. 
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During the first periodg planning was grossly inadequate. Waterg 
sewerage and electrical facilities had not been installed and 
squatters were forced to live in tents or makeshift-'shelters 
for periods of anything up to a year. Material assistance from 
the government was non-existent; employment was difficult to 
find, as few of the proposed industries had actually begun opera- 
tion'in the area. Bus service to Seoul was both infrequent and 
slow. A large majority of relocated families went back to squa- 
'14 tting, or doubling up with relatives in Seoul. 
After 1970, conditions began to improve. Transportation 
facilities to Seoul were augmentedi the first industries openedq 
and large scale public works and private construction began to 
absorb much of the excess labour. As development began to gain 
momentum, land values soared and speculation became'widespread. 
However, by this time many of the original settlers had moved out. 
On the other hand, considerable quantitie's of land'were 
sold to middle class families and speculators who were forced 
to build immediately. This was one of the factors responsible 
for the housing boom that ensued in Gwang-Ju. Contrary to the 
observations of some, it was not the original settlers who"were 
building houses, but rather middle or upper income famil I ie Is and 
speculators who had purchased the land from them. 
One major problem unfortunately remained unsolved. The 
resident population of the newly created areas consisted of two 
different socio-economic status groups: '(1) middle and some Of 
low income groups 'who were mostly skilled or semi-skilled work- 
ers, and business or office workersq and belonged to a select 
group of full-time employees in the sense that their regular 
wages were securedq and (2) very low-income groups who were 
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15 manual and ýemporary workeis or managed cottage industries. 
The crucial problem faced by the very low income. group 
originally relocated. in Gwang-Ju wis the lack of employmentg 
coupled with the-high cost of commuting. to Seoul. The*locatibn 
entailed a long journey to work and considerable daily, travel 
expenses, which were obviously beyond their means. One of the 
basic requirements of job security for the average squatter is 
his familiarity with the area in which he is working. This in- 
volves his knowledge of the. people,. institutionsy and special 
situations of his particular Area, especially if he is a vendor, 
small salesman, and cart'puller. These factors are implicitto 
his business and daily functioning and they affect hig credi- 
bility, credit, and the-small face-to-face exchanges'that deter- 
mine the success or failure of, a'day's labour, The severing of. 
these location ties prevented him doing his job., The Gwang-Ju, 
programme destroyed the squatter pattern of employmentg while 
it provided no alternative. 
As to the state of employment for the lower income 
groups in Gwang-Ju. the authority.. promised to provide vari- 
ous labour-intensive industries, together with a new voca- 
tional training centre. But to attract such industries was 
a difficultq if not impossiblet task under a free market system 
Living conditions for many of the residents, also, 
were appalling. ýquatters trying to build their homes faced 
the prospect of having to pay far higher prices for building 
materials than they would in Seoul. Many families lived 
through winters in tents, with. vdry poor heat, suffering 
from malnutrition and diseasel and often forced to dring 
water that was contaminated. 'On the other hand, speculation 
had driven land prices to extreme levels and the government 
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then charged second generation land owners renegotiation rates 
that were inflated, furthermore stipulating that the entire sum 
was due in one payment. 
Many of the new lower income residents deserted their home- 
steads for the city, where easy access to a place of work was 
still available. The members of this group who remained selected 
representatives to form a committee, with a strong hope of ne- 
gotiating better employment opportunities and housing conditions. 
Unfortunately, it did not work. The settlement scheme finally 
brought frustration to this lower income group, generated a 
growing suspicion of the authority, and even spurred resistance 
in the later stages of this scheme. Matters came to a head on 
August 10,, 1971, when about 10,000 residents, of Gwang-Ju staged 
a mass demonstration protesting against government policy. The, 
protest was also supported by middle income families and specula- 
tors. They started. a riot which'lea to occupation of the district 
office, and caused considerable dimage to government buildings, 
local police substations and vehicles. The complaints of the 
demonstrators centered on the government methods-of, setting 
renegotiated land prices, the heavy taxesl the lacý of employ- 
ment, and the sordid living conditions in the areaI6 
Government reaction to the demonstrationj in the. face of 
widespread political criticism, was immediate. The following 
remedial measures were announced: 
I.. Lowering of the disputed. land prices to a uniform 
2,000 won per pyong 
17 
2. Distribution of 2,500 tons of grain, to 209POO needy 
residents, to support them through the coming winter. 
3. Reduction of provincial taxes. 
4. Initiation of several counselling centres. 
5. Completion of the 40 industrial plants then under 
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construction; facilitation-of the-construction 6f 
I 10 roads, piped waterg and the sewage system in the 
near future. 
6. Elevation of the status of Gwang-Ju resettlement 
area to that of. a city (to be named Sung Nam), 
under the jurisdiction and administration of Kyonggi 
province. -18 
In effect7 the government, by the last measure, washed 
its hands of the whole. matter. The programme was to be seen, 
afterwards, as an object lesson in the profitable creation 
of satellite cities. 
The, affair illustrates what happens when an authority 
fails to understand the real problems of urban resettlement.. 
In terms of lower income housing policy, this programme was 
a failure. 
'Since '1962 there have been. many similar small and large 
scale relocation programmese The fiousehold's in squatter and 
unplanned housing areas have-been relocated to peripheral 
areas in the city* Between 1962 and 1970, about 409000 low- 
income households had been relocated to 20 new areas which 
had undertaýen site and service programmes. On the other hand, 
the relocation programme continued until the middle of the 
seventies. Tabi 5-4 indicates that about 249000 housing 
units were demolished and then relocated between 1970 and 1974. 
This means that about 74 per cent of demolished housing has 
been relocated in new areas during 5 years(1970-1974). In the 
early seventies, the policy`7.. t6r low-incor 
' 
ne housing in Seoul 
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Table 5-4 Demolition of low-income housing and policy response 
in Seoul, 1970-1978- 
(Number of housing unit) 
Policy Response 
Year Number of 
demolished Moving into Subsidized 
houses Relocation low- by gov't others 'Remarks 
income flats 
1970 13,556 13,556 
1971 7,041 7,041 
1972 2,540 2,033 '507 
subsidy 
1973 4,332 1,486 2,087 759 100,000 won 
1974 5,584 272 3,591 1,721 150,000 
1975 20,039 is 7,903 7,194 4,924 150,000 
1976 18,828 7,100 8,864 2,864 200,000, 
1977 14,919 4,633 6,694 3,592ý 200,000 
1978 12,992 3,607 5,648 3,737 
Total 99,831 24,406 23,243 34,078 18,104 
(100%) (23%) (23%) (34%) (18%) 
Source: Seoul Municipal Government, Unpublished Document, 1979. 
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could be characterised as a relocation scheme together with, 
mass demolition. Since 1975, the authority has, opted for 
building high density and high-rise low-income flats in pre- 
ference to relocation. Moreover, some of the lower income 
groups, when forced to move out fromIthe substandard housing 
areas, have been subsidised by the government. 
Many relocation programmes.. including the Gwang-Ju pro- 
gramme, have come in for severe criticism. The scheme has, 
indeed, succeeded in clearing squatters from the city centre, 
but this relocation has. only served to create other types of 
low-income settlements in isolated suburbs. The result is, 
in fact, a "planned squatter settlement or slum" whose con- 
dition is little better than that of the original slum that 
is replaced 
19 
Mcgee, tooý argues that 'programme such as "site and 
service" which are esentially designed to legalise shanty 
towns' will not provide a solution to the, housing problems of 
the Imajo* ties' 20 rity of Peripheral capitalist socie and those 
who argue for the persistence of this inferior housing are 
simply arguing for the continuation of inequality, and the 
persistence of the system which allows such primitive shelters 
to proliferate. 
In most cases housing programmes for the urban poor in 
Seoul have been ad hoc, and thereforeq not uniform; frequent 
evictions from squatter and unplanned areas have not been un- 
usual; and ad hoc self-help housing schemes, provided, with 
minimal installation of urban facilities and services, have 
been of little use in practice;. special concessions have on 
some occasions been made available, granting land titles in 
uncontrolled areas. 
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5.5 CITIZEN FLAT AND HIGH DENSITY DANCHI HOUSING 
In many large Korean citiesq the urban centre lies in a 
basin surrounded by valleys or mountains2 which provide land 
suitable for squatter and unplanned housing areas; they are near 
the urban fringe and within half an hour's journey on foot from 
the centre. 
In Seoul, the maze of narrow alleys lined by single or two- 
storey wooden houses, which characterise the old hotch-potch 
residential areasv is now frequently interrupted by a group of 
match-box shaped giant blocks, many of which are either towers 
or the four to six storeys slabs of walk-up flats. 
By the mid-sixtiesv hig h-rise or walk-up flats were under 
construction as part of an urban renewal project, particularly 
in the form of the planned development of IDANCHII housing. 
IDANCHII generally means an estatev and normally refers to a 
housing estate. But the DANCHI housing in Korea implies a new 
form of urban public housing development undertaken by the na- 
tional housing agencies or the local authorities. 
The soaring blocks of flats become significant landmarks 
dominating certain parts of the townscape. An impressive group 
of building blocks can attract the attention of the public, and 
of the media. Kim, the former mayor of Seoul was better known 
as the 'Bulldozer Mayor', after his years of tireless effort in 
urban housing development. To him such outward and strongly 
visible signs of housing development would have meant that the 
authority was doing its real job. And he might well have ex- 
pected it to be a strong vote-catcher, until the turn of seven- 
ties when he had to resign from the mayorship after the disas- 
trous collapse of a five storey block of flats in the WAWOO Dan- 
chi, one of. the hillside ýublicýhous . ing areas in western Seoul. 
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Why, one asks, was the Seoul Municipal Government drawn 
towards schemes involving-high or walk-up and high density flats? 
In fact, it was partly because of an imminent. general electiong 
and partly because the municipality had received firm instruc- 
tions to reshape whatihe central authority conveniently defined 
as an ugly, deteriorating area of the capital. 
., In addition, such developments accord with the modern idea 
of, a city, one or two storey houses being seen as more rural or 
suburban. Again, a high rise building, is a more positive, and 
demonstrable statement of-the authority's activity in housing. 
It can be readily seen, photographed and pointed to as a work of 
political achievement. Thus the visual prominence of high-rise 
construction in urban landscape fullfills a psycho-political 
role designed to impress electorates rather than meet the real 
needs of the urban poor. 
In Seoul, the Citizens Flat programme was inaugurated in 
1968 as the first comprehensive programme of on-site low-income 
housing attempted by the Municipal Government. Initially de- 
signed as a three year programme for the construction of 2,000 
buildings(90,000 units), it-was curtailed in April, 1970 -, after 
406 buildings had been completed -1when one building, collapsed, 
killing 34 residents. Investigations afterwards revealed ex- 
tensive sub-contracting, poor construction methods, inadequate 
building supervision, and large scale graft in the awarding of 
building, contracts 
? -1 
A major difficulty with the planning and implementation 
of the programme arises in the area of economics. On receipt 
of the priority ticketq residents were expected to pay 50j000 
to 60,000 won for the installation of water and electrical fa- 
cilities in, 1970. Construction up to the time of, occupation 
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included only the columns, floor slabs, stairwells, and service 
conduits. Because the total amount was due before installation 
could begin, no facilities were available until all the resi- 
dents-in a building had paid, their sum. Due-to the financial 
incapacity of so many of týe residents, buildings often lacked 
water and electricity for as much, as a-year., 
On the other hand, residents were faced with two other 
major costs. Amortisation for the. unit was 900vOOO to, one mi-l- 
lion won, prorated atlow-interest for a term of fifteen, years, 
which the resident was expected to. repay at a rate of approxi- 
mately 1,500 won per month. Added to a service chargeg the 
total monthly payments were approximately, 21000 won. 
The programme placed the former squatters in an impossible 
position in two ways. First, because of the high initial cost. 
of the unit(it being roughly two or three times the assessed 
value of squatter-housing). Second, because residents were ex- 
pected to make regular payments toward amortisation. The squa- 
tter budget allows almost nothing for housingg and certainly 
nothing on any regular basis. 
The result of the programme was to present the low-income 
resident with three options.,, Firstg if he were economically 
able, he might meet the terms of ownership, remaining as a 
resident and in time finishing off his payments. 
On the other hand, if he were unable to afford the flat, - 
two things might happen. He might sell his priority ticket to 
a house broker at a small profit. In general, priority tickets 
worth around 60,000 were going for 100,000 won, leaving a pro- 
fit of 40,000 won, with which many residents rented, a houseq 
by Chonsei paymentv or built housing in another squatter area. 
Or if it were possiblep he might remain in the flat for the 
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first six months(whichwas actually the contractual' obligation). 9 
furnish-itq and sell it after six Months at a higher'profit than 
if he had sold the priority ticket at onc'e'. Though in both 
cases some profit was seen, it was never great'enough actually 
to insure home ownership in'any legitimate sector* 
The'upsfibt of all this-was that the original flat popula- 
tion, drawn mainly from the I lowest'income groups(i. e. former 
squatters), * was replaced by middie or upper-lower income groups 
in regular full-time employment'. According to the Seoul Muni- 
cipal Government's f, igure, as'ma'ny as 77 per cent 11 of the ori- 
ginal residents had moved out. 
The major 'problems with this programme were not financial 
ones. When the programme first began, no provisions were made 
to insure that residents in-the 'areas"being cleared would actually 
be eligible for housing in the new buildings- No*interim housing 
was provided. To make matters worse, construction in the first 
area was started in January, the coldest month of the yearg and 
residents were summarily displacedq with little warning. Orga- 
nisational activity'finally succeeded in mobilising the residents 
to protest against the gove " rnment act ions. 
Another problem centered on the 'marginal squatters'. Al- 
though provisions were made for the owners of d6stroyed houses, 
after the initial complaints, no provisions weregever made for 
the renting families, many of whom had sunk substantial Chonsei 
payments into their dwellings, yet could not retrieve their mo- 
ney because the displaced landlords were themselves out on a 
financial limb. These families were unable to receive'priority 
tickets and it estimated that approximately'l. 2'times the 
number of families actually settled into the flats were dis- 
located by the programme in this way. 
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In the final analysis, not only did the Citizens Flat 
programme prove irrelevant to the needs of lower income house- 
holds, but, in addition, ensuing management complication re- 
sulted in a massive political schism between second generation 
flat owners and the government. It is important to note that, 
while squatters were blamed for the anti-government actions in 
the summer of 1971 - the popularassumption being that Citizens 
Flat were mostly occupied by squatters - it was in fact second 
generation flat owners who organised protests against government 
policy. It was these people who possessed the socio-economic 
capacity for large scale political mobilisation. 
The Citizen Flat programme has come in for severe critism* 
First, there are poor construction methods and. architectural 
faults. Often structural members were simply placed in the 
surface of the soil, with no adequate foundations. Other cons- 
truction problems Included poor mixing of sand. and cement and 
the pouring of concrete in winter, resulting in inadequate cur- 
ing and the subsequent cracking of the foundations. After one 
Citizen Flat collapsed, following repeated demonstrations by 
flat residents and political criticism7 the remainder of the 
construction budget was diverted to the repair and reinforcement 
of existing buildings. But because of very poor construction 
methods and architectural faults.. about 80 per cent of Citizens 
Flats have been demolished as of October 1975. Meanwhile-, de- 
molitibn was carried out for'the units containing 18,417 house- 
holM3 
Second, investigations afterwards revealed large scale 
graft in the award of building contracts. Many civil servants 
were shown to have accepted bribes inconnection with the cons- 
truction of the Citizens' Flats. 
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Third,. the squatters have been forced into the citizens' 
flats against their will, to face impossible financial bur- 
dens. The Citizens Flats were too expensive and the Seoul 
Municipal Government. built them without a clear understanding 
of the needs of those_it set out to benefit. They in turn 
have sold their rights to other families. 
Apart from the citizen's flat programme as part of an. 
urban renewal project, the KNHC and the Seoul City government 
have concentrated on building many large scale Danchi housing, 
relatively higher standard flats compared with the citizens' 
flats, in newly developed suburban areas and some tradition- 
al residential areas* The citizens' flat was mainly for 
the squatter households9 but the scope of eligibility for 
the state-developed housing became more wide. All' "'non- 
homeowners" or "renters" were eligible for the purchase of 
state-developed housing units. On the other handq the house-' 
holds eligible for the rental housing units were classi-ý 
fied into several categories-includ , ing 'homeless-9, and 
'squatters The rest of*thesis will examine mainly state- 
developed housing which the Korean government has produced 
for the low-income group in Seoul 
5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
Various approaches have been taken since theearly 19ýOs 
to alleviat ,6 the'substandard housing problem in Seoul. How- 
ever, none have been adequateg and the situation-is worse 
than even before. The main points, that are. made in, this,,,, 
chapter are as follows. 
First, the crite"ria of the MOC on Isubstandardt, dwellings 
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for the clearance programme, which are not in themselves targeted 
minimum standards and ignore user control, relative locus and 
environmental locus other than in its sanitary dimension., In 
the absence of targeted minimum standards it is not-yet possible 
to generate housing consumption requirement for ýhe city of 
Seoul. In my opinion, the absence of targeted minimum standards 
indicates that the authorities of Korea have not yet prepared 
serious plans to tackle directly the worst housing conditions 
of the urban poor in the capital. It almost goes without, saying 
that there is no. evidence-of popular participation in housing 
formulation by the opposition parties, trade unions and tenants' 
associations. 24 
Second, the policies of relocation and site and service 
have lacked an appreciation for the positive functions that squ- 
atter settlements provide, and the housing authorities also have 
failed to understand the real needs of the poor. Therefore, it 
is becoming widely recognised that comprehensive approaches 
including not just the improvements in physical condition of 
dwelling but also welfare considerations for the poor such as 
vocational training for the jobless, preservation of positive 
characteristics of the squatter areas should be pursued to 
actually alleviate the housing problem. 
Thirdq many of the difficulties are rooted in the very - 
notion of governments building housing for the poor. An im- 
portant error has been that housing authorities have built at 
standards too expensive for the poor and without a clear under- 
- standing of the needs of the recipient population. On occasion 
the poor have been forced into public housing, especially citi- 
zens' flats against their will and have suffered from serious 
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financial oppression. The authorities must come up with a set. 
of alternatives in regard to subsidising squattersq., finpincially 
as well as technicallyv in order for them to maintain'targeted, 
minimum-stanaards. 
During the third and, fourth 5-year economic plans period 
(1972-1981) the government paid much greater attention to build 
state-developed housing. The housing authorities have. 
ýeen 
pro- 
ducing low-income housing for sale, and rent and promoting theý 
private sector's participation in low-income housing through. 
financial as well as technical assistance. The following chap-ý 
ter deals with the development process of state-developed housing 
for the low-income-group? The maýn question is what is the 
actual sequence of e vents in state-developed housing produc- 
tion? 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF, STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
In Chapters 4 and 51 1 have examined some characteristics 
of substandard urban settlements and the government response to 
these settlements, and have explored low-income housing programmes 
in Seoul. 
In order to understand how state7developed housing is de- 
veloped and allocated by the governmentp I must examine the appa- 
ratus of housing administration, the systems of finance controls, 
taxationg and land development and the housebuilding industry 
within which housing has been and is currently produced. To 
what extent have government acted in the interests of the urban 
poor? What is the actual sequence of events in state-developed 
housing production? In this chapterý I try to answer these ques- 
tions, under four headings: 
(1) The state as developer 
(2) Housing finance 
(3) Land 
(4) The housebuilding industry and the contract system 
6.1 THE STATE AS DEVELOPER, 
Many would still argue that the supply and distribution of 
housing should be left to the price mechanism. The statq, they. 
hold, should play only a minimum roleg-confining itself'to the 
encouragement of private housing provision and possibly to slum 
clearance and to subsidising-people who cannot afford to purchase 
homes in the private sector. 
A crucial argument for government action arises from the 
need to compensate for poverty'and i, nequality in'the distribution 
of income. In a free market, the extent to which housing need 
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will be met depends upon the population's capacity to pay and 
its preferences, and hence the relationship between the level 
and distribution of income and the cost of housing. ' The high 
cost of housing and the unequal distribution of income has meant 
that significant sections of the population have been unable, 
without assistance, to afford the full economic price of decent 
accommodation. 
Even in the most market-oriented of economiesp the role of 
the state in housing is pervasive. There is no pure market 
for housing. In Korea, the government plays an expanding role 
in almost all aspects of housing production and consumption. 
It acts as developer, regulator, administratorg builder, land- 
lord and frequently destroyer. 
To understand the role of th6 state in h. ousi ng in Korea, 
it is necessary to look at the apparatus of housing administra- 
tion. There are both public and semi-public housing agencies 
in Korea. As the central 'housing administration organiiations, 
the Ministry of Construction(MOC)'is concerned with housing 
policy formulation, and the Economic Pianning Board(EPB), the 
Ministry of Finance(MOF) and the Ministry of Home Affairs(MHA) 
execute in cooperation with the MOC. 
The main policy making body for national housing develop- 
ment is the Housing Bureau of the MOC. ' The main functions of 
this bureau are as follows: 
1. Formulation of long-range housing plans and projections 
of housing needs. 
2. Direction-'and control of housing construction. 
3. Construction-of industrial housing and special housinge 
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4. Rehabilitation and redevelopment of squatter housing 
areas. I 
5. Involvement in financing of-, national housing,,. and opera- 
tion and management of housing funds. 
6., Technological guidanceýand control of national, housing. 
7. Preparation and, compilation of, the national housing,. 
'' 
survey., 
B. Direction and control of the KNHC. 
Thus, the purpose of this ag6ncy is to study and collect 
basicýdata on, housingg to formulate and implement long-range, 
housing policy and to-coordinate public and private efforts1to 
assure the efficient allocation of housing funds and reiources. 
The bureau coordinates urban*and rural planning processes with 
housing production. 
Although theýMOC controls the overall housing policy of 
urban Koreaq the EPB and MOF also have roles in developing 
,, 
housing policy and housing assistance programmes; they are re- 
lated to the national economic plan as well as to resource manage- 
ment and fund management at the national. level. Accordingly, 
the housing policy and construction programme of, the MOC must 
be coordinated with the resource allocation plan of the, EPB. 
The MOF has a direct impact on housing through its circulating 
funds. The only housing bankl. the KHBI is controlled by the 
MOF, and it is not possible for, the bank to acquirefInancial 
resources for the supply of housing funds without the assist- 
ance of the Ministry. 
In addition,. the MHA has a close relationship With the MOC 
in its regional and urban housing programme. This Ministry has 
contributed to urban community development through, its associa- 
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tion with urban housing and renewal programmes. 
The National Housing Policy Council was also established 
in the MOC as an advisory committee. This council, which con- 
sists of -12 members, was established as an advisory body under 
the Housing Construction Promotion Act. Among its responsibi- 
lities is the development-of a national-housing policyl'inclu- 
ding long-range or annual housing construction plans., housing 
fund raising and managementq and other housing-related problems 
I 
as proposed by the minister of the MOC. 
Local government too is involved in housing administration_, 
through the housing Bureau of the Seoul City Government, the 
Construction Bureau of each of the provincial governmentsq and 
the Construction Sections of all city and county offices. 
Clearly, the scope and nature of work done at local level depends 
on local needs and on the finance available. 
The KNHC is the only agency which acts as a public housing' 
construction institution for supplying some housing for low-income 
groups. This corporation was established in 19,62 as a legal 
entity under the provisions of Special Housing Act Number 985. 
Several revisions of the act have increased the corporation's 
capital funds so that it can expand its system of housing con- 
struction, and provide mass-produced housing. 
The KNHC operates under the direction of the MOC which 
receives special financial assistance from the MOF. The main 
functions of the KNHC are to construct newq decent low-cost 
housing, to give low-income households priority in obtaining 
such housing, and to create housing sites in urban areas in order 
to stabilize the skyrocketing cost of land. 
The KNHC is under direct government control and direction. 
It has no real autonomy nor financial strength. Because of its 
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financial and political constraints the KNHC may not enter in- 
dependently into the housing production field without coordi- 
nation with the MOC and local governments. 
Housing finance in Korea operates within a structure of 
interrelated financial institutions-under the general direct- 
ion and control of the MOF. However, the major instrument of 
housing'finance in Korea Is the KHB which was established for 
the purpose of providing housing funds for'low-income families. 
I 
This bank,, established in 1969, has main functions which are 
to loan funds and deal with the related matters of management 
of-funds-for housing cOnstructionv housing transactions and site 
development. 
As shown in Figure 6-19 in terms of the institutional roleg 
the central government, as the key policy-making agent, plans 
the aggregate volume of housing supply and possible partition 
between the public and private sectors. The KHB carries out 
the role as the housing fund mobilizer- for both public and pri- 
vate sectors, and the KNHC, utilising the funds mobilized through 
the KHB, putsforward implementation activities both-as a planner 
of state housing programmes and as a client to the private 
builders and contractors for the. construction works. The local 
governments perform almost identical activities as those of the 
KNHC. 
There are several housing ag6ncies and the lack of coordi- 
nation and cooperation among them adds to the confusion. in- 
efficiency, duplication and even conflicts among the agencies 
are common. Because of administrative confusion in the central 
government, the local governmentt and in particular Seoul Cityq 
has no regular line of communication with the central housing 
agencies. As a result, although Korea has a highly centralised 
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government, current national housing policy has been criticized 
for the multiplicity of-agencies-involved and for the. lack-of 
a single, consistent and overall plan. In this situation, it 
is impossible for the central government to formulate a-rational 
policy. Moreover., the participation of the Korean government 
in housing, direct or indirect, has over the years considerably 
increased through a impressive number of regulations, lawsl and 
plans, by the constructio. n of dwellings, by land development,, 
by, price control, and other activities. 
Figure 6-11 Participation'and, Funds in, State-Developed. Housing 
Supply in Korea 
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6. '2 HOUSING FINANCE 
The Korean economy has shown an impressively high rate of 
growth(averaging 10 per cent per year) since 1962. However, 
this high economic growth rate has been accompanied by an 
equally high rate of inflation. Double digit inflation in 
Korea has been commonplace for yearsq and inflation reached 
25 per cent per year from 1973 to 1975. The cost of building 
materials has risen faster than general prices in the economy* 
As a result, investment in housing constructign by both the 
public and the private sector has not been high. Furthermore, 
the financial system for housing, has numerous shortcomings the 
weak market for national housing bonds, for examplep the high 
interest charged on mortgage loansq and similar handicaps for 
prospective homeownerso, 
By contrast, the'Korean state has concentrated all its 
effort on developing the key industries; low priority has been 
laid on the housing sector. Thus, the average of investment 
in housing was about 3.2 per cent of the GNP between 1962 and 
'198'1(Table 6-1), as compared with 6-8 per cent recomme. nded by 
the United Nations ESCAP, region and by the World Bank? In addi- 
tion, Table 6-1 shows that the average ratio of housing invest- 
ment to fixed capital formation. was '13.1 between '196,1 and '198,1, 
which was very low compared'with major Western countries(France 
29.8, West Germany 28.4. U. K. 16.6 and U. S. A. 26.3 in 1979)ý 
The evidence shows that housing has not been a h1gh priority 
item in government development planning in the last 20 years. 
Korean government financial policies for housing can be 
best understood in the way funds for housing finance are raised 
and provided to borrowers by the KHB9 which is the sole organi- 
sation responsible for raising and disbursing funds for housing 
(Fugure 6-1). 
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Table 6-1 Housing'Investment in Korea, 1962-1981 
f 1- 411 .1--1, If%" 
N 
Year GNP (A) 
Fixed Capi- 
tal fo=a, 
tion(B) 
-Housing 
Inves. t- 
ment(6) 
CB CA (Yo) 
1962 3.071.1 324.3 38.8 12.0 1.3 
196 3 3,3SO. 7 413.0 4S. 0 10.9 1.3 
196 4 3.671. S 374.6 92.1 13.9. 1.4 
196 5 3.88S. 0 476.2 S7.9 12.2 I. S 
196 6 4.378. S 7S9.8 81.9 10.8 1.9 
1 96 7 4.669.4 931.9 10i. 0 11.4 2.3 
1968 5,19S. 6 1,280.3 154.1 12.0 3.0 
196 9 Sý911.4 1,597.3 ISM 9.9 2.7 
1970 6,363.0 1,612.9 215.6 13.4 3.4 
197 1 6,962. S 1,727. S 232.8 13.5 3.3 
19 72 7.36S. 6 1.71S. 2 21I. S 12.3 2.9 
1973 8,463.5 2,169.2 28S.; 13.; 3.4 
1974 9.141.0 -2,326.9 406.7. 17.5 4. S 
1 975 9,792.9 2, S44.. O 44ý. O '17. S 4. S 
1 976 11.275.5 2.918. S 403.1 13.8 3.6 
1 977 12,432.3 3.67S. 4 S49.8 14.9 4.4 
1 978 13,887.1 S, IS2.7 844.8 16.4 6.1 
1979 14,7S9.1 S. 6S3.4-- 720.3 12.7 4.9 
1 980 13.842.8 4,976.4 617.0 12.4 4. S 
1 98 1 14,723.6. ' 4,674.2 W. 6 11.3 3.6 
Source: KHB, 1982-Statistica-1-Yearbook, 1983, p. 373. 
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I now try to examine the KHBIs activities and sources of 
housing fijnds, _particularlý funds for state-developed housing. 
The bank's activities are structurally divided into two; the one 
is normal banking activities involving borrowing and lending'' 
activitie's, -and the other is management of the National Housing 
Funds(NHF). The bank is commissioned to manage and maintain 
the NHF under a separate account in accordance with the. provi- 
sions in the Housing Development Promotion Law since 1982* The 
NHF were originated from national housing bondsq government loans, 
housing lottery'and foreign loans. On the other handl of the--, 
paid-in capital as of the end of 1982,90 per cent of the bank's 
asset is composed of the government contribution. The total 
paid-An capital as the end of 1982 is estimated at'19 billion 
4 
won. 
With respect to major sources of funds of the KHB, these are 
individual deposits and national housing bonds. For instance, in 
1974 funds raised from* national housing bonds accounted for over 
40 per-cent of, total funds. And demand and savings deposits 
constituted about 25-per, cent between 1971-and '1980(Tabld-isýý2)'*-' 
The importance of, the bank's'own, funds makes the bank'rather 
unique as a quasi-public mortgage-lender. -, Asof '1982 the'total'"'-, 
amount of dep9sits'reached 11172 billion won, about 59-ýper cent 
of total-fundsý Apart from regular"'means to'mobilize housing' 
funds the bank-provides'installment savings deposits that ýielý"- 
savers higher interest earnings like other commercial"banks. 
Let me now-look at-the major funding sources in detail. 
The government set the NHF accounts', independent-of"the regular 
bank accounts to support the, housing-sector -plan of the"Fifth' 
5-year Socio-Economic Development Plan. The plan I emphasized 
the role of the public sector in providing low-incom'e-and low- 
cost housing. The NHF are composed of three main sources; the 
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Table 6-2 Sources of Funds of KHB, Selected Years 
(million won) 
Sources of Fund 1971 1974 1978 1980 
1)Paid-in capital 290(2.1) - 2,000(0.7) - 
2)Deposits received 4,320(31.1) 8,851(24.9),, , 59,606(21.0) 131,811(22.6) 3)Asset formation 
sav. deposits 
41,644(15.2) 24,865(4.3) 
4)Housing installment 771(5.6) 1,227(3.6) 18,064(6.6) 33,992(5.8) deposits 
5)Housing debentures 3,491(25.1) 7,025(19.8) 3,774(l. 4) 
6)Housing, lotteries 494(5.6) 1,937(5.5) 3,5660.3) 5115110.9) 
7)National housing 14,600(41.1) 73,461(26.8) 123,107(21.1) bonds 
8)Loan collected 1,505(10.8) 4,903(13.8) 19,350(7.1) 74,729(12.8) 
9)Accrued interest 3,037(8.6) 17,907(6.5) 37,620(6.5) 
other reserves 
10)Fund carried over 63,917(23.3) 162,342(27.8) from previous term 
11)Other liabilities-, . 4,985(14.0) -4,440(0.5) 
12)Adjustments for 
reserves and ý3,000(21.6) -34(-0.1) -301873(-11.3)ý -2,831(-0.5) 
government loans 
Total 13,871(100) 35,503000) 273,858(100)- 853,118000) 
Source: KRIHS, Collection of Housing Statistics, 1981, pp. 536-537. 
state housing preemption subscription deposits, the national 
housing, bondsq and the housing lottery. 
With respect-to the state housing pre-emption subscription 
deposits, it was designed to induce prospective purchaser's,, to 
make deposit in advance as a whole or partial downpayment. A, deposi- 
tor must make-a--fixed amount of monthly installinent for a certain 
number of contract-periods. The amount of deposit directly cor-., - 
responds to the size of a, dwelling unit to, purchase with-the NHF 
loan. On asmaller size unit of '10 pyong or, less, for, example, one 
has to put up a monthly-deposit in, the amount, of between-209000 
and 50,000 won. -The scheme was, considered a success because 
the actual deposit-amount, exceeded the planned amount especially 
in the early. 1980S. But the contribution of deposits was only 
5.1 per cent of total source of NHF in 1981, for example(Table 6-3). 
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The national housing bonds are issued for the purpose of 
raising funds to provide a supply oi low-cost"housing. As shown 
in Table 6-3, in 1981 the largest source of NHF was. housing 
bonds. However, one is required to purchase housing bonds 
when obtaining permits for gambling businessp extertainment 
business, building constructiong property registraýion, new car 
registration, and various licenses. In 19819 for examplej the 
largest contribution was property registration (85 per cent) 
followed by building permits(11 per cent)ý It is a low inter- 
est (5 per cent per annum) compulsory purchase-bond. Because 
of'the low interest rates, there are virtually no voluntary pur- 
chases of this bond. Futhermorep the government is heavily in. 
debt as bonds are maturing. The debt payment is as large 26 
billion won at the end of 19819 which puts a strong pressure on 
the bank's financial operation to the extent that bonds can no 
longer be issued at a desirable rate. In fact, there is a limit 
for the goyernment to refy on bond issue in ordýr to further 
expand the NHF. 
The housing lotteryl issued under the 1972 Law for Promo- 
ting Housing Construction, is designed to raise housing funds; 
but thus far they have not yielded major amounts of money after 
payment of lotte I ry prizes and- I expenses. The"amount of money 
which can be generated from this source is limited. The housing 
lottery has sold over 90 pei cent-of its tickets weekly since 
1969, but its contribution to national investment in housing 
is minimal. As shown in Table 6-3, the housing lottery contri- 
buted only 2.4 per cent of NHF in 1981. The housing lottery 
has been consolidated into the Olympic lottery since 1982. The 
lottery system, thereforeq has two objectives of raising funds 
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for both Olympic facility construction(the Olympic Games 
in 1988 in Seoul) and state housing development. 
With respect to other source of NHFI the government helps' 
the funds either through direct contribution or through deposi- 
ting government money with the, KHB. The government also man- 
dates a. significant portion of the government-controlleJ funds 
to go in the NHFI including the civil Servant's pension funds, 
and foreign loans from international agencies. 
Table 6-3 Sources of National Housing, Funds in 1981 
classification Amount(million won) % 
Deposits '131*125 5.11 
National Housing Bonds 126,131 49.5 
Housing Lotteries 69*122 2.4 
Government Deposits 399000 '15.3 
Loan Collections 222852 9.0 
Carry-over Funds 16,438 6.4 
Others 319356 12.3 
Total 255,024 1100 
Source: KHB, 1982 Statistical Yearbooki 1983. 
most of the NHF were used for state-developed housing cons- 
truction. Table 6-4 indicates. that two main users of NHF are 
the KNHC and local governments. In 1981, about 68 per cent of 
the funds were used to finance KNHC-built state housing. Mean- 
while local governments had spent more than 20 per, cent of the 
funds. 
The NHF loans are earmarked for those who contribute to, 
the funds including the subscribers of the state housing pre- 
emption subscription deposits. The subscribers. are the only 
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ones eligible to purchase KNHC or local government devel- 
oped new housing units. On the other hand, one interesting 
aspect of the NHF operation is. that the private builders can 
claim for the funds when they decide to construct smaller size 
housing units(floor area under 25 pyong) for the low-income 
groupe 
Table 6-4 Users of National Housing Funds in 1981 
Users Amount(million won) 
Local Governments 51$642 20.2 
IMIC 68.1 
Others a 29757,1 '11.7 
Total 255,024 Soo 
Source: KHB2., 1982 Statistical Yearbook, '1983, p. 29. 
Notes: a) Others include subsidies for urban renewal 
projects, natural disaster relief fund 
(housing), solar-energy housing development, 
and private builders. 
Apart. -from the NHF, the bank's own funds are used for 
the private sectorl-s housing construction or purchase. Housing 
loans consist primarily of individual housing loans and collec- 
tive housing loans. Table 6-5 shows the KHB's housing loans 
and conditions in 1981. In most cases, those who are eligible 
for these loans must be the subscribers to deposits. On the 
other hand, the collective housing loans involve housing cons- 
truction loan for sale2 loans for builder's operational funds, 
company housing construction loans for its employees and par- 
tnership housing construction loans. The bank also provides 
funds for housing construction material procurements, manage- 
ment of construction material facilities, and site development. 
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Table 6-5 The KHB's Loan Types and Conditions in 1982. 
Borrowers 
Loan Interest Loan Period Type 
Eligible 
Ceiling Rate (Year) 
Per Unit p. a. ) 
(Million Won) 
Housing subscribers to the 10 10 3-20 
Construc- Medium-Long Term 
tion or Housing Installment. - 
Purchase Savings Deposits 
Loan and Citizen's 
Property Formation 
Savings Deposits i- 
Builder' s Registered House .6 
10 3- 
Housing Builder who builds 
Construc- Houses to sell 
tion Loan 
Loans for Housing Builder 6 10 Within the 
Builder's _period of 
Operation- compleýion 
al Funds of, houses 
Company 
House - 
Construc- 
tion Loan 
for Sale 
Enterprises who- 6,,,, 
Plan to build 
houses to sell to 
their employees 
10 Employer: 3 
Employee: Within 
the'periodlof 
Installment 
Savings Deposits 
Partner- Housing Partner- -6 
10 20 
ship Hou- ships composed of 
sing Con- 30 or more members 
struction belonging to the 
Loan same company, or the 
same district 
Home Re- Subscribers to 3- 10 3 
modeling year Term Housing 
Loan Installment Savings 
Deposits 
Loan for An applicant who 10 1-5 
Housing wants to produce hou- 
Material- sing material and to 
Production manage construction 
material facilities. 
Loan for An applicant who 10 2 
Site Devel- wants to develop a 
opment site of more than 
12,000m' 
Source: KHB, Annual Report, 1982, p. 22. 
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The following comments can be made on KHBactivities I 
and the NHF. First, the government of Korea-has made wide 
use of low interest rate loans to-support socially desi- 
rable projects. However.. there are some problems with which 
the KHB is faced in raising funds for itself. 
First, the national housing bond is not selling as-well 
as was expected. Table 6-2 indicates a decline in funds-from 
that source. Because of their compulsory features, and'low-An- 
terest rate, national housing-bonds are, in effect, almost a 
form of taxation. It is impossible, for all social classes'to 
get equal benefits from estate registration, or to--have'equal 
opportunity to obtain construction permits or licenses, 'as 
they could under a system-of social justice., Because'the-com- 
pulsory purchase of. the national housing bonds is 1ncreased' 
by. the increase of'housing and real-estate pricesq-its econo- 
7 
mic effects are questionable. On the other hand, ' home buyers 
are forced to purchase-bonds and*they are doubly jeopardized 
because builders, as well as home buyers are required to buy... 
them. It means that bonds must be purchased by those two groups 
(the owner-occupier and the house builder) for newly constructed 
housing units. The builder often compensates himself for this 
form of government-imposed-compulsory'saving(at low interest 
rates ) by requiring a higher selling'price from the purchas- 
ing owner-occupier. I 
Second, unlike the government-housing finance institutions 
elsewhere, the KHB combines the roles of a private deposit in- 
stitution and an ordinary-government mortgage institution'. ' 
This is quite understandable in view of the absence of a well- 
developed private mortgage market, * On the other hand, "by . re- 
ceiving various types of deposits, the KHB gets into direct' 
competition with private institutions in the deposits market. 
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The commercial banks provide more and better services for the 
depositors, including packaged savings programmes. It'seems 
desirable that in the medium term, the KHB limits its role to 
that of a true government mortgage institution financed by the 
government's consolidated funds. 
Third, the majority of the KHB's mortgage loans are tied 
to specific deposits. Only those who have the ability to save 
can obtain loans. This prevents the low-income group from 
obtaining loans. Thusl. it-is difficult to say that the KHB 
is a low-income housing institution. The crux of the matter 
is that in Korea there is no well-organised mortgage market. 
This appears to be explained both by the priority givqn by 
the government to industrial growth, and the unwillingness 
on the part of financial institutions to tie their funds to 
relatively less liquid long-term mortgage investment. 
.. I 
Fourth, there are little differences between the KHB's 
loans and the NHF loans in terms of the interest rates and 
loan terms. Even though the NHF loan was designed to assist 
low-income households in low-cost state housing purchase and 
the first-time home buyers in particular, the same terms and 
interest rates for both loans are applied. Furthermore, one 
can finds that the KHB loans give even more benefit than the 
NHF loans. First, the KHB loan ceiling is higher than the 
NHF loans; the KHB loan ceiling per unit ranges from 6 million 
won up to 10 million won compared to 4 million won up to 7.3 
million won for the NHF loans. Second, the NHF loan-to- 
value'(or price) ratio is lower than that of the KHB loans. 
The NHF loans never exceed. 50 per cent of the housing price. 
The size of*the housing unit should not be larger than 18 pyong, 
to obtain, 50 per cent financing from the NHF. By contrasto the 
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KHB's regular loans can cover up to 70 per cent of the mort- 
gage(securit-y)_value. And construction loans, for. example, 
can cover up to more than 79 per cent of the construction cost. 
The NHF_Ioans must be made longer term, have a higher cover 
ratio, and less. expensive so as to. make it more advantageous 
for the low-income group. In addition, there are no. loans for 
Chonsei or Bochungbu-Wolsei from. the KHB in order to assist 
the urban poor who are mostly renters. 
Fifth, the KHB is under the dual direction and control of 
both the MOC and the MOF. The KHB is not a genuine privately 
owned bank but, rather, is a semi-publicly-owned bank under 
the strict control of the national government. Accordingly, 
it does not have a consistent housing financing policy and 
is under the influence of the overall national housing policies 
of the MOC and MOF. In particular, despite, the fact that it 
is the only housing financing-organisationt the KHB, is beset. 
with problems as follows: 
1. Housing financing systems-and plans are both, outdated 
and complicated. 
Procedures for obtaining-loans are excessively time- 
consuming. 
3. Deposits as a major source of housing funds are decre- 
asing in importance because of inflation and low rates of in- 
terest. 
4. Fund-raising activities are conducted from the stand- 
point of central government policy rather than housing policy. 
5. The existing mortgage system is extremely complicatedý 
Mention should hereby made Of Korea's unofficial _'kerb' 
money market. The major financing source for new dwellings 
has been private capital, which depends mainly on kerb markets 
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rather than on'regular banking institutions such as the KHB 
and other banks. -Although 
its interest rate is very high, - 
the kerb market exists because it requires much less 'red tape' 
and has no high collateral requirements. Most citizens and 
small-to-medium sized businesses can not easily obtain loans 
through the present financial institutions. Kerb market loans 
are immediate and convenient. The interest rate varies from 
deal to deal. A creditworthy, prime borrower usually pays 24 
per cent a year while a company with a poor credit rating can 
expect to pay 40 per cent. 
9 Its funds are not subject to any 
previous contract savings programme. For these reasons par- 
ticipation'in these illegal kerb market loans continues. 
Nakarmi has point out that: 
Why does the underground money market flourish? Both 
economists and banking sources blame the country's lop- 
sided lendingpolicies In which as much as 40 per cent 
of bank's available funds are allocated to priority 
sectors with another estimated 40 per cent going to 
influential borrowers, usually big companies. The 
remaining amount is too small to meet demand. Further- 
more, though deposits in th 
,e 
banks seem to be great, 
a sizable amount of that belongs to the kerb market and 
cannot be touched without the permission of the depositors. 
With banks severely restrictedg the only place to 
borrow for individuals and many companies is the kerb 
market. 10 
In May 1982, a major scandal in Korea's unofficial-lkerbl 
money market'broke with the arrest of Seoul socialite and fin- 
ancial speculator Chang and her husband Lee, former deputy 
director of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency, on charges 
of violating the country's foreign excnange control law. 
But the crisis quickly escalatedv-as evidence of widespread 
financial manipulation*? involving state-owned banks as well 
as the unofficial money market, cam6 to light. 
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6.3 LAND AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
Land is the crucial factor in determining the_. shape of - 
human settlements. How it is to be, used, who can live on itq 
and who gains from its development, these are important ques- 
tions in any national discussion of-urbanisation and, its im- 
pact on the physical environment., 
ILand. 
is an 'extremely valu- 
able resource in a crowded and rapidly urbanizing country 
like Korea. According to the government classificationg, about 
4 per cent of Korea's land is urban, and another 7 per cent . 
is semi-urban, consisting of the partly urba6ised small towns; 
67 percent of Korea's land is forested; only 23 per centq not 
all in rural areas, is arable 
11 
- ý, -1 ,I"1,1 "- 
On the. other hand, urban land prices are much higher than 
rural land prices in Korea. The, average pyong, of urban land 
is worth 23 times as. much as. the average, rural pyong. In addi- 
tion, land prices have risen very rapidly indeed in the-major 
cities. In 1974, -the Seoul-land price index, for exampleg was 
more than 26 times its 1963 level. This represents a compound 
average annual growth of. 29 per cent. 
12 Part of-this-extra-, 
ordinary gain is, of courseq the result of inflation. ý-, The-im- 
plication is that holding, urban landýmust have seen one of the 
most profitable investments in Korea during the recent period. 
The construction of state-developed housing necessitates - 
access to the resource of land., In Korea land is owned largely 
by private individuals'and institutions, thus*city governments 
and the KNHC must, enter the land market in order to acquire 
their sites. It is worth examining first the government land 
development project., The primary vehicle of land'development 
is the Land Readjustment, Project, a scheme used by'local'govern- 
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ments and the KNHC to acquire sites for housing construction. 
In the late 1950s and the early 1960s, a varity of 'city devel- 
opment programmest such as the construction of arterial roads 
,, and 
the expansion of urban infrastructure, were actively ca- 
rried out. Projects areas were selected with the primary in- 
tention of securil land for arterials. Since interest was. 
focused onihe opening of roads9 the development of residential 
areas was rather neglected.. 
Since 1966, land readjustment projects have been carried 
out on a large scale in the s'uburbs of Seoull where the short- 
age of. houses has been heavily exacerbated by the ever-grýwing 
inflow of population, The City or KNHC preýares-a full plan 
for the site. Usually all the properties in the site are owned 
by privaýe`parti I es prior to development. -When'an area is ripe 
for development., it is declared'a land readjustment, project 
area, provided that two-thirds of land owners agree,. -by a re- 
latively simple'decision mechahism. Initially allIand is 
appropriated without payment by the local government authority. 
Then the land is-divided into four parts: compensation land, 
land for public uses,, returned land and other land.,, C'ompensation 
land is'sold off-by the local, government on the private market 
-in--order, to finance infrastructure cost. The-land for-public 
uses is kept by the same-local, government for public, services 
purposes such as roads, schoolsp,, parks and sites. for state hous- 
ing. The major share of the original. land area is returned to 
the original owners. A small volume is usuallyremaining 
whichAs used,, for dikest or is unusable. 
According to Table 6-6, about 64 per cent of land is re- 
turned to the owner, while 8 per cent of land (cost-equivalent 
land) is used on infrastructure and about 23 per cent remains 
for public use. Thus, about 36 per cent is kept by the 
ISO 
Seoul Municipal Government. The cost-equivalent burden(the, 
heart of the land readjustment idea) amounted to roughly one- 
third of what was needed for. public uses. 
Table 6- 6 Allocation of Land by Land Readjustment Project 
in Seoul, 1973-1977 
Land Area(1000 pyong) % 
Returned land 22.720 63.7 
Compensation land 29880 80 
Land for public uses 81310 23*3' 
Others 11740 4.9 
Total 35,650 1100 - 
Source: KRIHS, Orientation of Land Policies in the 1980s, 
0 (unpublished), Aug. 9 197.1 p. 479. 
_The 
Koreans have found that a relatively small additional 
allotment(about 8 per cent) is enough to make the provision _ 
of, ba5i C public services completely self-f inancing of administra- 
tive and other charges in addition to the actual engineering.,, 
_ 
and construction work. At this stage, a question is raised.;... 
how much do landowners profit? Table 6-7 indicates that land 
value increased after the project in three main large cities. 
The rise in landowner's profits has been very high indeed*, 
particularly in Seoul. There is no doubt that the capital 
gains from most parcels are substantial. To take an extreme 
case, an official from the Land Bank of Korea has estimated_, 
that values in the central commercial area of the half-completed 
Yeong-Dong project in the southern part of Seoul iose from 
an average of about 50,000 won per pyong in July 1976 to 
80,000 won to 130,000 won per pyong one year later. '13 
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Table 6ý-7 Land Value Increase and Land Value per Pyong after 
-Site 
Development in Korea 
P 
Value Increase Land Value, per 
p2 _ after the Project Pyong After the'- 
project 
City Average migneSt LOwesF- 
Average HIghest Lowest 
(won) (won) (won) 
Seoul 6.8 13.1 2 21,100 50,000 41000 
('1967-75) 
Daegu 2.7 4 '1ý7 61500' 81000 51000 
(, 1969-75) 
79000 59000 Gwang-ju 2.5 2.8 2 59250 
(1968-75) 
Source: MOC. Data collected by M, C' Hwang. William A. Doebele, 
Land Readjustmentq Lexingt; n, Lexington Booksq 71982. - 
p. 143. 
Notes: PI is unit land value after the project and p2 is unit 
value before the project. 
The project has two different objectives: the supply of 
residential land and the financing of infrastructure cost. 
The difficulty is that because of the second objective land 
price, goes up. 
'14 ' It is not certain, -that this_method of-develop- 
ing residential land is the best* First'g''the project is 
liable to create land price inflation. In factq unless the 
unit, price increases, the land owner has, no interest in the 
project. The land, -price and the amount of"the, compensation 
land(cost'equivaient land), which is sold to anyone depends on 
the cost of infrastructure. If this cost is high, the local 
government must either'Ancrease price or-increaSie the amount 
of compensation land'kept. In either case, the'areals land 
price and even'the price of land of the nearbý'area will'go'up'o 
Secondv the mere fact 
. 
that'-general land price inciýase 
occurs, causes speculation* The land turnover-rate'at''Land 
Readjustment Project-areas'in'Seoul-increased fromýO. '31-0.52 
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a year before the project to 3.07 - 3.43 a year after the pro- 
ject 15 It is, of course, easy to say that the turnover-rate is 
not necessarily the best indicator of speculation. But it is 
a known fact that speculation is usually accompanied by increa- 
sing tu rnover-rate. 
In addition, the project has been criticized on the grounds 
that the developing agencyq in order to recover its invest- 
ment quickly, has sold its properties to speculatorsq rather 
than end users 
16 
On the other hand, two measures have been designed by the 
government to fix more or less directly the land price level: 
W the standard price systemq and (ii) the 8.8 measures and 
the land tax system. 
The standard price system is 'a device by which'the govern- 
ment acquires land for public purposes. The system"is applies 
to the following areas: 
(a) Urban planning and adjacent areas. 
(b) Districts for industrial development, free export 
zones, the export industrial complexq the machine 
industrial complex. 
(c) Areas designed for public housing. 
(d) Land designed for the establishment of public facilities. 
(e) Areas where development projects or conservation pro- 
jects are to take place* 
(f) Areas where rapid -land ppice is likely to take placeý 
The standard price system has applied mainly to non-resi- 
dential purpose. The MOC designates the area and 11thestandard 
price" is determined by two land appraisers on the basis of a 
series of criteria. Then by relatively efficient administrative 
mechanism, when land is bought the provincial governor concerned 
must announce in the official gazette. the standard price; the 
general price increase(whole sale price index) is taken into 
account. The affected land owner cannot but petition. 
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The main goal of the system is to create cheaper indust- 
rial land. But the system has not proved effective in bringing 
a7 down land prices. A study by Hwang and his collepe showsl, in 
fact, that, land price in one designated area rose by 32 to 41 
per cent during. the 1974-1976 periodt as against an increase 
of 29 per cent in the country as a whole. A part of this is, 
undoubtedly explained by the fact, that_t he standard price kcýj been 
indexed until the time of the sale.. Secondq the application 
of the system to a particular. area would induce the speculator 
to move to a neighbouring area or even further away, so that 
the total amount of speculation may not decrease; indeedq it 
may even increase, because of a possible concentration of such 
activities. 
In the 1970s the feverish, demand for land by speculators 
increased enormously, because land was the only investment pro- 
viding a hedge against the fall. in the value of money. The 
government had to step in and impose harsh measures. These 
measures were adopted in Atfgu*st 1978 and popularly called the 
8.8 measures 
18 One measure dealt with real-estate transactions 
and another was concerned-, with capital gains. --- 
That dealing with capital gains imposed a real-estate. trans- 
fer income tax and a vacant land tax. 
If an individual sells land held for less than two years, 
the transfer income tax is 70 per cent, as against 50 per cent 
on land held for more than 2 years. Non-registered land is 
taxed 80 per cent. When a corporation sells land held for less 
than 2 years, the tax rate is 35 per cent, as against 25 per cent 
for land held for more than 2 years. Non-registered corpora- 
tion-held land is taxed at a rate of 40 per cent. There are 
exceptions, however, and if land is sold to the KLDC, a reduc- 
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tion of'one half is allowed. 
One striking, feature of-the system--is the high tax, on 
quick-transfers-of land, explained-by the'ýgovernments wish to 
slow down short-run speculative transactions. 
The'tax'raýe on vacant land varies with the holding period 
from 5 per cent of the land value for less than 3 year hol. ding 
and 10 per cent for more than 10 year holding. The effect of 
the 8.8 measures was dramatic: the supply of. residential land 
was suddenly frozen. The outcome of this trend isq of course, 
the rising relative share of land cost in the composition of 
housing production cost. According the analysis of KRIHS and 
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KHBI in the case of single-family dwellings in Seoul, the 
relative share of land cost(post infrastructural development), 
which was 25 per cent 1963t reached 64 per cent in 1978. This 
is perhaps one of the highest land cost shares in the world. 
Vexy rapidly rising land values always create social pro- 
blems. The KRIHS has suggested that speculators and BOK-DEOK-. 
BANG(brokers) are the main cause of high land values in urban 
Korea? o Unfortunately, land was . one of the assets concentrated' 
in the hands of a few enterprises. Song has stated that: 
.... many people-believe that 
make income distribution more 
fortunes made from land sales 
people believe that, a large p 
in the hands of a few wealthy 
rapidly rising land values 
unequal. Storýes of large 
appear in media, and-some 
art of social wealth is being 
landownersP 
In Korea, there is evidence of government seeking to in, 
crease public control over land-use and, in certain cases, 
limit private ownership rights. Measures affecting the supply 
of residential land and land policies include the creation of 
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the KLDC and land tax policies. 
The KLDC was created in'1979 and the corporation has 
several functions which can be summarised as follows: 
(a) Land acquisitionsv-development and supply 
(b) Management-of public lands 
(c) Large-scale residential and industrial land assembly 
and land readjustment programmes 
(d) Land assembly for the public sector 
(e) Issuance of land bonds 
(f) Collection of data for land. policy 
There are other specifications about the KLDC's land opera- 
tions. In large cities, it only acquires lots of more than 200 
pyong as against 1,000 pyong in non-city areas. Sales to the 
KLDC receive tax benefits. In case of residential land, trans- 
fer tax is reduced by one-half. The corporation undertakes 
land transactions and management on behalf of government agen- 
cies. The KLDC is empowered to assemble and develop land either 
for itself or for other government agencies. 
Howeverg some writers 
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observe that too many functions are 
concentrated in one single organisation. Firstj, ' the KLDC 
is too ambitious in that it hopes to do too much with little 
resources. The idea of simultaneously assisting middle-income 
and low-income groups, civil servants and business employees, 
appears to be too ambitious even if different financing schemes 
for each programme are devised. Secondq there is a complex and 
overly bureaucratic linking of their land-programme to land 
purchase payments so that the impact of the KLDC on low-income 
housing is limited. Since its establishment, unfortunately, 
the KLDC has neither supplied sufficient land for the low- 
income group nor has it prevented land speculation. 
I now turn to the issue of i9frastructure in state-developed 
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housing areas. As we have seen in Chapter 5, the DANCHI housing 
in Korea was a new form of urban public housing development con- 
sisting of high-rise and high density housing undertaken by the 
national housing agencies and local authorities. 
Most DANCHI housing areas are located in close proximity 
to urban services and work places. However, such comprehensive 
development schemes have been influenced an the one hand by an 
idealistic vision of a utopian residential neighbourhoodg and 
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on the other by a more materialistic approach. 
However, the DANCHI projects vary in size from the large 
(Jamsil Danchi 19,000 dwelling units) to the medium(11500 dwel- 
ling units in-Youido Danchi) and the small(200-500 dwelling 
units). Sometimes the DANCHI development itself becomes a 
town, and sometimes it is only an integral part of a town. They, 
vary greatly in the time they take., to complete: some take only 
a few yearsv some longer. 
Three separate types of developer are responsible for, DANCHI 
housing development in Seoul: (1) citizens' housing Danchi' in 
squatter and unplanned settlement areas which has been devel-. 
oped by the Seoul Municipal Government as a part of an urban 
renewal project, (2) large-scale low-income housing Danchi devel- 
opment by the national government housing agencies, mainly the 
KNHC, and (3) the generally expensive high-rise flat Danchi 
financed by private developers. 
In the 1960s, in the citizens' housing Danchi in squatter 
settlements areas, there was a lack of the availability of in- 
frastructure needed to service housingg mainly roads, water 
supply and sewerage. As we have seen in the pi: -evious qhapterlmost 
citizens' flatswere constructed on the hillside squatter areas. 
The residents often faced shortage of water, mainly in hot, 
summer because the poor were forded to move in before the infra- 
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structural development was finished. Most citizens' flat areas 
also had inadequate storm drainage and sewer facilities... 
Since the early 1970sq large scale low-income housing 
Danchi by the KNHC and the Seoul city government were const- 
ructed with better services in the form of reasonable width 
roads, piped water supply, and sewerage and drainage* The 
cond. ition of infrastructal development in most Danchi hotising 
in Seoul is even better than the traditional residential areas. 
This issue will be examined in detail in the later chapter 
based on the field survey. 
6.4 THE HOUSEBUILDING INDUSTRY AND CONTRACT SYSTEM f 
Housebuilding in Korea can be broadly divided i'nto three 
categories: M seif-help. housebuilding activities'carried out 
by end-users; (ii) housebuilding by commercial firms; ý(iii) 
state development witli-'p'rivat'e"'companies. The first category 
comprises individuals who acquire their own sites and built 
by the household itself(self-help) perhaps assisted by friends 
and, for certain jobsq skilled, artisans. The second category 
consists of commercial builders. who construct houses for sale. 
Finally, ýthe third category is the case of state-developed 
housing 'where the state acts-as-the developer a lets cqn- 
tracts to private companieS'o 
Korea produces cement, adobe, woodo steel, aluminum, tileg 
pipes and glass. To a small'extent wood and lumber are imported 
from abroad, because of the-scarcity of these commodities. 
Traditionally, Korean housing employs clayg. -stone,, -timber, 
clay tile and adobe. In rural areas, I virtually , all'houses 
make use of. local resources and traditional. techniques. -How- 
ever, as we have seen in the previous chapter, most houses 
- 
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built in recent times in metropolitan areas are made of brickv 
concrete or stone, instead of wood or clay. 
The large, organised building enterprises are heavily 
concentrated in the major cities. However, the increasing 
participation of large enterprises since the beginning of 1970 
has made a considerable contribution to the increase in housing 
supply. But private housebuilding is still in'the primary 
stage of development as the limited number of enterprises and 
1 11 ý -1 5ý , 1ý 1-1 . ý' "I I' 1ý 11 'I'll, -ýIIII ý'ý the inadequacy of their management shows. 
Table 6-8 shows that firms with fewer than fifty employees 
make up 70 per cent of all construction enterprises. In spite 
of the growth of large-scale firms since '1970, the total num- 
ber of firms -has been declining. This is partly due to the 
decline of small and mediuiý firms. However, Table 6-8 does 
not distingui-sh the housebuilding sector from all other con-. 
Table 6- 8 Number of construction enterprises and firm-size 
by numbýer'of 'employees, " *197,1-1979 
Total, 
_ 
Large-scale firm. Small-medium firmg) 
11400 01 
f irms --". 
NO. 0 
f irms 
No. of 
f irms % 
1971 855 100.0 65 7.6 790 92.4 
1972, 8*15 ' 100.0 63, 7.7-- 752 92.3 
1973 707 100.0 67 9.5 640 90.5 
1974 669 100.0 79 111.8 590 88.2 
1975 646', ý 100.0'' 89 *13.8 557 ý86.2, 
19 76 552 -100.0 *104 -18.8 44S 81.2 
'1977 534 100.0 '147 27 
' . 
5. 387 
' 
72.5 
'19 76 '527 100.0' 170" '3ý. 3 57 3 67 7' 
1979 5*14 r- 100.0-1" '154 30.0, 360-. 70. '0' 
Source: Korea Const 
' 
ruction Association, Business Analysis of 
Construction industry, 1980; 
Note: (a) The srnall-mediumýsize firms-are classified here-with, 
fewer than fifty employees. 
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struction activities. This I lack of statistical cl , arity no 
more than reflects a material. 'fact: I there is. no housebuilding 
in8ustry as such. It is not the case that within the constru- 
ction industry as a whole one set of firms devote itself to' 
h6usin6 work and another set is engaged wholly .iIn non-housing 
work. As a result it is impossible to present data for the 
housing sector distinct from construction asa whole. 
If the housebuilding industry is to emerge as a*larg6- 
scale integrated system industry it will be-not merely'through 
natural expansiong or. diversification of teaditional, house- 
building activities. It-will be through--the gradual, orga- 
nization and integration, on a national basis, of many small 
business activities such as housing developerss house builders, 
material suppliers and financial agencies. They will all work 
in close cooperation,, but the leading role will be played by,, 
a pivotal enterprise with good operational standing. The 
housing industry comprises a wide variety of related indus- 
tries which will be developed into a "group industry" or a 
I'systemb Industry" 
since*1970, ' several large enterprises in the housing 
industry have acted in participation. This is seen as a 
step towards the systemisation of the housing industry, which, 
up to now, has been notable fofý its fragmentation. By contrast, 
small private house builders carry out a considerable amount 
of work without any external organisation even though they 
represent the most critical sector of housing industry. 
With respect to the building materials industry, most 
housebuilding materials are produced and supplied independen- 
tly and incidentally, along with other construction materialsq 
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without inter-dependent production and supply system. 
In addition, the distribution of building materials is 
very complicated. Cement-asbestos't boardt plywood, and plate 
glass pass through three hands before reaching the consumers, 
cement and tile through four. In some cases the consumer finds 
himself having to, pay as'much as 200 per cent or more of'the 
original, price set by the producer, 
24 (Figure 6-2). 
Figure:, 6-2 Distribution Channel of-Building Materials 
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7 fl 
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us er Produce 
]-fagent Jýshop 
28., 4 
Plate 236.2 
glass j 
Iron 
reinforcing 
]- Manufacturer's JProducerý l 1 9.3 
rod 
aqent 
Source: Korea Industrial Development Institute, Lonq-Term 
Housinq Policy in Koreal 1974, p. 71. 
I now turn to some issues raised'by state housing pro- 
vision. Housebuilding for the state is largely done by private 
companies, although local government workers play animportant 
role in design and repair. 
In order to develop production techiques and the scope of 
housebuilding enterpriseq the government controls houeebuild- 
ing enterprises. According to the Housing Construction Promo- 
tion Act, an enterprise has to register with the MOC. It is 
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a legal requirement that a housebuilding enterprise with an 
annual production of more than 20 units9 and with over 50 milli- 
on won of capital, must register, if it wants to continue in 
business. As to the technical level, they also must employ 
at least 2 government licenced technicians in architecture 
or civil engineering. 
In Korea, house builders are in three groups: i) government 
designated buildersv ii) registered buildersq and iii) small 
non-registered builders. According to a KRIHS surveyq. in 
1982 the first groupjcomposed of 64, major firmsis designated by- 
the government in recognition of firm. size and professional 
competence. For major state-developed housing projects-the. 
government relies on this group. The second group is composed 
of medium sized builders who, must produce more than 20 , 
units per year. The third group is the largest in numberýand- 
produces less than 20 units per year. On the other hand, each 
group is highly specialized. The designated builders produce 
mainly high-rise flats, while the other two groups detached 
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houses or row-houses. 
When-a new public housing project is about toýbe launched, 
the MOC invites tenders from approved tenderers among the re- 
gistered builders. The government designated builders-are-, 
selected among these registered builders according-toýtheir, past 
contribution record and technical capacity, -In order to qualify 
as an approved tenderer(designated builder), a firm must satisfy 
the following conditions:, 
1. The firm which is capitalised at more than 500 million. won 
has to show either an annual, housing construction rate of more 
than 300 units, or that it has constructed to build more than 
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1,000 housing units annually during 3 years. 
2. The firm capitalised at more than 1,000 million 
won has to show either an annual housing construction-rate of 
from 150 units to 900 units during 3 years, or that it has con- 
tracted to build housing annually from 500 units to 3,000 units 
during 3 years. 
3. The firm capitalised at over-2,000 million won is not - 
required to provide--any record on its housin§ construction or 
contracting. 
4. The firm has to employ more than 11 engineers(e. g civil- 
engineers, electrical engineersq architects, etc) 
With respect to the designated builder by capital, most 
firms hold capital assets of more than 2,000 million won, and 
so are not required to produce the results of housing construction, 
or of contracting. In fact, large-scale firms, -the designated., 
builders, have been given priority when it comes to competitive 
tendering among the registered firms. These large builders also 
enjoy several privileges including tax advantages and even- 
land expropriation rights. They are exempted from transaction 
taxes and special value added tax in land acquisition when they 
build smaller units under 25 pyong for sale. This is the reason 
why the government assume that the., low-income group cannot afford 
to purchase a larger sized dwelling(floor area 25 pyong andýover), 
and smaller sized dwellings built by private builders would. re- 
lease the low-income group from severe housing shortage In urban 
areas. A distinctive incentive given to the designatedbuilders 
is the right to expropriate needed lands in a flat district when 
they are the owner of more than two thirds of the land area,. ' Due 
Compensations, however, must be paid to the land owners. They 
are also given the right of priority acquisition of the serviced 
land in a land readjustment project at first cost, for the pur- 
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pose of housing development. 
When a tender(designated builder) is acceptedq one contractor 
will rarely carry out the entire task using his own resources 
alone. It is usual to subcontract much of the work. Of course, 
this kind of situation occurs even in advanced countries. In the 
U. K., for example, the large firm acts as the main contractor.. 
The larger the contract, the more likely it is that the medium 
sized and large firms will tender for it 
?6 
The problem in Korea is that most subcontractors cannot 
carry out the task because they are short of techniquesq materi- 
als and labour. So they usually further subcontract some of the 
work. Extensive subcontracting causes fraudulent work and civil 
service corruption. For instance, in 1970 one five-storey block 
of flats in a low-income housing project of the Seoul Municipal 
Government collapsed, killing 34 residents. Investigations re- 
vealed extensive subcontracting and large scale graft in the 
awarding of building contraýts. - 
In developing countries, the large construction company 
using prefabricated building components is virtually ubiquitous. 
In Korea research on prefabricated housing has mainly been carried 
out by the KNHC and other private companies. By way Of example, 
the tilt-up prefabricated construction method has been applied 
to 5-storey-walk-up flats by the KNHC up to the present, and about 
119500 dwelling units have been constructed by this method. 
There is little government funding to support the develop- 
ment and production of cheaper building materials based on indi- 
genous resources. Most publicly-funded housing projects are 
built to designs and standards developed for the industrialised 
nations and so do not seek to use locally produced materials to 
reduce unit cost. 
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With respect to the-housebuilding industry and state-deve- 
loped housing constructiong the following comments can be made. 
First, the government provides incentive and assistance to'large 
firms(builders) and the designated buýild'ers aýre`giVýýn priority 
in competitive tendering with state housing projects. ' It'can'be 
said that the government accelerates the'oligopolis'atio'n"of the 
industry due to the tendency to favour 'large bu il de rs and vir- 
tually ignore small firms. Systematic assistance is necessary 
for the smaller firms to-increase productivity and produce better 
quality houses. Second, the distribution of building"ma . terials 
is very complicated. Meanwhilet it'is a very important task for' 
public housing agencies to improve local 1ý6ilding mateiials'and 
to reduce state-developed housing unit cost by making'ug'e of 
them. Third, extensive subcontracting cau'ses*many problems. 
Various subcontractors whose behaviour are closely connected 
with the activities'of small and'individual developers need to 
be properly organised. The government should I give them-an .. op- 
portunity and assistance'to'organise their association'"d', to 
enhance a cooperative'system among the'subcontr'actors. 
6.5 SYNTHESIS 
Policy trends in the 1970s-indicate-the, government! s,.,, 
commitment to tackling housing problems more realistically. 
National housing agencies haveýbeen-set-upj and higher, housing 
outputs are the aim. 
Some aspects of housing policy, are essentially local and, 
although the national government properly has some influence,, 
basic decisions on local matters should be made locally. The 
highly centralised power structure of the Korean government 
makes good administration difficult. ý_Even when. the central 
power is in appearance-somehow decentrali. sed,, it, only. means 
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that the centralised autbority has been passed to provincial 
governors and the mayor of Seoul city, who are in. fact__them- 
selves totally dependept upon the central government. More- 
over, although Korea has a highly centralised government, cu- 
rrent national housing policy has been criticized for the mul- 
tiplicity of housing agencies involved. The scatteriný of 
administrative power produces much duplication of function 
and many inconsistencies. 
At presentv a strong constraint on housing is the lack 
of mortgage-funds. The financial sector is still in its infancy 
in Korea and does not have the funds to devote to long-term 
commitments like housing. The financial system for housing 
has numerous shortcomings, su6h as the weak market for'national 
housing bonds, high interest. op mortgageg and similar handicaps 
for prospective homeowners* In additiong a great part of the 
KHB's mortgage loans-is tied to specific deposits. Only those 
who have the ability to*save can obtain loans. This policy 
prevents the low-income group from obtaining loans. 
Land, because of its. unique nature and the crucial role 
it plays in human settlementso cannot be treated as an ordi- 
nary asset. Land is an extremely valuable-resource in Korea. ' 
The government has been trying to tackle the land problems, 
especially fluctuations of land prices and speculators' act- 
ivities in urban areas. The government tried to enact an 
anti-speculation act in 1967, and again in 1972 with the Na- 
tional Land Use Management Act, and the Land Readjustment Project 
but its efforts have not achieved effective results. Far 
from controlling land prices, the Land Readjustment Projectq* 
for example, tends to create land price inflation. In order 
to recover its investment quicklyq the developing agency sells 
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its land to speculatorsq rather than end users. The current' 
uncertainty regarding theavailability of urban land for housingg 
particularly for low-income groups, reflects the conflict of 
interests between the rich who already live in privately owned 
housing and the poor who need minimum housing. 
There, are in Korea no publicly owned firms, which can 
build state housing units. Therefore, the large private con- 
struction firms get the contracts. And it ShoUld be pointed 
out again that extensive subcontracting cause, fraudulent work,. 
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and corruption among government officials. 
The main question that arises at this stage from the 
consideration of the development processes in state-developed 
housing is, who benefits from state-developed housing progra- 
mmes and who loses? State-developed housing in Seoul has gen- 
erally been too expensive, and is priced beyond the poor house- 
hold's reach. To what extent have the rewards of_state-devel, - 
oped housing filtered down to the urban low-income group? 
The following chapter will consider these issues in greater 
depth in terms of allocation policy in the'state-developed- 
housing sector. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE ALLOCATION POLICY OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Whatever its ideology or-form, of government,, every society 
must devise some mechanism for allocating housing among its 
_ 
population. There are two principal mechanisms for allocating' 
housing. The first is the traditional private 'market' system, 
where housing-is. taken up on a competitive basis, according to 
the values people attach to housing and-their ability to pay. 
The second is public sector arlocationg where governmentsq 
housing officials, or some other community group distribute 
housing according to individual and collective-needsv and in 
accordance with the objectives of the agency involved. Korea 
has tome mixture of both forms of housing allocation.,, The em- 
phasis varies from publicýsector allocation, which are centrally- 
planned to an almost exclusive reliance on the private market 
mechanism in. Ilaissez-faire! society. 
Within the public sector, there are as many yariations in 
the process by. which housing is allocated to households, as. there 
are agencies involved, This chapter examines, some of the many 
aspects of this issue. Who benefits from the state-developed 
programme and who loses? How does the allocation mechanism. for 
state-developed housing actually. function? How are the, criteria 
of allocation - whether theybeability to pay, or the. identi- 
fication of need --established? To what extent-are the criteria 
explicit(as in housing prices), and to what extent are they im- 
plicit( as in the case of discrimination)?, 
7.2 ALLOCATION CRITERIA 
The mechanism of allocation is through a public agency 
i-e-v a national housing agency and local government whose 
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responsibility it is to match households to available units in 
the housing stock. The stock of available units derives from 
three sources: (1) new construction, (2) relets within the 
public sector resulting from departures( due to death, out-mi- 
gration, or eviction, and (3) the vacancies ensuring as aresult 
of mobility chains. 
The housing authority undertakes to identify the various 
sources of $demand' for public sector housing. Households are 
ranked according to their needs, and in relation to their alter- 
native housing choices. In contrast to western capitalist 
countries, in urban Korea many non-homeowners want to -get public 
housing because it is cheaper than. that produced by private 
developers. 
Korea has fairly simple selection processes for state-devel- 
oped housing. There are three principal population groups or 
sources of demand: (1) qualifying non-owner occupiersq '(2) the 
members of a housing associationg and (3) special groups. 
it should be noted here that in terms of state-developed 
housing allocation, the non-owner,, occupier means those who are 
homeless households, hou sehol ds In the private rented sectort and 
households sharing a dwelling. It is also necessary to note that 
not all non-homeowners qualify for state-developed'housing. 
Applicants are limited to those who opened a housing install- 
ment deposit account in the KHB in order to purchase state- 
developed housing. This means that an eligible applicant has 
to deposit a considerable amount of money in the KHB. Housing 
installment deposits are a system of contracted savings required 
of households wishing to obtain a mortgage from the KHB. Deposits 
for at least six months in an amount equivalent to the projected 
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monthly mortgage payment'are required as a precondition'for 
aloan. Vithout opening a deposit account in the KHB, no one 
can apply for*: state-developed housing except those, belonging 
to'the'special group I of households. 
The main purpose of this allocation policy seems to be 
to encouragenon-homeownerý to save. It is thus possible to 
select-highly motivated households among huge n6mbers of non- 
homeowners. 'Moreoverg the monthly deposit amounts depend on 
the size-of house. 'In the cas4'of house size of less than 10 
pyong, it is necessary to deposit"monthly from, 20, '000 won, to 
50,000 won, - while with'a house-size of more-than, 10 pyong, A' 
monthlý deposit of 50,000. won to 100,000 won was required in 1982. 
The second group eligible for state-developed housing'are 
the members of housing'associations. ' 'These are cooperative- 
associations whose object is to purchase, or build housing. In 
order to get'state-.; developed housing, a group-of people(more 
than 20 households) can form a housing Association locally 
or their place of work*'- Members of such associations are also 
required to deposit sums ofsmoney'in the KHB. - -In addition, - 
if housing associations ' wish to build houses for their. members 
they are given priority in obtaining loans fromthe KHB. 
The third qualification for state-developed housing is 
given to Ispecial'grou'ps', These can be subdivided as 
follows: 
those who require rehousing because of slum clearance 
and renewal. 
1 (2) evacuees from flood-daTaged areas or industrial estate 
development areas. ! 11 
non-owner occupier civil servantsýor soldiers return- 
ing from abroad after'serving more than two years. 
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(4) expatriate experts and S'pecialists lured home by, the 
government from abroad. 
(5) those who sell more than go m2 land to the public 
housing agency for public housing construction. 
medal winners in international games. 
Unlike any other group of peQple, these special groups 
are not required to open a deposit account in the IK HB. 
They are recommended to the housing authority through the 
local governments or'the agencies concerned. 
According to the MOC allocation regulation for state- 
developed housing, about 50 per cent of state-developed housing - 
are allocated to the first category of-householdst*about 40 
per cent for the-members of-ho using'cassociationsg and about 
10 per cent of state-developed housing for the special group 
of people. Perhaps-most'surprising is the proportion of allo- 
cation for the'first and second category of households. We 
do not know exactly who these are in terms of their income and 
social status. It is obvious that only a very small propor- 
tion of state-developed housing units were allocated to house- 
holds requiring immediate rehousing because of slum clearance, . 
renewal and disaster. 
7.3 THE- ALLOCATION- PROCýSS 
A common'response of government to the apparent inability* 
of the private market to produce housing for all, in sufficient 
quantity, quality and at reasonable price, is to intercede di- 
rectly by constructing 'public' housing. 
In many developed countries government construction is an 
important source of housing for the urban poorg but this is 
true of very few countries in the Third World. only in relati- 
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vely wealthly cities, such as Hong Kong or Singaporet does 
the public sector provide low-cost houses for a substantial. 
proportion, of the population. 
Beginning in the early 1970sq there were improvements 
almost everywhere in Korea, for the government considered 
housing to be an. important factor in. achieving social welfare 
and stability. In 1972, the government formulated the Ten-Year 
Housing Supply Plan for the purpose of constructing a total 
of 2.5 million dwelling units( 2 million units for urban areas 
and 0.5 million units for rural areas) during the ten-year 
planning period of 1972-1981. 
As a result, the Housing Construction Promotion Law was 
passed in 1972 to promote state-developed housing. construction 
and to mobilize the resources required for, achieving-the housing 
construction target specified, inihe Housing Supply Plan. 
,,, 
State-develooed housing in Korea is provided by both cen- 
tral and local governments. The, former provides housing funds 
but is not directly involved in the construction of housing, 
whereas the latter both raises funds and constructs housing. 
As we have seen in Chapter sixt the central ýovernment provi- 
des funds to local governments and the KNHC,, through the, KHB, 
for the actual construction of housing, according to the policy 
of central government. 
The amount of housing provided by. local governments-from 
financial sources such as borrowing from central government, 
self-financingg and borrowing from the KHB9 etc., has substan- 
tially decreased. funds from the central 
government are mostly given, to, the KNHC, instead of to local, 
governments(Table 6-4). As a result, the proportion, of housing 
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provided-by local government has, since 1973. ' been-negligible3 
Most of the funds coming from central government and the KHB 
are given to the KNHC, which presently constructs most of the 
state-developed'housing underwritten by the public-sector. ý- 
Thus, the government policy of state-developed housing produc- 
tion and its allocation may be foundIrom reviewing the acti- 
vities of the KNHC. 
The 1975 National Housing policy-was directed at maximi- 
zing state-developed housing construction and investment to- 
meet housing shortages, on the one hand, and at improving the 
quality of the existing housing stockg an the other; Limited 
budgets cannot have multiple objectives. 'The-processýof up 
grading housing-standards was bound to limit. the maximization 
of state-developed housing-productiont considering the limited 
resources then available. -It is worth notingg however, that* 
although itsýresults were limited, the policy was significant 
in breaking new ground in Korea. 
The main objectives of the 1975 policy were as follows: 
1. To'give priority-to urban state-developed housing con- 
struction, since the housing shortage was most critical in 
urban areas. 
2. To maintain the exi*ting housing'stock to the-ýgreatest 
extent possible, and to impose'restrictions-on the unauthorised 
removal of existing housing built to certain standards. 
3. To improve the housing-related environment and faci- 
lities including streetsv'waterg sewerageg electricity and 
street lights. 
4. To reduce the overall'national housing shortage from 
an estimated 77.8 per cent in 1970 to 88.4-per-cent by,, 1981ý 
5. To raise the average dwelling space to 5ýpyong per 
capita in 3-room housing units in the 1980's. 
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The housing'delivery'system was considered as follows: 
1. Target groups Were'classified-on the basis'of inc6me 
level surveyed by the'Economic Planning Board, '''', ý .1r 
2. The KNHC and'agencies of local government wererresponsi- 
ble for supplying and'renting housing-for'the poorp whereas 
the private sector supplied financial support for middle"income 
groups. - 
3. Different lending systems at different interest rates- 
and for different repayment periods wereýto-be implemented for 
each beneficiary group. ' 
4. 'A home improvement programme, was to be undertaken by 
the local'government, to redevelop areas of illegal housing and 
upgrade housing environment and neighbourhoods. 
5. Financing systems-for low-income-groups were streng-ý' 
thened by the KHB'and KNHC under the'strict control of'the 
MOC, MOF and EPB. 
The basic focus"on-the 1975, housing'policy"was, "to main- 
tain the existing housing"stock". 'This represented a complete 
reversal of the previous government houiing policy. The'POlicY 
to preserve all existing-housing'stocks is contrary to the 
law, which seeks to eliminate housing'that is illegal. 
The principal achievement of the policy was that target 
groups, based on i-ncome categories'as directly related'. to state- 
develo I ped housing pr I ogrammes and policies were'ýidentified for 
the first time. This use*of precise, definitions has allowed 
a much clearer'discussion of the'potential'beneficiaries of 
state-developed progra'ýnmes 
The MOC revision of the 1975 housing policy'was made'in 
order to modify aspects'of'the Fourth'Five-Year Plan's'Pro- 
gramme(1977-'198*1) whichlor various'reasons were 'something 
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less than desired by the MOC. 
First, the total housing programme was reduced from 2.5' 
million to 2,103,000 units for the combined 1972-1981 peri8d. 
Second, the housing supply ratio was set at 79.8 per cent, down 
substantially from the 88.4 per 
Third, housing construction for 
focus on small-scale housing(an 
and medium cities. Fourthq the 
son was reduced to about 3 pyon, 
the Fourth Plan makes realistic 
cent of the MOC 1975 plan. 
t he public sector was made to 
average of 13 pyong) in small 
living space standard per per- 
In contrast to the 1975 plan, 
proposals for housing cons- 
truction in the years ahead. However, it does not deal with 
the target groups based on income level surveyed by. the EPB 
on which the 1975 policy focusedo 
Unlike council housing in U. K. 9 Korea has not a long his- 
tory of public housing and the amount of rental housing is 
small compared with state-developed housing for sale. Even 
limited rental housing provided by the governments had been 
sold(Table 7-1). This 6eans that the stock of-available units 
from relets within the public sector resulting from household 
departure is not substantial. Therefore, in discussing the 
allocation of it is more-valuable to deal with-state-developed 
housing for sale. 
The housing authority undertakes to identify the various 
sources of 'demand' for state-developed housing. In most in- 
stances demand is expressed in the wish to start placing in- 
stallment deposits in the KHB. But'there is no official regi- 
ster or waiting list of people who have expressed their needs 
In this way. Some local adthorities also undertake to assess 
the extent of latent demand through surveys of households living 
in squatter areas or shanty towns within their jurisdictions. 
Unless a homeless family or non-owner occupiers have placed 
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a housing deposit in the KHB, it is quite difficult for it to 
express its demands except-in the case of special groups whol 
because of slum clearance or disaster, require urgent resettle- 
ment. 
One weakness in the allocation policy is that there are no 
criteria of "suitability" of properties for different types of 
households by which the agp and type of structure, its size,. 
condition, and general environmental quality, as well as the 
image or reputation of the neighbourhood or estate of which 
that unit is a part would be taken into account. In addition, 
a crucial factor in programme implementation is the adoption 
of the lottery system in the case of state-developed housing 
for sale. The purchasers are selected from among applicants* 
who have opened housing installment deposits in the KHB, and 
paid installments for more than six monthsby drawing lots. The 
reason why the KHB adopts the lottery system is that there 
are a large number of applicants who have opened installment 
deposits to purchase state-developed housing. As of March, 
1984,248,700 households opened. the state housing pre-emption 
installment deposit in Seoul, but state-developed housing for 
sale by the KNHC and the Seoul city are planned to construct 
only 13,000 units in 19841 The number of state-developed 
housing units for sale is far beyond the demand of-applicants. 
Although the state-developed sector's share in production has 
increased since theýlate 1960s, the demand is still growing 
(Table 7-2). One would ask why many households want to pur- 
chase state-developed housing rather than direct fror; private' 
developers? The answer is quite simple: there are little 
loans available for private housing and the price of state- 
developed housing units is cheaper than that produced by pri- 
vate developers. 
No investigation is made-into the applicants, needs9 or 
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Table 7-1 State-developed housing for sale and rent 
-Percentage in Seoul, '1975-1981. - 
Year Rent Sale Total 
1975 26.6 73.4 100 
1976 19.2' 80. '8 '100- 
1977 34.1- 65.9 100, 
1978 110.8 
. 
89.2 100 
1979 3.7 96.3 100 
1980' '16.6 83.4 ý, loo 
1981 100, 
Sources: Seoul Cityl Unpublished Document, 1982; and 
KNHC, Collection of Housinq . Statisticsq 19829 
pp. 340-343. 
Notes: All rental houses provided between 1975 and 1978 
were sold. 
Table 7-2 Annual Housing Construction in Koreaq-1967- 
1981 
-(-vooo units). 
Year 
State-developed Private Total 
housing. sector 
'sector 
1967-1971 70(12.9) 471(87.1) 541(100) 
1972 17(15.9) 93(84.1) 110(100) 
1973 44(30.4) 99(69.6)'' 1'43(100) 
1974 A3(27.5) - 115(72.5) ; 158(100)-. 
1975 63(34.8) 117(65.2) 
. 
180(100) 
1976 62(36.4) 108(63.6) 170(100) 
1977 80(38.2) 123(61'. 8) -, 203('lbO')'' 
1978 115(38.5) 185(61.5) 300(100) 
1979 118(471.1) 133(52.9) 251(100) 
1980 106(50.2) -105(49.8) 211(100) 
1981 78(52.0) 72(48.0) 15 1 0(100) 
Total 796(32'. 9)' 19621(67.1)' 29417(100) 
Source: KNHC, Collection of-Hous-inq Statis I tics, 1982, 
p. 156 
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such factors considered as household size, incomeg present 
living conditions and condition of health. This system is 
administratively simple and easily understood by the public. 
But it ignores the principle that public housing should be 
allocated to those. households in the most urgent need. 
Theoreticallyp public sector housing is allocatdd to those 
households who aýe known to be in most immediate need. Bourne 
argues the five principal populations or source of demand 
for. public sector housingg ranked in a typical order of pri- 
ority, are: (1) the homeless(although some local authorities 
oppose taking in the homeless); (2) those requiring rehousinq 
because of slum clearance and renewal, for which that local 
authority assumes "special" responsibility; (, 3) those in urgent 
need because of medical or social problemsj or because they 
represent "key" workers; W-those requesting transfers within 
the public sector for reasons, other than the above, often to. 
move to a preferred unit or location; and (5) those. on the re- 
gular waitinq list! Strictly speakingg the first three of the 
above categories represent "needs" as the term is trad itionally 
defined, while the latter. more frequently reflect "demand". 
In capitalist societies, -the household's access to housing 
can be improved in the first place by maximizing thei number-of 
households which can af f ord a hoifse in the f ree market without 
government assistance. This can be achieved, given-the house- 
hold's income, through better productivity, lower. dwelling 
prices or lower financing cost-. 
In Korea, it is by no means apparent that the poorest and 
most needy families arep in factp the principal targets of the 
state-developed housing programme. The idea behind thesale 
of state-developed housing is that, if private financial insti- 
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tutions do not cater sufficiently well for housing of all kinds, 
then the publicsector should fill the gap. In Asia, Singapore 
provides a good-example. Its public housing programme, is firm- 
ly geared. -to middle-income households, whilst home-ownership 
of these public flats, -is strongly encouraged by a large array 
of financial incentivesý On the other hand, the Singapore , 
government has adopted a policy of accepting full responsibi-. 
lity-for the. provision of a decent standard of housing for the 
lower income groups. Consequently, 'the rentals are heavily 
subsidised and, the selling prices of. the flats are fixed below 
cost. Since the formation of the Housing and Development Board 
the government has consistently granted top priority to public 
7 housing, 
In contrast, the Korean government has not granted top 
priority to-public housing. It is no exaggeration to say that 
government and other public entities have not fully supported 
housing construction for urban low-income groups who can not 
finance their own housing by private means. The rentals are 
not heavily subsidised. 
Unfortunately, most state-developed housing in Korea is 
not allocated to those households who most need it. Many'au- 
thors have pointed out that many of the difficulties are rooted 
in the very notion of governments Providing housing for the 
poor in Third Worl d citiesý The universal error has been'to 
build at too high an architectural standard, and without a 
clear understanding of the needs of the population. 'Government 
housing has generally been too expensive for the poor to buye 
In'Korea, the allocation system is another obstacle. As we 
have seen in the previous section, the applicants are required 
to deposit a considerable amount of'money in the KHB in order 
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to get state-developed housing. There are no subsidies for 
the poor who have no ability to pay a deposit in the KHB. As 
we have seen earlierg only about 10 per cent of state-developed 
housing has been allocated to the. special group who are known 
.1 
to be in most immediate need. 
As we have seen in chapter six,,, a great part of the KHB's 
mortgage loans are tied'to-specific deposits. Only those who 
have the ability to save can obtain loans. This prevents low- 
income people obtaining the KHB's loans. ,, Many homeless"people' 
and'non-homeownersý do not'depoSit their, money in'the'KHB bd-' 
cause of their'extremely low level of income. 'In additiont 
a large majority of low-income households in'Korea do not have 
the ability to bear the economic cost of housing even at mini- 
mal standards. The '1978 survey of non-homeowner households 
prepared by the MOC, showed that only about'34 per ce'nt''of them 
could*afford the open'market costs of housing, and the'remalh-ý_ 
ing 66 per cent could'do so only with direct or'indirect sub- 
sidies? I-- 
7.4 THE PRICE OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
I now try to-, examine the price of state-developed housing 
in terms of its accessibility to'thý urban'low-income, grýup, 
First of, all, it is necessary to note here that Korea's state- 
developed housing differs from'public housing in''the United 
States or council housing in the'United Kingdom. The Korean 
programme involves the'construction of modest'dwellings i'n 
multi-family structures in-a large volume mainly for salee 'The 
KNHC and localgovernments"effort to minimize`cosý Iýeing 
made, the choice'of land-frugal and constructio6. -ýefficient _' ' 
multi-family structures'is consistent with the. objective. 
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A practical and relevant illustration of the financing. 
arrangements for purchase is given in Table 7-3 and 7-4. 
It illustrates for a 15 pyong flat costing in total 10.5 
million won, both the monthly payments on a6 million won 
loan as well as other current outlays. 
According to these calculations, a-'15 pyong state-developed 
housing unit'would be affordable by'households in the 75th per- 
centile of the income distribution(Table 7-5); some reduction 
in land costq possibly down to 20,000 won per pyong; might be 
effected through the land readjustment process involving, wi- 
thin project cross-subsidisation; but this would occur. only 
where KNHC projects were part of much larger developmentv not. 
a standard feature of the pastio At any rate, a cost reduction 
of this magnitude would make the 25 pyong units affordable by 
households in the 70 percentile'of the income distribution. 
This pattern of'households served is consistent With the past 
activity by KNHC. 
The KNHC produces houses for both sale and renting. Since 
the corporation was created in 19629 all in all, 177,451 units 
have been produced by the corporation of which 64,797 units(37%) 
were rental units, and the remaining 112,654(63%) were for 
sale. -, In '1980, -the 
KHC produced. 30, jO+ units, of which 57 
per cent were for rental. This is. -an impressive increase com- 
pared with previous years.. But it should be noted here that 
the housing authorities have tried to sell state-developed 
rental housing to tenants. With KNHC's rental housingg for ex- 
ample, about 54 per cent of units-were'sold to sitting-buyers 
23.2 
Table 7-3 Cost For State-developed Housing Programme 
Per Dwelling 
Cost of-'structure a 
611,333 won/pyong for 15 pyong . 
9.17 million 
Cost--of land 
19 pyong at 70,000 won/pyong 
Total cost per unit 
Credit requirement 
loan from the KHB 
Minimum Income of household 
reached 
1.33 million 
10.50 million 
6 million 
income income c percentile 
15 pyong flat 278,760 75 
Notes: a) Included land development cost 
b) Computations given in Table-7-4. 
c) Urban Income-Distribution in 1979(see Table 7-5) 
Sources: ýverage unit ana site-sizes from 'Data for 1980 
Housing policy', Economic Planning Boardq January 
1980, cost data from Ministry of Construction in 
1979 prices, and see RJ Struyk, Housing in Korea's 
Fifth Five-Year Plan: Possibilities and Constraints.. 
KDI Consultant Paper Series No. 5.1980, p. 34. 
Table 7-4. Affordability, gf, State-developed Housing, Units 
(won) 
15 pyonq, 
Debt to be serviced 6 million 
Monthly debt servic', a 9 599770 
plus fuel + lights 91920 
Total housing expense 699690 
Minimum income required with housing 
expense to income ratio of 0.25 
2789760 
Notes: a) For 20 yearg 10"mortgageg with graduate payment 
mortgage: Computf! d with the following formula; 
Mi(-1+iT 1-. -"'where M: - amount' Monthly payment =x 12 
.. of loang-i; interest ratep n: term-of payment. 
b) 1978 average expense 79690 won per month adjust- 
ed to 1979 prices. 7, 
Source: See RJ Struyk, Housing in Korea's Fifth Five-Year 
Plan: -Possibilities and Constraints, KDI Con-s-u-TEa-nt 
Paper Series No, 59 19809 p, 35. 
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Table 7-5*Urban IncomeýDistribution in 1979- 
(W 1000s per month) 
income percentile Income I--- 
10 44.5 
20- 82'0 1 
30 108.4 
40 134.9 
50ý 164.8 
60 200.2 
70 245.8 
80 310.0 
90 416.2 
Source-. ''Mean income estimated by Mayo from 3rd quarter 
1979 figures from the. Income and Expenditure 
Survey updated to'4th quarter. Distribution 
constructed by S Shall, 'The Distributýon of, 
Income in Korea: A Critique and Reassessment'. 
Washington, DC: IBRD, 1979. 
between 1971 and 198P The issue of state-developed housing 
sales. will be examined in detail in, the later chapter., 
I,, now. want to look, at some aspects of state-developed 
rental housing., Table 7-6 shows that in '1980 a tenant of the 
KNHC. rental housing was required to make a deposit of 29420,000 
won(floor ar ea 13 pyong) in addition to paying a monthly rent 
of. 38,400, won. The effective, rent would be the monthly,. rent .,. 
plus the interest foregone on. the deposit. Jf. one assumes,,..,,,, 
that-the interest is, jet us,., say,, 20 per cent, the effective 
rent would be 78,733 won. The average urban household monthly 
income-was 267,096 wonin 1980 and thus about 30 per cent of in- 
come-per month would go'on rent. But this. income level is for 
the average income group(middle level of middle income, -strata). 
Moreover, according to- the annual report on the family. income.. 
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and expenditure survey of EPB9 average housing expenditure per 
month between 1975 and 1980 was about 15 per cent of total 
household income 12 Unfortunately, there are no data avýilable 
on the tenants, average income in'state-developed housing sec- 
tor. ' -However, according to, the urban low-income household'' 
survey by the MOC,, -the average monthly income was 158$000 won 
in 1.971) 
ý3 
If we assume that the households of state-developed 
rental housing in Seoul earn about the same ipcome of the low' 
income household-, the tenants paid an extremely high rent in- 
relation to their monthly income. The effective rent(789733 
won) is about 50 per cent of the average monthly income of 
the low-income group, 
Of course, one important aspect of state-developed rental 
housing in Korea is that the tenant has to pay an advance de- 
posit, and the deposit has been increased substantially. Table 
7-6 shows that the ratio of advance deposit to state-developed 
housing sale price has increased and that the ratio of 1980 
was almost twice that of 1976. Surprisingly, the amount of 
advance deposit of 1980, for exampleg, 'reached about 27' 
per cent of sale price, What'is clear from all these figures 
is that state-developed housing was rented at very high levels. 
For an agency responsible for low-income housing the re-ý 
sources and efforts of the KNHC are very limited indeed. Even 
if we assume that only 10 per cent of households are low-income 
households needing heavy subsidies, in 1980 there would be ' 
something like 8007000 households. But the cumulated produc- 
tion of'the KNHC was no more than 177t451 units for the 1962- 
1980 period with the annual average of 99339 units. Not only 
from the view of efficiency but also from that of equity, it 
would be more than better if middle - and upper-income housing 
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were taken care of by the private sector. It is questionable 
whether the KNHC does much to serve the low-income groups. 
The issue of affordability and burden of financing willýbe 
examined in more depth, in chapter 9 which is based on data 
drawn from the field survey. The published information on this 
matter is extremely sparse. 
Table 7-6 Rents of State-developed Housing(floor area 13 
pyong), 1975-1980 
1975- 1976, 
Advance Deposit(A) 300 400 
Monthly Rent 9.9 12 
Sale Price(B) 2,825 
A/B(%) 14.1 
Source: KNHC9 Collection of Hoi 
pp. 470-471. 
1977 
470 
15 
39210 
14.6 
ising 
1978 
830 
22 
59062 
16.4 
Statist 
(1000 won) 
1979 1980 
11500 29420 
29.5 38.4 
69100 91100 
24.6 26.6 
ics, 19819 
" 7, 'S'LSOCIAL'OUTCOMES-'OF ALLOCATION 
In theory, the private market emphasizes efficiency, 
generally in terms of maximizing output while at the same time 
minimizing overall levels of excess prices and rents. For 
the public sector, the paramount objective is greater equity 
". term's of assuring adequate houýing for or social welfareq in 
all according to their needs. Neveirtheless, when viýwed in 
aggregate, all public agencies must also have efficiency as- 
one of their objectives - in terms of how they distribute 
units to households - if they are to achieve maximum success 
in meeting social needs. 
At this stage, two crucial question's need to be raised: 
what is the main purpose of the allocation polfýy' of state-. 6 
developed housing? And what is its result? To answer these 
questions, I look at two major issues: M filt6ring strategy, 
and (ii) emergence of DANCHI housing social groups. 
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A) FILTERING STRATEGY 
Struyk states that: 
To date Korea's basic housing strategy has essentially 
been based on the filtering concept: expansion of 
the supply of housing for moderate and high income 
households will eventually improve the housing avail- 
able to lower income households and reduce the. rate 
of increase in the price of housing serviceS14 
. 
Filtering is generally used to refer to the downward 
movement of dwellings in value and quality over time and/or 
the upward movement of households from lower - to higher - 
quality dwellings. It is often argued that households can 
filter up into better dwellings, and so release their old 
homes for other families, who can also Improve their housing 
by moving from inferior dwellings! S 
In Korea, many planners and government officials tend 
to believe that filtering is advantageous to the poor. It means 
that the total housing supply increases and vacated middle- 
income accommodation becomes available for the poorg thus, 
easing housing pressure. 
In advanced countries such as Britaing filtering stra- 
tegies have seldom been explicit in housing policy. ý6 To 
rely on it as a means of improving the housing conditions 
of poor households requires a subsidy system which is unfair; 
to ensure a demand for expensive units sufficient to create 
the volume of vacancies thought necessary to benefit poor 
families, subsidies must be directed to middle and higher 
income groups. This strategy has broadly been adopted in 
the United States. ý7 In addition, Murie and his coauthors 
argue that: 
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It-is evidentq of coursel"-th'at"the, filtering'process 
could not operate in the public housing, sector, unless 
allocation and movement conformed to that in the pri- 
vate sector'. 
18 
C-I-. 
The critical question is the reliance of housing policy 
in Korea on the process of filtering-down as the best means of 
improving the quality of ýousing available to th , o" se of lo I wer 
income. 
With respect to filtering strategies in Korea, the follow- 
ing com ments can be made. First, subsidy was directed to mi- 
ddle income groups rather than the poor. Secondq the low- 
income groups maintained a constant relative distributional 
relationship vis-a-vis other groups. As I mentioned before, 
the KHB loans are earmarked for those who contribute to the 
funds including the subscribers of the state housing pre-emption 
subscription deposits. The subscribers are the-only ones 
eligible to purchase state-developed housing. It means that 
only those who have the abili ty to save can obtain loans. 
This policy prevents the low-income group from qbtaining loans 
and maintains inequalities. Seen in this light, filtering is. 
neither an efficient nor humane way of providing housing for 
those of low-income. 
It is, in fact, hard to demonstrate that filtering stra- 
tegies in Korea encourage distributional equity. Clearlyl a 
more effective anti-poverty policy that reduced inequalities 
in income would enable the less well-off to consume a more 
equal share of housing resources and reduce the additional 
help needed specially for'housing. Indeed, during the 1960s 
and 1970s, there was little change in distribution of house- 
hold incomeq and little change in the extent of relati- ve po- 
verty. on the other handq there is no demonstration that 
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indirect means of'achieving objective through filtering stra- 
tegies is more effective-than direct means. It is doubtful, 
indeed, 'whether this filtering strategy-will, --succeed or not, 
in developing, countriesq'such as Korea., 
To some extent'Korea's filtering strategy-has. been based 
on'simple, pragmatismp; it being, argued that the, country could 
not afford-to subsidize new units for lower income households. 
B) EMERGENCE OF IDANCHII HOUSING SOCIAL GROUP 
There is a social hierarchy in Korea's urban centres which 
is. directly related to. employment and to the individuals' 
function in the system. The system is basically-stratified 
by occupation as well, as by income and skill. TMs. stratifi- 
cation is termed the class structure. 
It is important to, understand the structure of the society 
in order to examine, and analyse, a particular s*Ocial group, the 
DANCHI housing populationt in, relation to the state-developed 
housing allocation,, The characteristics of the middle income 
groups can be identified in,, the planned development of state- 
developed housing., 
Hahn. argues that, the DANCHI housing population isl made up of 
the ISALARIMANI groups19 The SALARIMAN population forms a 
large part of urban society and'has. its own distinctive set 
of values. Although the wordp ISALARIMANI is colloquially 
derived from 'salary man' it does not simply define the mi- 
ddle class, or the members of the labouring class whost charac- 
teristic symbol is the blue collar rather than the white. 
The word was, perhapsq accidentally"produced, partof the semi- 
professional terminology used to describe bo. th salary and 
wage earning sections of urban society falling within the 
occupational range of: M groups of lower managerials and 
professionalsp (ii) administrative assistants and skilled 
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workers, and (iii) sales and services personnel 
20 
On the other hand, demand for state-developed housing in 
DANCHI areas exceeded supply not only because it was cheaperl 
but because it was good housing in terms of facilities and lo- 
cation compared with traditional housing, So state-developed. 
housing tended to, become the preserve of office workers or 
well-paid skilled workers who had the ability to save consi- 
derable sums of moneyý 
I 
As we have seen in the foregoing section, 
no income ceiling is imposed for state-developed housing. 
Thusq-it is hardly. likely that the population of DANCHI state- 
developed, housing would come from the lower classes of society. 
Social mobility between different strata occurred as a 
result of the destruction of the old, fixed relationships be- 
tween YANGBAN, SANGMIN and CHIONMI 
ý2 
This upwards and down- 
wards mobility related mainly to occupationg together with such 
factors as income and educational attainment. 
The transformation of the social system did not consist 
in an abrupt and simultaneous change in basic institutions. 
The transformation was the result of continous changes within 
the system as a whole. It changed gradually and persiftently 
until the beginning of the sixties when the government laun- 
ched its first Five Year Economic Development Programme(1962- 
66). Then the masses of business and office workersq together 
with skilled workers, were created in a relatively short period 
to becomemajor part of the middle income strata in urban Korea, 
Since the beginning of the sixtiesq the construction of 
state-developed housing through the DANCHI development has 
been increased in Seoul and DANCHI housing has soaked up a par- 
ticular social, groupq i. e., the middle income groups of urban 
households. 
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Withý the emergence of 'Danchi I housing in Seoul, an inter- 
esting trend has, occurred in'traditional low-income re- 
sidential areas, -something like "gentrification" in advanced 
capitalist countries such-as'Britain and the United States. 
In advanced western countriesq one of'the most visible, 
trends of the 1970s has been the reversal of declining quality 
and social'status in some inner city neighbourhoods. This 
process - known by such as labels as gentrification or revi- 
talization - ýoccurs when middle - and higher -, income' 
people move-into inner city neighbourhoods long occupied by 
the working class., 
Generally, gentrification refers to an improvement in 
housing and neighbourhood-qualityp usually combined with an 
increase in the average incomes of those who live in the area. 
Gentrification has'explicit class connotations. Merrett, 
states that: 
a residential area which is predominantly occupied by 
relatively. low-income households, manual workers and 
their families for exampleg switches into occupation 
by relatively high-income householdsq for example by 
23 the middle strata of the working population. 
In Korea; despite*overt public awarenesst there are sur- 
prisingly little comprehensive data on gentrification, and 
no'detailed studies of how the process take place, in part 
because of measurement'difficulties. As we have seen in Chap- 
ter sixg the DANCHI housing in Korea was'a new form of urban 
public'housing developmentq consisting of high-rise and high 
density housing undertaken by the national housing agencies" 
and local authorities. ' Most DANCHI housing areas are'located 
in close proximity to-urban services'and work places. In Seoulq 
the urban centre lies in a basin surrounded by''valleys"or'-'' 
-L.. -II-II 
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mountains, which provide land suitable for areas of unplanned 
housing; they are near the urban fringe and within, a half hour's 
walk from the centre. The maze of narrow alleys by single 
wooden houses, which characterises the old hotch-potch resi- 
dential area, is now frequently interrupted by a group of ma- 
tch-box shaped giant bloc)es, many of which are state-developed 
housing Danchi. 
These DANCHI housing developmentsq which may generate gen. 
trification, -vary from city to cityq though a number of common 
denominators can be identified. Demographic and employment 
shifts have resulted in smaller'families(nuclear families) and 
more two-income householdsq making a choice of DANCHI housing 
in the inner city both more attractive and more feasible. The 
increase in two-income households has alsozubstantially in- 
creased the disposable income, available tO'purchase DANCHI 
housing, which generally has-a more attractive location. It 
is easy to run because of its convenient house keeping and 
24 better amenities. According to the KNHC report, the main reason 
for people moving-into DANCHI was good-living conditions, in- 
cluding nearness to work, city centre and availability of- 
goods in the nearby market and shops. At the'same ti-mel"the 
difficulties andýcosts of commuting fromIncreasingly more 
distant suburban estates has placed a greater premium on acce- 
ssibility to central area jobs and amenities. 
The traditional lower income neighbourhoods, therefore, 
are invaded and occupied by middle and upper income group 
through DANCHI housing development. At this stage it should 
be noted here that it is gentrification via redevelopment not 
rehabilitati. on as in western literature. In'addition, on 
the occasion when the low-income households have been forced 
into DANCHI state-developed housing, it has generally proved 
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too expensiveg and has offered very little flexibility in use. 
Moreover, the advent of middle and upper income groups into 
working-class neighbourhoods brings high rents and relatively 
expensive housing pricest beyond'the reath of'lower income 
families. 
There may also have been a shift in taste. It is inter- 
esting that nuclear families and smaller households within the 
middle and higher income groups have a marked preference for 
DANCHI housing in Seoul 35 
In order to examine this particular social group of DANCHI* 
housing in detail in terms of its socio-economic characteris- 
tics, I need to consider empirical data on state-developed 
DANCHI housing. Futhermore, it is very important that a close 
analytical exploration is made of-the state-developed housing 
programme in Seoul. Unfortunatelyq very little information is 
available about the development process and allocation policy 
of state-developed housing. Therefore a field survey will be 
made in order to acquire more precise details. 
The subsequent two chapters will analyse the data which 
I obtained through a field survey in Seoul. Chapter eight will 
deal with the principal characteristics of state-developed 
housing, and Chapter nine will explore the result of the allo- 
cation policy and the economic aspect of the state-developed 
housing programme, and its accessibility. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Up to now, I have examined low-income housing policy, 
especially the state-developed housing programme in Seoull. in 
relation to the three main questions which I raised in the in- 
troduction. In this study, the main questions are still: who 
benefits from state-developed housing projects and who loses? 
To what extent have governments acted in the interests of the 
urban poor? An answer can be found based on the foregoing an- 
alysis: that is to say, that 'state-developed housing' in Seoul. 
is only suitable for limited social groups of the population. 
I need to investigate through a field survey what social 
groups occupy state-developed housing. Do they constitute the 
urban low-income group? And what are the principal character- 
istics of households and of housing conditions in state-deve- 
loped housing Danchi? In order to examine these issues and to 
analyse data from the questionnaire survey, it is necessary to 
make hypotheses. 
In this survey, I considered some crucial factors and ma- 
jor predicates that relate to state-developed housing: M a_ 
socio-economic factorg (ii) a demographic factorg and (iii) 
the six predicates; the physical character of the dwelling, 
dwelling control, environmental locusl relative locus, housing 
mobility and financial evaluationý 
The predicates, as we have seen in chapter three, are con- 
cerned not merely with the physical attributes of individual 
houses but also the use made of. them by households. What is a 
more important feature of the predicative analysis is the con- 
cept of the use value of theýhouse* The superiority of the 
term 'use-value' of dwelling over the neo-classical economics 
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concept of"'housing I servicest is set out by Merrett3 
Within the framework of these factors and predicates, 
therefore, certain hypotheses can be formed as follows: 
HYPOTHESES(A): SITUATION OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
1. (1) Households in state-developed housing are dominated 
by small, young and nuclear familiesq and (ii) they are more 
mobile than households in'traditional residential areas; 
2. There, is a. relationship between tenureg household in- 
come and flat sizeq i. e. owner-occupied households have'rela- 
tively higher incomes and larger flats than'households in ren- 
ted accommodation. 
3. State-developed. hou$ing Danchi residents are more, sa- 
tisfied, with. their present than with their previous housing 
accommodation. 
HYPOTHESES(B): ACCESS TO STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
4. The urban poor cannot easily gain. access to state- 
developed housing. 
-- 
5. The majority of-state-developed housing residents move 
not only to change housing, tenure but also to get better, ser- 
vices and dwelling control. 
It should be noted. here that this type of survey is rare 
and. unique in Korea. There are few surveys of, state-developed. 
housing Danchi in Seoul and, most surveys undertaken by the 
housing authorities tended to collect data merely on housing 
conditions, particularly the physical, -character of the dwelling. 
They, often ignored or missed the-dwelling control exercised 
by the household over its use of the accommodation and the re- 
lative locus. In additiong there are few studies which attempt 
to, do a comparative analysis between state-developed housing 
Danchis within the city. 
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8.2 CASE STUDIES OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING IN SEOUL 
A) GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY SURVEY 
At the start of the investigations it was apparent that 
the main emphasis must be on collecting basic information and 
facts relevant to the economic and social issues of the work, 
and on a close review of state-developed housing projects un- 
dertaken by the housing authorities. Unfortunately, however, 
very little information was available about the overall dbve- 
lopment of the state-developed housing areas. It was essential 
that the next stage of the investigation was concentrated on 
a great deal of fact-finding work on the spot. It was there- 
fore decided to devote about one month to preliminary work9 
assisted by a group of research students from the Graduate 
School of Environmental Studiesq Seoul National University. 
The housing survey trip to Seoul took place between the 
beginning of May 1983 and the end of September 19839 about five 
months. A final draft of the Seoul survey questionnaire was 
prepared by the beginning of June 19839 and is included in 
Appendix I, After a couple of weeks of intensive training of 
ten interviewers selected from Department, of Town Planning, 
Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Seoul National Uni- 
versity, a pilot survey was carried out at two state-developed 
housing areas, *and several minor weaknesses in the questionnaire 
were disclosed. 
In the pilot survey, a high refusal rate was recorded. It 
was attributed, to the households' desire for security and po- 
ssibly to surveyýsaturation. It would have been better for 
interviewers'to go in pairs. owing to this feeling about se. 
curity the one female interviewer got a much better response 
than the male interviewersl,. thereforeýseveral additional female 
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interviewers were selected from the Department of SociOlOgY-P 
Ehwa Woman's University in Seoul. 
One interview took an average of 30 minutes. only the 
household heads or housewives were interviewed because an ap- 
preciable number of interviewees other than households heads 
or housewives were unable to answer clearly questions about 
household income, cost of flat, housing motivationg satisfac- 
tion and dissatisfaction of present accommodation. 
Apart from this housing survey an additional study was 
made on: M information on rent and cost of flat from real 
estate agents, (ii) information on development history of each' 
state-developed housing Danchi; maps and other materials were 
obtained from the public authorities and research institutions. 
The opinions and reactions of bureaucrats in housing au- 
thorities are very important information sources by which we 
may analyse policy forming processes. This is partly because 
there is a lack of data and information on published govern- 
ment housing policy, and partly because there is no comprehen- 
sive housing policy and no integrated housing plan in Korea. 
In order to get information from bureaucrats who are deeply 
involved in state-developed housing, I had informal interviews 
with government officials and mun icipal authorities. 
(B) THE STUDY-AREAS 
The five example areas chosen represent differences in 
development historiesq housing tenure and distances to the city 
centre: (i) MUNJUNG, (ii) SADANG9 (iii) WOIXEI, (iv) BANPO, and 
(v) JAMSIL(Figure 8-1). 
The first state-developed housing area, MUNJUNG is one of 
the newly built suburban Danchis for the low-income groups. 
It is located about 20 km south-east of the city centre. Be- 
Figure 8-1 ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY OF SEOUL 
AND LOCATION OF STUDY AREAS 
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fore the MUNJUNG estate was developedq there'was nothing in 
this neighbourhood but paddy fields. It is a typical attempt 
to solve the problem of providing accommodation in a restri- 
cted space in the suburban area in Seoul by means of blocks of 
flats. However, as public transportation has not been improved 
in this area, most residents of this Danchi suffer inconveni- 
ence. The MUNJUNG state-developed housing was originally con- 
structed only for rent, but now most flats are sold to their 
occupants. 
The second state-develOped housing areaq SADANG, which is 
a recent example of redevelopment by the Seoul City Governmentq 
is about-12 km south of the city centre. SADANG was one 
of the largest PANJACHON areas in Seoul, occupied by ab6ut 1,000 
squatter households since 1967. In 1970 squatter households 
in the city centre were allowed simply to relocate themselves 
in other designated areas, normally owned by the government. 
Most squatters in SADANG came from the small tributaries of the 
river Han or hillside areas, in the city centre. Since 1978, 
this area has been changing its character as a result of the 
government's slum clearance scheme* Many state-developed hou- 
sing flats are juxtaposed on a hillside area in SADANG9 and the 
area has no high rise blocks(plate 1.2.3). 
WOLKEI is the third example. It is about 14 km north of 
the city centre. This area was a traditional residential area 
which had been occupied mainly by the low-income group. Some 
parts of this area were occupied by squatter families who 
erected the PAJAJIP on any vacant plot they could find. WOLKEI 
Danchi established in 1978 by Seoul City to rehouse low-income 
families, with communal washing and toilet facilities is char-, 
acterised by many blocks of 4.5 stories walk-up and small-size 
flats(7-13 pyong). A small number of larger self-contained 
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flats with private balconies were provided at the beginning 
of 1980. 
The fourth survey areaq BANPO is about 3.3 km south of 
the city centre. BANPO Danchi, consisting of 3 sites, was 
constructed on 55 hectares of barren land. It was the first 
housing complex with a central heating systemq and the largest 
complex at that time. The BANPO 2 and 3-sites were chosen as 
examples of developments put up by the KNHC between 1977 and 
1979. This area has many blocks of high-rise flats function- 
ally planned to be self-contained. BANPO was the first example 
of urban public housing on a large scale in Seoul. 
The last state-developed housing area, JAMSIL is now deve- 
loping as the largest suburban centre designed to reduce popu- 
lation pressure on the city centre. This area is located about 
15 km south-east of the city centre. The JAMSIL area was once 
barren waste land, mainly of sand and gravel, perennially sub-, 
jected to floods from'heavy rainfall in summer. 'The KNHC deve- 
loped the area into a pilot welfare housing estate capable of 
accommodating a population of 100,000. The Corporation cons- 
tructed, between 1975 and 1976, about 15,000 units ranging from 
8 to 36 pyong ona tract of 60 hectares; intended for medium- 
density flats, it is divided into sites 1.21 3. and 4. In 
addition, an estate of high density flats to house middle income 
groups was constructed in 1976. Within the JAMSIL areaq there 
are also many houses which have been built for sale by private 
developers. 
With respect to the type of housing in the study-area, 
all five Danchis consist of flati, usually walk-up flats in 
4-5 stories, including a large tower block. As I have said 
before, state-developed housing in Seoul is characterised by 
flat type accommodation rather than by detached or terrked 
houses. 
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(C) SAMPLING AND DATA ANALYSIS 
The Building Inventory prepared by the Seoul Municipality 
for the October 1980 general census was used as the sampling 
frame. In addition, certain additional data and information 
was obtained from the KNHC. Because of limitations on time 
and funds, the sampling ratio chosen was 4'per cent, the sampl- 
ing unit being the household. The flats marked as residence 
on the inventory were allocated a number, one to n, and n/25 
was taken as the sample size in each neighbourhood. Systematic 
sampling was used to choose the households actually to be inter- 
viewed. The number of interviews in 5 study-areas in as follows: 
Areas No. of interviews 
MUNJUNG 63 
SADANG 91' 
WOLKEI 7.2 
BANPO 53 
JAMSIL 140 
Total 4 *19 
Because of the need for large scale data processing at 
this stage of the research, the analysis had to be made in a 
coded form with the aid of a computer. For the data analysis 
of this h,. dusing survey an integrated system of computer pro- 
grammes, the Statistical Package for the Social Science(SPSS), 
was used'ý 
The purpose of the data analysis is to make use of the 
information collected from the survey, and to condense it into 
such a form that it can be easily comprehended and interpreted. 
Another purpose is to seek patterns of relationships among di- 
fferent sets of variables, i. e. a means to build and test em- 
pirical theory and hypotheses. -- For ýhisreason simple fr equ- 
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ency distribution(one-way frequency distributign), crosstabu- 
lations(variables and relationship between variablesq i. e. 
Chi-square and contingency coefficient) 
4 
and. cdrrelation an- 
alysis(pearson correlation coefficients) 
5 
are used by the 
SPSS programmes. 
8.3 PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING' 
(A) TENURE IN STUDY-AREA 
The type of housing that a population occupies and the 
tenure of occupation strongly affect the character of an area. 
Occupancy patterns within the housing stock differ markedly 
between countries, as well as between cities. Tenure choice 
is extremely complicated and not, well understood. In Kprea 
the wealthy tend to be owner-occupiers and the poor renters, 
but not exclusively so, Homeownership is an asset and a status 
symbol. Under some conditions it is clearly economically ra- 
tional to buy. Others choose to rent because of life-style 
preferences, or simply because of low income. 
According to the population and housing censusq there are 
four major types of tenure in Korea. In 1980,59 per cent of 
all dwellings were owner-occupied, 24 per cent were Chonsei, 
and 15 per cent were monthly rented. The remaining 2 per cent 
included, rent-free accommodation, such as official residences, 
or company housing quarters for employeepý On the other hand, 
in the academic world in Korea we usually use more detailed 
tenure classification as we have seen in Chapter Three: owner- 
occupation, Chonsei, Bochungbu-Wolsei(partial Chonsei)q Sak- 
Wolsei(declining Chonsei) and monthly rent. It is 'important 
to point out that Korea has an unusual tenure system, consisting 
of several types of tenure. 
owner-occupancy is the traditional form of housing tenure 
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in Korea. The proportion of owner-occupancy in the country as 
a whole has declined from '79 per cent in 1960 to 59 per cent 
in 1980. This decline was mainly limited to urban areas. One 
reason for the drop in owner-occupancy was urbanisation. Rapid 
urbanisation brings high land values which provide an incentive 
to flat-dwelling, especially for rent, rather than single-family 
detached houses. 
As I mentioned in the foregoing chapter, the national hou- 
sing agency, KNHC and the Seoul Municipal Government produce 
state-developed housing for sale and rent. So in this studyq 
it is necessary to make survey not only of state-developed 
housing which is rented but also state-developed housing which 
is sold. But at the time of interviewing, surprisingly there 
is no state-develope'd housing for rent by the KNHC in Seoul!. 
All state-developed housing for rent has been sold by the KNHC 
to its occupants. 
The author's random sample survey in the state-developed 
housing Danchi in Seoul gave 77 per cent owner-occupied house- 
holds and 23 per cent households in rented accommodation owned 
by private landlords. These dwellings which are in private rental 
I 
had been previously sold by their owner-occupants to private 
landlords who then rent them to new families. Table 8-1 gives 
detailed information of tenure types. The proportion of owner- 
occupancy in the sample-area was higher than in large cities 
and in Seoul as a whole. The Chonsei is the second proportion 
of tenure type in state-developed housing Danchi. Owner-occu- 
pancy is the most common arrangement in the study-area, and this 
is perhaps partly due to the nature of the policy making state- 
developed housing available for sale. On the other hand, the 
purchasers of state-developed housing are selected from among 
applicants who have subscribed the housing installment savings 
deposit in the KHB. It means that purchasers of state-developed 
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Table 8-1 Household by Tenure in the Study-Area and Cities, 1983 
M 
5 Study- Large Cities' Tenure Tvne Seoul Areas (1980) 
Owner-occupied 77.3 
ý_65.8 59 Chonsei 16.7 23.3 
Bochungbu-Wolsei 4.1 5.9 24 
Sak-Wolsei 0.5 4.9-, 
Monthly Rent 1.4 1.0 15 
Others -- 2 
Total 100 100 100 
Note: 1) Cities with Population over 500,000 
Sources: Author's Survey, 1983-and KHC, Sample Survey of Effective Housing Demand, 1977. p. 82 and EPB, 1980 Population and Housing Census, Vol. 1,12-2 
City of Seoul, National Bureau of Statistics, 
EPB, -1982. 
housing are able to afford a house. 
As to rented accommodation in the 5 survey a reas, the 
Chonsei is the most popular type of tenure. Unde r the Chonsei 
arrangementq a renter makes a deposit Of 'key 
- 
money$ at the 
beginning of occupancy, which is fully refunded at the end of. 
the contract period. The landlord usually invests this fund 
and interest earning represents the imputed rent.. The propor- 
tion of Chonsei tenure in the survey area is similar to that 
of Seoul as a whole., Meanwhile,, Sak-Wolsei is', the least. popu- 
lar tenure type'in the study-area(Table 8-1). 
It is necessary to examine the relationship between tenure 
and flat size(floor space) because flat size is'still one of 
the important criteria in measuring housing quality in Korea. 
The survey results indicated that more than 50 per cent of 
households in rented accommodation live in the'relatively small 
size flat(9-13 pyong). -In contrast, the, proportion of owner-, 
occupied households in small size flats is much smaller. Mean- 
while about 11 per cent of owner-occupied households live in 
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larger flats(30-36 pyong) compared with only 5.3 per cent 
among those who rent(Table 8-8). 
Another important feature of the tenure system within the 
study-area relates to the distribution of household by income 
level between owner-occupied-and rented accommodation. Table 
8-2 demonstrates the relation between tenure and income. As 
one would expect, the highest incomes are those of owner-occu- 
piers. About one half of owner-occupied households show a 
household income of 500,000 Won and over per monthq compared 
with about 33 per cent of-renters. On the other handq it is 
interesting to see that the lowest income group of rented house- 
holds are not most heavily represented in rental a6commodation. 
This figure may be inaccurate: there was a marked relýctance 
to provide information on household income, especially among_ 
low-income groups. We look more closely at income levels in 
a later section of this chapter. 
The nature of the tenure system is an increasingly impor- 
tant aspect of housing policy. So the relationship between 
tenure and other variables in the study-area will be analysed 
in depth in subsequent sections. 
Table 8-2 Tenure by Household Income in the Study-Area. 1983 
(Chi-s quare Test) 
(looo Won). 
Less than 200- 300-..; 500- Over Total 
200 300 500.700 700 
owner-occupied 4.3 10.2 36A 28.7 20.4 106 M 
RentedW 4.2 17.9 45.3 21.1 11.6 100 
Total N-419. 
df=4 chiý9.849 significance at 0.05 
Source:. Author's Surveyp 1983 
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(B) DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
This topic is organised in three main sections: the first 
deals with household size; the second with the age and marital 
status of the household head; the third with the type of family 
and the number of generations in the household. 
Before examining demographic characteristics, it is nece- 
ssary to define a household and a household head. A household 
in this study is defined as a person who makes provision for 
his own food or other essentials for living, or a group of two 
or more persons who make common provision for food or other 
essentials for living. A household head is defined Aa person 
who is the breadwinner and provides his or her family's live- 
1 ihood. 
I now look at the size of household. The principal char- 
acteristics of household structure are reflectedý-in the distri- 
bution of households by size. The average size of household 
in the study-area was found to be 4.36 persons which was slight- 
ly smaller th. an the average . household size of Seoul and of the 
country as a whole. According to the population and housing 
census in 1980, the average household size was 4.68 persons for- 
the country as a whole and 4.52 for 'Seoul7 
On the other handq a crosstabulation of household size by 
tenure revealed that the average household size of owner-occu- 
pied accommodation was 4.4 persons and of rented accommodation 
4.0 persons. It appears that the size of owner-occupied house- 
holds tended to be larger than that of rented households in the 
study area. As we shall-explain in later, it is partly due to 
that the household head in rented accommodation tended to be 
younger than in owner-occupied households. 
Table 8-3 summarises the percentage distribution of house- 
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hold size in the study-area and fn Seoul. A peculiarity of 
the distribution of household size in state-developed housing 
Danchi is that the proportion of one-person households and the 
larger households(7 or more persons) tended to be rather small- 
er than the case of Seoul. It shows that one-person households 
in the study-area were only 0.7 per cent. In contrastq Seoul 
contains 4.5 per cent of one person households. In the case 
of the larger household also, the proportion of the study-area 
was less than that of'Seoul. The state-developed housing Danchi 
contains a high proportion of households with 4 persons. There- 
fore, the main charactetistics of household in the study-arqa 
is greater homogeneity and less variance in terms of household 
size. This trend can be ex'plained: the age of household head 
in the sample was on average considerably younger than in the 
Seoul ci. ty'as a whole. In general, a younger household head 
tends to have a smaller family in size-or number of generations. 
Table 8-3 Household Size in 5 Study-Areas and Seoul, 
1983 
Number of 5 Study- Seoul 
Persons Areas (1980) 
1 M 4.5 
2 5.7 10.4 
3 18.1 15.3 
4 33.9 23.5 
5 24.8 21.5 
6 11.0 13.4 
7 or more 5.8 11.3 
Source Author's Survey, 1983 and EPB, 1980 
'Population and Housin g Census, Vol. 
1,12-2. EPBI 1982. 
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I now turn to the age and marital status of household 
heads. The age distribution of the heads of household in the 
study-area, as shown in Table 8-4. is different from that of 
Seoul. - A high proportion of the household heads in the sample 
were in the thirties and twenties(60.4 per cent). The sample area, 
therefore, contain relatively younger heads, with fewer heads 
aged between 50 and 59 or ofý pensionable age, than in Seoul. 
A comparison of the age distribution of household heads 
by tenure'is more revealing. The household head in rented acco- 
mmodation tended to be younger than in owner-occupied house- 
holds. About 56 per cent of heads of owner-occupied households 
are aged 39 and under, compared with about 74 per cent in rented 
accommodation. On the other hand, the owner-occupied dwellings 
contain a higher, proportion of heads aged 50 or over than are 
to be found rented dwellings within the study-area(Appendix 
Table II-I). 
The definition of head of household used in this study, 
as shown in the beginning of this section, leads to a prepon- 
derance of male heads of household. Only 4.4 per cent of house- 
hold heads were female. The survey results indicated ýhat among 
male heads of household, married people predominated and only 
4.8 per cent of household heads were single(Appendix Table 11-2). 
The above analysis of the age, sex and marital status of 
household heads in the study-area shows that a high proportion 
of household heads are young or middle-aged males. 
For survey purposesq households are often classified by 
'type' according to their age and their stage in the family 
life cycle. Households in this study survey are classified in 
five groups, based on family size and the age distribution of 
children: Type 1.119 111, IV and V family households as indi- 
cated in Table 8-5. A general pattern for the urban family 
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Table 8-4 Head of Household by Age in 5 Study-Areas 
and Cities, 1983 
Age group 
5 Study- 
Seoul(%) Large Areas. (1). CitiesM 
29 and under 13.4 11.5 5.4 
30 - 39 47.0 33.4 29.1 
40 - 49 26.3 31.5 35.5 
50 - 59 10.0 15.8 23.0 
60 and over 3.3 7.9 6.9 
Source Author's Survey, 1983 and 1,980 Population 
and Housing' *Ceh's'ust Vol. 11 12-1, EPBI 1982. 
Table 8-5 Type of Family by Tenure in 5 Study-Areas, 
1983 
Owner- RentedM All 
occupied(%) Tenures(%) 
Type 1 3.7 9.5 5. o 
Type 11 21.5 30.5 23.2 
Type 111- 31.8 26.3 32.3 
Type IV 14.2 2.1 11-. 5 
Type V 28,8 3,1.6 28.0 
Total 1100 100 100 
Note : Type I: couple only 
Type II : -couple and children under , 
age '7 
Type III couple and children under age 19 
Type IV couple and children 19 and over 
Type V: Others. This includes the one person households, 
the households which consist of brothers and 
sisters only without parent, a couple with 
grandchildren, a couple (or a single parent) 
with grandparent and so on. 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
household in relation to different stages of the family cycle 
is thus developed. 
The study-area provides homes for households, the heads 
of which are in the thirties and forties; their children are 
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generally under 19 years of age, i. e. it covers the child- 
bearing or child-rearing stage of the family cycle. Table 8-5 
shows that the study-area had not only a significantly*1ower 
proportion of Type I family householdsq but a high proportion 
of Type II and III family households. 
There are considerable differences in the use of tenures 
by households of different types. A high proportion of Type III 
and IV households are owner-occupiers, while Type I and II 
households are more likely to rent. Type IV family house- 
holds, for example, consisted of 14.2 per cent of owner-occu- 
piers compared with only 2.1 per cent of renters(Table 8-5). 
As to the type I and II, they are childless couples or cou- 
ples with children under age 7. In this stage of the life cycle, 
most heads of household belong to the age group of twenties or 
thirties, when real income would not reach its peak. So they 
cannot afford to buy a house without government subsidies or 
parent's assistance. In addition, their housing requirements 
are not highest in terms of number of bedrooms. Thusq many 
households in this stage tend to rent rather than purchase 
a house. 
With respect to Type V families, they embrace several 
types as one can see in Table 8-5. Unlike western 
countries, it is very common that a couple(or a single parent) 
live with grandparent or grandchildren. This reflected the 
fact that there are still existing 3 generation familiesq even 
4 and more generations in Korea. The reason for the relative- 
ly high proportion of Type V families in the study-area is 
that there are substantial numbers of multi-generation family' 
plus other types I of family. 
As I have mentioned in chapter twov households are qf ten 
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classified into four groups according to the number of genera- 
tions they contain. The survey results indicate a striking- 
ly high proportion of one and two-generation households in 
the state-developed housing Danchi. More than 76 per cent of 
the sample consists of two-generation households. As to one- 
generation households, the sample contains nearly It per cent, 
compared with 4.2 per cent in the country as a whole and 4.7 
per cent. in Seoul. Conversely, the proportion of three-genera- 
tion households in the study-area is lower than that of the 
country and of-Seoul. So it is clear that one and two-genera- 
tion households. are over-represented in the sample area(Appen- 
dix Table 11-3). 
A final indication of the statistical association between 
the related households variables is provided by'consider- . 
Ing correlation coefficients. Table 8-6 provides, a correlation 
matrix using a'*selection of*variables. Variables have been 
selected to show the association between flat size and house- 
hold components. In this study flat size is an important vari- 
able because the price of state-developed housing flats is pri- 
marily based on flat size(pyong). 
Household size is more closely related_to family type 
(0.422) and number of generation in household(O. 480) than any 
other variable. The correlation of age of household head and 
household size yields a coefficient of 0.291, but its carre. 
lation with family type hadrelatively little relevance(O. 083). 
Flat size is also correlated with all variables, as shown in the 
Table, but the strength, of correlation with number of genera. 
tions is not significant. From this correlation coefficients 
analysis, we find that household size tends to be associated 
with family-type, number of generations, and the age of the, 
household head. 
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The first hypothesis is that. households in state-developed 
housinq are dominated by smallq younq and nuclear families. 
From the foregoing analysis, the hypothesis is supported by' 
the fact that the sample area contain a high proportion of 
smaller size householdsq relatively. Type younger heads with 
III family groups and one and two-gpneration households, com. 
pared with the country and in Seoul. 
Table 8-6 Matrix of Correlation Analysis t Stated-Deve loped 
Housing Danchis in Seoul, 1983 
Flat Household Family Aýe of No. of 
size size type household generation 
head 
Flat size 1,0000 0.1838 0.1034 0.1406 0.0323 
Household size 0.1838 1.0000 0.4224 0.2908 0.4802 
Family Type 0.1034 0.4224 . 1.0000 0.0827 0.2283 
Age of 0., 1406 household head . 
0.2908 0.0827 1.0000 0.2487 
No. of 
generation 
0.0323'' 0.4802 0.2283 0.2487 100000 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
(C) SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Much detailed questioning is required to obtain accurate 
and precise information on income. Since many other topics also 
had to be covered in this study, it Was decided to accept income 
information that was of limited accuracy but was sufficient to 
place people in broad income caýegories. 
At the en d of the household questionnaire, heads of house- 
holds were asked to indicate into which category their income 
fell. They were also asked to give the household's normal in- 
come. 
The socio-economic groupings have aclose connection with 
other variables analysed in the subsequent sections. A signi- 
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ficant difference is that state-developed housing Danchi are 
generally filled by relatively higher socio-economic, status 
groups than other types of housing. This difference is revealed 
in the result of the sample survey. The average income of house- 
holdsis accordingly higher in the state-developed housing area 
than in the rest of the cities in Korea, thus being Won 4990390 
for the former and Won 349,175 for the latter? 
At this stage, I must point out that in Korea official in- 
formation about household income is limited. It is, therefore, 
difficult to get up-to-daterinformation on incpme in Seoul. -, 
Fortunately, a recent study by KNHC and KRIHS providea informa- 
tion on household income in the country as a whole and in the 
large'cities. 9 
The difference in the proportion of the average monthly 
household income between the sample and the large cities is 
examined in Table 8-7: only 6.1 per cent of households in the 
state-developed housing area had monthly income below Won 
250,000, compared with 18.1 per cent in the large cities. What 
is more important is the'emergence of the middle and upper income 
group in the state-developed Danchisq i. e. 23.5 per cent for 
Group A and B and 76.5, per cent for Group C-F. In contrast, 
the large cities contain 41.4 per cent for Group A and B and 
Table 8-7 Average Monthly Household Income 
in the Study-Area and 
Household Group Income 
5 Study- 
Areas(%) 
Large 
CitiesM 
Group-A Less than W250,000 6.1 18.1 
Group-B W250,000 - 350,000 17.4 23.3 
Group-C W350,000 - 450,000 21.1 18.0 
Group-D W450,000 - 550,000 23.3 -15.1 
Group-E W550,000 - 650,000 11.8 7.0 
Group-F Over W650,000 20.3 18.5 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 and KNHC, Housing P olicy 
Development Research, 1983, p. 17. _ 
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56.6 per cent for Group C-F. 
It is worth examining the distribution of household in the 
five study-areas according to income group. The monthly house- 
hold income is distributed mainly to the middle income groupp 
as shown in Figure 8-21 %4ith Won 300,000- 4909000 in the three 
areas: SADANG, WOLXEI and MUNJUNG. But BANPO and JAMSIL Danchi 
rank high with Won 500,000 and over. On the other hand, the 
highest income group (Won 600,000 and over) centred on the 
Jamsil Danchi(35 per cent). It would appear that the larger sized 
flat Danchi tended to contain the higher income households. 
Jamsil Danchi, for example, has a high proportion of the larger 
flats among the five state-developed housing areas. 
Figure 8-2 Household Income and Five Study-Areas 
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The relationship'between income and tenure is presented in 
Table 8-2. Meanwhile the second hyphothesis stated at the 
beginning of this chapter: that there is a relationship between 
tenure and flat size, i. e. owner -occupied households have hiqher 
income and a relatively larqer flat than households in rented 
accommodation. In order to test this hypothesis(the relation- 
ship between tenure and flat size)v the chi-square statistics 
is given in Table B-8. It helps us to, determine whether a sys- 
tematic relationship exists between tenure and flat size. Since 
it is found to be significant at the 0.001 level, the null hypothes- 
is is rejected. So it is evident from the Table that there is 
a strong relationship between tenure and flat size. The propor- 
tion of owner-occupied households in the larger flat cate§ories 
is considerably. greater than renters. 
With respect to the relationship between tenure and house- 
hold income, the chi-square test in Table 8-2 demonstrates, that 
there is a clear relationship between, the two variables at the 5 
per cent level of probability. thus the highest income group are 
definitely over-represented in owner-occupied accommodation. 
Therefore, the hypothesis-is supported by the unambiguous re- 
lationship between tenure and household income in the study-area. 
Table 8-8 Tenure'by Flat Size : Chi-square test 
8-13 
pyong 
14-19 
pyong 
20-29 
pyong 
30-36 
pyong Total 
No. of 
respondents 
Owner- 
occupied(%) 26.9 47.5 14.8- 10.8 100 324 
RentedW 50.5 35.8 8.4 5.3 100 
Total N=419 
df=3, Ch1319.6, significance at 0.001 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
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I now turn to the employment and occupational status of 
household heads in the study-area. According to the census in 
1980,10 nearly 89 per cent'of household heads were employed*, 
and about-2 per cent unemployed. Ifi the study-areat these pro- 
portions turned out more or less the same, with 89.5 per cent 
of the household heads being employed and 2.4 per cent being un- 
employed (Appendix Table 11-4). 
In order to examine their economic activityg households 
were categorised by relating the emPloyment status of their 
members to the composition of the households. The survey pro- 
duced evidence that over 74 per cent of households had one wage 
earner who was the head of the household, while in about 8 per 
cent of households a couple were full-time earners. The propor- 
tion of households_with 3 earners and overwasquite small(Appen- 
dix Table 11-5). So in state-developed housing Danchis the 
majority of full-time workers are heads of households. 
A classification of household heads by activity 
status is given in Table*8-9. For the census, the Korean ,.. 
government followed the International Standard Classification of 
Occupation. The census showed that the largest occunation group 
in Seoul was 'production related workersq transport equipment 
operators and labourers' and the second largest group was Iser-' 
vice workers'. By contrastg, the largest'group i. n the study-area 
was 'clerical and related workers19 while the. second largest 
group was 'professional, technical and related workers'. What 
is the. most interesting thing is that theýstudy-area contained 
a high proportion of office workers( so-called 'white collar 
workers') and a low proportion of labourers. As shown by the-Table 
surprisingly I the proportion of the three main white collar groups 
(professional, administrative and'clerical workers) is'very high 
2O 
(69 per cent), compared with 30 per cent in Seoul at large. 
Table 8-. 9 Occupation of Household Head 
in the Study-Area and Seoul, 1983 M 
Occupation(Major Groups) 5 Study. -Areas Seoul 
Professional, technical 14.9 7.8 
& related workers 
Administrative &--man- "ll. 9 2 1 agerial workers . 
Clerical & related workers 42.2 19.0 
Sales workers 8.9 21.2 
Service workers 3.7 11.4, 
Agri., animal husbandary 
& forestry workers, 0.5 0.9 , fishermen & hunters 
Prod/related workers, 
transport equipment 12.1 36.2 
operators-& labourers' 
Inapplicable 
Source,: Author's Survey, 1983-and international Labour 
Office, Year Book of Labour Statistics,, 1982,, 
. P. 
90 and EPB, 1980 Population and Housing Census, Vol. 11,1982. 
AS well as the governmentfs classification of $occupation'. 
another clagsificatio'n exists: Isocio-economic group'. It is 
usually consistent over timet and can indicate(through somewhat 
crudely) social statust life style and occupational situation. 
The pattern oi tenure between socio-economic groups in the 
state-developed housing Danchi is given in Appendix Table 11-6. 
This analysis by socio-econbmic groups appears to provide a less 
sharp contrast between tenures. 
Apart from the employers' and managers"group, the study- 
area contains more or less the'same proportion of socio-economic 
groups between'tenures. Nearly half are non-manual workersq 
while the minority are unskilled't4orkers and*members of the armed 
forces. But inihe case of the employers' and managers' group, 
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9 per cent of household heads are owner-occupiers and only 3.3 
per cent are renters. 
The analysis of the occupational status of household heads 
indicates that-the majorit""are white collar -office workers and y 
professionals: either administrative supporting personnel 'and 
assistants, or managerial workers. This grou. p of people'would 
belong to the middle income groups of the population* The housing 
survey therefore found strong evidence that in the state-develop- 
ed housing Danchi there is only a minority of unskilled and 
manual workers. 
A study of the educational attainment of heads. of households 
is an effective way of identifying social status. Poor in land 
and mineralsq Korea is rich in culture and education, and high 
levels of educational attainment have been attributed to the Korean 
population. The increase In educational opportunity has resulted 
in a dramatic rise-in literacyq measured by an ability to read 
and write simple phrases in'Hangull' In 19459 it was estimated 
that 78 per cent of the adult population was illiterate; by 1979 
that figure had been reduced to less than 12 per cent, with the 
average adult completing almost six years of schooling 
ý2. 
Table 8-10 compares educational attainment in the'sample 
area, in large cities and in poor households in Seoul. It is 
surprising that in the study-area more than half the household 
heads had a college educationg while only 1.2 per cent of heads 
were uneducated. In striking contrastq about 70 per cent of heads 
of poor households in Seoul had either no schooling or only a pri- 
mary school education; the figure was about 12 per cent for large 
cities. On the other hand, household heads in the study-area 
had even higher educational attainment than the average for large 
cities. It is clear that the state-developed housing Danchi con- 
f* 
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tains a relatively high proportion of household heads with college 
education. 
In Korea, the more highly educated people are paid more 
than those with less education. This supports what we have seen 
above: that the average. income in the study-, area is higher than in 
most large cities. 
Table 8-10 Education Atl; ainment 
in the Study-area and 
of Household Head 
Cities, 1983 
5 Study-areas Poor Households') Large 
in Seoul(1979)* Cities 
No schooling 1.2 29.5 3.1 
Elementary School 1.9 39.4 8.8 
Middle School 5.5 18.9 17.6 
High School 40.6 10.3 36.6* 
College/University 50.6 1.9 33.9 
Inapplicable o. 2 - - 
Note : 1) Poor households are defined household income less 
than 100,295 Won for the Standard family of five 
persons in 19-79 
Source Author's Survey, 1983 and Korea Institute for Social 
Welfare Research, 'Survey 'on the Living Conditions of 
the Poor in Seoul, 19-79. and KNHC, Housing Policy 
Development Research, 1983. 
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8.4 HOUSING CONDITIONS IN THE STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING DANCHI 
As we have seen in Chapter Threeg consumption standards, 
whether actual or targeted minima, can be stated by means of 
four predicates. In order to examine housing conditions in the 
study-area, I look at four predicates in turn in this section; 
M the physical character of the dwelling, (ii) dwelling con- 
trol, (iii) environmental locusq and UV) relative locus. 
(A) THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE DWELLING 
As I have mentioned ea I rlier, the study-area consists of flats 
in terms of housing type. In urban Korea state-developed housing 
is characterised by flat type accommodation rather than by detached 
houses or-terraced houses. In general, flat type accommodation 
has better amenities and modern facilities. than traditional 
houses in Koreaý This is mainly due to utilizing advanced techno- 
logy and modern building materials. 
Let me begin by looking at dwelling size. Dwelling size 
is conventionally defined in terms of number of rooms and floor 
space standards and Table 8-11 provides such indicators. The 
average number of rooms per dwelling at 2.7 was smaller in the 
study-area than in, the country at. large. With respect to average 
floor space per dwelling, this was also smaller in the sample*. 
However, because the number of persons per room was greater 
in the study-area, floor space per person was actually 3e5 per 
cent less in the study-area than the country at large. * But the 
average floor space per person in the study-area was higher 
than in the Seoul city as a whole(. 2.3 pyong). The ratio, the 
best general indicator of overcrowding, shows on average that 
residents of the study-area benefit from less than 3 pyong per 
person in built floor space. Moreover, the number of households 
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per dwelling, a useful index of involuntary sharing, was sur- 
prisingly lower in the study-area with the 1.39 compared with the 
country as a whole with 1.5. The average ratio of 1.3 was also 
markedly lower in the study-area than that of the Seoul city 
with the very high value of 1.9. Thus, though the state-developed 
housing Danchi contains relatiVely smaller size dwellingsl the 
number of households per dwelling is significantly low.. 
Table 8-11 Selective Indicators of Average Dwelling Size in 
the Study-area and Korea 
5 study-areas(1983) Korea(1980) 
Rooms per dwelling 2.7 3.3 
Floor space per dwelling '18.1 '19.3 (pyong)' 
Household per dwelling 1.3 1.5 
Persons per room -2.3 2.0 
Floor space per person 2.8,2.9 (pyong) 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 and EPB, 1980 Population and 
Housinq Census, 1983. 
The range of internal amenities is another standard indicator 
of a dwelling"s physical character, including piped water supplyq 
running hot waterg . flush toilet, bath and central heating. As 
shown in Table 8-12, internal facilities in the study-area are 
much superior to those of cities. The state-developed housingg 
particularly larger. size flatsq has modern facilities, including 
flush toilet, batht and running hot water. About 96 per cent 
of housing units in the. study-area had a flush toilet compared 
with only about 40 per cent in the cities. Most conventional 
dwellings in cities still use a private pit latrine. Meanwhile, 
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perhaps the most important measure of internal facilities is 
running hot water and central heating in view of the severe cold 
winter in Korea. Over 45 per cent of the dwellings in the study- 
area benefitted from running hot water, but only 20 per cent in 
cities. With respect to baths in the state-developed housing 
Danchi, the proportion is not very high compared with in the 
cities. This is mainly due to smaller size flats(less than 15 
pyong) which usually have no bath. There is only a sipple 
facility available for taking a shower, This reflected, the pro- 
portion of smaller size flats(7-15 pyong) I more. 
than 45 per 
cent in the study-area. Some of smaller size flats, particularly 
in WOLKEI DANCHI, have not even a shower facility. Theyq there- 
fore, tend to use a public bath, as I mentioned in Chapter Three. 
Table 8-12 Internal Facilities in the State-Developed Housing 
Danchi and Cities 
M 
Indicators 5 Study-areas All cities 
(1983) (1980) 
Piped water 100 83.1 
Hot water* 45.6 20.0 
Flush toilet 95.9 35.9 
Bath 45.8 41.6 
Central heating 22.2 6.2 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 and EPB, 1980 Population and 
Housinq Censusq 1983 
A third measure of a dwelling's physical character is the 
composition and quality of its materials. In rural Koreat vir- 
tually all houses are built using local resources and traditional 
techniques. As we have seen in Chapter Sixg the designated buil- 
dersq mostly large enterprises, construct state housing using 
Korean(industrial) standard building materials. State-developed 
housebuilding in the 1970sq for exampleg used for external walls 
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more than 97 per cent ferro-concrete or cement bricks. The 
materials used in most state-developed housing in the study-area 
are modern and sufficient, with internal heating arrangements, 
to insulate against inclement weather. By contrast, most old 
housing in the traditional residentiai areas were constructed 
with conventional materials using wood and clay or clay bricks. 
(B) DWELLING CONTROL 
On this matter for the city as a whole no research data has 
been collected or published as far as Iam aware. It is, there- 
foreq impossible to compare the degree of dwelling control between 
the study-area and any other residential areas. In this section 
I shall examine this issue in view of residents' determinant fa- 
ctors of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with-the present dwell- 
ing in the study-area. The survey results clearly demonstrated 
that the enhanced degree of user control in the study-area was 
a very positive element in household attitudes. This, reflected 
both the degree of privacy enjoyed by the individual family as 
well as the fact that the flat could be locked and then be safe-' 
ly left empty during. the day. Effective protection from unwanted 
intruders and break-ins is provided, by resident caretakers in 
the Danchi management offices. 
The-analysis of residents' satisfaction in the sample indi-. 
cated that the second highest, determinant of Danchi satisfaction 
was scored for the factor of convenience of. leaving the flat 
empty with a keyq as shown in Table 8-13. In WOLKEI Danchi, for 
example, the residents responded that effective protection from 
unwanted intruders and break-ins was. the highest satisfaction 
priority among the eighteen determinant factors( Appendix 1). 
The residents of MUNJUNG9 SADANG and BANPO Danchi also give a 
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high proportion of satisfaction determinants with dwelling con- 
trol. 
Danchi residents say that in traditional residential , areasq 
they would be reluctant to leave a house empty because of the 
frequent break-ins and residents often'experience unwanted in- 
terruptions from door'to door salesmenp' peddlers and beggars. 
Danchi areas were considered more secure than other residential 
areas. 
Table 8-13 Measures on Satisfaction Variance in the Five Study-Areasq 
1983 ( %) 
ALL HOUSE. 
Measures MUNJUNG SADANG WOLKEI BANPO JAMSIL HOLDS, 
Convenience of Leaving - the flat empty & safety 32.7 32.9 30.6 25.3 10.5 26.2 
Rent and flat cost . 40.6 36.4 29.2 12.9 15.9 29A 
Neighbourhood services 5.5 6.0 4.5 5.7 ý 37.9, -11.5 & environment 
Internal facilities & 15.9 22.0 11.2 20.8 30.4' 15.9 
easy housekeeping 
commuting & access to 0.5 1.0 22.1 Z8.3 2.5 10.7 
city centre 
others 4.8 1.7 2.4 7.0 2.8 6.3 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 
(C) ENVIRONMENTAL LOCUS 
The population and housing census has shown that in 1980 
about 57 per cent of dwellings in Seoul had been built after 
1970 and about 8 per cent before 1950 
13 The newly developed hous- 
ing areas, especially in the southern part of the capital on the 
south side of the Han riverg have a superior physical appear- 
ance and environment than the rest of the housing stock. All 
five state-developed Danchis surveyed were developed during the 
1970s and four of them are located in the southern part of Seoul. 
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Except in some parts of an early estate in the Banpo area, state- 
developed Danchis have had a good physical appearance and built 
environment. 
With respect to the availability of neighbouthood services 
such as schoolsq clinics, local shopping and recreational facili- 
ties only simple generalisations are possible. In the older 
traditional residential areas, -recreational facilities and, cli- 
nics are often lackingg whilst on the newly-developed public 
housing Danchi facilities are much superior. But there are 
marked variations within the five study-areas. On the largest 
Danchi, Jamsil, for example, the iesidents were h. ighly satisfied, 
with the availability of neighbourhood services, especially 
schoolsq local shops and environment. By contrastq the residents 
of MUNJUNG Danchi, one of the suburban Danchis, complainedof diffi- 
cult schooling and lack of clinics available(Table B-13 and 8-14). 
The residents of SADANG Danchi also suffer inconvenience because 
its lack of clinics. From the above observationgit seems a larger 
size Danchi has much better nýeighbourhood services. than a smaller 
size Danchi. Within the sample areasq a smaller size Danchi 
tends to contain relatively lower income households than a larger 
size Danchi. 
Now let me consider air and noise pollution in the sample 
area. A principal source is the domestic heating system used 
by the Koreans known as londoll. In Seoul about 30 per cent of 
harmful gas emissions originate in the house itself, virtually 
entirely from these burning fuels for heating and cooking. As 
we have seen in-Chapter Threev coal briquettes are the predomi- 
nant domestic fuel in urban Korea. These arrangements discharge 
large quantities of air pollutants, particularly sulphur dioxide 
and carbon monoxide. Howeverg most- households in the state devel- 
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oped housing now use gas or oil instead of coal briquettes. The 
survey result indicates that only 3.3 per cent of households in 
the sample use coal briquettes for cooking and about 70 per cent 
use gas(Appendix Table 11-7). With respect to fuel for heatingg 
coal briquettes are still the predominant, domestic fuel(69.7 per- 
cent) in the study-area(Appendix Table 11-8). Meanwhile it 
should be noted here that most larger size flats(more than 30 
pyong) in the sample never use coal briquettes for heating and 
cooking. Over 98 per cent of households with larger flats mainly 
I 
use gas or oil for cooking and heating. Therefore, coal brique- 
ttes are the most popular fuel for heating only in the Danchis 
which contain relatively smaller size flats with the low-income 
households. Coal briquettes are much cheaper than any other 
fuels such as oil, gas and electricity in Korea. 
Table 8-14 Measures on Dissatisfaction Variance in the Five Study- 
Areas, 1983 
W 
Measures MUNJUNG SADANG WOLKEI BANPO JAMSIL ALL HOUSE- HOLDS 
Commuting 42.6 37.6 19.7 3.1 '38.9 35.0 
Poor access-to 27.0 22.5 8.5 2.2 '12.3 *17.8 city centre 
Difficult schooling & 
poor access to clinics 
Few rooms & lack of 
space 
Noise & air pollution 
Others 
Total 
*19.5 18.8 
ý 
15.3 5.7 3.3 
8.2 905 41'. 7 '33.2 22.8 
0.5 5.4 10.2 49.6 16.6 
2.2 6.2 4.6 6.2 6.1 
loo 100 100 100 100 
7.2 
28.4 
- 8.7 
2.9 
100 
Source: Author's surveyp -1983 
As to noise pollution, the residents of different sample. 
areas have different dissatisfaction. The Banpo Danchil for 
exampleg is located only less than 4 km from the city centreg and 
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the residents, 
_ 
complaints, are of noise and air pollution, as the 
highest dissatisfaction determinant(Table 8-14). It seems that 
the location of Danchi is the most important reason in terms of 
noise pollution. Banpo Danchi residents say that the bicjgest 
bus terminal in Seoul near by the Danchi is the main source of 
noise pollution and vehicles are also the source of air pollution, 
particularly carbon monoxide; 
(D) RELATIVE LOCUS 
This predicate refers to the availability of alternative 
transport modes to points in space beyond the neighbourhoodq and 
to the costs in time and money of such journeys. Korean urban 
commuting modes are based on public transit systems, The author's 
survey in '1983 inthe state-developed housing Danchi showed that 
about 65 per cent of household. heads were travelling by bus and 
about 7 per cent by underground(Appendix Table 11-9). 
Since the majority of household heads travel each day to 
the city centre, the journey-to-work distance is directly reflected 
inihe number of kilometres between their residence and downtown 
Seoul. This implies great convenience of location for residential 
areas such as Banpo Danchi. The survey research has shown that 
in 1983 more than 60 per cent of sample household heads in the 
Banpo Danchi had a journey-to-work time of les's than 30 minutes. 
But at MUNJUNG9'one of the suburban Danchist three in four house- 
hold heads had journey-to-wotk times exceeding 30 minutes. The 
linear relationship between selected pairs of variables are me- 
asured by the matrix of'correlation coefficients analysis which 
produces a single summary statistic describing the strength of 
the association between two variables. In general, journey-to- 
work time is highly correlated with'workplace. As-shown in Table, 
8-15, its correlation with workplace accounted for 0,7024, but 
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daily travel expenses had little relevance to the distance of 
workplace. The correlation accounts only 0.1964. The daily- 
travel expenses Is also little correlated with journey-to-work 
time(O. 1105). This was because households on Danchis closer 
to the city centre enjoyed higher incomes and tended to use more 
frequently higher cost transport modes such as taxis and private 
cars. This was strongly supported by the fact that about 30 
per cent of households in relatively higher income Danchisq 
particularly Banpo and Jamsil, use private cars or taxis compared 
with less than 6 per cent in Munjung and Wolkei. Danchi(Appendix 
Table 11-9). 
Table B-15 Matrix of'Correlation Analysis: Five State- 
Developed Housing Danchis, 1983 
workplace of journey to daily travel. 
household head work time expenses 
workplace of 11.0000 0.7024 0. *1964 household head 
journey to 0.7024 1.0000 0.1105 
work time 
daily travel 0.1964 
expenses 
0.1,105 1.0000 
Source: Author's surveyp 1983' 
Finally, households, living in suburban Danchis suffer the 
additional disadvantage-of relatively high cost in time and money 
of travel downtown. Inconvenience of the location emerged strongly 
in the Munjung area as the survey results showed it the first 
dissatisfaction priority together with its highest score of 
rating(Table 8-14% meanwhile, poor access to city centre was 
the second dissatisfaction, priority in Sadang and Munjung Danchi. 
In addition, the metropolitan underground railway has not extended 
to the suburban Danchis, particularly Munjung area yet., There- 
fore more than 80 per cent of household heads in this Danchi 
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travelled by bus. 
Let me now review the residents' satisfaction and dissatis- 
faction with the state-developed housing. As shown in Table 
8-13t rent and flat cost appeared the highest satisfaction 
determinant in the study-area. This issue will be examined in 
detail with financial evaluation in the following chapter. On 
the other hand, the second satisfaction determinant was dwelling 
control in view of safety against break-ins and unwanted intru- 
ders. Internal facilities are also one of higher satisfaction 
determinants in some danchis. These findings suggest that the 
interests of residents Are centered on convenient and safe fami- 
ly life. Meanwhilet the degree of satisfaction with neighbour- 
hood services and commuting has marked variation within the five 
Danchis. The residents of Jamsil Danchig for example, responded 
that neighbourhood services are the highest satisfaction deter- 
minant, whilst In Munjung and Sadang Danchij difficult schooling 
and uneasy access to clinics are one of high dissatisfaction 
determinants(Table 8-14). In addition, in tWo. Panchisq 
Sadang and Munjung, they have a strong dissatisfaction with re- 
lative locus; mainly long commuting, lack of available transport 
modes and high transport costs. Another high dissatisfaction 
determinant was few rooms and lack of space: where the propor-, 
tion is very high in Wolkei and Banpo Danchi, In summary, the 
residents of the study-area rank their housing situationg in 
comparison with traditional dwellihgslhigh with respect to, the 
financial predicateg dwelling control, and internal facilities, 
although there is strong inter-Danchi variance. 
On the other hand, their complaints are mainly relaied to 
the relative locus, This is an important finding for future 
state housing development in Seoul* Nevertheless it is interest- 
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ing to note that they never complained about'the physical appear- 
ance of the rest of the housing stock and the scale and nature of 
crime in the area. In view of environmental locus, there was 
no serious problem of neighbourhood qualities in state-developed, 
Danchis. 
Finally, in order to provide evidence of user attitude and 
reaction, the residents of state-developed housing Danchi were 
asked the following two questions: 
'How would you compare your accommodation now with your 
accommodation before you moved into this flatV 
'How do you comment on your present accommodation? ' 
In reply to the first question most respondents answered 
'very much betterl(14*1 per cent) or 'somewhat better'(46.4 per 
cent). Only 5.3 per cent of households answered 'very much 
worsel(Appendix Table II-10). But in commenting on their pre- 
sent accommodation the majority of respondents expressed them- 
selves neither satisfied nor dissatisfied(65.9 per cent). on 
the other hand, only 1.2 per cent of respondents expressed strong 
dissatisfaction with their present accommodation(Appendix Table 
It is interesting to note here that in general Korean people 
tend to avoid to answer their opinion directly or strongly when 
they were asked a question about for or against and good or bad, 
they would take rather the middle-of-the-road course. In view 
of these considerationq the positive reaction toward thleir pre- 
sent accommodation is considerably high. All in all, the ma- 
jority of households in the study-area are better pleased with 
state-developed housing than with their previous accommodation, 
and few respondents were dissatisfied with their present acco- 
mmodation. 
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8.5 HOUSING MOBILITY 
Empirical studies of households' decision to move are, in 
generalg concerned with: who movesq when, why, and where from 
and to. '1ý th'is section, "therefore, I would like to discuss 
three main questions: M who moves and where do they come from? 
(ii) why do people frequently move in and out of state-developed 
housing Danchi? and (iii) how often do they change residence? 
Household heads were asked: * where did. you"live before. you 
moved to this state developed housing area? 87., 4 per cent of' 
state-developed housing residents had previously lived in Seoul 
and 9.4 per-cent in other cities. Only 3 per cent of households 
had lived in rural areas before they moved to the state-developed 
housing Danchi(Appendix Table*II-12). Thus the majority of state- 
developed housing residents already had experience of urban life 
before they decided to move to the housing area; it is rare for 
urban inmigrants to'settle there for the first time. 
This is consistent for all five study-areasq households 
being only slightly different in Munjung and Banpo Danchi(Appen- 
dix Table 11-12). On the other handq an analysis of previous 
location in relation to tenure indicates that about 90'per cent 
of owner-occupied households had come from Seoul compared with 
78 per cent of households-'in--rented accommodation. In contrast, 
17 per cent of rented'households had lived in'other cities be- 
fore moving to the study-areaq but only 7 per cent of owner- 
occupied households(Appendix Table 11-13). The survey shows, 
therefore, that a higher proportion of owner-occupied households 
had lived in Seoul than had households in rented accommodation. 
In view of this, one might ask why urban inmigrants from 
rural areas cannot settle for the first time in the staýe-deve- 
loped housing areas. The answer in part, is that their choice 
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is limited by financial considerations. The concentration of 
recent migrants, with their problems of economic and social adap- 
tation, in slum and squatter districts(MUHOEKA PANJACHON) per- 
haps attracts them to these areas of cheap, often substandard 
housing. As we have seen in chapter fourg they tend to settle 
in PANJACHON areas in the urban fringe or suburbs, where a strong 
bridgehead can be secured for inmigrant families who wish to 
adopt a new way of urban life. 
With respect to the housing tenure and the previous acco- 
mmodation of households 7 the survey evidence indicates that 
about one half of the respondents -had lived in their'own houses, 
while 55 per cent of households had lived in detached houses. 
It is surprising that only 3 per cent of households had lived 
in PANJACHON before they moved into state-developed housing 
(Appendix Table 11-14 and 15). Inevitably one asks oneself 
whether the government hasq in fact, built the flats for the 
squatters and low-income group families living in substandard 
housing areas. In the case of Sadang Danchi(previous squatter 
housing area), more than 95 per cent of households had lived in 
legal houses rather than squatter housing or illegal housing; 
and the remaining four Danchi contain quite a small proportion 
of households which had lived in PANJACHON. Thus, the survey 
result supports the hypothesis; the urban poor cannot easily 
gain access to state-developed housing 
An important argument comes to the fore here: state-devel- 
oped housing was built by housing authorities for the poor or 
low-income groupsg and in some areas for squatters only; never. 
theless state-developed housing flats are occupied by a consi- 
derable number of people'who had previously lived in their own, 
houses, mainly legal houses of reasonable standard. It is di- 
fficult to see them as either squatters or a low-income group. 
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So I would like to raise the crucial question of why state- 
developed housing-has been beyond the reach of the poor, and 
why the poor began to move out this type of accommodation, even 
after moving in. These points will be discussed in depth in the 
subsequent chapter. 
With regard to the size of accommodationt the floor space 
of previous accommodation is larger than that of the state-devel- 
oped housing flat. Only 57.6 per cent'of respondents had pre- 
viously occupied floor space less than 20 pyong, and 42.4 per 
cent had occupied more than 20 pyong. In contrastq 77.1 per 
cent of households in the present accommodation are living in 
floor space less than 20 pyong and about 30 per cent with 20 
pyong and over(Appendix Table 11-16). In considering size of 
accommodation, it appeared that living space had been sacrificed 
for relatively higher standards of internal facilities, ameni- 
ties, and dwelling control, as we have seen in the previous sec- 
tion in view of the resident's satisfaction determinants. 
I now turn to mobility pattern in the study-area. To obtain 
information on the mobility of households in the state-developed 
housing area, respondents were asked the following question: 
"How many times have you changed residence-during the past 
five years? " 
It is clear that the state-deyeloped housing Danchi is an 
area of high mobility compared with other residential areas. 
Table 8-16, for instance, shows that during the last 5 years the 
average number of moves in the study-area is about 2.5, 
compared with 1.8 in large cities 
14 On the other hand, the. 
incidence of high mobility was reflected in the kact that about 
39 per cent of households had changed residence 3 times and over 
during the past five years* 
more detailed picture of the variation in movement be- 
haviour among households with different characteristics is given 
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Table 8-16 Number of Moves During the Past Five Years in 
the Study-Areat 1983 
Number of Moves No. of Household, % 
None 35 8.4 
I Time '116 27.7 
2 Times 1011 24.1 
3 Times 92 22.0 
4 Times and over 73 '17.4 
D. K. /Inapplicable 2 0.5 
Total 4'19 100 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983. 
in Appendix Table II-i7. In the state-developed housing Danchi 
households in rented accommodation tended to move more frequently. 
than owner-occupied households, About 57 per cent of households 
in rented accommodation had changed residence 3 times and over 
during the past five years compared with about 35 per cent of 
owner-occupied households. It is interesting to note that this 
trend of housing mobility is different from that of Britain. In 
Britain owner-occupied households move most frequently and over 
longer distances. In contrastg in public sector houses house- 
holds are less mobile 
15 
Changes in household composition influenced-by different 
stages of the family cycle combine with the following factors 
to make a household decide to move. These are: household charac- 
teristics; housing requirements-affected. by residential amenity 
and environment; social mobility consistent with socio-economic 
status. In terms of household characteristics, the pattern of 
housing mobility is related the age of household heads. For 
households interviewed in thb study-area younger heads of house- 
hold(especially those in the thirties) are likely to move more 
frequently than older heads of households(aged 50 and over) 
(APpendix Table 11-18). 
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This would'indicate higher mobility among younger heads of 
household, who are actively trying to move in order to better 
their accommodation. There is plenty of evidence to show that 
the main reason why people change their accommodation is to meet 
the needs of different stages in their life cycle 
16 
Older heads of household are likely to be in the later stage 
in the cycle, when households are smallj and they are more likely 
to be retired. In contrastv younger heads of households are 
likely to be in the child-bearing or child-rearing stages of, the 
family cycle. The importance of the association between stage 
in the family cycle'and tenure is evident. 
Another explanation of higher housing mobility in the state- 
developed housing areas would be connect with the rapid increase 
of housing price and housing speculation in Seoul. It is sur- 
prising that, between 1971 and 1978f the average price of flat 
rose by '19 times as against an income increase of 4 times in 
Seoul 17Su cha phenomenon i's undoubtly explained by the excess de- 
mand or housing shortage and leads necessarily to housing spe-' 
culation. From the author's questionnaire survey, . unfortunately 
it is'impossible to get correct information on how many house- 
holds and how often the households move only in order to get 
capital gain through transferp of a flat'in the state-developed 
housing Danchi. But stories of large fortunes made from flat 
sales appear in the media, and many people believe that the housing 
shortage and the rapid increase of flat price is one of the prin- 
cipal causes of housing speculation in Seoul. What'was a drastic 
government measure against quick transfers in relation to 
speculation is that the owners of state-developed housing-were 
prohibited to sell the flat within 2 years after purchasing9' 
except certain circumstances(change of job, emigration and suc- 
cession to a house)! 
B 
This regulation has been applied to all 
state-developed housing since 1982. Even though the authority 
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keeps under control, it is widely known that many state-developed 
housing owners resell their flats through corrupt Bock-Deok-Bang 
(real estate brokers), and the speculation is*prevalent. in many 
Danchi housing in Seoul.. 
Meanwhile a hypothesis was formed in the beginning of this' 
chapter: that the majority of state-developed housinq residents 
are more mobile than households in traditional. residential areas. 
The hypothesis is strongly supported by the above observations. 
Finally, I want to look, at the fifth hypothesis; that the 
majority of state-developed--housinq residents move not only to 
change housinq tenure but also to qet better services and dwell- 
inq control. In the foregoing section, housing tenure and type 
of previous housing accommodation were examined, and. a. high pro- 
portion of households 
now in flats were found to'have lived in 
detached houses. And dwelling control was one of the highest 
satisfaction determinants in the sample. 
Differences between previous tenure and present tenure are 
examined in Table 8-17. It is clearly demonstrated by the tact 
that high proportion of previous tenants have imptoved, their 
housing condition through housing mobility. About 75 per cent 
of past Chonsei tenant have moved upward to owner-occupation. 
In addition the majority of rented households also have moved to 
the more stable tenures of Chonsei or owner-occupation. By contrast, 
downward movement from owner occupation to Chonsei or rented acco- 
mmodation was found only in about 15 % of the sample. On the other 
hand, horizontal movement, moving toward the same tenure types, 
was predominant in owner-. occupied households. By striking con- 
trast, a small proportion of Chonsei households have ex- 
perienced the horizontal mobil*ity. The survey result strongly 
indicates that much of the movement is upward mobility in 
the state-developed housing Danchi. 
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Table 8-17 Changes in Tenure through Housing Mobility 
in the Study-Areal 1983 
W 
Past Tenure 
Present Tenure 
Owner-occupied Chonsei Rented a 
Owner-occupied 84.9 74.8 28.6 
Chonsei 10.5 20.2 38.1 
Rented 4.5 5.0 33.3 
Total 100 100 
N=403 199 183 21 
Notes: a) Rented households refer to the tenants of 
Bochungbu-Wolseig Sak-Wolsei and Monthly rent. 
Source: Author's survey, 198-3 
SUMMARY 
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to identify and 
account for the main characteristics and housing conditions of 
the study-area. Urban Danchi housing has gradually changed the 
urban way of nuclear family life. Danchi dwelling in high blocks 
of flats is better adapted to the needs of the more mobile urban 
families. The households in. Danchi are dominated by small aýd 
young families which become a single economic unit on the basis 
of a common residence. 
The. changing patterns and the shift to a new way of urban 
life are indicated by the satisfaction of residents with the 
following points: (1) that a 'state-developed housing' flat is 
easy to run compared with a traditional house, and (ii) that 
they are able to leave the locked flat empty, which is pro- 
tected by resident caretakers in the Danchi management office. 
These findings suggest that the interests of residents are cen- 
tred on convenient family life, the ability to exclude unwanted. 
intruders and the degree of security the household enjoys in 
its possession. 
The respondents' complaints are generally related to the 
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relative and environmental locus, i. e. they have problems with 
commuting and accessibility to neighbourhood services, parti- 
cularly clinics and schools. The residents of different sam- 
ple areas have different reactions and dissatisfactions with 
their present accommodation. The suburban Danchis in particu- 
lar have much more problems with the relative location of state- 
developed housing than in the case of the inner city Danchis. 
With respect to housing mobility in the study-area, most 
households are more mobile than households in traditional resi- 
dential areas. Changes in household composition are influenced 
by different stages of the family cycle and socio-economic 
status. It is very interesting to observe that during the 
child-bearing and child-rearing stages the family tend to move 
frequently. Particularly7'the younger heads of household in 
the rented sector have high mobility in the sample. 
Finally, the urban poor and urban inmigrants from rural 
areas cannot easily gain access to state-developed housing. 
They have many difficulties to settle for the first time in 
the state-developed housing Danchi7 mainly because of their 
extremely low-income. In fact, this question is the issue of 
financial predicative. I would like to explore the burden of 
financing and accessibility in depth in the following chapter.. 
A 
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Chi-square is a test of statistical significance. It helps 
us to determine whether a systematic relationship exists be- 
tween two variables. This is done by computing the cell 
frequencies which would be expected if no relationship is 
present between the variables given the existing row and 
column totalS(marginals). The values found in the table 
according to the following formula: 
X 
2= o-E)2 
E 
with (r-! )-(c-1) degree of freedom. 
where O=the observed frequency, Enthe corresponding expected 
frequency, C=the number of columns in the table and r=the 
number rows in the ta6le* 
5. N. Nie, et. al., op cit. ', '1975, pp. 280-282. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient r is used to measure the 
strength of relationship between two interval-level variables. 
Mathematically, r is defined as the ratio of-covariation to 
square root of the product of the variation in X and the vari- 
ation in Y, where X and Y symbolise the two viýriables. This 
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N Y 1. i= IYi 
IN = mean of Variable Y 
This formula can be restated by dividing the numerate 
and denominator by N-I to show that the correlation coeffi- 
cient can also be defined as the covariance in X and Y divi- 
ded by the product of their standard deviations. The covari- 
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CHAPTER NINE 
BURDEN OF FINANCING AND THE IMPACT OF 
'STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING' SALES 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The low-income family struggles to survive and, if possiblet 
to improve its position. Improvement is difficult, as the bene- 
fits of economic growth have chiefly flowed to the middle or 
upper income groups in Korean society; meanwhile the population 
of urban areas has soared due to natural increas. e and migration, * 
leaving many to compete for few opportunities. 
In view of the competing demands for limited financial re- 
sources, Koreaq like many other Third World countriesq finds it 
practically impossible to allocate sufficient resources for the 
housing needs of the urban low-income groups. Whatever funds 
are available should in effect be rationed to meet the most urgent 
needs for shelter. However, the Korean government provides loans 
through the KHB in order to encourage urban households' home- 
ownership and has concentrated on the policy of state-developed 
housing for sale. In this chapter, two important questions are 
examined; i) Why has state-developed housing been out of the 
reach of the low-income group particularly with reference to 
the burden of financing? and ii). Who benefits from the sale of 
state-developed housing? 
In Korea it is argued that official pronouncemenEs on housing 
policy are structured by one major housing objective and two do- 
minant constraints! 
_ 
The objectiveg stated as a long-term policy 
goal, is that every household. in the country should have a se- 
parate dwelling. The f. irst constraint is thatq because of other 
pressing national objectivesq the amount of public capital ex- 
penditure which can be allocated to housing without diverting 
resources from 'more productive' sectors of, the economy is per- 
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ceived to be quite limited. The second constraint is that by 
any measure the proportion of households which can. afford un- 
subsidised newly-built units is quite small, varying with one's 
assumptions about dwelling size and location, maximum possible 
downpayments and maximum rent/income ratio. 
The opinions and reactions of bureaucrats in housing autho- 
rities tell us a great deal about policy forming processes. 
This is partly because there is a lack of published data on 
government housing policyv and partly because ýhere is no com- 
prehensive housing policy and no integrated hou'sing plan in Korea. 
In order to get information from bureaucrats who are deeply 
involved in state-developed housing19 I had informal interviews 
with 13 government officials and municipal authorities? Open- 
ended questions were best for bureaucrats. The advantagp of 
open-ended questions is that the respondent is free to-decide 
the aspect, form, detail and length of his answer. The results 
of principal interest from these interviews are interpolated 
at various points in the text below. In general, 'however, it 
must be observed that, in Koreaq state functlonaries are extre- 
mely cautious about expressing their views frankly. 
9.2 BURDEN OF FINANCING AND ACCESSIBILITY 
Housing is characterised by a number of imperfections 
which impair the efficiency of the pricing mechanism and prevent 
an optimal allocation of resources. Some of these imperfections 
arise as a result of the special characteristics of housing which 
prevent the market from operating in the smooth functioning way 
that the markets for other goods are generally expected to do. 
One peculiar feature of housing is that the cost of housing. 
is very high in relation to income, and houses cannot generally 
be purchased straight out of income. The operation of the hou- 
sing market is therefore closely related to the supply and avail- 
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ability of finance. Another distinctive characteristic of 
housing is,, its relatively high transaction costs, the buying 
and selling of houses involving advertising, agent's commi- 
ssion, lawyers, conveyancing charges and moving costs. 
In a free market, the extent to which housing need, will. be 
met depends upon the household's capacity to pay and, its prefer- 
ences, and hence the relationships between the level and distri- 
bution of income and the cost of housing. The high cost of 
housing and the unequal distribution of incomes has meaA that 
significant sections of the population have been unable, without 
assistance, to afford the full economic price of decent acco- 
mmodation. In Koreag'a study by KRINS shows that if the average 
wage, earner in large cities wished to purchase a house without 
3 
assistance, it would take about 37 years. 
Since the free market is unable to provide decent housing 
for low-income households, the Korean government has tried to 
intervene in a variety of ways with the object*of ensuring that 
such households enjoy better accommodation than they would other- 
wise be able to afford. 
In Korea, there is no well developed private mortgage market. 
The KHB is alone in advancing funds for housing purchase by means 
of loans'to the public sector for public 
ýousing 
construction, 
loans to the public and private sector for home purchasers, short- 
term loans for the builderig and-so on. 
It is worth examining the part played by the KHB in financing 
home purchases. The. author's survey. in the 5 study-areas revealed 
that the majority of 'state-developed housing' home buyers de- 
pended heavily on self-financing in one way or another. In fact, 
about 58 per cent of home purchase funds were the buyers, own 
funds, while about 42 per-cent of funds were borrowings. - The 
KHB borrowings constitute only about one-third of the purchase 
price, as shown in Table 9-1. 
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The reason why a KHB loan is limited is that it is geared 
to the. amount. subscribed by'the customer. One of the Interest- 
ing aspects of the bank's operation is that its loans are tied to 
the source of funds. For examplev a customer is eligible to 
receive a housing loan up to 7.5 million Won only provided that 
he first subscribes to the National Housing Pre-emption Subs- 
cription Deposits in the KHB. 
Table 9-1 Sources of House Purchase Funds in 5 Study-Areas 
in 1983 
Borrowings 
%-, Vvli L uliw.: ) 
KHB Kerb Market Parents/ . 
Other Total Relatives Loans 
57.6 34.1 2.8 3.9 1.7 100 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
As we have seen in Chapter Sixg the National Housing Fund 
(NHF) loans were designed to assist. low-income families to PUr- 
chase low-cost'state-developed housingg particularly first time 
buyers. Such loans have a repayment period of 20 years with a grace 
period of one year, and the interest rate is usually 10 per cent 
per annum. Normally some restrictions are attached to this kind 
of loan; the loan to value ratio should not exceed 50 per cent, 
and the size of a housing unit to be purchased through the loan 
must be below 25.7 pyong. 
Table 9-2 shows the amount of the KHB's loans to owner- 
occupiers in state-developed housing . Danchi in Seoul. The ma- 
jority of households borrowed I million-2.5 million Won(53.1 
per cent). The group borrowing 5 million-7.5 million Won *stood 
second, with 29.8 per cent of households. Interestinglyq only 
1.4 per cený of hou'seholds received loans'of 7.5 million and 
over. In the study-area the average' loan from 'the KHB'was 3.03 
2 78 
million Won. 
The median price of KNHC4. built flat(13 pyong) was about 
9 million Won in *1980. Let us suppose that a KNHC-built flat 
purchaser was able to secure the average loan of 3 million Won 
from the KHB. This loan (as in the case of the households in 
the study-area) covered only one-third of the price of medium size 
state-developed housing. From the survey evidence, we conclude 
that housing loans through the KHB were totally insufficient to 
meet the needs of state-developed housing purchasers. 
Table 9-2 KHB loans in 5 Study-Areas in 1983 
Loans(million Won) No. . 0f. Households 
less than 17 . 3.3 
1-2.5 53.1 
2.5 -5 27 12.6 
5-7.5 64 
. 
29.8 
7.5 and over 3 1.4 
Total N 215 100.0 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
I wish now to consider the reason why the KHBIs loans are 
limited: that is to say, why the loan to. value ratio must not 
exceed 50 per cent, and the size of a housing unit to be purcha- 
sed through the loan must be below 25.7 pyong. To obtain in- 
formation on why those policies have been adopted, I had informal 
interviews with some bureaucrats in the MOC and KHB who are 
deeply involved in housing policy and finance programmes.. Their 
answers to questions concerning the KHB's loans can be summarised 
as follows. 
1) A large proportion of non-homeowners want to get 
KHB's loans to purchase a house. But unfortunately there, 
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are not enough long-term capital funds to meet their 
demand. 
2) Government contribution to the housing fund has been 
at a low level. 
Depositsq a major source of the KHB's housing funds 
are decreasing because of inflation and low rates of - 
interest. 
I 
4) The National Housing Funds through the KHB were designed 
to assist only low-income families in purchasing low- 
cost housingt and the first time home purchaser in par-ý- 
ticular., With the object of conserving funds and thus 
benefitting more families, NHF loans never exceed 50 
per cent of the house price and the, size of housing 
unit must not be large. 
The inadequate support of the government to the KHB is 
apparent when we compare its capital-fund contribution to the 
KHB with that to other financial institutions. The government's 
contribution to the KHB funds increased only by 1.9 times be-.. 
tween 1976 and 1982 whereas its contribution to Small and Medi- 
um Enterprise Bank(SMES) funds and-Citizens National Bank(CNB) 
funds increased by 13 times and 7. times respectively. The fund 
contributed to the KHB is only one-seventh of,, that to. the SMEB 
4 
and about one-third of that to the CNB. 
The KHBI certainly, has insufficient funds and receives 
inadequate government support; but its own policy of fund allo- 
cation comes up for criticýsm. 
The. major criticism of funds allocation is that a large 
proportion of the housing funds are utilized for non-housing 
purposes. The proportion of non-housing loansq for example, 
commercial loans have. grown significantly over the last few years. 
The reason for the increase is that the bank must rely more he- 
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avily on regular deposits - both savings and demand deposits 
in order to improve its asset portfolio. 
Another criticism relates to t'he role of KHB as a public 
housing finance institution. By receiving various types of de- 
posits, the KHB comes into direct competition with private in- 
stitutions in the depositmarket. On the other hand, the housing 
loans have-been as expensive as a-commercial loan. As shown in 
Table 9-3, except 1976 and 1980, the KHB charged the same inter- 
est rates as'commercial banksq although the commercial loans are 
basically short-term(I-3 years), The table clearly demonstrates 
that comparatively little advantage is evidenced with respect to 
the KHB housing loans. 
The other point to note is. that no matter how long and how 
much one borrows from the bank the same interest rates and terms 
are applied. The uniform charge system appears to be unfair 
because it favours both the long-term borrowers. This has been 
particularly evident under the inflationary period where borrowing 
itself earns income. In the 1970s, the inflation was running at 
a 20 per cent annual rate. 
Table 9-3 Interest Rates on KHB Loans and Commercial 
Loans in Selected Years. 
W 
Year(Effective From) 
1971 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 
(June) (Jan) (Aug) (June) (Jan) (June) 
KHB 22.0 15.5 15.5 18.5 19.9 10.0 
Commercial 22.0 150 -17.0 16.5 24.5 10.0 Banks 
Source: The Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook, 1981 
pp. 22-23 and KHBI Statistical Yearbook, 1982, pp. 
146-147. 
In addition, it can hardly be said that the KHB specialise 
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in low-income housing financing. The current system favours 
the middle-to-upper-income households. The low-income group 
barely gets access to the KHBIs loans because of their limited 
ability to make monthly payment. Accordingly the bank's loans 
are made to týose capable of monthly installments and monthly 
payment. The author's survey of the recipients in state-developed 
housing Danchi in Seoul showed that the majority earned more-than 
500,000 Won per month in 1983. This figure is about 69 per cent 
higher than the average income(349,175 won) of urban wage earner's 
households in large cities. 
I now turn to the financial burden of rental households in 
the study-areas. As we have seen in the foregoing chapter, wi- 
thin the rental households, the majority held the Chonsei type 
of tenure. under the Chonsdi arrangement, a renter makes a depo- 
sit of 'key money' at the beginning of his occupancy, and this is 
fully refunded at the end of the i4-6ntract period. The landlord 
usually invests this fund, and the interest earned represents 
the imputed rent for the accommodation. 
In Seoul, there are a large number of households w6o rent 
only a room or two and share the other facilities with the land- 
lord or other household. But in the state-developed housing 
area surveyed, households tended to rent them on a unit basis 
(self-contained flats) rather than pa rtially as often seen in a 
single family unit in traditional residential areas. This is - 
partly due to the fact that landlords of flat dwellings try to- 
let on a unit basis and the flats are designed only for a single 
family unit not for several households. 
The amount deposited as 'key money, varies greatly between 
different types of accommodation. Using the ev idence of the 
samplet Table 9.4 shows differences in Chonsei key money for 
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a full unit. The majority of households in rented accommodation 
deposited between 5 million and 10 million Won(60 per cent). 
On the other hand, about 7 per cent deposited 15 million won and 
over. The reason for this wide variation lies in the fact the 
deposit is related to the facilities offered, and to the size of 
the flats. In WOLKEI Danchig for example, a 1.3 pyong flat with- 
out central heating and with communal toilet and washing faci- 
lities was rented for 5 million won of key money. By contrast, 
a 36 pyong flat with central heatingg toilet, bath and 3 bedrooms 
in JAMSIL Danchi was rented in 1983 for 17 million won of key 
money. In the state-developed housing area surveyed, the sur- 
vey evidence indicates that the-average deposit of Chonsei key 
money was 7,902,600 won. 
Table 9-4 Amounts of Chonsei Key Money in 5 Study-Areas 
in 1983 
Amount(Million Won) No. of, Chonsei Households' Percentage 
under 568.6 
5 '10 42 60.0 
10 15 17 24.3 
15 and over 5 7.1 
Total N=70 too 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
It is interesting to observe the ratio of key money for 
Chonsei to household income. The average annual Chonsei key, 
money is equivalent-to 1.46 times the average annual household 
income(in rental households in the sample). On the other hand, 
in the sample the ratio of Chonsei key money to household income, 
declines as household income increases. 
In countries other than Koreaq renters normally finance '- 
housing by periodic payments from current income. -- Thosia who' 
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purchase houses for owner-occupancy must pay the full price of 
the house at the time of purchase. In, many countries, mortgages 
permit people to-purchase houses with small initial assets and- 
to pay for the house over many years. Basically, a mortgage 
market enables those with capital to lend it to people who wish 
to buy houses with little capital. In practice, those with assets 
tend to be owner-occupiers. On the other hand, those with assets 
may choose to invest them in assets other than owner-occupied 
homes and be renters. -, As we have seen before, the latter situ- 
ation is institutionalised in the form of Chonsei in Korea. Chon- 
sei is an unusual type of tenure. The tenant deposits a large-. sum 
of money with the landlord which is returned to the tenant at 
the end of his tenancyg but he accumulates no equity. So Chonsei 
is a form of rental rather than of ownership with a perpetual 
mortgage, because the landlord retains the benefits and sustains 
risks of ownership. 
One other point to-note here is that key money for Chonsei 
is a powerful means of enforcing savingg leading-ultimately to 
owner occupation as a lump-sum is accumulated sufficiently large to 
buy'a house of appropriate size. Thusq the high ratio of key 
money for Chonsei over household income would also signify the 
high potential for immediate home purchase. 
In large cities Chonsei is one of the most favoured types 
of tenure, second to Bochungbu-Wolsei. -Rental households move 
up the tenure ladder starting from, either Sak-Wolsei or monthly 
rental and then proceed from Chonsei to owner-occupation. 
In Korea this is a typical progressioný 
, It is interesting to observe, the intended duration qf Chon- 
sei, key money deposit. In the sample, almost all Chonsei house- 
holds intend to change from rental status to owner-occupation. 
Table 9-5 indicates that the larger the Chonsei deposit, the' 
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greater the'tendency to plan to become a owner-occupier. Nearly 
one half of Chonsei h'ouseholds who deposit 12 million Won and over 
intend to change tenure from Chonsei to ownership within I year'ý 
compared with 6 per cent of households with key money of under 
7 million Won. On the other hand, about a half the households 
with key' money of under 7 million Won intend to become owner- 
occupiers after 6 yearsand over. This figure clearly indicates 
that the Chonsei system is an important means of saving, 'leadilig 
to owner-occupatIon and also increasing the potential for immedi- 
ate home purchase. 
The majority of households in Chonsei would utilize their 
key money for home purchase whenever appropriate. One merit of 
the Chonsei system is that it encourages an owner-occupier to 
save. 
Table 9-5 Time of Owner-Occupation Plan by Chonsei Key 
Money Amounts in 5 Study-Areas in 1983 
M 
Key'Money(Million Won) 
Time 
Under 77- '12 12 and over 
Within I year 6 27 50 
2-3 years 25 21 20 
4-5 years 25.32 20 
6 years and over, 
_, 
44 20 110 
Total- 100 100 *100 
N=70 '16 34 20 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
The ability of the Chonsei tenant to become an owner-occu- 
pier can be viewed in relation to the ratio between Chonsei. key 
money-and-housing price., Suppose one would like to purchase a 
low-income/low-cost 'state-developed housing' flat. In 1983, 
a KNHC-built walk-up flat unit of 18 pyong sold at 16 million 
Woný The author's survey indicates that for more than a half of 
21, 
Chonsei tenants(53 per cent) the key money they now deposit can 
cover about 50 per cent of the housing price. For about 
6 per. 
cent of Chonsei households, the key money alone is sufficient 
to 
cover the flat price, and for some the key money would even exceed 
the flat price. 
One conclusion derived fromthis observation is that the 
majority of dhonsei households in the sample can afford to pur- 
chase at least a IS pyong KNHC-built flat utilising the key money. 
The potential for home purchase is revealed. 
9.3 FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS AND'THEIR IMPACT 
To identify housing problems one must have a clear set 
of objectives. The basic objective is always, to ensure that 
everyone has*a decent. home at a price they can afford. As 
we have seen in the foregoing chapter, a huge number of urban 
households in Seoul still fail to*meet even this basic objec- 
tive. In a free market9 the extent to which housing neýd will 
be met depends-upon the household's capacity to pay and its 
preferences., But the high cost of housing and the unequal. 
distribution of income has meant that the majority of houee- 
holdsin Seoul, would have been unable to afford the full, econo- 
mic price of. -a decent. house-without. government assistance. 
An important question remains: why has state-developed 
housing been beyond the reach of the poor? Let me begin by 
considering housing finance arrangements for the-low-income 
group. It-is a, question of who is eligible for the KHB loans 
and who ought to be. The amountq the'interest, and, other-terms 
and conditions with respect to the NHF loans through the KHB 
are set forth by the government, disregarding the financing 
need of the reciDients. The only criteria used relate to their 
eligibility: one is that the potential recipient must subscribe 
to the National Housing Pre-emption Deposits in the KHB; the 
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other, that he must be a 'non-homeowner' when applying for a 
state-developed housing unit and its tied NHF loan. Since 
there are a huge number of subscribers far exceeding the number 
of units built each year(on average 439000 units), he must go on 
a waiting/priority list. 
Here we-have stumbled upon an, interesting inconsistency. 
The KNHC insists that only rental, households are permitted to 
purchase state-developed housing units from the Corporation and 
local governments. But Table B-17 showedq from the field survey, 
that 85 per,, dent of all owner-occupier household in the five 
study-areas stated their previous tenure was owner occu- 
piedl- This can be explained in two-ways. First, undoubtedly, 
many households who were formerly, owner occupiers did not reveal 
this to the KNHC in order not to prohibit themselves from access 
to this attractive accommodation. Second, many current owner- 
occupied households in state-developed housing are not the, ori- 
ginal household entering the. Danchi but, preciselyq purchased 
from those households. 
The current system of housing finance clearly discrimina- 
tes against low-income households* As I mentioned beforev most' 
of the KHB's loans are earmarked to specific deposits. There-- 
fore, only those who have enough savings to match the loans, 
are eligible for the NHF loans* This clearly prevents the low- 
income, households from obtaining,. loans. Were such loans offer 
ed, the amount of monthly installment would be too high for the 
low-income group. It is very difficult for them to afford 
owner-OCCUDancy without a housing allowance and a rental. su- 
oolement. In factq. in 1915-', 911 per. cent of the KHB loans reci-, 
Dients were in the. top 43 per cent-as regards income and about 
10 per cent were in the highest income groupsl earning 4 times 
the median-income for urban households? In support of-thiso 
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the author's'survey evidence in the state-developed housing 
area indicates that the majority of the KHB's*loan recipients 
earn far more than the average urban wage earner. Most state- 
developed housing'has been relatively high priced, benefitting. 
middle or upper income households who. can repay the KH4 loans. 
Another weakness of the existing financial. arrangements 
is that the KHBIs loans discriminate against old housing units 
and discourage housing rehabilitation. One of the requirements 
is that the house to be purchased through the KHB's loans must 
be no more than 5 years old. That rule made ineligible over 
80 per cent of the housing stock in 1982. 
Low-income households in urban areas tend to live in old 
housing units because those*units. are much cheaper to . buy or 
to rent. If they buy old housing units, - without financial aid 
their houses will deteriorate. Ultimately the government must 
choose'the more expensive way''new construction' for low-income 
households. Obviously this policy will have a negative impact 
upon the old housing occupied by the poor. 
_ 
And it will also en- 
courage the recipients of the KHB's loans to seek new housing 
units rather than old onesq and will discourage housing rehabi- 
litation in the traditional residential areas. Thusq the govern- 
ment policy with regardto housing finance tends to ignores and 
discourage the old housing market which would be-accessible to 
the low-income group. 
The other problem is that one must be a 'non-homeowner' 
when applying for state-developed housing and its tied NHF loans* 
A certificate of 'non-homeowpershipl must be submitted, to the 
authority in order to prove need. But it is widely., known. in 
Korea that a certificate can easilylbe obtained, regardless of 
homeownership statusq by unlawful means. The author's inter- 
view with brokers(BOK-DEOK-BANG) shows that most brokers state 
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the certificate of 'non-homeownert is meaningless as a method 
of proving financial need. They do not deny that many 'state- 
developed housing' home buyers obtained the certificate by un- 
lawful means. Until the government tightens the controls, a 
certificate of non-homeownership is meaningless. to protect those 
who are the proper recipients. 
Another weakness of the criteria for loans is their dis- 
regard of the income level of recipients as long as they can de- 
monstrate their ability to make monthly payments. They do not 
necessarily have to be low-income or the poor. Every household 
with non-homeownership status should be given a fair chance to 
get the KHB loans. As it is, gross inequalities in housing pro- 
vision are legitimised, and the allocation of resources to those 
already relatively well-off is justified, directing support 
away from those in greatest need. 
9.4 THE IMPACT OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING SALES 
Housing policies in Korea seek to encourage savings, and 
encourage households to purchase*' The main emphasis of govern- 
ment policy in the 1970s and the early 1980s was on the expan- 
sion of state-developed housing for sale rather than on the pro- 
vision of rental accommodationg particularly in Seoul. This is 
clearly demonstrated by the fact that at the time of the field 
survey in Seoul there was no rental accommodation provided by 
the KNHC. Surprisinglyl in the 5 study-areas all the state- 
developed rental housing was sold, 
It is important to ask why the government concentrates 
on the policy*of state-developed housing for sale rather than - 
on expanding rental dwellings. ' Unfortunately little is known 
about this; ' the issue seems notto be a very important. ' 
aspect of political debate in Korea. SO it is very difficult 
to determine what is-housing policy as regards state-developed 
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housing sales. - One source of information is the author's 
informal interviews with bureaucrats. But it should be pointed 
out here that most interviewees tried to avoid answering in 
detail some part of the questions because they touched on 
confidential matters. But I got some information through 
the interviews, as follows* 
1) The policy of offering state-developed housing for sale 
now formed part of a policy package designed to lesson 
the financial difficulties of, public sector housing. 
This policy aims at investing in public housing for 
sale and ploughing back the profits into low-cost housing 
for the low-income, group. and other recipients in urban 
areas. 
2) There are hundreds of, state-developed housing tenants',. 
who would like to buy the house in which they live. 
They wish--to become or to remain owner-occupiers in 
state-developed housing Danchi. - The government must 
give the sitting purchasers a chance to buy their house. 
3) The housing authorities seek to encourage home-ownership 
through the, state-developed housing for sale. There are 
huge number of-households who want to be a owner occupier. 
In fact, private sector cannot cater for all demand of 
various income strata, especially low-income households. 
Thus, the aim, of state-developed housing for sale is to 
meet a. demand for owner occupation, through providing 
the KHB mortgage loans. 
It might be, argued that alongside the real emphasis on state- 
developed housing for sale emerged a. growing emphasis on okner 
occupation., However, we have seen''the proportion o I f-bwner-occu- 
pancy in the country as a whole has significantly declined from 
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71? per cent in 1960 to 59 per cent in 1980. This decline was 
mainly limited to-large cities. It Is likely that financing pro- 
blems have been a cause of decreased owner-occupancy. Mortgages 
on owner-occupied houses are almost unobtainable in Korea through 
private financial institutions. As land values have skyrocketed, 
savings and other sources of finance for owner-occupation have 
become less and less adequate. The public housing authorities, 
therefore, have tried to produce low-cost state-developed housing 
for sale for the low-to-moderate-income group and have provided 
loans for housing construction - even loans for private builders 
- to meet the demand of the potential purchasers. 
At this stage, I would ask the questions: who has benefitted 
directly from the sale of state-developed housingg who are the' 
nurchasers? I have argued already the the purchasers of state- 
developed housing do not belong to the low-income group* The 
survey evidence demonstrates that the average income of 'state- 
developed housing' home buyers is much higher than that of urban 
wage earner's households. They belong, in fact, to the middle 
or upper income group. 
On the other handq the governm ent has introduced state-devel- 
oped housing for sale alongside policies to encourage home owner- 
ship with a concept of 'filtering' in mind. As we have seen in 
Chapter Seven, the new construction would release existi. ng housing 
units,, which could then filter down to low-income groups, impro- 
ving their housing quality and thus their welfare. Housing loans 
for home-ownership have been directed at middle income groups to 
enable them to move to more costly dwellings and thus release 
housing for those with lower incomes. But the reliance upon fil- 
tering as a means of meeting the housing needs of the poor is 
open to basic theoretical and empirical challenge. 
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The public housing authorities in Korea tend to expect that 
housing left behind by middle or upper income group will become. 
available to lower-income groups - just like used cars. If fil- 
tering works, the argument goes, people will get Improved housing 
regardless of the value level at which new construction takes 
place. In part this can be seen as a justification for policies 
which emphasize the construction of-middle income housing for 
sale rather than rental housing for the poor. 
How appropriate is the reliance of housing policy on the 
process of filtering-down as the. best means of improving the quali- 
ty of housing available to those of lower income? It can be argued 
that used housing is not the same as used cars( in fact, it is 
not true to say that used cars filter-down neatly). The principal 
criticism of filtering in housing is that it, at least when it 
is of reasonable quality, does not filter-down to those of lower 
incomeý Either it is not availablet because it is still occupied 
by middle - and upper-income households, or it is convertdd to 
other usesq or to some other forms of tenure (multi-family rental) 
for investment purposes. 
In Korea, when such housing does become available, there 
are many restrictions on access owing to the unavailability-of 
mortgages. In fact, no mortgage loans for second-hand private 
housing areavailable from the public financial institutions., 
_ 
As 
I mentioned before, the main criticism of existing financial 
arrangements is that the KHBIs loans discriminate against old 
housing units. A requirement is that the house to be purchased 
through the KHBIs loans must be no more than 5 years old. 
On the other hand, high rents, especially high Chonsei key 
money, prevent the low-income household from occuping housing 
units previously occupied by middle - and upper-income households. 
Data from the author's survey in the state-developed housing area 
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indicate that the average Chonsei key money is 1.46 times the 
average annual income of the urban wage earner's household. In 
the absence, in Korea of a rent supplement or genuine housing 
allowance-scheme, the low-income group cannot gain access to 
housing through the filtering process. 
In developing countries a high percentage of households are 
squatters and housi'ng production-other than self-build runs, 
at modest levels. Ferchio'has-argued through a case study 
of Tunisia that a filtering strategy based on high quality 
dwellings is not adequate and will not benefit the lowest income 
group or homeless households? '' Some observers consider that hou- 
ing policies based on the concept of filtering merely maintain 
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and legitimize inequalities* 
Let me now consider the sale of state-deve loped, rental, * hou.. 
ing to sitting purchasers., According to the government officials 
interviewed, hundreds of state-developed housing tenants would 
like to buy the house in which they live. But low-income tenants 
tell a different story. In one of the largest rental, housing 
Danchis(2860 rental households), for example,, at SI-HYUNG (the 
nearest town to Seoul), the'majority of tenants did not intend 
to purchase. Nevertheless they, were asked either to purchase or 
move out. The reason behind this is that tenants of state-devel- 
oped rental housing in this Danchi were allowed-. to. rent for-only 
one year. The houses were built for sale after one year's. rental 
by the low-income-group. According to the 
* 
Dong-A Ilbo(one of the 
Ill largest daily newspapersin Korea), when the one year rental. 
period had passed, only 15 per cent of sitting tenants had pur- 
chased their house. About 85 per cent of tenants,, had asked for 
an extension of their rental. Can one, in factj classify this 
kind of state-developed housing as rental housing for the low- 
income group? In the light of the evidence, the expression 
"rental housing" is a false description and in fact mere. 1y signi- 
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fies temporary rental. accorhmodation for the low-income group. 
Therefore, the policy of state-developed rental housing sale 
cannot be justified by giving. the sitting purchasers a chance 
to buyAheir house from above observation. Even though'there 
is a growing demand for rental housing in Seoul, the government 
concentrate on building state housing for sale rather than ex- 
panding, rental accommodation. - 
It is very important to ask why the government has not made 
a. real ef f ort to produce rental accommodation f or . the poor. Accord- 
ing to the author's informa-1 inteFviews with bureaucrats and the 
authorities, they gave only a simple answer; there are not enough 
long-term, capital, funds available to produce rental housing. 
They. emphasised that, the sale of rental houses produces. saving 
in Public,. expenditure and aids the housing authority finance. 
And the sale of state-developed houses extends freedoms to repair 
and improve, dwellings, 
Unfortunately, there is no published information on this 
matter as far as, I am-aware. - Meanwhilev the political discussion 
on the'sale of_state-developed rental housing and the policy,, of 
state-developed housing for sale has not taken place. This is 
the main difficulty for me to discuss this issue in depth. 
I want-now to look at the question of the purchase of state- 
developed housing for owner-occupation. In order to obtain in-. 
formation, from-the-sample, on the transfer of state-developed 
housing owner-occupied households were asked the following ques- 
tion. 
"Whom did you buy the present 'state-developed housing' 
flat from? " 
In reply to this quýestionq the majority of owner-occupiers 
said that'they had purchased their flat from individuals (the 
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should be noted here that the original state-developed housing 
owners are those who are obtained them through the lottery(hou- 
12 
sing for sale)t sitting purchaser(rental housing) and alloted 
and posted by the government 
13 The original ownersq therefore, 
make up only 30 per cent of the sample. The study-areaq thus 
contained a high proportion of second or third buyers(69 per cent). 
This indicates that the state-developed Danchi surveyed have a 
high rate of transfer of ownership from the first owner to an- 
other. Since most state-developed housing in the sample was 
built after the early 1970s, these dwellings are less than 15. 
years old. 
These considerations lead to a critical question: why did 
the first-time purchasers of state-developed housing set about 
sellingg once they were fortunate enough to obtain a flatq when 
Table 9-6 Purchases of 'State-Developed Housing' for 
Owner-occupation in 5 Study-Areas in 1983 
Type of Purchase Number 
Lottery 57 17.6 
Sitting purchase 37 11.4 
Purchase from individ6als 223 69.0 
Alloted/posted by Govern't 4 1.2 
Others(Inheritance/giftv etc) 2 0.6 
Total N- 323 *100.0 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 
to get a KHB loan was difficult and to win the lottery was*a 
rare stroke of luck? 
Let me now examine this issue in depth. First, it is partly 
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due to speculation. Investment-donscious purchasers make a- 
sale for quick profits since there is a substantial difference 
between the market price and their original, government-controlled 
purchase price. The price of state-developed housing is well. 
known to be lower than that of the private sector, mostly because 
of the state's advantages in land acquisition. 
On the other hand, many low-income home-owners in state- 
developed housing Danchi are forced to enter the speculative 
market because they cannot afford to make th e payments - both 
initial downpayments and monthly payments - with their current 
income and assets. Sometimes members of the low-income group 
alloted or posted by the government have had to move out and 
have been forced after all to sell their accommodation to the 
well-to-do-. 
In Korea, unlike many advanced western countries, 
'owning 
onels'house as opposed to renting a dwelling carries social 
prestige. In additiong during the 1960s and 1970sl many people 
recognised that home ownership was the main means of asset accu- 
mulation for those of modest means. Owner-occupancy relates 
in two ways to asset accumulation:, firstg housing prices rose 
at a rate of 20 per cent per year over the decade of the 1970s, 
twice the rate at which the Consumer Price Index Grewj4 Thus. 
investment in owner-occupation is the best investment available 
to people with only modest assets. The inflation'of'house prices 
provides a substantial return on owner-occupier's equity, and 
other high-return investments are unavailable to those with 
modest assets. In -additiong real incomes and assets have risen 
rapidly, so people have both funds and incentives to invest in 
owner- occupied housing. Secondlyv owner-occupiers gene. rally 
take better care of their homes than do renters, and receive 
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tangible returns from careful maintenance and improvements. 
The other problem with the state-developed housing sales 
is that household size and family cycle are not taken into 
consideration. The government is not concerned if a big size 
'state-developed housing' flat( a four bed room) is allocated' 
to a two-person household or even a one-person household. And 
we can see the reverse happening: in state-developed housing 
Danchi, for example, a one or two-bedroom flat(mostly 8-13 
pyong) occupied by a six or seven-person houseýold. Table 9_7' 
demonstrates the percentage distribution of household size by 
flat size in the sample. It shows that about 29 per cent of* 
relatively large size households with 5-6 persons live in the 
smallest size flat group(8-13 pyong). It is surprising that 
about one-half of the large size households with 7 persons and* 
over occupy flats of, relatively smaller size(14-19 pyong), mostly 
2 bedroom*flats. Even though the proportion is not high - 4.2 
per cent - -some large size households( of 7 persons and over)- 
suffer from a shortage of space; they live in small, flats(8- 
13 pyong) usually with -1 or 2 bedrooms. 
Table 9-7 . Flat Size 
by Number of Persons in Household in 5 
qtudy-areas in 1983: 
W 
No. of Personý in Household 
Flat Size 
'I -2345-67 and over 
8 13 pyong 40.7 36.2 28.7 4.2 
14 19 pyong 5149 42.2 46.7 50.0 
20 29 pyong 3.7 *12.4' 14.7 25.0 
30 pyong 3.7 9.2 10.0 20.8 
and over 
Total *100 1100 1100 100 
N=419 27- 218, 150 24- 
_ 
Source : Author's Survey, -1983 
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The survey therefore found strong evidence that state- 
developed housing has not'been allocated in accordancý with 
household size and other socio-economic variables. The current 
system of state developed housing for sale cannot be seen as 
evidence of welfare policies emphasising the provision of state- 
develoned housing for the low-income group in urban areas. 
Most Marxists would argue that peripheral capitalism ultimately 
channels - the benefits from state-developed housing sales into 
the poc I kets of the capitalist elite. Emphasis should be placed 
by the government on rental accommodation, thus bringing r6al 
benefits to the poor rather than serving the interests of a 
privileged few as occurs with the sale of state-developed 
housing. 
Ever since 19629 average housing prices both in the private 
and public sector have been continously rising at the rate of 
over 20 per cent per year. During the 1960s and'1970s, the 
public sector has generally maintained lower prices for st6t*e- 
developed housing for sale, largely because'of its advantages 
in land acquisition. But in'recent yearsq the price gap between 
state-developed-and private'housing has been'narrowing andq in 
some cases, certain component costs in state-developed housing 
are even higher than in privately developed units. A KRIHS' 
housing research, team states that. 
** - 000 even with lower land costg the unit price*gap 
between the publicly developed and privately provided 
housing tends to converge in recent years. The cost 
break-downs for selected housing development projects by 
the two sectors reveal thatg. with the exception of lower 
land deve. lopment'cost by 8.7 per'centg most component 
costs in publiclyýprovide4 housing are higherýthan the 
private development. 
Basically, these problems a'rise from conflict and confusion 
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between the public and private sectors. The simultaneous sale 
of private and state-developed housing, when not carefully 
controlled could end up frustrating the public sector's aim of 
providinq adequate quality housing at moderate price, and con- 
fusing the entire housing market. State investment in housing 
for sale would create a dual price structureq and interfere with 
the stabilization of the housing market. State-developed housing 
for sale would compete with private sector housing in price 
and quality. The construction of new units for sale purposes 
higher in price than private housing cannot be reconciled with 
the government's aim to provide inexpensive housing services 
for the low-income group under the current system of financial. 
arrangements and allocation policy. 
In theory, the private market em I hasizes efficiency, gen- p 
erally in terms of maximizing output while at the same time 
minimizing prices and rents. For the public sector, on the other 
hand, the paramount objective is greater equity or social welfare, 
the provision of adequate housing-for all according to need. 
In Korea, however, one does not find public housing authorities 
distributing housing according to individual and collective 
needs. As in the traditional private market, state-developed 
housing for sale is allocated on a competitive basis in'terms 
of the values people attach to housing and their ability to 
pay. 
9.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The Korean government provides loans through the KHB in 
order to encourage urban households' home-ownership. The 
author's survey in the state-developed housing Danchi indi- 
cated that the majority of home ýUyers depended heavily on 
self-financing in one way or another. The KHB loans. make up 
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only about one-third of the purchase price. In additiong the 
low-income group barely gets access to the KHB's loans because 
of their limited ability to make monthly payment. 'It becomes 
clear that the bank's loans ariý made to those capable of monthly 
installments and monthly payment. Unfortunatelyl there are 
no subsidies or 1 oans provided'by the public housing insti- 
tutions for rental households to lighten their Chonsei key 
money or monthly rent. Thusq the KHB by no means specialise 
in low-income housing financing. The KHB, in fact, favours 
the middle-to-upper-income households for owner occupation. 
The author's survey-found that the households of state.!., 
developed housing Danchis surveyed would belong to middle in- 
come strata in view of their monthly income. Furthermoret even 
the majority of-Chonsei households in the sample can afford 
to purchase at least medium. size state-developed housing. 
The potential for owner occupation was revealed. The majority 
of households in the state-: developed housing Danchig therefore, 
do not belong to-the low-income group. 
The government suggests that filtering is advanta- 
geous to the low-income. It means that the total housing , 
supply increase andvacated middle income accommodation becomes 
available for the low-income, easing housing pressure. Thusq 
the loans for owner-occupation directed to middle and higher 
income groups rather than the poor. It is highly doubtful, 
indeed, whether this filtering strategy will succeed in Korea. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study has attempted to explore the three questions 
raised in the introduction: i) the government's reaction to the 
low-income housing problem, ii) the principal characteristics 
of 'state-developed housingI7 and iii) the major beneficiaries 
of state-developed housing' sales and allocation. 
In this chapterg three sets of conclusions are presented. 
In the first set an attempt is made to discuss the government's 
reaction to squatter housing and unplanned housing in Seoul. 
The second and third sets of conclusions are based on the find- 
ings of a survey of the five state-developed housing Danchis. 
Given the difficulty of access to planning materials, and the 
lack of information and study reports on the subject of 'state- 
developed housing, in Seoul, it was necessary to carry out a 
type of research not often undertaken in Korea. 
(1) GOVERNMENT REACTION 
In the'1960s, government policy toward squatter settlements 
in Seoul was usually based on the assumption that, they were a 
'cancerous growth'. 'An attempt was made, based on misconceptions 
and spurious assumptionsq' to push through settleme'nt schemes. 
The most'drast*ic measures'were Justified by pointing to the sub- 
standard living conditions in such areas. The reactionary meas- 
ures which the Korean state employed vary enormously but may use- 
fully be"divided into those which are 'preventative' and those 
which are 'remedial' in nature. 
In Korea, most preventative policies involve migration con- 
trols aimed at stemming or deflecting the steady movement of 
people into the large cities. Such an attempt was made*In the 
capital during the 1960s and 1970s. The residents of Seoul were 
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forced to pay local taxes heavier than in other cities, includ- 
ing a special residence tax. The Ministry of Education and the 
Seoul Municipal Government attempted administratively ýo restrict 
school transfers, in order to limit the influx of young migrants 
and their families into Seoul. Furthermore, the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry sought to create employment and economic 
opportunities in outlying areas through tax exemptions. Despite 
these government efforts, the population of Seoul continued to 
grow, as we have seen in Chapter Two. On the basis of current 
urbanisation and population trendsq the population of Seoul is 
expected to continue growing. 
At the same time, the rural areas experienced the most vi-; 
gorous rates of net out-migration* The majority of migrants 
were either poor marginal famers or hired farm labourers, and 
the lack or shortage of farm land was a strong motive for their. 
quitting rural areas. Most of the migrants had no special job 
training prior to, or even after migration. Thus upon entering 
the urban labour market9 rural migrants tended either to become 
totally unemployed or sought temporary, casual employment in 
the urban traditional sector until they settled down to what 
they hoped would be permanent jobs. 
The influx of population from outside the city created an 
acute housing shortageg and prices soared beyond the reach of 
the low-income group. The rapid growth of substandard housing 
(the so called PANJAJIB or MUHEOGA housing) was an attempt to 
bridge the gap between supply and demand. 
As I have argued in Chapter Fourt government policy has 
been based on unrealistic assumptions. It was held that squatter 
or unplanned housing areas should be cleared, and the people 
relocated in newly planned housing, built to government stand- 
ards. Other measureq howeverg have been taken to alleviate the 
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substandard housing problem, in Seoul. None has been effectiveý 
and the situation Is worse-even thantbefore. The policies of 
relocation and "site and service" provision been pursued, re- 
gardless of-the real advantages that squatter settlements offer. 
The housing authorities have failed to understand the real needs 
of the poor. 
From the experience of four low-income housing programmes 
(Chapter Four)$ it should be emphasized that in the absence of 
a better plan-the improvement of squatter, and unplanned housing 
in the metropolitan area must be adopted as the only realistic 
way of relieving the staggering urban housing problem. Given- 
the growing housing shortageg further proliferation of substand- 
ard settlements. cannot be prevented merely by imposing'urban 
housing standards, restrictive planning controls and building- 
regulations. The problem of urban low-income housing must be 
reconsidered so that the following important points can be given 
a high priority. 
First, the squatter and unplanned-residential areas provide 
a main source of housing accommodation for the lo%4er income po- 
pulation; they meet the need created'by rapid urban groyith in 
Seoul. The gap between housing demand and output, will continue 
to exist and therefore new substandard housing is bound to pro- 
liferate to meet the: need. This form of housing canýbe afforded 
by those in financial difficultiesq and offers a'wide range of-, 
housing choices. 
Second, the substandard residential areas provide employ- -- 
ment in small-scale, labour-intensive, workshops, the so-called 
"cottage industries". There skills can be-acquired that can 
later be used in large-scale enterprises. 
Third, substandarýýhousing areas are usually highly stable 
communities, composed of kinship and peer group systems origi. 
nating from common village or provincial backgrounds. In terms 
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of social mobilityp most squatters tend to go upwards. Especially 
during the 1970sq they showed'a dramatic. -improvement in living 
standards, physical comforts and morale. 
It appears therefore that substandard housing must be ac- 
cepted as inevitable in the short term. To bulldoze squatter 
housing is nothing but an authoritarian and repressive exercise, 
incapable of making any positive contribution to the solution 
of Seoul's housing problems. 
The upqradinq of substandard housing must be seen as the 
medium term objective, and as. a positive contribution to bridg- 
ing the housing gap. -because it engures urban housing accommo. 
dation priced within the reach of, the majority of the lower in- 
come population. Improvementq with emphasis on basic services, 
dwelling control, environmental iocus and relative locus, *appears 
to be the realistic approach to low-income housing policy. The 
housing authority must consider the use-value of the house, 
which I have discussed in Chapters Four'and Eight. 
At present the only targeted minimum standard for Seoul is 
the abolition of involuntary sharing. Even this-valuable cri- 
terion is weakened in its application because no specification 
is given for the time-period over which the achievement of one 
1 
dwelling per household can be carried out. Moreover, as we have 
seen in Chapter Four, the criteria of the MOC on 'substandard# 
dwellings(which are not targeted minimum standard), have a heavy. 
bias towards physical standards an. d ignore user control, rela- 
tive locus. and envýionmental locus other than the sanitary dl mension. 
In the absence of targeted minimum standards it is not yet po- 
ssible to generate housing consumption requirements for the city 
of Seoul. The absence of targeted minimum standards indicates 
that the Korean authorities have not yet prepared serious plans- 
to tackle directly the worst housing conditions of the urban 
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poor in*the great cities. It goes without saying that there is 
no evidence of popular participation in housing policy formula- 
tion by the opposition partiesq trades unions and tenants' asso- 
ciations. Indeedq the latter do not exist. 
The following recommendationsv although brief, highlight 
and reinforce some of the views expressed above. First, I sug. 
gest that in Korea targeted minimum standards should be. formu-" 
lated in terms directly relevant to the housing conditions and 
aspirations of the mass of peasants and the urban poor. It must 
be demonstrated that state policies take into consideration the 
effective demand of these classes, and that government housing 
subsidies or cost-reducing practices are in fact feasible. With. 
out this, the introduction of standards based on Western Europe 
or the United States will limit the direct impact of policy, to 
the benefit only of the middle'and upper income groups. 
Second, the existing housing stock in substandard housing ar- 
eas must be preserved, in order to relieve the ever growing housing 
shortage. Comprehensive improvement programmes must be put in 
hand, which will ensure better sociaý and physical conditions in 
urban areas, without destroying existing housing units; thus 
substandard housing residents will be secured against uncertainty 
about future accommodation. The treatment proposed-for older 
and substandard housing units is important in any housing stra- 
tegy for Seoul. 
Third, housing Policy must give positive encouragement to 
occupants of substandard housing who express an interest and 
willingness in cooperating in the programme of urban housing 
development. 
Fourth, the planned Danchi housing development for sale 
for the low-income group undertaken by the KNHC and the Seoul 
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city government must be reconsidered in view of the findncial 
situation of low-income groups. General conclusions about the 
state-developed Danchi housing, and the results of the study 
analysis, are given in the subsequent sections. 
(2) THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF 'STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING' 
The old hotch-potch of dwellingp characteristic of tradi- 
tional residential areas in Seoul is now frequently interrupted 
by groups of match-box shaped giant blocks. Since the early 
1960s, the public housing authorities have been developing multi- 
storey housing as a new form of Danchi housing development. In, 
fact, Danchi housing has certain advantages; structurally and 
as regards amenities it is better than most traditional housing., 
It appears that the development of multi-storey housing in Seoul 
may not be a temporary phenomenonv but one that will persist as 
long as the city's population increases. 
I have discussed the main characteristics of the five 
state-developed Danchi housing units in Chapters Eight and Nine. 
my findings are as follows: 
The study analysis indicates that the age structure of. 
household head and household size in the study-area is different 
from that of the city at large in that it shows a concentra- 
tion of small, young and nuclear family households, with the 
absence of large family households. 
The physical character of state-developedhousing 
appears to be generally satisfactoryq in that few complaints 
were noted about such factors as internal facilities and basic 
amenities, This was largely becau se physical standards were 
higher than in traditional housing. The survey results clearly 
demonstrated, also, that the. greater degree of user control in 
the state-developed housing Danchi was very favourably regarded. 
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But with respect to the environemntal locus and relative locus, 
many residents expressed strong dissatisfaction. In the case 
of SADANG and MUNJUNG Danchiv the residents suffer from incon- 
venience because of lack of clinics and difficulty of access to 
school. As I mentioned in Chapter Eight, it seems that a large 
size Danchi has much better-neighbourhood services than a smaller 
size Danchi. The survey results indicate that a smaller size 
Danchi contains relatively lower income households than a larger 
Danchi. Meanwhile, households living In suburban Danchýs suffer 
the disadvantage of relatively expensive and time-consUming 
travel to city centre and work place. In general, journey-to- 
work time is highly correlated with workplace but distance and 
travel to work costs had a much looser fit. 
(III) The state-developed housing Danchi is an area of high 
mobility compared with other residential areas. The high pro- 
portion of smaller and younger families in the Danchi areas 
results in rapid development of the family cycle. These house- 
holds are at the most mobile stage of the family cycle, and 
housing accommodation must be adapted to the shift in household 
composition. In additiong the higher housing mobility rate in 
this area is probably connected with the rapid increase of 
housing price and housing speculation. Investment-conscious 
purchasers will sell for a quick profit, since there is a sub- 
tantial difference betwee n the market price and the original, 
government-controlled purchase price. 
Uv) An interesting finding was that the study-area con- 
tained a high proportion of. office workers( so-called white 
collar-workers) and a low proportion of labourers. Suprisingly, 
the representation of the three main classes of-white collar 
workers( professional? administrative and, clerical workers) is 
very high compared with Seoul city it large. These people 
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belong to the middle income strata of the population; the housing 
survey found strong evidence that there is only a minority of 
unskilled and manual workers in the state-developed housing 
Danchi. 
The research findings indicate plainly two determinants 
that should be central to any reconsideration of the develop- 
ment of state housing in Seoul:, ' 
Firstly, state-developed Danchi housing in Seoul is suit- 
able chiefly for only a limited section of the-population, i. e. 
white collar workers(who are"particularly self-sufficient), and 
the middle-income group. 
Secondly, newly arrived urban inmigrant families and the 
poor are unlikely to gain access to state-developed Danchi hous- 
ing. State-developed housing has generally been too expensive; 
the public housing authorities have built at too high an archi- 
tectural standard for the low-income group, and without a clear 
understanding of the needs of the recipient population. Thus, the 
Korean state is assistingg through its state-deyeloped housing 
supply, primarily the middle and upper income groups. 
The central argument, based on an analysis of the major 
beneficiaries of state-developed housing, will be concluded in 
the following section. 
(3) THE MAJOR BENEFICIARIES OF STATE-DEVELOPED HOUSING 
For the public sector, the paramount objective must be 
greater equity, the extension of social welfare, the provision 
of adequate housing for all according to need. Government must 
help compensate for poverty and for inequality in the distribu- 
tion of income. In a free market, howeverg'the extent to which 
housing need will be met ýepends upon the population's capacity 
to pay and its preferencesq and hence the relationship between 
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the level and distribution of income and the cost of housing. 
The high cost*of housing has meant that significant sections of 
the population have been unable to afford the full-economic price 
of decent accommodation. 
In Koreaq public housing authorities are not distriýuting 
housing according to individual and collective needs. As in 
the traditional private market, state-developed housing is allo- 
cated on a competitive basis according to the value people attach 
to housing and their ability to pay. From the analysis of state- 
developed housing allocation -in the previous chapters, the fol- 
lowing points strongly indicate that the government has not tried 
to compensate for poverty and inequality of income. 
M As I have argued in Chapter Nine, the main emphasis of 
government policy in the 1960s and 1970s was on the expansion of 
state-developed housing for sale, rather than on the provision of 
rental accommodation. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact 
that at the time of the field survey in Seoul there was no rental 
accommodation provided by the National Housing Corporation for 
even the limited rental housing provided by the KNHC had been 
sold. 
(ii) The real emphasis on s-tate-developed housing for sale 
emerged from a growing emphasis on owner-occupation. The public 
housing authorities have tried to produce low-cost housing for 
sale to the moderate income group, and have provided mortgage 
loans to meet the demand of the potential buyers. The survey 
demonstrated that most purchasers of state-developed housing 
belong to the middle-income group. 
(iii) The current system of housing loans for owner-occupa- 
tion clearly discriminates against*16w. income groups. As I men- 
tioned before, most of the KHB's loans are earmarked to specific 
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deposits. Thus, only those who have enough savings to match the 
loans are eligible for the NHF and the bank's loans. This clear- 
ly prevents the low-income households from obtaining loans. The 
amounts of the NHF loans, and the. conditions attaching, are laid 
down by the government without consideration for the financing 
need of the recipients. Unfortunately, there are no subsidies- 
or loans provided by the KHB for rental households to lighten the 
burdens of Chonsei key money or monthly rent. Thus, the KHB 
clearly favours middle-to upper-income households. 
(iv) Korea's basic housing strategy has been based on the 
filtering concept. The public housing authorities believe'that, 
as the total housing supply increasesq vacated middle income acco- 
mmodation automatically becomes available for the low-income groups, 
thereby easing housing pressure. With this object, the loans for 
owner-occupation are directed towards middle and higher income 
groups rather than towards the poor. Seen in this light, fil- 
tering is neither an efficient nor humane way of providing housing 
for those of low-income. In fact no one has been able to de- 
monstrate that filtering strategies in Korea do promote encour- 
age distributional equity. Clearly, a more effective anti-poverty 
policy that reduced inequalities in income would enable ihe less 
well-off to enjoy a fairer share of housing resources, and re- 
duce the. additional help needed specially for housing. 
(v) A crucial factor in state-developed housing programme 
implementation is the adoption of the lottery system, The lucky 
purchasers are selected from-anong those who have placed housing 
installment deposits in the KHB. No investigation is made into 
the applicants' needs; household size, incomep present living 
conditions and condition of health are not considered. It is 
by no means evident that the poorest and most needy families are 
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the principal targets of the state-developed housing programme* 
In fact, the major beneficiaries of state-developed housing in 
Seoul have not belonged to the low-income group. Such housing 
has, primarilyg benefited the middle and upper income group. 
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_CHAPTER 
ELEVEN 
AN ALTERNATIVE POLICY STRATEGY 
Most advanced. countries have found housing difficult to 
organise efficiently and equitablyp-even though they have not 
had to deal with such an explosion in urban growth as Korea. It 
is therefore not surprising that for Korea, as for most develop. 
ing countries with low-incomes and limited resourcest housing 
is a nearly intractable policy area. 
In planning for housing in Korea there is a need for a com- 
prehensive approach, encompassing both micro and macro methods, 
for dealing with three important issues: first, the design of 
housing programmes responsive to the parameters of the urban 
housing situation; secondq the allocation of resources(between 
the various housing,. productive processes) based on clear defini- 
tions of housing conditions and objectives; thirdt the incorpora. 
tion of housing programmes in the national planning process. 
(1) THE DESIGN OF HOUSING PROGRAMMES 
AS we have seen in the previous chapters, high rates of 
population growth and internal migration to urban areas, accom. 
panied by low rates of housing production, result in the over- 
crowding of existing buildings and in squatting. The extent of 
such problems may vary from one urban area to another but the 
results are fundamentally the same: among others, high densities, 
sanitation problems, unsafe living conditions, and insecurity 
of tenure. 
The professed ideal is to rehouse the poor. Yet few states 
have been able to build more than a minute fraction of the houses 
needed - and those which they do build are occupied by people 
with high regular wagesl as they are beyond the means of the 
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poor. A huge gap exists between rhetoric and performance. 
Rehousing schemes in Korea which do reach the poor are 
often unpopular, not only because of the high level of cash re- 
payments demanded, but also because-of a lack of opportunity 
for extra earningsq'these estates usually being far from the 
city. 
Iri devising low-income housing programmes for Seoulq the 
hodsing authorities have failed to identify the target groups. 
In fact, 'It does not deal with the target group based on income 
level. To be an effective'housing programme, it should clarify 
the ambiguity and define'the target group. 
Let us consider the Tonthly'income and expenditure of sa. 
lary and wage earner's households in cities. As shown in Table 
4-2, in about 13 per cent of urban households( income class 
and 2) in 1982, monthly expenditure always greatly exceeded 
their earnings. This group of people exists in absolute pover. 
ty, and the government's first'priority must be to provide a 
more effective anti-poverty programme for them.. With respect 
to macro methods, the following general principles can be adum- 
brated: 
(i) Top priority should be given to creating employment 
opportunities for the poor. The poor's ability to find suit. 
able jobs'needs to be*. sfiýengthdbed through job training and im- 
proved job Olacement services. 
(ii) Preventing inter-generational transmiSsion of poverty 
(poverty transferred*from parents to children) should be a major 
goal of anti-poverty programmes. With this in mindq the cost 
of formal education and job training for children of poor'fami- 
lies needs to be subsidised; adequate measures are required to 
provide these children with better nutrition and health care. 
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(iii) A minimum standard of living for those unable to 
work should be guaranteed through public assistance programmes. 
Up to now, state-developed housing has been too expensiveg 
has offered little flexibility in use, and has often been in 
unsuitable locations for the very low-income group. On occa- 
sion the poor have been forced into state-developed housing 
against their will, only to suffer severe financial strain. As 
a result, they have begun to move out of the accommodation, and 
middle-income groups have s'urreptitiously begun to move in. 
This would suggest that the upqradinq of substandard se- 
ttlements may be a viable policy alternative for the poor. This 
policy recognises and accepts a modest level of shelter for the 
poor, given their low incomes. Such a policy can stabilize 
tenurej and give residents a measure of securityv while in the 
longer term the intention is to upgrade - to provide better in. 
frastructure facilities( such as roadsq electricity, water supply 
and other improvement) to these deprived areas. 
In order to achieve-an effective upgrading. programme in 
substandard housing areas, it should be emphasised, as I have 
suggested earlier, that the housing authorities must formulate 
a tarqeted minimum standardt taking into account four ýredicates: 
the physical character of the dwellingg dwelling control, en. 
vironmental locus and relative locus. 
With regard to the income classes 3.4 and 5(Table 4-2). 
we find that they earn a little more than they spend. This 
group comprises about 34 per cent of urban households. it is 
no exaggeration to say that this group of households cannot 
afford to purchase a proper size dwellingt even if they get 
housing mortgage loans from the KHB- Thus, for this group of 
households, 
-public rental housing appears to be necessary. 
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As I have argued in the previous chapters, the housing au.;. 
thorities have been concentrating on providing state-developed 
housing for sale rather than rental. Because of the strong 
emphasis in Korea on the virtues of home-ownershipq renting is. 
often thought of as a second-class housing choice. The field 
survey clearly shows that state-developed housing for sale was 
beyond the means of this group of households and only afford- 
C" 
able by the middle or upper income groups. Thereforeq in order 
to solve low-income housing problems, the current state-developed 
housing for sale programme should be switched-to rental housing. 
To provide an effective rental housing programmeq the following 
measures must be given top priority: 
(i) As shown in Table 3-7. more than 84 per cent of rental 
tenants in Seoul live in single-family dwellings, sharing faci- 
lities with the landlord or other households. Up to noýp the' 
public housing authorities have taken no measures to control 
this type of dwelling in spite of its being so widespread. The 
authorities have concentrated instead on the flat type accommo- 
dation for rental purposes. A more realistic approach would 
have been to make existing single-family dwellings more suitable 
for rental by remodelling them and by passing a tenant's pro- 
tection law. In many casesq such dwellings are not designed 
for rental purpose. A very large number of tenants rent one or 
two rooms in a single-family dwelling; the'tenants have many 
problems with the landlord and with other households over shar..; 
ingg and lack of basic services. Thusq it is very important 
that financial assistance Is provided so that single-family 
dwellings can be remodelled. And it is also crucial that pro- 
per regulations should be applied in order to assure minimum 
privacy. 
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(ii) Although there is a tenant protection law in Korea, 
_, -i_t 
is not elaborate enough to cope with the many difficulties 
, _, encountered 
by landlord and tenant. The use of rent controls 
ý, -to prevent private individuals from making excessive profits and 
,,,,., to stabilise the housing market 
has a long and unsuccessful 
history in developed as well as developing countries! Direct. 
rent control may not be suitable at the present time because 
of the acute housing shortage in urban Koreaq but it should be 
,, -,.,,, pointed out 
that extortionate practices, especially extremely 
, -, -high 
'key money'. should be discouraged. In order to protect 
low-income rental householdsp the law needs to be more com- 
_plete and specific. 2 (iii) According to the Fifth Five-Year Development Plan, 
incentives will be provided for the construction and management 
-, _, -of 
private rental housing to be undertaken by large construction 
firms, and-favourable tax provisions will be applied to those 
who purchase or hold rental houses. This, I would think, will 
be an effective way of expanding rental housing. But careful 
-, _ considerations should 
be given to how the government will, con- 
. trol and offer inducements-to 
the profit-oriented firms(private 
-, -, builders); they, of course, are primarily concerned with 
their 
profits. The acceleration of, public rental housing construction 
,,, should be promoted( rather 
than private rental housing with sub. 
sides) for it is perhaps the most important factor in the sol U_ 
tion of the low-income housing problem. -Not only would it solve 
the acute housing shortagev but it would also free many low- 
income households from the. heavy burden of financing the pur- 
chase of a dwelling. 
The role of the public sector-in housing-should have been 
clearly differentiated-from that-of the private sector., Thusp 
not only from the point of view of efficiency but also from 7 
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that of equity, it is highly desirable that middle- and upper- 
income (income class from 6 to 15 in-Table 4-2) housing should 
be the concern of the private sector. It should be compl-e- 
tely within the private. housing market9 under competitive con. 
ditions. 
(2)- THE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES 
Since public resources available for low-income housing 
are limitedg the'crucial question for Policymakers is how the 
public sector-can best increase supplies, or lower costs of 
housing to the poor through direct intervention. Public sector 
involvement deserves consideration where exist substantial eco- 
nomies of scale, externalities, or market imperfections such as 
monopoly power, lack of information, and the like. On the basis 
of this general principle, two kind of policy instriiment should 
be considered: first, public intervention in the urban land mar- 
ket second, strengthening of public mortgage financing. 
INTERVENTION IN THE URBAN LAND MARKET. The availability 
of low-cost, serviced land accessible to employment and other 
services has been crucial to most successful low-income housing 
programmes in Korea. But the strongly rising demand for land 
that accompanies rapid population growth often makes the pro. 
vision of such land difficult. With regard to pbblic interven- 
tion in Korea, the following measures could be adopted: 
First, to solve housing and associated urban development 
problems, most countries have found it necessary to redefine 
land property rights and to purchase urban_land. An uncontrolled 
market ignores social needs - it only exists to maximise private 
profit. The main cause of the high price of land in urban Korea 
has been the land investors$ capital gains. As we have seen in 
Chapter Sixg land was concentrated in the hands of a few wealthy 
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landowners and enterprises, They buy land, usually from the 
farmer and the low-income landowner, hold it until a suitable 
moment and sell it in order to optimise their land holding and 
maximise their profit. They are, in fact, land investors as 
3 
well as land speculators. Thus, it is necessary to limit pri. 
vate monopolies in the urban land market in Korea. It is essen. 
, -tial to apply a land rationing system, under which a citizen can- 
not own more than a certain amount of land in urban areas. Un. 
less the government takes this radical, direct approachq land 
price hike and speculation are unavoidable in-the light of the 
acute residential land shortage. - 
Second, as we have seen in Chapter Six2 the method most 
often used In Seoul for urban residential land development has 
-been land readjustment* Basically there are two advantages in 
ý, this method: it is self-financing and it preserves land owner. 
But the government has to consider the critical weaknesses 
and shortcomings in the land readjustment programmes: as'pointed 
out earlier, they can create land price inflation and specula- 
tion. Therefore, the government has two objectives in relation 
ýto land readjustment: first7 to . secure a supply of residential 
land; second, to finance infrastructure cost. As far. as finan- 
cing infrastructure cost is concerned a good idea-would be to 
charge 
A 
land development tax. Local authorities should have the 
A 
right to compulsorily acquire land at its market value less de. 
velopment land tax, The tax would be paid by landowners on the 
realised development value-of land, calculated-as the difference 
. between a base-value and the selling price of the land'when dis- 
-posed of. The development land tax in Britain is a case in 
point! In addition, the present vacant land holding tax should 
be keptt and made more progressive in function of the holding 
period. 
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' -Third, the pricipal deficiency of the Korean land market 
at present is the absence of a market information system which 
would allow fraudulent activities to be detected and possibly 
give advance warning of the formation of monopolistic conditions. 
The government shouldl-as soon as possible, set up an efficient 
market information system in order to put an end to the brokers' 
fraudulent practices and monopolisation of information; and it 
should set some sort of standard in regard to brokers' quali- 
fications. 
(ii) STRENGTHENING OF PUBLIC MORTGAGE FINANCING. As pointed 
out earlier, there is no well developed private mortgage market 
-in Korea. Unlike other countries' public housing finance insti- 
tutionsq the KHB combines therole of a private deposit insti. 
tution and an ordinary government mortgage institution. And sd, 
by receiving various types of deposits, the KHB is in direct 
competition with private institutions in the deposit market. 
Moreover, the current system of housing finance is disadvantageous 
to low and moderate income households, and clearly favours the 
middle-to upper - income groups. In fact, loans are given out 
to those capable of monthly installments and payment. House. 
holds applying for KHB loans for the purpose of buying. publicly 
subsidised housing should be 'non-homeowner' at the time of 
application. They would not necessarily have to be low-income, 
and middle and even upper income households should be given a 
fair chance. As it is, gross inequalities in housing provision 
are legitimisedg and the allocation of resources to those already 
relatively well-off is justified, Thusq it is hardly true to 
_say 
that the KHB, the only public mortgage institution, concen- 
trates on assisting the low-income group. What is needed now 
is a means of welding the existing housing finance policies 
(along with some new measures) into a comprehensive and coherent 
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housing policy. The following measures appear to be essential: 
First, the KHB should be limited in its role to a true 
public mortgage institutionl'financed by government's consoli- 
dated funds. As I have argued in Chapter Six, the government's. 
inadequate support of the KHB is clear when we compare its capi- 
-tal fund contribution to the KHB'with"that to other institutions. 
The'government's contribution to'housing fundsp especially mort- 
gage funds, should be increasedg and the long-term mortgage 
financing system of the KHB should be futher developed. 
Second, the public housing authorities must make it clear 
who is and who ought to be eligible for state-developed hous. ing' 
mortgage loans. The governmýnt must -consider the financing 
need'of the recipients 4nd oiher housing needsp i. e. household 
sizev tenure, local residence or employment. But in any case, 
potential mortgagersmust demonstrate their ability to repay 
loans offered to them. 
, 
Third, the current system of housing finance discriminates 
against old housing units. - One of-the requirements is that the 
house to be purchased through the KHBIs loans must be no more 
than 5 years old. That rule made-ineligible over 80 per cent 
of the housing stock in 1982. , 
The old units, should be equally 
eligible for loans, if, they_are. sound enough to be secured as a 
mortgage. Continous discrimination against old units jeopar- 
dizes the balance of the housing market as a whole, and its 
effect is to accelerate the deteriorati. on of old units, in which, 
after all, most low-income household. p live. 
The principles of social justice ought to be applied to 
housing. At present the middle and. high-income groups are get- 
ting most of the cake, This is inequitable and has no rational 
economic or political basis. Housing finance in Korea needs 
to be reformed, Land development policies should give priority 
to social needs. They should be concerned with producing urban 
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environments that work efficiently and equitably for the under- 
privileged. 
Finally, in order to develop a comprehensive set of alter- 
natives for a future housing policy in Korea, the following 
measures also appear necessary: 
M At present, the power ýo develop and implement housing 
policy is fragmented throughout the national bureaucracy, and 
this produces a substantial overlap and various inconsistencies. 
Therefore, it is very important to establish coordinatýon and 
cooperation among agencies and between the different'levels of 
government. It is advisable to create a new policy council as 
well as an independent agency in order to implement an adequate 
and equitable housing programme. 
(ii) weak citizen participation is another obstacle to the 
effective formulation and implementation of low-income housing 
programmes. There are no tenants'. associations in Korea. The 
special encouragement and assistance of the national and local 
governments should be given to tenants( especially low-income 
tenants) to organise themselves into tenants' associations. 
(iii) In order to prepare effective low-income-housing 
programmes, a systematic procedure for gathering and analysing 
data on the housing situation is needed. Training programmes, 
therefore, in how to conduct housing surveys should be made 
available to city governments. I envisage the combination 
of a regular national household and dwelling sample survey 
alongside continuing detailed work by interdisciplinary 
teams into existing physical standards, user control and-the 
location predicates within different types of community, The 
specific interests of women, the elderly and children would 
be distinguishedý 
These suggestions and recommendations for an alternative 
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policy strategy lead us to the conclusion that the top priori- 
ties in Korea's urban housing policy in the future are: 
M that the government's best efforts should be qirected 
to preservinq and improvinq the existing stock. 
(ii) that to be effective, a low-income housing programme 
. Should define the tarqet qroup and 
formulate targeted mini- 
mum standards, taking into account the physical character of the 
dwelling, dwelling controlq environmental locus and relative 
locus. 
(iii) that the upqradinq of substandard settlements should 
be strengthened for the poor. 
(iv) that the role of the public sector in housing pro- 
duction should be limited to low-income housinq9and the policy 
of state-developed housing for sale should be stopped and 
switched to expandinq state-developed rental housinq for the 
low-income group. 
(v) that the government's contribution to public mortqaqe 
funds should be increased for the potential purchasers and the 
long-term mortgage financing system of the KHB should be fur- 
ther developed. 
(vi) that government intervention in the housing-and land 
market should be based on social need and should limit private 
monopolies. 
(vii) that special encouragement and assistance of the 
government should be given to low-income tenants to organise 
themselves into tenants, associations. 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
;.,, I am doing a Ph. D course in Town Planning, University 
College London, England. My research project examines the 
problems of public housing in urbah, Korea, and then considers 
government policy in regard to low-income housing. I hope 
that you will feel able to answer some questions to help me 
in"this work. The questionnaire is a simple one and takes 
about twenty minutes to complete. If the time is not con- 
venient for you, may I arrange a more suitable one later? 
May I stress that your individual answer will not be 
divulged to anyone in government, the local authority nor 
to anyone else in this areaý I am asking these questions to 
a large number of household chosen at random and your privacy 
will be respected. 
Seong-Kyu Ha 
Bartlett School of 
Architecture and Planning 
University College London 
QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
Name of DANCHI 
Block No. 
- -- 
Floor No. 
- . 
Flat No. 
Questionnaire No. 
1) MUNJUNG 1001 
2) SADANG 2001 
3) WOLKEI 3001 
4) BANPO 4001 
5) JAMSIL 5001 
Name of Interviewer 
Date of Interview Time begun rinished 
Response: Refused 1 
No reply(after 2 calls) 2 
Empty Flat 3 
Ill/Hospitalised/Senile 4 
Answered 5 
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SECTION A: ALL HOUSEHOLDS 
I would like to ask you some, questions about the people living 
in this household(i. e. all those who regularly live here and 
who have at least one meal a day prepared by the same person). 
QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
1. How many people now live in this household? 
2. Relationship to head of household: 
- head 
- spouse 
- son/daughter 
under 7 years 
-7 - JS years 
over 13 years 
- son-in- law/daughter- 
in-law 
br/s/br-in-law/ 
s-in-law 
other relative 
friend/other 
3. Could you give me some details about these people? 
Sex and marital. status of household head: 
Male 
Married 1 
Single 2 
Widowed/'Divorced 3 
Female 
Married 4 
Single 5 
Widowed/Divorced 6 
No reply 0 
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QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
4. Family structure by number of generations: 
one generation(only the, married couple or 1 
the married couple, their brothers or sisters 
or other same generation relatives) 
two generation(married couple (or any one of 2 
the parents) and children, with or without 
brothers and sisters or Parent or parents with 
married children but without grandchildren) 
- three generation(parent or parents with 3 
married children and grandchildren or other 
three generation relatives) 
- others 4 
- No reply/D. K. 0 
INFORMATION ON HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
5. Age of household head: 
6. Education attainment of household head: 
No education 1 
Primary school 2 
Secondary 3 
High school 4 
University 5 
Inapplicable 9 
No reply/D. K. 0 
7. Years from marriage(Household headý yrs) 
Working status of household head: 
Presently working, full-time 1 
Presently working, part-time- 2 
Retired 3 
Unemployed 4 
Other(student, sick, etc) 5 
No reply 0 
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QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
9.: 
- Type of occupation: 
If the head of household is presently working, 
What is the type of his or her occupation? 
Job title: 
Description of activity: 
10. Number of wage earners in your household: 
11. Full-time wage earners in your household: 
1 worker : household head only 1 
1 worker : others 2 
2 workers : couple 3 
2 workers : household head & 4 
one of members 
3 workers 5 
4 workers 6 
others 7 
12. How do you travel to work? 
HOH OWE (1) OWE (2) OWE (3) 
Walk 1 1 1 1 *HOH: Head of 
Cycle 2 2, 2 2 household 
Car / Van 3 3 3 3 
*OWE: Other 
wage earner 
Bus (scheduled) 4 4 4 4 
Train/Underground5 5 5 5 
Other 6 6 6 6 
Inapplicable 9 9 9 9 
No reply 0 0 0 0 
13. Working place(Household head): Km) 
(Name of place: 
14. Journey to work time by 
public transport(Head of household) minutes) 
15. Daily travel expenses(Head of household): Won) 
16. How long have you been living in this 
flat? :( Yrs Months) 
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QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
17. From where did your household move? 
Rural area l(specify: 
Other city 2(specify: 
Seoul 3 
Other 4(specify: 
Inapplicable 9 
No reply 0 
18. Why did you leave your last house? 
(Ring the most important reason only) 
House condemned or demolished/house 1 
required by owners 
Wanted cheaper flat/house 2 
Wanted smaller flat/house 3 
Wanted larger flat/house 4 
Wanted better amenities or 5 
neighbourhood 
Wanted to buy 6 
Marriage 7 
Change of job/firm moved/other job 8 
reasons 
Other Dersonal reason(specify: 9 
No reply 0 
19. How many times have you changed residence 
during the past five years? ( times) 
20. What type of tenure were you living in Jijst prior 
to moving I-n-t-o -t-Fe-Pre sent flat? 
Owner-occupied 1 
Rented from public housing 2 
Chonsei 3 
Bo-Chungbu-Wolsei 4 
Sak-Wolsei 5 
Monthly rent 6 
Other(specify: 7 
No reply 0 
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21. What type of accommodation did you have before 
you moved? 
Detached house 1 
Flat 2 
Row house 3 
Illegal house(PANJACHON) 4 
other (specify: 5 
No reply 0 
22. How many bedrooms were there in that 
accommodation?: ( 
23. How big was yovr previous accommodation? 
. (total floor space): 
( pyong) 
24. How would you compare accommodation now with 
previous accommodation before you moved into 
this flat 
Very much better 1 
Somewhat better 2 
Same 3 
Somewhat worse 4 
Very much worse 5 
Uncertain 6 
No reply 0 
25. Why did you choose this flat? 
(Ring most important reason only) 
Goes with job/near to job 1 
To be near, relatives or friends 2 
Allocated/posted(by the government) 3 
Convenient housekeeping work/Safety 4 
Liked the area/position(good environment)5 
Liked the flat(type, design, size) 6 
Price right 7 
Better educational facilities 8 
Other reason(specify) 9 
No reply 0 
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26. Can you tell me about-the size of this 
n flat(total floor size)? pyo g) 
27. Do you think that, you may move out of this flat 
in near future(during the next 3 years)? If yes, 
why do you think you may move out? 
For different type. or design of house/flat 1 
For cheaper house/flat 2 
For better amenities/better neighbourhood 3 
For different tenure 4 
Change of job/firm moving/other reasons 
to do with job 
Marriage 6 
To be near relatives or friends 7 
Others(specify: 8 
No reply 0 
28. How did vou first hear of this flat? 
Advertisement in paper 1 
Estate agent(Bok-Deok-Bang) 2 
Through friend or relatives 3 
Through housing authorities 4 
Other(specify: 5 
No reply/D. K. 0 
7-133 
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29. Please evaluate your satisfaction of present 
accommodation. 
And please give these reasons in priority 
order. (p-l/P-2/P-3) 
SAT. P-1 P-2 P-3 
01. Reasonable Commuting Time 01 01 01 01 
02. Convenient Housekeeping Work 02 02 02 02 
03. Easy Access to Shopping and 03 03 03 03 Entertainment 
04. Convenient School 04 04 04 04 
05. Moderate Rent/Cost of Flat 05 05 05 05 
06. Enough Rooms and Spaces 06 06 06 06 
07. Ventilation and Natural. Light 07 07 07 07 
08. More playground for children 08 08 08 08 
09. Better educational facilities 09 09 09 09 
10. Enjoying outdoor view 10 10 10 10 
11. Safety against fire hazard 11 11 11 11 
12. Good environment 12 12 12 12 
13; Separate bath and toilet 13 13 13 13 
14. Safety against Break-ins and 14 14 14 14 
-" unwanted intruders 
15. Community facilities 15 15 15 15 
16. Convenience of leaving the 16 16 16 16 flat empty with a key 
17. Traffic safety within DANCHI 17 17 17 17 
18. Other reason* 18 18 18 18 
19. Inapplicable 19 19 19 19 
00. No reply 00 00 00 00 
*SiDecify 
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30. Please evaluate your dissatisfaction on present 
accommodation. 
And please give these reasons in priority 
order. (P-I/P-2/P-3) 
DIS. P-2 P-3 
01. Unexpectedly long commu. time 01 
02. Complicate housekeeping work 02 
03. Poor access to the centre', 03 
04. Difficult schooling/educational 04 facilities 
05. Higher rent/cost of flat 05 
06. Few rooms and spaces 06 
07. Poor ventilation, natural light' 07 
08. Lack of playground 08 
09. Problem of lift and stairs., 09 
10. Fear of highrise flat/danger 10 in emergency 
11. Fear of break-ins/unwanted intrudersll 
12. Smoke and air pollutions - 12 
13. Noise pollution 13 
14. Low quality and variety of shops 14 
15. drying area and balcony 15 
16. Poor access to Doctors/clinics 16 
17. Meeting and public spaces 17 
18. Other reason* 18 
19. Inapplicable 19 
00. No reply 00 
01 01 01 
02 02 02 
03 03 03 
04 04 04 
05 05 os 
06 06 06 
07 07 07 
08 08 08 
09 09 09 
10 10 10 
11 11 11 
12 12 12 
13 13 13 
14 14 14 
15 15 is 
16 16 16 
17 17 17 
18 18 18 
19 19 19 
00 00 00 
*Specify: 
I 
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31. How do you comment'on' your'present accommodation? 
Fully satisfied 1 
Satisfied 2 
Neither satisfied nor 3 dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied 4 
Strongly dissatisfied 5 
No reply/D. Ke 0 
32. Do you consider this 
size for your housin, 
of rooms? 
Too small 
About right* 
Larger than really 
No reply/D. K. 
accommodation the right 
heeds in terms of number 
1 
2 
need 3 
0 
33. Which of the'follOWing, facilities does your 
present home have? 
Hot water 129 
Inside toilet 129 
Fixed bath or shower 12 9(Specify: 
Any central heating, 2' 9' 
1=yes, 
2=no 
9=No'reply/D. K. 
34. What is main fuel for cooking and heating? 
Cooking Heating 
Briquet 11 
Oil 22 
Gas 33 
Electricity 44 
Other 55 
No reply/D. K. 00 
3 36, 
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35. 1 would like to compare the--attitude of people 
with different incomes. 
Could you tell me which -of'-04 following group 
the HOH and other wage e arner are in? (monthly) 
HOH Other wage earner 
Less than Won 100,000 11 
Won 100,000 - 150,000 22 
Won 150,000 - 200,000 33 
Won 200,000 - 250,000 44 
Won 250,000 - 300,000 5 ý5 
Won 300,000 - 400,000 66 
Won 400,000 - 600,000 77 
Won 600,000 over 8 8. 
Inapplicable 99 
No reply/D. K. 00 
36. What is the total family income? (monthly): ( Won) 
37. Could you tell me about the average housing 
expenditure(monthly)? 
Utilities* and tax Won) 
Heating(winter season) Won) 
Cooking Won) 
Repairs & Maintenance Won) 
Other(Specify: Won) 
- Total Won) 
*Utilities charges = water + electricity + garbage 
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(If rented, go to'section C)' 
QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
Are you a first buyer of this flat? 
Yes 1 
No 2 
No reply 0 
2. When was your first-time purchase for owner- 
occupation? 
Before marriage 1 
With marriage 2 
After marriage Yrs) 3 
No reply 0 
3. What was the main source of finance for the 
purchase of this flat? 
own funds 1 
Borrowed funds 2 
Other(specify: 3 
No reply/D. K. 0 
4.1 would like to know the source of finance in 
detail. Would you tell me about the method 
of financing for the purchase; of this flat7 
A) source of oxqn fund 
Saving 
Gye 2 
Stock sale 3 
Others 4 
B) Source of borrowing funds 
KHB 
other bank 2 
Employers 3 
Kerb market 4 
Relative 5 
C) other(specify: 
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5. If'you got loan from the KHB, what was the 
amount, the period of repayment and monthly 
payment? 
A) Amount : Won) 
B) Period : Yrs) 
C) Monthly payment Won) 
6. If bought, what was the cost of this flat? 
Won) 
7. What was your reason for 
preferring to buy? 
(Ring the most important reason only) 
Never thought of renting 1 
Independence/freedom 2 
Security of tenure 3 
Investment for future 4' 
Cheaper to buy 5., 
Pride of possession/status 6 
Easier to move 7 
Others(Specify) 8 
No reply/D. K. 0 
8. Whom did you buy the present flat from? 
Lottery 1. 
Sitting purchase 2 
Purchase from individual 3- 
Alloted/posted by govIt 4 
Other(specify: 5 
No reply/D. K. 0 
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QUESTION VARIABLE PUNCH COLUMN 
If your present accommodation is rented, 
what type of tenure is it? 
Chonsei 1 
. 
Bochungbu-Wolsei 2 
Sak-Wolsei 3 
Rented (month*ly) 4 
Relative's/friend's house 5 
Other 6 
No reply/D. K. 0 
2. Would you tell me about the key money and 
monthly rent? 
A) If your present accommodation is Chonsei, 
what was the key money for Chonsei? 
Won) 
B) If your present accommodation is Bo-Chungbu- 
Wolsei, what was the key money and monthly 
rent? 
(Key money : Won) 
(Monthly rent: Won) 
C) If your present accommodation is Sak-Wolsei 
what was the key money? 
Won) 
D) If your present acconmodation is rented 
(monthly renO, what is the monthly rent? 
Won) 
3. If you are involved in Chonsei, what do-you think 
of the key money for Chonsei? Would you say the 
key money for rent is too high compare with your 
family income, about reasonable or low? 
Too high 1 
About reasonable 2 
Low 3 
No reply/D. K. 0 
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4. If you are involved in monthly rent, 
what do you think of the monthly payment? 
Would you say the monthly payment is too high 
comparedwith your family income, about reasonable 
or low? 
Too high 1 
About reasonable 2 
Low 3 
No reply/D. K. 0 
5. What would you sayis a reasonable monthly payment 
compare4with your family income? 
A) Household in Bochungbu-Wolsei Won) 
B) Household in monthly rent: ( Won) 
6. What is.. your reason for 
preferring to rent? 
(Ring the most important reason only) 
Cheaper to rent 1 
Could not afford'to buy 2 
Easier to move 3 
Less responsibility 4 
Never thought of buying 5 
Other reason(Specify) 6 
No reply/D. K. 0 
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7. Do you think that you may purchase a house/flat 
in near future(during the next 2 years)? If yes, 
about what price would you like? 
(Write actual amount, then ring appropriate 
code): 
Won 
Less than Won 10,000,000 1 
Won 10,000,000 - less than 15,000,000 2 
Won 15,000,000 - less than 20,000,000 3 
Won 20,000,000 - less than 25,000,000 4 
Won 25,000,000 - less than 30,000,000 5 
Won 30,000,000. - less than 35,000,000 6 
Won 35,000,000 - less than 40,000,000 7 
Won 40,000,000 over 8 
No reply 0 
8. If you have a plan for home-ownership, 
what sorts of savings are you taking? 
KHB home-ownership scheme 1 
Other bank 2 
Gye 3 
Other(specify 4 
No reply 0 
9. Have you got a plan for home-ownership? 
If yes, when are you going to be a. owner- 
occupier? 
Within a year 1 
1 to 2 years 2 
3 to 4 years 3 
5 to 6 years 4 
7 years or after 5 
No reply 0 
3A2 
Appendix II to Chapter 8 
TableII-1- Age of Households Head by Tenure in 
5 Study-Areas 9 1983 
29 and 30-39 40-49 50-59 60 and Total 
under over 
Owner-occupied 12.0 44.4 28.4 11.7 3.4 100 
Rented 17.9 55.8 19.0 4.2 3.2 100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
I 
Table II-2,. Household Head-sex 
5 Study-Areas 1983 
and Marital Status in 
No. of respondents % 
Male Married 379 90.5 
Male Single 20 4.8 
Male Widowed, etc 1 0.2 
Female Married 9 2.1 
Female Single 9 2.1 
Female Widowed, etc 1 0.2 
Total 419 100 
Source Author's Survey, 1983 
Table 11-3 Number of Generations in Household in 5 
Study-Areas, 1983 
No. of generation 
5 Study- SeoulM Country areasM as a wholeM 
1 10.7 4.8 4.2- 
2 76.6 74.9 69.7 
3 11.9 17.7 23.2 
4 and over 0.7 0.5 0.9 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 and 1980 Census. 
Table 11-4 Working Status of Household Head in 
5 Study-Areas , 1983 
No. of respondent % 
Presently working, full-time 375 89.5 
, Presently-working, part-time 13 3.1 
Retired 9 2.1 
Unemployed 10 2.4 
Other(student, sick, etc) 12 2.9 
Total 419 100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
TableII-5 Full-time Wage Earners in 5 StudY-Areas, 
1983 
Number and Category Percent 
. 
age 
_1_worker: 
household head only 74.5 
--l, worker: others 3.7 
2 workers: couple 7.8 
2 workers: household head & ý. 5 
one of members 
3 workers 3.2 
4 workers- o. 5 
Others 4.6 
Total 100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
Table 31-6 Socio-economic Group of Household Head 
in 5 study-Areas 1 '1083 
Tenures 
Ownerý-occupýed Rented All tenure 
Socio-economic'grou 
Professional ý3.5 12.0 13.2 
Employers & Managers 9.0 3.3 7.7 
Self-employed 10.0 12.0 10.4- 
Skilled workers & foremen 2.9 3.3 3.0 
Non-manual workers- 48.9 43.4 47.6 
-Service workers, semi- 
- 
skilled & agri. workers 7.7 7.6 
7.7. 
Armed forces o. 6 4.3 1.4 
Unskilled 4.1 6.5 4.7 
Inapplicable 3.2 7.6 4.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Sample number 311 92 403 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
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Table 11- 7 Fuel for Cooking in 5 Study-Areas, 1983 
Fuel No. of Household % 
Briquette 3.3 
Oil 69 16.5 
Gas 334 79.7 
Electricity 2 0.5 
Total 4'19 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983. 
Table 11-8 Fuel for Heating in 5 Study-Areas, 1983 
Fuel No. of Household % 
Briquette 29P- 69.7 
oil. 97 23.2 
Gas 28 6.7 
Electricity 2 0.5 
Total 4*19 100 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
Table-II-9- Travel Means of Household Head in 5 Study-Areas, 
-1983 
Means MUNJUNG SADANG WOLKEI BANPO JAMSIL 
All 
Household 
Walk 7(7.8) 9(, 13.2) 8(5.8) 24(5.9) 
Cycl-e -1(1.6) 2(2.9) 4(0.9) 
Car/Taxi 2(3.2) 15(16.7) 4(5.9) 15(30.0) 38(27.5) 74(18.1) 
Bus 51(82.3) 62(68.9) 41(60.3) 32(64.0) 79(57.2) 265(64.9) 
Train/ 5(8., l) 3(3.3) 7('10.3) 1(2.0) 12(8.7) 28(6.8) Underground 
Other 3(4.8) 2(2.2) 5(7.4) 2(4.0) j(0.7) 13(3.2) 
Total 62('100) 90(100) 68(1100) 50(100) 138(100) 408(100) 
Source: Author's Survey, 1983 
Notes: Bracket represents percentage distribution. 
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Table 'II-10. Comparison of ýresent with Previous Accommodation 
in 5 Study-Areas ý1983 
No. of. respondents % 
Very much-better 58 2: 4.1 
Somewhat better 191 46.4 
Same 73 17.7 
Somewhat Worse 62 15; 0 
Very much Worse 22 5.3 
Uncertain 6 1.5 
Total 412 100. 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 
Table II-IlComment on Present Accommodation 
in 5 Study-Areasq1983 
No. of respondents % 
Fully satisfied 8 1.9 
Satisfied 74 17.7 
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 276 65.9 
Dissatisfied 56 13.4* 
Strongly Dissatisfied 5 1.2 
Total 419 100 
Source,.: Author's Survey, 1983 
TableII-12 Location of Previous Residential Area in 
5 Study-Areas 9 1983 
Area MUNJUNG SADANG WOLKEI BANPO JAMSIL 
All 
Households 
Rural area 1(1*. 6) 3(3.3) 3(4.5) 1(l. 9) 5(3.6) 13(3.1) 
Other cities 11(17.5) 8(8.8) l(l. 5) 10(18.9) 9(6.5) 39(9.4) 
Seoul 51(81-0) 80(87.9) 63(94.0) 42(79.2) 125(89.9)361(87.4 
Total 63(100) 91(100) 67(100) 53(100) 139(100) 413(100) 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
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Table 11-13 Location of Previous Residential Area by Tenure 
in 5 Study-Areas 9 -1983 
Tenure. Rural areas Other cities Seoul All Households 
Owner-occupied 9(2.8) 23(7.2) 289(90.0) 321(100) 
Rented 4(4.4) 16 (17.4) 72 (78.3) 92 ('100) 
Total'' 13(3.1)' 39(9.4) 361(87.4) 413(100) 
Source.,: Author's Survey, 1983 
TableII-14 Type of Previous Tenure in 5 Study-Areas, 
1983 
Tenure No. of respondents percentage 
Owner-occupied 199 48.0 
Chonsei 183 44.1 
Bochunubu-Wolsei 6 1.4 
Sak-Wolsei 2 0.5 
Monthly Rent 2 0.5 
Rented from Public Housin4 11 2.7 
Others 12 2.9 
Total 4.15 100 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 
Table 11-15 Type of Previous Accommodation in 
5 Study-Areas, 1983. 
No. of respondents percentage 
Detached Home 228 55.3 
Flat 152 36.9 
Row House 12 2.9 
Illegal House(PANJACHON)- 15 3.6 
Others 5 1.2 
Total 412 100 
Source: Author's survey, 1983 
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Table 11--16 Floor Space of Previous and Present Accommodation 
in 5 Study-Areasq1983 
M 
Pyong Present Accommo. Previous Accommo. 
10 and under 4.1 16.7 
11 - 19,73.0 40.9 
20 - 29 13.4 24.5 
30 and over 9.5 17.9 
Total 100 
. 
100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
Table 11-17 Number of Households Moving during the Past Five 
years by Tenure in 5 Study-Areasj1983 
(%) 
moving 
Tenures 
none 123 .4 and over 
Total 
Owner'-occupied 9.6 30.6 25.0 20.4 14.5 100 
Rented 4.2 17.9 2l.. 1 27.4 29.5 100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
TableII-18 Number of Households Moving during the Past Five 
years by Age group of Household Head in 5 Study- 
Areas 1983 
Aged 60 and Moving 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 
None 14.3 7.1 6.4 9.5 14.3 
1 Time 21.4 26.7 29.4 33.3 35.7 
2 Times, 23.2 19.3 30.3 31.0 28.6 
3 Times 26.8 23.4 19.3 16.7 21.6 
4 Times 14.3 23.4 14.6 9.6 0.0 
and over 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Source : Author's Survey, 1983 
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